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HERITAGE IN PLACE 

ABSTRACT 

This thesis deals with two cultural constructs, heritage and place, and how they have 

interacted over space and time. The specific spatial contexts range from global (the operation 

of the World Heritage Convention), to national (identity and versions of heritage in New 

Zealand), to regional (heritage on the West Coast of the South Island) to local (heritage in the 

context of human communities in the South Westland part of the South-West New Zealand 

World Heritage Area). Whilst moving between and among this range of spatial contexts, two 

main questions are addressed. First, what has the term heritage meant, over this range of 

spatial scales, and whose purposes and whose outcomes are served by these meanings? The 

second question queries the effectiveness of qualitative research methods, that construct and 

analyse narratives from a range of written and spoken sources. 

Theoretical investigations into heritage and its connections with pasts, ideologies and 

cultures, conclude that the term versions of heritage signals the variability, contestability and 

contingency of heritage. After exploring ways of referring to land of heritage significance, the 

betweenness of place, combined with the paradoxicality of space, are related to the study of 

such versions. These constructs underpin a series of case studies, starting with the operation of 

the World Heritage Convention and recent changes to the operational guidelines that 

acknowledge complex cultural landscapes. Versions of heritage for Tongariro National Park, 

the first world heritage area to be designated under the revised guidelines, are then discussed, 

thus bridging between heritage at global and national scales. National versions of heritage and 

related ideologies are extracted from texts dealing with the Crown and Crown agents. The 

West Coast of the South Island is the focus for the remaining chapters, that deal with recent 

changes in attitudes to land, heritage and ideologies. One of the last large Crown land 

development proposals in North Westland, the Perseverance Block, is contrasted with the 

campaign to establish a world heritage area over the whole south west corner of the South 

Island. The final substantive chapter explores how the government attempted to assist the 

people of South Westland to adapt to this designation, and how they reacted. 

The thesis concludes that the interweaving of narratives from a range of textual sources is 

an appropriate way of exploring the complexities of heritage in place. Versions of heritage, the 

betweenness of place and paradoxical space have allowed these narratives to be effectively 

interwoven. The complexity and subjectivity of local narratives of heritage in place is rendered 

powerful by locating them within a more objectified, situated knowledge. Situated knowledge 

can establish a form of grounded universalism, that connects with the objectified ways of 

knowing that still dominate those who manage the south west. Although not a management 

tool per se, interweaving narratives of heritage in place is suggested as a useful foundation to 

future management strategies. 

1 



NOTE: Usage of Aotearoa/New Zealand 

When writing the theory chapters, it seemed appropriate to signal cultural complexity and 

present commitment to biculturalism, by refering to this country as Aotearoa/New Zealand. As 

the thesis progressed, and I became aware of the degree to which only certain aspects of Maori 

culture were incorporated into national versions of heritage, this practice appeared less and less 

appropriate. From Chapter Four onwards, the term New Zealand is used. 

2 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Heritage in Place: Concerns and Constructs 

The title of this thesis, Heritage in Place, signals a general concern for greater 

understanding of the ways in which land, and ways of thinking about land, are construed as part 

of the common inheritance of particular groups of people. The specific concern that 

underpinned the project was that the ways in which heritage is associated with land in New 

Zealand, have been and remain problematic. These problems can be detected in the tendency of 

government agencies to polarise and over-simplify heritage as either natural or cultural. In so 

doing, this seems to deny the possibility of complexity, contradiction and difference in views 

about heritage at the scale of region and locality. This denial seems likely to have impacts on 

the management of land that had assumed heritage status. 

Heritage was a key concept from the beginning; place was adopted part way through, as a 

more suitable way of expressing complexity and difference in land, than landscape or space. 

Both are cultural constructions, useful for their flexibility and especially for their ability to 

encompass difference in location, spatial scale, cultural context and time. As signalled above, 

difference is not necessarily benign, it can lead to contests. The wish to understand contests 

concerning heritage and place was the main driving force behind this research project. The 

research questions, detailed in 1.3 below, all build on this foundation. They also acknowledge 

an inherent paradox: whilst "there is only one physical world, a large number of human worlds 

are based upon it" (Harrison and Livingstone 1980: 26). This paradox creates substantial 

challenges to anyone trying represent heritage clearly and simply, and to those responsible for 

the management of land with heritage associations. Over time, different groups of people may 

well develop deep attachments to the same piece of land. What they value may be tangible and 

visible - if so it needs taking care of in appropriate ways, but this becomes problematic if what 

one group values is not appreciated by others. Who is right? Whose version of reality should 

prevail? The issues become more complex when what is valued are intangible, invisible 

associations. When dealing with heritage and land, we urgently need ways of handling 

complexity, contradiction and difference. 

Heritage is explored in detail in Chapter Two. Briefly, it is a label given to land, 

buildings, structures, animal and plant species and movable cultural property that have acquired 

cultural value as the common inheritance of a specific group of people. Although associated 

with the past, this is not necessarily the distant past. This is particularly important in a country 

like New Zealand, inhabited by Maori people for at least 1000 years, but by people of European 

origin for less than 200 years. Heritage has personal, family, class, race, locality, regional and 

national associations and applications, as well as the global focus asserted by the World 

Heritage Convention. 
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An essential characteristic of this heritage is its variety: without the multiplicity of animal 
and plant species and the diversity of ecosystems, without the distinctive contributions of 
every culture and every people, the whole immense tapestry would remain incomplete. If 
any part of our universal heritage is lost, mankind is the poorer for it. (UNESCO 1980: 5) 

Land and artefacts with heritage associations can be significant expressions of cultural 

identity (Lowenthal 1985). But despite the possibility of inclusiveness and positive 

connotations, contests over heritage can occur both within and between groups. When used to 

define the property, beliefs or ideals of a particular group, heritage may exclude and divide 

(Lowenthal 1993). It can even contribute towards violence and war. Recent conflicts in the 

Balkans and the rise in Islamic fundamentalism from North Africa to Afghanistan reflect this 

possibility. This, essentially ideological, view of heritage is not just associated with the kind of 

conflict that causes literal bloodshed. Other forms of contest over heritage exist in 

contemporary life; other, less tangible, claims to territory and place affect social and cultural 

process. Indeed, 

heritage, in its commodified and politicised forms, is embedded in a wide range of 
contemporary social processes and the contradictory ways in which the past holds in the 
complex terrains of capital and power which constitute the present. (Jacobs 1994: 753) 

Recent emphases on the commodification of heritage challenge assumptions about its 

celebratory role and its associations with cultural authenticity. The growth of international 

tourism, including the promotion of world heritage areas as tourist destinations, has led to the 

proliferation of heritage products. The ubiquitous use of the heritage label can lead to its 

devaluation - heritage can mean "anything you want" (Hewison 1987: 32). It is also possible to 

link the com modification of heritage with the recent determination of the New Right to 

establish the market as the central determinant of what has been called "enterprise culture" 

(Corner and Harvey 1991). Following this argument the two constructs of commercial 

enterprise and heritage "have been officially mobilised to provide the imaginative dynamics by 

which transition might be managed at the level of national culture and its national deep 

structure" (ibid.: 45). Thus another contest arises when there are differences between heritage, 

marshalled in support of the national economy and heritage, the expression of regional or local 

traditional identity. 

Place became the preferred term for land in this project, after a comparative review 

(reported in Chapter Three) concluded that landscape, the previously preferred term, was not 

sufficiently inclusive or flexible. In addition landscape may imply particular ideological 

associations. Place is a more inclusive term, referring as required to land both in a quantitative, 

locational sense and in a qualitative, experiential and ultimately phenomenological sense. This 

breadth and inclusivity has been expressed as "the betweenness of place" (Entrikin 1991), a 

notion that has had pivotal importance in the development of this project. The power of 

betweenness is its potential for dynamic interpretation, an acknowledgment of the continuous 

movement between different ways of being in and knowing about particular areas of land. In 

order to make sense of the complex and potentially contradictory ways in which places can be 
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known, different accounts or narratives need to be carefully emplotted or interwoven (ibid.). 

Although highly abstract, the notion of interwoven narratives provided a valuable signpost 

towards appropriate research methods (discussed below in 1.4). 

1.2 Spatial Focus 

In recent years New Zealand, in common with many other countries, has seen increasing 

concern for heritage as an expression of acquired social value in land. Since the early 1950s 

the New Zealand Historic Places Trust has operated processes for the evaluation and grading of 

sites and buildings, but my professional and personal concerns have consistently looked at a 

wider context than the individual property or site. An early example of concern for extensive 

areas of land as heritage was "Heritage Destroyed", an attack on the damage to New Zealand's 

"great scenic spectacles" (Salmon 1960: 11) apparently caused by government activity "tuned 

entirely towards complete economic exploitation of every available natural resource" (ibid. : 

15). From the late 1970s successive New Zealand governments considered whether to ratify 

the World Heritage Convention. Ratification occurred in 1984, and in 1985 three areas were 

nominated for world heritage status. These were Tongariro National Park in the North Island, 

and two areas in the South Island, the first being the neighbouring national parks of Mount 

Cook and Westland, the second being Fiordland National Park (see Map 1.1). Although both 

were accepted onto the world heritage list, since the later 1980s both have experienced major 

changes. Several years of debate over Tongariro culminated in a decision in 1993 that it would 

be the first world heritage area designated as an associative cultural landscape as well as for its 

natural qualities. 

In 1990 the area of land designated in the south west more than doubled, with the inclusion 

of a fourth national park, Mount Aspiring, plus more than 1 million hectares of other Crown 

land, some of which was previously under other forms of protective designation, some ex-State 

forest. This latter area, now part of the 2.6 million hectare South-West New Zealand World 

Heritage Area (Te Waahipounamu), appealed as the focus of research. Although the whole 

world heritage area is designated for its natural qualities as a remnant of the former super

continent of Gondwanaland, the ex-State forest past of the South Westland section seemed 

likely to generate differences of opinion about heritage. The likelihood of these differences 

suggested questions about the operation of heritage defining mechanisms at global and national 

as well as at regional scales. They also prompted curiosity into how attitudes to heritage had 

changed in the recent past. This prompted the inclusion of another case study, an analysis of 

the debates over the future of the Perseverance Block, in North Westland, to contrast with 

debates over land of world heritage potential. There were also potential connections with the 

wide ranging restructuring of government departments and functions that occurred in New 

Zealand in the later 1980s, All this provided an extremely attractive scenario for a research 

project. 
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There has been some interest in research into heritage in recent years, although no project 

has focused explicitly on the conceptual topics or literal areas of New Zealand that are dealt 

with here. In Australia and New Zealand recent heritage research has included an investigation 

into the heritage values of back country huts (Quigg 1993), the role of a sense of place in 

cultural heritage management (Whittle 1993) and the development of key criteria for the 

evaluation of landscape as heritage (Schapper 1994). In different ways each of these studies 

explores concerns for heritage and identity in post-colonial societies, which are trying to 

reconcile changing national and regional identities, including a resurgence in indigenous 

cultures, in a context of continuing globalisation in economic activity and internal structural 

reforms that are strongly market driven. However none of the work reviewed seemed to go far 

enough in addressing the impacts of so much change and so much difference on ways of 

thinking about and managing land as heritage. 

1.3 Research Questions 

The concerns, constructs and spatial focus outlined in 1. 1 and 1.2, led to the principle 

questions that drive this thesis. 

1. What has the term 'heritage' meant, at a range of spatial scales from global to 

local? Whose purposes and whose outcomes are served by these meanings? 

2. How effective in addressing these questions are qualitative research methods, 

that focus on the analysis of narratives from a range of sources, both written and spoken? 

1.4 Research Approach 

Figure 1: 1 summarises and rationalises the methods used in this thesis. A qualitative way 

of knowing underpins these methods, which aimed to show, as far as possible, things as they 

show themselves, within the socially and culturally constructed contexts of the material studied 

(Pickles 1988). Given the constructed nature of reality, this phenomenological emphasis 

presents an ideal that is never completely achievable. It is nevertheless an ideal worth aiming 

at, especially in a research context such as this, which has been relatively little explored, and 

which reflects realities that are increasingly contested. It became very important to take 

nothing for granted and to try to question every assumption. 

The methods all involve the review of texts, although only some of these are texts in the 

traditional, written form. These are a wide range of books, reports, published and unpublished 

documents including much file and archival material from the government agencies that were 

responsible for managing the case study areas. Other texts are the transcripts of one-to-one 

interviews and focus groups, mostly transcribed from audio tape, that record conversations with 

local people and agency officials. Appendix A lists these interviews. In addition to the 

interviews five focus groups were held, in the main communities in the West Coast part of the 
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South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area. More information about these is included in 

Appendix B. The final textual sources were the places themselves. These were an inescapable 

part of the linked exercises that made up the total project. They were recorded in diary notes 

and in photographs, which were used as a kind of sounding-board, an aid to comparison during 

analysis, whenever other texts suggested interpretations of place that required critical 

examination. 

The analytical process had four interconnected characteristics. First, was the emphasis on 

narrative (Kreiswirth 1995). "Explicit in narrative is the fact that it is from a point of view" 

(Entrikin 1991: 25). Using a range of narratives in the study of place allows the interweaving 

of different points of view, objective and subjective, which creates a "narrative like synthesis" 

(ibid.: 23). Interwoven narratives of place can reveal "the underlying tensions between the 

subjective and the objective and between individual agents and the circumstances within which 

agents act" (ibid.: 26). Implicit in and essential to this use of narrative were the other closely 

linked characteristics. Second, the phenomenological approach strongly implied that the 

analysis had to be grounded in the data, not framed according to pre-existing expectations 

(Glaser and Strauss 1967). Despite this, it was important to demonstrate consistency in the 

interpretation of narratives from a range of different places, at different scales and from 

different sources. This was partly achieved by the use of the third feature, key interpretive 

themes. These were adapted from other sources. Of particular importance to the analysis in 

Chapters Four through Nine was the notion of structures of attitude and reference, adapted from 

the work of literary theorist, Said (1993). In Chapter Ten a further series of themes was 

developed, this time from the work of Gillian Rose (1993), a feminist geographer. Consistency 

was also monitored through the fourth characteristic, constant reflexivity (England 1994). 

Initially reflexivity was used to connect the analysis back to experience and understanding that 

preceded and was external to this project, but as time progressed the nature of the exercise 

altered. Towards the end of the project, the reflexive process focused increasingly on the 

analysis itself, constantly monitoring it for internal consistency. 

The intention behind this process was to produce a series of interwoven narratives of 

heritage, grounded in place and representing in coherent form a range of differing points of 

view. 

1.5 Personal and Professional Issues 

The private country of the mind and the real country are split as seldom before. 
(Gervais 1993: 270) 

Two personal and professional issues combined to influence the evolution of this project. 

The first I gradually came to recognise as a strong sense of personal dis-placement. This 

emerged when I moved from the United Kingdom to New Zealand in 1986 and first became 

aware of the differences between private and real countries. It was counteracted to a significant 

extent by the second issue, a deepening of my understanding of cultural heritage issues, that 
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evolved during 1989 and 1990, as I developed a subject entitled Heritage Conservation for final 

year resource studies students at Lincoln University. 

The dis-placement was revealed in my inability to read the landscapes which I was 

supposed to be interpreting for students. Previously my skills in landscape interpretation had 

been developed in a largely intuitive way. My personal interest in existentialism and a strongly 

intuitive preference for qualitative ways of knowing the world was a matter between me and my 

conscience. Only when removed from familiar contexts did the cultural specificity of these 

skills become apparent. In New Zealand the need to teach awareness and interpretation of what 

were to me new and alien landscapes, threw me into a quandary. Certainly I could teach what 

many might regard as the "real" country - geology, soils, geomorphology, climate and plant 

ecology could be extracted from books and confirmed through observation. My private country 

of the mind was a lived country, experienced over many years of being somewhere else. A 

New Zealand private country of the mind was unavailable to me: but somehow, in order to 

teach effectively, I had to acquire access to whatever it was - if indeed 'it' was the appropriate 

term. 

Gradually a new private country was created simply by being in New Zealand, and also 

gradually I developed a sense of the range of private countries lived by others. This involved 

wide ranging reading and discussions about belief systems, behavioural paradigms and 

perceptions. There was little rigorous research that applied these to the context in which I was 

working - the teaching of landscape design. The variability and dynamism of lived worlds 

impressed me most. I started to think about possible avenues of research. 

The bridge between the first and second issues was my developing interest in the West 

Coast of the South Island, and in the contested relationships between cultural and natural 

heritage there. In late 1986, very shortly after my arrival in New Zealand, I was present at a 

presentation of a landscape assessment project of South Westland that had been undertaken by 

a landscape architect working for the New Zealand Forest Service. Not knowing anything of 

the context, 1 I was fascinated by the contrast between the two parts of his study. One was 

normative, map based and detached. The south west was evaluated on the basis of dominant 

forest types, agricultural land, land stability and soils. The other consisted of annotated 

photographs of what was called "the cultural landscape". It was subjective and engaged. Much 

time and thought had clearly been devoted to capturing what appeared to this person to be the 

essence of South Westland. But this second part had attracted much criticism from local people 

when it was presented to them.2 Others, including landscape architecture students at Lincoln , 

Forest Service staff and, later, the Blakeley Working Party on South Westland Forests, saw 

nothing wrong with the evocative photographs of rusting corrugated iron barns, lichen 

encrusted fences and eccentric whitebaiting stands. Although at the time the development of a 

1See material on the South Westland Management Evaluation Programme in Chapter Nine. 

2Interview Natpol Series 017: 2 September 1994. 
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personal research programme was not a high priority, later I realised that this presentation was a 

critical influence on the direction my research eventually took. 

The next step came early in 1987, when my first visit to the West Coast confirmed the 

cultural specificity of landscape readings. The place that precipitated this view was Addison's 

Flat, near the coast south of Westport. Windswept, undulating and unkempt, Addison's Flat 

was clearly a much modified landscape. There were fields, fences, drainage ditches, deep 

gullies but little sign of active farming. Fields were rush infested, fences needed repair, gullies 

were overgrown. The unevenness of the ground and the nature of the gullies suggested 

parallels with what I knew as 'gruffy ground' - old lead mining areas in the English Peak 

District. The Flat was interesting because it so clearly indicated a history of changing human 

activities. It was a vernacular landscape (Jacksoh 1984) whose interpretation would, I felt sure, 

reveal much of interest about the cultural history of the whole Coast, not just of the specific 

locality. But in 1987 Addison's Flat did not feature in leaflets or displays in any visitor centre 

on the West Coast. It was only a small label on a Department of Lands and Survey map. 

Although I could not read Addison's Flat, at least I noticed it. It seemed to be a text that no-one 

else was interested in deciphering. Visitor centres focused on the natural qualities of the West 

Coast. Cultural heritage was firmly subordinate to natural heritage. 

This is more understandable to me now, than it was then. Seventy seven percent of the 

West Coast is Crown land in the conservation estate, managed by the Department of 

Conservation.3 What distinguishes the West Coast as a whole from anywhere else in the 

country is its relative naturalness. The introduction to a recent guidebook states the case 

plainly. 

In the South Island of New Zealand there is but one Coast - the West Coast. 
Geographically, climatically, scenically and naturally it is out on its own. Outstanding. A 
world apart. Ocean churns away on one flank, the Tasman Sea; mountains are hoist high 
and handsome on the other, the Southern Alps. Between these two uncompromising 
boundaries lies a strip of glacier-ground, water worn land about two thirds of which is 
covered by forest. Although large tracts of forest in the Central and North areas have been 
logged since European settlement in the 1860s, and farming has staked a claim on the river 
flats throughout the region, the overall impression is that of a forested wilderness. (Peat, 
1989: ix) 

Peat was correct regarding the overall impression of the Coast when seen from the air. But 

most visitors travel by road, experiencing above all else the long stretches of modified land 

along the coastal strip. Perhaps partly in recognition of this, there are now more opportunities 

than there were ten years ago to learn about the cultural influences on the West Coast's 

landscapes. The gold mining past of Addison's Flat is mentioned in the displays at the 

Coaltown Museum in Westport, and in January 1995 was enthusiastically discussed with little 

prompting by the volunteer staff at the town's information centre. 

3Source: estimated for the West Coast Regional Council, 20 January 1994, by D. J. Stapleton. For a more 
detailed breakdown of land tenure on the West Coast see Table 8.2. 
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The example of Addison's Flat demonstrates the wider application of the personal concerns 

that were summarised above. The apparent invisibility of the area raised questions about the 

nature of reality as perceived both by West Coasters and by whoever was interpreting cultural 

and natural history there. It also suggested questions concerning the nature of heritage. 

Initially these questions were taken further as an exercise in scholarship rather than 

research. In 1989 I started developing an elective subject called Heritage Conservation, which I 

have taught at Lincoln University each year since 1990. This subject focuses on the 

understanding and management of cultural heritage, and was designed as a balance to Lincoln's 

long standing emphasis on the management of natural areas. At the end of 1990 I was invited 

by the then West Coast Regional Conservator for the Department of Conservation to visit the 

region, to be shown some aspects of the department's work in cultural heritage conservation, 

and to see if any ideas for research emerged. So I went back to the Coast, although not to 

Addison's Flat. Several years later, this thesis is the result. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

PLACING HERITAGE 

Heritage is therefore not an objective revelation of aspects of a fixed historical truth but the 
reconstruction of an interpretation selected on the basis of subjective criteria from numerous 
possible pasts. Ashworth 1991: 175 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews literature from a range of sources, in order to place heritage in 

theoretical context. It begins to address the first thesis question, concerning the meanings of 

heritage, by exploring the theoretical implications of viewing heritage as a cultural construct. It 

establishes connections between heritage as a term that carries weighty associations with the 

past and heritage as a statement heavy with ideological significance in the present. It deals with 

ways of knowing the past, and how these link to claims about spiritual and material heritage. 

Its physical focus is land and things that are physically connected with land, whether these are 

of natural or cultural origin. This is a key issue as the relationship between nature, culture and 

heritage will be a recurring theme throughout the thesis. Throughout all this there is another 

thread of concern: the challenge of conceptualising difference and contradiction in heritage. 

This thread is best expressed in the material that considers heritage as an expression both of 

modernism's universalising tendencies, and of the particularising discourses of post-modernism. 

The issues summarised above provide the chapter with its structure. First there is a review 

of ways of conceptualising and accessing the past, that impact on identity and connect with 

ideology. Having established the variability and contestability of heritage, these are then 

grounded in a discussion on the influence of modernism and post-modernism. This in turn 

leads to an exploration of the nature-culture dualism and its impact on recent ways of thinking 

about and dealing with heritage. The chapter concludes with the proposed adoption of the term 

versions of heritage, as a way of consistently signalling the variability, contestability and 

cultural specificity of heritage. 

2.2 Heritage - pasts, ideologies and identities 

2.2.1 Pasts 

The contingent nature of the connections between heritage and its "numerous possible 

pasts" underscores this section. Difference and contestability are implicit in those pasts, and in 

the selection and interpretation processes that link pasts to heritage. Placing heritage therefore 

requires an understanding of what is meant by the past. The first step is to review the pasts of 

the term heritage itself. 

Heritage has a number of pasts and a long history of use in the English language. It is "an 

old word, drawn from the vocabulary of those old societies in which primary values derived 
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from ancestral relationships" (Davison 1991(b): 1). It is sometimes assumed that early practice 

treated heritage only as literal, tangible property inherited from specific ancestors (ibid.), but 

this assumption is too simplistic. There is documentary evidence from as far back as the 

thirteenth century AD of its use in a more conceptual, idealistic context (Murray 1933). Early 

meanings were likely to be metaphorical as well as literal, ranging from physical property, to 

the act of inheritance, to conditions or states regarded as birthright (ibid.). There were frequent 

allusions to the specificity and exclusivity of heritage, whether referring to tangible property or 

to the condition of God's elect, thus carrying associations with cultural and especially spiritual 

identity. The notion of national heritage as an expression of communal identity was a relatively 

late development, emerging with the rise of nationalism in the nineteenth century (Davison op. 

cit.). Nationalism can be associated with the universalising tendencies of modernism, 

ultimately leading to supra-national concerns for a global heritage "of outstanding universal 

value" (UNESCO 1980: 20). 

Heritage has strong etymological links with aspects of identity, including relationship to 

place. It carries positive associations with possession and inheritance, as well as more 

unexpected connections with loss and emptiness. The root of the first part of the word can be 

traced through Old French heir or eir to the Latin heres. Heres supposedly had a compound 

meaning, he who obtains what is left (Klein 1971). This is clearly consistent with 

contemporary inheritance, and causes no surprise. The surprise comes from the meanings 

suggested for the Inda-European base, *ghe(i), which include lack, be empty and yawn; these in 

turn can be linked with the Old Indianjahati, meaning leaves, abandons or gives up. There are 

also possible associations with the Inda-European root *ed, connected with proximity and 

giving. The suffix -age is also illuminating, for its associations with action, dignity or place 

(Klein ibid.). Etymology cannot prove in any positivistic sense that variability must be a 

characteristic of heritage, but it can be used to support the view that a range of literal and 

metaphorical meanings in the present is not inconsistent with past uses. 

Heritage emerges as a complex word that has been capable of a range of meanings in 

different temporal and cultural contexts. It has a number of pasts, that encompassed common 

as well as personal inheritance, in both literal and metaphorical senses. Its past variability 

contributes to its present usefulness: it is frequently used as an inclusive way of labelling land 

and artefacts that are regarded as part of a common inheritance. But the meanings of heritage 

are related to other pasts, which also need to be understood. 

Epistemology and the past 

In Westernised, post-enlightenment cultures, time and the past are linear, stretching back 

from the present day, yesterday being closer and clearer than the distant past, which is far away 

and less distinct. The past is separate from the present: even if yesterday is close and clear, it is 

still separate and ultimately unknowable. The adoption of Newtonian science, with its 

emphasis on universal and evolutionary time, was necessary to the development both of linear 

pasts and of progress linked to time (Appleby et al. 1994). When we label particular places or 
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relics as heritage, they act as punctuation marks along the time line that is an analogy for the 

whole past. Although these punctuation marks give depth to the past, they may also encourage 

a materialistic, partial attitude to heritage. This issue is explored in detail in later chapters, 

particularly in Chapter Four, that deals with the criteria used in the World Heritage Convention. 

In some cultures the past is not linear, and is indistinguishable from the present. "Some 

oral societies view the present as a mere manifestation of an all-encompassing past" (Bloch, in 

Lowenthal 1985: 231). This approach is relevant to debates on heritage and land in New 

Zealand, as it relates to a significant difference between Western, post enlightenment and Maori 

world views. Maori culture was traditionally orally transmitted, so that until recently the past 

was perceived entirely in terms of contemporary accounts. To people used to the idea of a 

written history, such an approach to the past may appear problematic: to them "the pastness of 

the past depends on historical sensibility that can hardly begin to operate without permanent 

records" (Goody and Watt, in Lowenthal 1985: 232). But the post enlightenment emphasis on 

the "pastness of the past" may not always be appropriate. Attitudes to and ownership of ideas 

about the past are central to questions about the protection of Maori waahi tapu. 

To the Maori the future is behind and is unknown. The past is in front and contains within 
it signposts and messages which give identity, and which enable the community to plot a 
path into the future with confidence and assurance ....... Maori people ... see themselves as 
part of a living history, a continuum which reaches back through their whakapapa, tupuna 
and through time, to the creator. Dotted along the way are events, people places, objects 
that create a whole, which is the Maori heritage and identity. Whether the events occurred 
last year or 300 years ago may be intrinsically irrelevant. (Matunga 1994: 219) 

Attitudes to the past have spiritual as well as material implications. The circular past of 

the Maori appears to link directly to an holistic approach to heritage, spirituality and identity, 

an approach which, according to some accounts, is denied to Pakeha, whose linear approach to 

time appears to restrict them to viewing heritage as a material resource (Ministry for the 

Environment 1995). The Pakeha approach is assumed to lack "the spiritual dimension that 

makes many sites and objects of the past a fundamental component of Maori spirituality. The 

past for Maori people is not just a heritage resource" (Matunga op. cit.: 219). 

There are two reasons why the Maori world view is relevant here, although this thesis is 

not primarily about the differences in heritage between Maori and western, post-enlightenment 

world views. First, spiritual associations between people and land are often acknowledged as 

the prerogative of Maori. This needs challenging, although intuition suggests that Pakeha 

spiritual links with land must be profoundly different from that of Maori. The second reason is 

that Maori insistence on the positive correlation between past and present, spirituality and 

identity (Manihera et al. 1992) suggests similar connections should be looked for in other 

contexts. Addressing these issues should increase understanding of debates over heritage and 

land in specific cultural contexts. If ways of understanding the past are as important as is 

suggested here, then the close co-existence of different epistemologies may lead to conflict not 

just about the past but about heritage, cultural identity and ideology. Ideology is considered in 
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more detail later in this chapter, and later chapters deal with specific examples of the 

connections between pasts, heritage, identity and ideology. 

Another epistemological issue, affecting both Maori and Pakeha in different ways, is how 

the past can be known, as it is inaccessible to direct observation. It is possible to test historical 

records, through the comparison of different accounts of the same period or event, but it is 

impossible to visit the past itself. This inaccessibility is another reason why heritage is variable 

and contestable. Whether debates over the past concern different accounts of the same event, 

or claims about the relative importance of different places and events, or assertions about the 

absolute or universal nature of heritage, what appears to be at issue is how people access the 

past. Underlying this issue of access are critical connections between pasts, identities and 

heritage. 

Pasts and identities 

As all prior experience, whether our own or that of others, is in the past, who we are in the 

present is to a considerable extent based on what we understand of the past. "The past is 

integral to our sense of identity ..... Ability to recall and identify with our own past gives 

existence meaning, purpose and value" (Lowenthal 1985: 41). This applies to individual, 

communal and national identity. If we construct heritage from knowledge of the past, in order 

to confirm present and future identities, understanding how we know the past achieves new 

importance. David Lowenthal, heritage theorist and cultural geographer, has suggested three 

sources of knowledge, each recursively linked- memory, history and relics (see Figure 2.1). 

Memory and history are processes of insight; each involves components of the other, and 
their boundaries are shadowy. Yet memory and history are normally and justifiably 
distinguished: memory is inescapable and prima-facie indubitable; history is contingent and 
empirically testable. Unlike memory and history, relics are not processes but residues of 
processes. Man-made relics are called artefacts; those that are natural lack a distinctive 
name. Both attest to the past biologically, through ageing and weathering, and historically, 
through anachronistic forms and structures. (Lowenthal 1985: 187) 

Memory is necessary to everyone. "Without habit and the memory of past experience, no 

sight or sound would mean anything" (Lowenthal 1985: 39); without it there would be no 

personal or collective data base from which to select things to be labelled as heritage. Yet as 

individuals we also manipulate memory, by adapting it, selecting it, refining it and even 

sometimes ignoring it. Pu~ting memory first in this typology serves a purpose: the personal, 

unchallengeable nature of memory is a powerful indicator of the many pasts that we deal with, 

when selecting heritage. 
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To oral cultures collective memory is a vital mechanism for the transmission of knowledge 

about the past. According to an account of the suppression of Welsh culture by the English, "as 

late as the end of the seventeenth century separate bits and pieces of very early tradition were 

memorised as fireside tales by the common folk" (Morgan 1983: 47). But much legend had 

already been absorbed by English scholars and what remained "were like the pearls which have 

rolled off a broken necklace string" (ibid.). In Aotearoa/New Zealand traditional Maori 

knowledge has been similarly dispersed and fragmented. The customary way for Maori to 

transmit sacred knowledge is still to rely on oral tradition. Stories and genealogies are "handed 

down from generation to generation so that it becomes part of you" (Manihera et al. 1992: 11). 

But the handing down is dependent on circumstance and if the circumstances are not judged to 

be right, some Maori 

would sooner take a knowledge of their own traditions with them than pass them on to the 
present generation .... There is .. . a fear that by giving things out they could become 
commercialised. If this happens they lose their sacredness, their fertility .. . knowledge that is 
profane has lost its life, lost its tapu. (Manihera et al. 1992: 9) 

Literate cultures may appear to rely less on unwritten memory than on recorded history for 

assessments of significance, but this assumption should be questioned. There are complex 

interactions between public history and personal memory; people appear to rely on memory 

more than on written history for their sense of identity (Lowenthal 1985). The importance of 

memory is that it does not belong to everyone. "Memory belongs to the oral transmission of 

personal or local identities which do not require public or written forms of verification" 
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(Wollen 1991: 187). Thus where questions arise about the connections between things or land 

that are recognised as common heritage, and the people whose common heritage is supposedly 

being represented, it would seem sensible to try to make contact with memory that has not been 

'verified' by translating it into written text. Following this argument, later chapters of this thesis 

use interviews and focus groups to explore connections between personal memory and 

collective heritage. 

Relying on personal memory as a source of information about the past can be criticised for 

invoking the rosy glow of nostalgia. But nostalgia has its uses. It has been called "the 

universal catchword for looking back" (Lowenthal 1985: 4), whose utility increases as certainty 

and stability in the present decreases. "Attachment to familiar places may buffer social 

upheaval, attachment to familiar faces may be necessary for enduring association. Nostalgia 

reaffirms identities bruised by recent turmoil" (ibid.: 13). 

If memory is necessary for identity, it might perhaps be assumed that what is forgotten is 

not necessary. This assumption has also been challenged: what is forgotten, or consigned to 

oblivion, may be as important as that which is remembered (Lowenthal 1993). Forgetting may 

serve to hide undesirable social or racial origins and events, or may make room for what is 

really important, or may simply make room for new memories. But these suggestions prompt 

questions about agency and process in deciding what is undesirable or important. Recent trends 

in research in the humanities have emphasised the need to understand the unprivileged, 

marginalised otherness of losers in disputes over resources and political power (Haraway 1992, 

Rose 1993, Jacobs 1994). What is consigned to oblivion is potentially important, making it 

necessary to investigate whether such things have been "veiled, suppressed, or truly forgotten" 

(Lowenthal 1993: 179). Chapter Ten addresses this concern, with a consideration of possible 

silences and omissions in interview transcripts and other texts. 

History and memory are closely related. If memory is personal and unchallengeable, 

"history extends and elaborates memory by interpreting relics and synthesising reports from 

past eyewitnesses" (Lowenthal 1985: 210). In Westernised, literate cultures, what distinguishes 

history from memory is that the former is a composite of many memories, and is written down, 

thus becoming widely accessible and empirically verifiable. But history does not represent 

undisputed fact: it is still variable, contingent and contestable (Appleby et al. 1994). The 

recording of particular versions of history can be used to reinforce identities. Nineteenth 

century romanticism popularised the notion that a "sense of one's history should be celebrated 

because it shaped national and ethnic identity" (ibid.: 65). But history, although having been 

modelled on the 'heroic model' of science (ibid.), has also influenced the gradual acceptance of 

relativism in the west. Relativism is strongly implied in any version of history that links truth 

to historical circumstance (ibid.: 66). This leads to some complex relationships between 

different approaches to history. 

The current debates about history simultaneously depend upon and challenge the Western 
mastery of time. Multiculturalism as a movement, for example, depends very much on 
historicism, for it rests on the belief that every epoch (and by extension every people) 
creates its own form of historical truth . (ibid .: 71) 
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So whether land, artefacts and relics are regarded as heritage largely depends on prevailing 

notions of the "historical truth", which change over time and from place to place. This prompts 

questions about the processes used in selecting the version of history that is regarded as the 

truth, and about what happens to places and things labelled as heritage, if and when historical 

truth should change. These issues are especially complex in Aotearoa/New Zealand, where two 

cultures and two approaches to knowing the past are attempting to co-exist in the same physical 

space. 

Another area of potential difference concerns the source of the historical record. Is it 

handed down from centralised sources, or handed up from personal experience? If the latter, 

the division between memory and history becomes blurred, as is evident in orally transmitted 

cultures. Even in Westernised cultures "[o]ur sense of the historical past comes less from 

history books than from the everyday things we see and do from childhood on" (Lowenthal, 

1985: 211). Nevertheless, history is more than recorded personal memory: it is a social 

activity. "[H]istorical knowledge is by its very nature collectively produced and shared; 

historical awareness implies group activity" (ibid.: 213). It should not be assumed that this 

group activity requires history to be written, although this is strongly implied in some texts 

(ibid., Appleby et al. 1994, Himmelfarb 1987). But this is a very Westernised view. It denies 

the power of collective memory, implying that orally transmitted cultures such as Maori can 

have no history, which is an unacceptable interpretation for countries such as this. 

Orally transmitted cultures have not been alone in lacking written history. Colonial 

cultures established by Europeans keenly appreciated the lack of their own history, but were not 

inclined to adopt the history of the indigenous peoples whose lands they had adopted and 

appropriated (Phillips 1981, Belich 1996). The impact of this on Aotearoa/New Zealand is 

dealt with in more detail in Chapters Six and Seven. One outcome of this perceived lack of 

history is the invention of tradition. 

The significance of invented traditions is that, like heritage, they are selected from the 

past, they reveal cultural difference and can lead to contests. They differ from heritage in being 

selected from pasts that are only partially connected to the time and pla~e in question. Invented 

traditions appear to have similar causes to nostalgia, in that they "occur more frequently when a 

rapid transformation of society weakens or destroys the social patterns for which 'old' traditions 

had been designed, producing new ones to which they were not applicable" (Hobsbawm and 

Ranger 1983: 4). Some traditions in Aotearoa/New Zealand are more accurately described as 

transplanted rather than invented. Often these stand out because of their apparent 

inappropriateness, given prevailing physical conditions. The popularity of a sleigh-borne 

Father Christmas on Christmas cards and the decoration of shop windows with fake snow in the 

middle of a southern hemisphere summer are outstanding examples. They demonstrate the 

characteristics of tradition: it is highly symbolic. It does not have to be logical and is not 

pragmatically functional, as tends to happen with custom and convention. But in practice the 

boundaries between tradition and custom are often blurred and fluid; this is particularly true of 
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tradition and convention concerning land. For example, war memorials in Australia and New 

Zealand have been interpreted as "significant embodiments of national culture" (Inglis and 

Phillips 1991: 180), representing both custom and tradition transplanted from Britain. Chapters 

Six and Seven develop this topic, linking the emphasis given to land survey, the production of 

cadastral maps, the allocation of property rights over land in the early years of the colony and 

emerging attitudes to heritage. 

Difference and contestability are frequently implicated in models of history. Western 

history has moved through a number of stages. The nineteenth century "heroic model" 

(Appleby et al. op. cit.: 15) tended to emphasise a top-down, deterministic approach to political 

and military history, which is not surprising given the growth in nationalism at the same time. 

This view of history was challenged by the emergence of what is still often called the 'new' 

history, although as "it is dated from the founding of the Annales more than half a century ago, 

it is by now well into middle age" (Himmelfarb op. cit.: 14). 

New, or social history, has had many manifestations, relating, for example, (as in the last 

quotation) to the emergence of the French Annales school, which emphasised the history of 

place, and people in their places, or to the call by the English historian, Trevelyan, for "the 

history of a people with the politics left out" (cited in Himmelfarb 1986: 15). More recently it 

has moved in other directions, one example being public history, where 

the word public seems to stand for two distinct ideas. According to one, Public History is 
contrasted with specialised or academic history .... [and] the public historian is an expert in 
popularising, displaying or publishing knowledge of the past.... The second idea 
emphasises a more political sense of 'the public' as the sphere of public life or the object of 
public service, and conceives Public History as history written in the service of the public or 
for the common good. (Davison 1991(a): 6) 

This latter, more politically charged version of public history, could relate to the rise in 

interest in public responsibility for the environment in recent decades. So not all 'new' history 

is a-political. Neither is all 'old' history deterministic. 

To the extent to which the political realm is more conducive to rational choice, compared 
with the social realm which is governed by material and economic concerns, it is in politics 
that the potentiality for freedom lies. This explains why social history tends to be more 
deterministic than political history. (Himmelfarb, op. cit.: 31-32) 

It would be easy to take issue with this argument, and criticise it for over simplification, 

but this would miss the point, which is that there is ongoing debate about the models on which 

history should be based. 

History ... offers a variety of tools for effecting liberation from intrusive authority, outworn 
creeds and counsels of despair. Historical analysis teaches that members of society raise 
structures that confine people's actions and then build systems of thought that deny those 
structures. It also suggests that bodies of knowledge acquire ideological overtones. 
(Appleby et al. 1994: 308) 

This is a reminder of the dynamic, contingent, contestable nature of history. It is 

exemplified in Aotearoa/New Zealand by changes in approach to historical events such as the 
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late nineteenth century conflicts over land, called by the colonists the Maori Wars, by Maori te 

riri Pakeha, or the white man's anger (Sinclair 1988) and now called by some the New Zealand 

Wars (Belich 1986). These alternative titles reflect the necessity for a culturally grounded, 

interpretive approach to history and exemplify recent attempts to neutralise the language of 

history in order to demonstrate current, more inclusive attitudes to the once-contested past. 

The third way of accessing the past is through tangible, physical things or relics. If history 

and memory provide indirect and problematic access to the past, relics, in contrast, appear to 

provide direct links in that they are tangible, existed in the past and are now in the present. 

They are, however, just as problematic as memory and history. The first reason is that relics 

are meaningless on their own: they are inextricably linked to history and memory. "[N]o 

physical object or trace is an autonomous guide to bygone times; they light up the past only 

when we already know they belong to it" (Lowenthal 1985: 238). 

The nature of relics presents other problems. The word supposedly encapsulates all 

tangible survivals from the past, both natural features and human artefacts (ibid.: 187, 238). 

But although it includes items of cultural origin, it does not ring true as an appropriate signifier 

for natural things, for which the word 'artefact' is also not quite right. A further problem is that 

relic suggests individual items, such as saints, canoes, tools, furniture and possibly buildings. It 

does not suggest diverse wholes, such as areas of land. The reason for both problems is that 

relic carries associations of detachment not only from the past from which it came, but from the 

present. A relic, in the strictest sense, has no practical use in the present apart from 

demonstrating links with the past. In contrast land, even land that is subject to strict 

management strategies to protect features from the past, is a complex combination of past and 

present. My sensitivity to this point may be culturally specific: relic does not appear to be an 

appropriate term to use for land in Aotearoa/New Zealand that has strong associations with the 

past. It might be different elsewhere. For example, 

[a]ny observer of the living landscape, at least in England, constantly comes 'up against the 
dead and the dying - prehistoric earthworks, Roman villas, Norman mottes, dead and 
decaying towns, deserted villages, nineteenth century disused railways'. (Daniel, in 
Lowenthal 1985: 238) 

Perhaps the problem in this country is not the word relic, but the lack of land that can be 

interpreted as such. The claim that "[r]ecently settled landscapes conspicuously lack the 

monuments and ancient buildings, the attics, trunks and museums, that invest older ones with a 

palpable human past" (ibid: 240) suggests such a problem. But the problem is not the lack of 

land in such situations, it is the inability to read it for its "palpable human past". This was 

certainly my problem in the late 1980s, as a British landscape architect adapting to 

Aotearoa/New Zealand. The past can only be read in the land if you know the language. 

Reviewing these problems led to the conclusion that whilst relic is still a useful word to 

signify items and land that can be read for their significance in the past, it would be more useful 

if different types could be made explicit. Five types come to mind (see Figure 2.1), although 

the boundaries between them are fluid, as meaning depends largely on cultural context. 
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First there are obsolescent things or artefacts, "tangible survivals of arrested moments" 

(ibid.: 243), that relate to one specific time that is now in the past. Such things tend to have no 

use in the present unless it is to inform about the past. To most Pakeha New Zealanders, 

colonial relics such as cannon, and Maori relics such as greenstone mere would come into this 

category of things that only have interpretive or ceremonial uses in the present day. This 

category includes historic houses and gardens, and other features of the linear past of the post

enlightenment in which people tend to have an interest rather than a strong spiritual 

involvement. But the greenstone mere, even if in a museum and divorced from its land and 

people, also belongs to the second type, living, powerful symbols. It would only lose its value 

as a cogent symbol of a particular iwi and a particular place if its whakapapa were lost. 

Similarly pa sites, even if greatly altered, are part of the identity of iwi. Some local Maori will 

still not visit Kaiapoi Pa, once the culture central of Ngai Tahu, because of the strength of the 

tapu, caused by the sack of the pa, the spilling of blood and the consequent loss of mana that 

occurred in 1832. 1 The Treaty House at Waitangi is another example of this type. It is more 

than an historic house, as it symbolises the colonising process within Aotearoa/New Zealand. 

The third type covers relics that are inherited from the past, but have been adapted to a 

present use that is different from the original. This type may include things, such as a treadle 

sewing machine used as a table, and also land and buildings converted from an original, now 

outdated use, to one that has practical purpose in the present. 

The fourth type is land as a layered patchwork or palimpsest, problematic not only because 

it is of both the past and the present, but also because it expresses a number of pasts. The 

palimpsest metaphor relates to the repeated erasure and rewriting of parts of a parchment over 

time. Elements of the original parchment remain in association with overwritten elements. 

Extensive areas of land with complex human histories, but which are still actively occupied, fall 

into this category. Other labels for such land include the ordinary landscape (Meinig 1979), the 

vernacular landscape (Jackson 1984), the popular landscape (Lewis 1993) and the granite 

garden (Spiro 1984). Addison's Flat is a palimpsest. The palimpsest is a problematic relic, as 

its complexity creates uncertainty about what aspects of an area's different pasts should be 

retained, and what allowed to change. There is also uncertainty about what processes to use in 

deciding how to 'keep' such diverse areas, when their very nature is determined by a propensity 

· to change as human demands change over time. 

The fifth type of relic is land as paradox. It is paradoxical for two reasons, first because 

although its relic status is a cultural construct, natural processes dominate. The second, related 

difficulty is that if these processes dominate, the land will almost certainly not stay as it was. It 

therefore becomes a symbolic rather than a literal evocation of pasts typified by lack of human 

activity. Into this category come those parts of Aotearoa/New Zealand that are still natural, or 

almost so, and which are highly prized for these qualities. Perhaps the archetype is the 2.6 

million hectares of land that is designated as Te Waahipounamu, the South-West New Zealand 

World Heritage Area. This is a relic that surpasses all human relics in extent and age. 

1 Rik Tau, Ngai Tahu Maori Trust Board, pers. comm. 
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The flora and fauna of the South-West is claimed to be the world's best modern 
representation of the ancient biota of Gondwanaland, and the distribution of these plants and 
animals is inextricably linked to the dynamic nature of the earth's crustal plates in this 
region ..... This cargo of ancient plants and animals continued to evolve for. .. 80 million 
years in the absence of the marsupials and other mammals that colonised the southern 
continental fragments of Gondwanaland. On this scale the little more than 1000 years of 
human settlement is absolutely minuscule. (Department of Conservation 1989(a): 56) 

Chapters Nine and Ten deal with the recent history of Te Waahipounamu, focusing on the 

section within the West Coast Conservancy of the Department of Conservation. 

The memory/history/relics typology is useful for the study of heritage because it 

emphasises the inevitability of difference and choice, and because it confirms the potential for 

contestability. What is selected as heritage can only come from what is known of the past, and 

this depends on whose memories, what approach to histories and what type of relics are 

retained. This section has explored some of the ways of accessing and knowing these. What 

has not been explicitly discussed is what else underlies the processes of choice. If identities -

for example national or tribal identities - are at least partly dependant on choices about whose 

past should be remembered, then it is necessary to establish the basis on whkh such choices are 

made. They are likely to be influenced not just by what is known of the past, but by what is 

significant in the present and to whom. This implies that present power relations are also 

implicated in heritage. In other words, ideology must be considered. 

2.2.2 Heritage and Ideology 

Ideology is used in this thesis to refer to the "ideas and beliefs (whether true or false) 

which symbolise the conditions and life experiences of a specific, socially significant group or 

class" (Eagleton 1991: 29). It is invoked in discourses which affect "those power struggles 

which are central to a whole form of social life" (ibid.: 8). Some critics have assumed that 

ideology is a pejorative term that applies to other people, never oneself. According to this 

approach "[h]is thought is red-neck, yours is doctrinal, and mine is deliciously supple" (ibid.: 

4). In contrast this thesis accepts that ideologies impact on socially significant actions in which 

power relations are involved. If these actions include the selection of land and artefacts as part 

of a common inheritance, and if that inheritance acts as an expression of group identity, it must 

therefore be associated with underlying ideas and beliefs. Following this argument, any debate 

over the meanings of heritage must have an ideological perspective, whether this is recognised 

or not. 

As with the previous discussion on ways of accessing pasts, ideology cannot necessarily be 

directly related to objectively observed reality. It must instead be related to an analysis of lived 

relations, even if empirical representations of these relations "often seem to involve claims and 

beliefs which are untrue" (ibid.: 26). The significance of ideology is not whether it is 

empirically verifiable or not, but whether it is believed, and, being believed, used as the basis 

for action. The notion of lived relations invoking the power of underlying ideas is consistent 

with a semiotic view of culture (Geertz 1973), which is reviewed in more detail later in this 
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chapter. If culture can be known by studying the symbolic meaning of phenomena in their 

cultural context, then ideological understanding of heritage comes from analysing cultural 

symbols selected as heritage, for what they reveal of differential power relations. 

Ideology impacts on heritage in a number of ways, of which four are particularly relevant 

to this thesis. The first concerns beliefs about property rights. There is frequent tension 

between advocates of private property rights (Hide 1988, 1989) and of public property rights 

(Spearritt 1985, Kirby 1996, ). Briefly, this debate concerns those who prefer the clarity and 

simplicity of a system where only the owners of property have rights to determine how it should 

be used and managed, opposed to those who accept that third parties may also have rights, even 

if these complicate debates over heritage management. The second impact is almost an 

extension of the first, as it concerns attitudes to and beliefs about the means of production. The 

balance of power appears to lie with those who support the recent resurgence in international 

capitalism, with its strong market orientation and consequent focus in the commodification of 

heritage. Some critics of this position emphasise its top-down, market driven, materialist 

aspects (Harvey 1989, 1993(b), Eco 1987, Hewison 1987). Others make positive connections 

between international capitalism and bottom-up, critical regionalism where heritage is self 

consciously cultivated as an expression of regional identity (Frampton 1992, Howell 1994). 

The third way in which ideology impacts on heritage is where power relations reveal 

inequalities on racial or ethnic grounds. Although officially committed to biculturalism, recent 

New Zealand governments have not provided adequate financial resources or appropriate 

agencies to ensure the appropriate conservation of Maori taonga or waahi tapu (Commissioner 

for the Environment 1996). This is despite government strategies that appeared to give priority 

to Maori senses of heritage (Commissioner for the Environment 1988, Ministry for the 

Environment 1995). The fourth impact concerns any lived relations that reveal the 

marginalised, powerless nature of some groups or attitudes compared with a normative, central 

and powerful position. The debates here concern whose past is privileged enough to be treated 

as part of a common heritage (Bennett 1988, Messenger 1989, Hay 1994, Jacobs 1994). These 

and related issues are explores in Chapters Four to Ten. 

As with attitudes to the past and history, ideologies are contingent upon time and place. It 

is sometimes difficult to predict whether heritage issues and sites will have ideological 

implications. This depends on whether people in any given circumstance select heritage sites 

or relics as ideological symbols. Whether they do appears to depend on space, time and 

specific cultural considerations. For example, in the South Island of Aotearoa/New Zealand, 

the late nineteenth century stone monument at Kaiapoi Pa north of Christchurch, although 

erected by an English cleric, in a material not used traditionally by Maori, on land that is waahi 

tapu to Ngai Tahu, has not been the focus of demonstrations about the unequal power relations 

between Maori and Pakeha.2 On the other hand, during 1995 the statue of a nineteenth century 

politician, James Balance, in Moutoa Gardens, Wanganui, in the North Island was identified as 

2Rik Tau, Ngai Tahu Maori Trust Board, pers. comm. 
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such a powerful symbol of continued repression to some local Maori, that it was beheaded. 

Possible reasons for the difference include the more generally politicised nature of Wanganui 

Maori compared with Ngai Tahu. More specific reasons may related to the use at Kaiapoi of 

Maori designs and the erection of that statue on Maori land, whereas the Wanganui statue was 

modelled on European traditions, and stood on land currently claimed by local Maori. 

Physical scale is also at issue when ideology and heritage are considered, with different 

ideological perspectives being invoked depending on the scale at which people and agencies are 

operating. Physical scale is of central concern to this thesis, with Chapters Four to Ten each 

dealing with ideological associations with debates over heritage at a range of scales, from 

global to local. 

This brief discussion has emphasised the links between heritage and ideology. Difference 

and uneven power relations are closely associated with ideals and beliefs, which in turn 

influence what aspects of the past people identify with and treat as heritage. These are complex 

issues, rendered all the more problematic by persistent differences in approaches to the past and 

to identity. For these to be adequately grounded it is helpful to consider heritage within the 

context of post modernism. 

2.3 Heritage, post-modernism and post-structuralism 

2.3.1 Other ways of thinking 

Post-modernism and post-structuralism offer ways of thinking about and knowing heritage 

that accommodate contradiction and difference, and are consistent with recent trends in cultural 

geography. Since the late 1980s human geographers have given much attention to the 

implications of post-modernism, creating a "debate [that] has the liveliest implications for the 

project of critical human geography (and critical theory more generally) because it raises acute 

questions about the very possibility of critique itself" (Gregory 1989: 348). In summary, "post

modernity, in a word, has been liberating" (Dear 1994: 9) (emphasis in the original). 

As these debates have been going on for nearly twenty years and if the liberating forces of 

post-modernism are already so apparent, perhaps they can simply be taken for granted. There 

are two linked reasons for giving them space here. The first is that post-modern ways of 

thinking, although not needing detailed justification, are still precipitating many interesting 

questions. In this thesis these questions concern the complex relationships between heritage, 

pasts and ideologies. Second, the world of heritage policy and management is still affected by 

ways of thinking that pre-date post-modernism. Put another way, there are still many 

universalising tendencies and practices that challenge the particularising emphasis of post

modernism (Entrikin 1991). There are, for example, continuing tensions between the concept 

of world heritage and its implementation in practice. A recent example is the awarding of 

world heritage status to the A-Bomb Dome in Hiroshima, Japan, that is a monument to the 

dropping of the first atomic bomb (see Figure 2.2). The objections of the United States to this 
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The A-Bomb Dome in Hiroshima, a building symbolising the world's first atomic 
bombing, has been named a world heritage site despite opposition from the United States, 
the Japanese Foreign Ministry said on Friday. The ministry said that the World Heritage 
Committee approved the decision on Thursday at a meeting in Merida, Mexico. It will be 
the second site related to World War Two to be named a World Heritage site after the 
concentration camp complex at Auschwitz in Poland, the scene of Nazi gas-massacres of 
interned Jews. 

Formerly known as the Hiroshima Industrial Promotion Hall, the Czech designed 
building was near the epicentre of the bomb dropped by the United States on August 6, 
1945, which killed more that 140,000 people. The dome and the main structure, located 
just across a river from the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park, survived the blast and since 
then have come to symbolise the bombing. In Washington on Wednesday, US State 
Department spokesman Nicholas Burns said: "The United States will not support the 
inclusion of Hiroshima as a site on this list - essentially because we have made the decision 
that we don't believe that war related sites are within the scope of the convention. 

Figure 2.2 Disputed World Heritage status for the Hiroshima Dome3 

designation exemplify the tensions that can occur over whose version of the past should be 

given prominence and hint strongly at ideological difference. 

One of the problems inherent in basing research on post-modern and post-structural 

sensibilities, is the lack of consensus as to what the terms actually mean. It has even been said 

that there appears to be an "unwritten agreement among post-modernists that post-modernism 

should forever elude a consensus as to definition" (Billig and Simons 1994: 5). These labels 

may well represent a "code-name for the crisis in Western conceptual systems" (Lather 1991: 

102), but they do not necessarily tell us what the crisis is, or how to address it. 

Despite these uncertainties, in exploring the relationships between pasts and the things and 

places that have been labelled as heritage, postmodemism provides ways of thinking that 

"challenge convictions about the objectivity of knowledge and the stability of language" 

(Appleby et al. op. cit.: 201). In looking beneath, through and around culturally produced 

structures for explanations of reality, post-structuralism encourages "the theoretical critique of 

the assumptions of modernity" (ibid.: 201). Post-structuralism is particularly useful in 

facilitating critique of established power relations, in that it presents "a world of infinite 

heterogeneity and open-endedness" (Harvey 1993(a): 53). 

If taken to its logical conclusion this freedom could be problematic, as discarding any form 

of generic cultural structures may result in "an 'anything goes' way of thinking, within which no 

particular moral or ethical principles can carry any particular weight over any other" (ibid.: 54). 

This could well make it impossible to come to any conclusions about the desirability or efficacy 

of particular approaches to heritage. These potential problems are considered later. First there 

is a brief review of two opportunities provided by post-modem and post-structural ways of 

thinking. The first concerns thinking creatively about both the otherness of the past, the second 

concerns the links between heritage and ideology. 

36 December 1996, Reuters News Service, Business Briefing CDRom data-base. 
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2.3.2 Post-modernism and the otherness of the past 

If heritage is constructed from what we access from the past or pasts, then rethinking 

heritage requires a reconsideration of those pasts, and particularly of ways in which they differ 

from the present. One way of considering difference is to talk about otherness. Taking 

otherness seriously implies careful consideration of cultural difference and epistemology. It 

also implies a dualistic way of thinking, in which marginalised otherness is played off against a 

central, normative same (Shields 1991, Rose 1993). 

Two applications of the same/other dualism are relevant to this discussion. The first 

opposes present attitudes to the past - otherness in this case is based on culture and 

epistemology. For example in this country, despite government commitment to bi-culturalism, 

most Pakeha New Zealanders would probably still regard a post-enlightenment, linear approach 

to time and progress as normative and same, as opposed to the otherness of Maori ways of 

knowing the past. The linear, sequential approach to time in Western, literate cultures appeared 

to translate into models of history that were universal, rational and deterministic. In its 

openness to alternative epistemologies, post-modernism facilitates ways of destabilising these 

stereotypes, validating ways of thinking about the past that do not rely on earlier models. 

Whether focusing on literate or orally transmitted cultures, the pasts of different groups of 

people can be given prominence, thus emphasising different historical versions of past events. 

The different versions of the late nineteenth century wars in New Zealand have already been 

mentioned (Belich 1986). Other studies emphasise the pasts of different groups, whose 

centrality or marginality are dependent on context. Examples include Rakaia run-holders 

(Dominy 1995), Maori and Pak:eha (Pawson 1992(a), Belich 1996), men and women (Bunkie 

and Hughes 1980, Phillips 1987), West Coast coal miners (Richardson 1995). Although the 

authors cited here do not necessarily associate themselves explicitly with post-modernity, their 

openness to difference and otherness is more understandable when situated in the context of the 

recent spread of post-modern sensibilities. 

The second use of otherness treats the present as the centralised same and the past or pasts 

as marginalised other. A post-modern approach destabilises the tendency to retrospective 

teleology, which values pasts only in terms of present understanding and makes no attempt to 

understand the past on its own terms. Post-modernism renders problematic the classic 

historical belief in progress and the periodisation of history (Appleby et al. 1994, Mayhew 

1994). Although it is never possible actually to enter a past time and experience it as it was, 

there is value in trying to assess the past according to what were then prevailing cultural and 

social contexts (Scully 1969, Lowenthal 1985). Being inclusive in this way helps to validate 

the past, which in turn helps reduce the possibility of a form of denial, that is currently 

influencing the way heritage is being constructed in parts of Aotearoa/New Zealand. For 

example, the Department of Conservation has recently proposed the removal of baches, some 

with known historical associations, on Rangitoto Island, in the Hauraki Gulf near Auckland, as 

part of a revegetation programme that aims to restore the island to its pre-colonial physical 

state. These proposals are consistent with one current national emphasis on natural as opposed 
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to cultural heritage. Similar moves to revegetate neighbouring Mototapu have been resisted by 

local Maori, whose forebears largely cleared the land of bush, and who identify with the land in 

this altered form (Lucas 1993, Whittle 1993). 

An acceptance of otherness may help avoid such attempts to rewrite history. This does not 

mean that it is either possible or desirable completely to detach from present meanings. It does 

however suggest that an approach that validates otherness might change emphasis "from a focus 

on the present relevance of past ideas" to one which marries ''the calls for historicisation with 

the recognition of the otherness of the past" (Mayhew 1994: 323). 

2.3.3 Post-structuralism and ideology 

The earlier insistence that ideological associations are important to an understanding of 

heritage can be challenged. Some post-structural critique is suspicious of ideologically driven 

analysis, as the search for meaningful power relations appears to run counter to the post

structural focus on looking always for other expressions of otherness, involving continuous 

searching through and around power relations in social and cultural structures. If looking for 

otherness is all important, perhaps ideologically driven critique leads to interpretations of 

reality that are too simple and superficial. "The voice of ideology critique, confident in the 

powers to expose 'the real' behind 'the appearance' of ideas, is suspected of suppressing the 

voices of others and of making unwarranted, foundationalist claims about the 'real'" (Billig and 

Simons 1994: 6). 

Despite these concerns, there is a place for post-structural ideology critique in debates over 

heritage, although for practical reasons bounds have to be set on the search for other 

interpretations of power relations. Ideology provides a focus in what might otherwise be a blur 

of limitless, undifferentiated interpretations (Eagleton 1991). Although it is appropriate to 

distrust representations of ideology that are positivist and empiricist, it is impossible to abandon 

all forms of literal representation. This applies to a topic such as heritage, that has literal 

outcomes focusing on real land and tangible cultural property. It is necessary to ensure that 

such representations do not thoughtlessly reinforce traditionally normative ideological 

positions. Second, the denial of the existence of absolute truth reinforces the need for ideology. 

If all truth is relative and contingent upon culture, reality becomes more and more complex, and 

power relations equally so. In an increasingly complex world, ideological critique helps 

explain how some expressions of heritage are central, normative and powerful, whilst some are 

marginalised and weak. Third, even in a contingent world, it seems reasonable to suggest that 

there may be causal relations between rationality, interests and power, and that these may have 

impacts on heritage. Causal links do not necessarily have to be deterministic or essential. On 

the contrary, unravelling them and exploring their connections to specific times and places 

becomes a valid focus for research such as this. 
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2.3.4 Post-modernism, post-structuralism and the "anything goes" dilemma 

Disagreement as to what constitutes post-modernism has already been mentioned. This is 

not surprising, given its emphasis on the particular and the rejection of universalism (Gregory 

1989: 356). Neither is there agreement about just how far post-modernism should go: the 

emphasis on the specific occurrence might suggest a far deeper understanding of particular 

situations than had been the case under the universalising tendencies of modernism. But in 

contrast it has been suggested that lack of depth is a problem: "one of the obsessions of post

modernism is 'depthlessness' or .... the replacement of depth models by the play of 'multiple 

surfaces', each one shimmering off another" (ibid.). 

There seems to be a paradox at work: if the validity of focusing on the particular is 

accepted, the liberating, destabilising tendencies of post-modernism mean that an infinite 

number of particular phenomena are potentially equally valid. Thus the depth that might be 

achieved in the study of one, is lost because of the necessity to study the many. In order to 

produce research with wider applications than the specific focus of a particular phenomenon, 

some form of universalising principle or meta-narrative seems to be necessary. But meta

narratives are currently languishing under suspicion from cultural theorists who emphasise 

heterogeneity, contradiction and difference. The problem is brought into focus when these 

issues are applied to heritage management, which appears to demand a way of setting limits and 

rationalising whose past is given preference, and what it is about these pasts that is selected. 

Fortunately there may be ways out of the dilemma. For example, it is possible to deal with 

tensions between universalising and particularising tendencies (Entrikin 1991). One way is to 

reject the modernist sense of universality as a "general point of view, that leaves behind 

particular affiliations, feelings, commitments and desires" (Young 1990, cited in Harvey 

1993(a): 57). It can be replaced with another interpretation of universality that does not assume 

detachment from relevant social and cultural contexts, and that only makes sense when 

grounded in situated knowledge. This is knowledge situated in the particular political or power 

relations experienced by people, both individually and in groups (ibid.). The key to the 

dilemma is to recognise not just contradiction and difference, but the significance of these 

phenomena in specific cultural contexts. Although assessing significance is fraught with 

difficulty, as "situatedness itself [is] heterogeneous and differentiated" (ibid.: 63), it is a 

necessary step to the establishment of "some general principles of social justice" (ibid.: 54). 

Another slant on universalism is to accept that in its modernist form it is still a powerful 

driver of the beliefs and actions of many individuals and agencies. Therefore it is necessary to 

continue to critique it in studies that seek to emphasise "a theoretical understanding of 

specificity" involving "the opposition between universalising and particularising discourses" 

(Entrikin 1991: 52). This approach produces a series of critical commentaries on, rather than a 

negation of, modernism. As with situated knowledge, specific narratives are placed within a 

cultural context that acknowledges the tension between universalising and particularising 

discourses. This might, for example, involve an examination of the tensions that arise when 
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world heritage as a supposedly universally applicable idea is imposed upon, and threatens to 

displace, local, particular versions of heritage. 

So there are ways through the post-structuralist paradox, although there are no guaranteed 

solutions. Ways of dealing with the complexities of real worlds are still developing, and 

perhaps the best - even the only - way to proceed is to undertake critical inquiry into specific, 

grounded, situated issues such as heritage, in such a way that contradiction and difference are 

acknowledged, and the ways in which they are masked by universalising discourses are 

revealed. 

2.4 Heritage/culture/nature 

2.4.1 Heritage and Culture 

Having established ways of thinking about contradiction and difference, it is now 

necessary to examine what culture means in the context of this thesis. Recent attempts to 

theorise about culture offer a wide choice of positions. Some are so inclusive that they appear 

"unworkably broad and suspiciously silent on the question of political conflict" (Eagleton 1991: 

28). Such broad approaches are likely to be of little help in investigations into debates and 

contests over heritage and land, where power imbalances between different groups of people 

are likely to be significant variables. Other positions are so specific that they represent some 

sort of essentialist, spiritual quality, "intimately ... related to its members in much the same way 

as the human mind is related to the human body" (Novitz 1989: 279). The outcome of this 

specificity is that "[a]ny such view of 'culture' is strongly exclusivist and tends as a result to 

encourage cultural intolerance" (ibid: 279). 

Neither overly inclusive or exclusive approaches to culture are appropriate here: the 

former provides too much choice and the latter too little. In addition it is necessary to 

acknowledge the influence of intersubjectivity and reflexivity on culture (England 1994). 

"[O]ur political, economic, religious or sentimental interests [affect] what we count as evidence 

for a particular demarcation" of culture (Novitz op. cit.: 284). 

These demands are met in an approach to culture that is colligatory, interpretive and 

ideological. Culture as a colligatory process "brings together different patterns of behaviour, 

values, belief and knowledge in different ways" (Novitz op. cit.: 281) (emphasis in the original). 

It not only stresses difference and complexity, but also permits some sort of unity, whilst 

viewing culture as a dynamic process rather than a static state. It is thus possible to imagine a 

number of cultures co-existing, overlapping, sometimes compatibly and sometimes not, in the 

same space and at the same time. This is a useful adjunct to the concept of situated knowledge 

outlined above. The colligatory process is also explicitly relevant to Aotearoa/New Zealand, 

with its two major groups, Maori and European, which have been continually renegotiating 

their relationships in recent years (Fawson 1992(a)). 

The second, interpretive, strand concerns how culture can be known. Such knowledge 

comes from the study and interpretation of historically transmitted patterns of meaning, 
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"embodied in symbolic forms by means of which men [sic] communicate, perpetuate and 

develop their knowledge about attitudes towards life" (Geertz 1973 :89). What is created is not 

universal but grounded cultural theory, that looks at each culture for the "delicacy of its 

distinctions, not the sweep of its abstractions" (ibid.: 25). 

The third, ideological strand concerns the outcomes of cultural processes. The cultural 

differences implicit in a colligatory approach are often problematic. Difference relates to 

power relations and thus to ideology, but the nature and the implications of differences that 

affect heritage should not be taken for granted. What is needed is an analysis of the 

interactions between the agents involved in heritage debates. Later chapters of this thesis 

attempt such an analysis. 

Thus a colligatory account of culture provides an inclusive framework suitable for 

considering the range of cultural contexts appropriate to discussions on heritage a range of 

scales. An interpretive approach to knowing cultures links theory and methods, by emphasising 

the extraction of heritage meanings from cultural symbols, whether these are represented in 

verbal or written language or in things - such as land or buildings - that can be read as text. An 

ideological slant to cultural processes focuses on the impacts of differential power relations on 

land and other forms of cultural property that are constructed as heritage. 

Heritage constructs are therefore the results of dynamic processes, in which different 

agents continually negotiate for dominant, central positions for their views of heritage. 

Negotiations happen for a range of purposes and at a range of scales. Whoever gains 

precedence sees their preferred expressions of heritage dominate, until after further 

negotiations, another group dominates and another view of heritage prevails. Changes in 

attitudes towards national heritage in Aotearoa/New Zealand since the 1960s provide a 

powerful example. These are dealt with in detail in Chapters Six and Seven, but in summary 

concern a change from heritage as the literal and intangible expressions of a predominantly 

European, post-colonial culture, to heritage as a combination of naturalness and Maori culture, 

still at times retaining a strong post-colonial sub-text. Commodified naturalness is represented 

as of prime significance to all New Zealanders, whilst only Maori have their rights to a 

specifically cultural heritage explicitly acknowledged (Ministry for the Environment 1995). 

This example suggests the existence of another terminology issue. Heritage has been 

explored as a cultural construct, but now the term cultural heritage has been introduced. It 

appears to be dualistically opposed to natural heritage, and yet both are still presumably 

outcomes of the overall colligatory approach to culture. Nature and culture clearly merit 

further examination. 
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2.4.2 The nature/culture dualism 

The nature/culture dualism emerges repeatedly in debates over heritage and land. It is 

often invoked in so many different contexts that a colligatory approach, and post-modernism's 

particularising way of thinking, are valuable aids to understanding. Contradiction and overlap 

occur in current usage in New Zealand and Australia. 

To retain an area as a national park is as much a cultural decision as it is to make the land 
available for grazing or intensive agriculture, and so the 'natural' landscape is itself as much 
cultural as 'natural'. Indeed the legitimacy of the cultural practices of indigenous peoples in 
areas now set aside as national parks and reserves is increasingly being recognised by 
governments and conservation agencies. Therefore from this perspective two overlapping 
understandings of heritage can be perceived: first a Western (European or Pakeha) concept 
of heritage which identifies specific elements of the landscape or built environment as 
constituting heritage, ie humankind as separate from the landscape; second, an indigenous 
(Aboriginal or Maori) notion of heritage which emphasises that humankind is not separate 
from the landscape but is part of an indivisible whole, ie. heritage as an everyday lived 
experience. (Hall and McArthur 1993(a): 4) 

This analysis, although interesting, is also partial. It restricts Westernised and indigenous 

cultures to specific, pre-determined relationships with nature. It ignores the demands of fourth 

and fifth generation New Zealanders and Australians, who have no other tangible land with 

which to develop a spiritual relationship. Neither does it suit cultures that have no clear split 

between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples. It suggests an holistic relationship between 

indigenous cultures and nature, contrasted with a parametric Western approach. Such polarised 

treatments of culture and nature are not unusual. For example, the following summary of a 

Western world view contrasts with a vision of indigenous cultures. On the one hand, "[g]iven 

humanity's [presumably Westernised humanity's] negative impact upon the Earth's ecology, we 

can justly term this world-view predatory" (Heinzman 1990: 5). On the other hand "[t]he old 

ones teach an ancient lesson: the forest is the giver of all things. They teach as they were 

taught by those who came before them. The lesson reminds the People to walk barefoot and sit 

upon moist earth and know a mothering power" (Heinzman ibid.: 3). 

The relationship between culture and nature has resulted in some complex metaphorical 

games. Sometimes notions of national identity relate to key environmental attributes. For 

example, Aotearoa/New Zealand's recent emphasis on nature has been linked with a rejection of 

European culture. "A rugged natural environment has been a symbol of ourselves as a natural 

and unaffected people - a reformed and uncorrupted people mirrored in uncorrupted nature" 

(Lister 1991: 13). Nature as the repository of spiritual values is a response to the rise of a 

secular society and decline in traditional religious observance. Such assertions have to be 

viewed with caution; they may have some general validity, but do not appear to apply, for 

example, to Maori, many of whom apparently combine a strongly post-animist spiritual identity 

with land, with a muscular Christianity. Sometimes nature is represented as a super-organism, 

suggesting that there was once a timeless natural perfection in which biotic communities 

evolved as intended without interference from humans (Griffiths 1991: 17-18). Although a less 

teleological emphasis on the ecosystem has tended to replace extreme versions of the mystic 
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super-organism analogy, the conceptual separation of humans from nature has continued. In 

landscapes set aside as national parks in North America, New Zealand and Australia, 

biocentrism has replaced anthropocentrism and increasingly humans are regarded as intruders 

in the wilderness (ibid.: 18). 

One reason for the persistence of the nature/culture debate is its longevity. It dates from 

classical antiquity, where it began in questions about "that broad and ancient contrast between 

'physis' and 'nomos', between nature and law or custom" (Glacken 1967: 709). This contrast has 

provoked much debate over the hierarchical relationship of the two constructs. Teleology was 

usually taken for granted: most debates concerned what form it took. Some ancient themes 

recur: for example, the classical principle of plenitude can be linked to recent emphases within 

ecological thought on the benefits of bio-diversity. Ideas about progress, only fully developed 

since the European enlightenment, can be traced in embryonic form to a pupil of Aristotle, who 

assumed that the movement from pastoral to agricultural systems was a progressive change 

(ibid.). Even notions of a downward, cyclical change, resulting in degeneration from a 

previous, mythical Golden Age myth, still appear to have adherents, especially among some 

ecologists. For example some advocates of the "modern wilderness movement" distinguish 

themselves by "advocating the stripping back of later layers of history in order to recover an 

earlier ideal time" (Short 1991: 22). 

(a) Design in Nature (b) Environmental Influence 

Figure 2.3 

(c) Man as Modifier 

Three models of the nature/culture relationship (after 

Glacken 1967) 
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The three models represented in Figure 2.3 summarise the range of views about nature and 

culture that existed in Europe during the eighteenth century, and that would have been imported 

into New Zealand during the nineteenth century. In the design in nature model God was pre

eminent, "man and nature being in the subordinate position as the created" (Glacken op. cit.: 

710). The environmental influence model did not require a divine presence, as nature was the 

dominant and "man was largely plastic in the molds of nature" (ibid.: 710). God was often 

included as creator, but apparently mostly relegated to the role of divine spectator. The third 

model, man as modifier, centred on man, with God as artisan creating an unfinished nature that 

it was man's responsibility to complete. This last model was 

the most interesting of the three ideas because it assumes choices; different results come 
from different skills.... .. . In secular thought the idea in general has optimistic overtones ..... 
The pessimism comes later in the nineteenth century with more frequent communication of 
ideas, knowledge of the historical depth of changes, and observation of the unprecedented 
pace of the changes consequent upon the increase in technological ability and the growth in 
world population ... [Now it is] all-pervasive, a natural and expected outcome of the 
tremendous force of human agency. (ibid.: 710) 

Much of the tension that exists currently in debates over the prioritisation of natural and 

cultural heritage in this country can be explained by reference to these models. The emphasis 

given to an external agent suggests a link between the design in nature and environmental 

influence models, although in the former there tends to be little direct invocation of a deity, 

other than nature itself. There is great tension between these two and the man as modifier 

model. The tension surfaces every time there is a debate about the nature of conservation. Is 

culture more significant than nature, or vice versa? Is conservation about saving nature for 

itself or about saving nature for people? (Passmore 1974, Howell 1986). The detailed 

exploration of case studies later in this thesis will demonstrate the precise applications of 

Glacken's models, which appear to co-exist, still in tension and still causing considerable debate 

about their significance for heritage policy and strategy. 

In recent years the nature/culture dualism has received increased critical attention 

(Hekman 1990, Kirby 1991, Rose op. cit., Elam 1994). The value of such critique, as in the 

more general value of post-modern and post-structural ways of thinking, lies in the 

opportunities provided for handling the different, complex and often contradictory ways in 

which nature/culture relations are represented. Feminist writers have challenged dualistic 

thinking, including nature/culture, focusing on what they see as the gendered political 

implications of a prevailing "masculinist rationality" (Rose op. cit. : 7). The value of the 

feminist perspective to this discussion on heritage is that it points sharply to the ideological 

relationships of binary pairs. Nature/culture is not a simple, non-evaluative way of dividing up 

the physical world. It carries ideological implications - centrality and privilege for the 

dominant element, marginalisation and subordination for the other. 

Recent emphases on the need for an ecologically based understanding of the world have 

led others to focus on the possibility of intrinsic as opposed to culturally grounded meanings for 
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nature (Devall and Sessions 1985, Zimmerman 1994). If nature had intrinsic meanings, these 

would be completely of itself and thus separate from any cultural consideration or application. 

The imperative for the intrinsic argument appears to be the need to stress the value of natural 

features and areas for which no obvious human use or value has been expressed. Legislative 

changes in Aotearoa/New Zealand have tried to reflect this perceived need. For example the 

1991 Resource Management Act defined intrinsic values as 

those aspects of ecosystems and their constituent parts which have value in their own right, 
including - a) Their biological and genetic diversity; and b) The essential characteristics that 
determine an ecosystem's integrity, form, functioning and resilience. (Resource 
Management Act 1991, S2) 

This wording is an interesting attempt at separating nature into two sorts - that which has 

value as a tangible resources and that which does not. It is however misleading, as whatever 

purposes or uses are imputed to nature, it remains a cultural construct, whose specific meanings 

cannot be fully understood without situated cultural knowledge. 

At one level the nature/culture dualism appears always to prioritise culture, as "[n]ature is 

part of culture" (Wilson 1992: 12). We may suspect that without human presence there would 

be something that was not-human, representing the earth and its processes, but we can never 

know this for certain. "Our experience of the natural world is always mediated. It is always 

shaped by rhetorical constructs like photography, industry, advertising, and aesthetics, as well 

as by institutions like religion, tourism and education" (ibid.). At another level, the 

nature/culture binary is still an invaluable shorthand summary of some powerful, continuing 

debates. According to some powerful national narratives, nature is subordinate to and 

contingent upon culture, but at a more local level, nature and culture vie for privileged position 

and centrality, or for association as 'same' in opposition to a marginalised 'other'. 

The complicated nature of these relationships can be illustrated by reference to feminist 

discourse, which frequently links the marginalised otherness of women and their supposed 

closeness to.nature, in a binary opposition to men and culture as normative same (Rose op. cit., 

Hekman op. cit., Elam op. cit.). This interpretation contrasts with much of the recent discourse 

of resource management in Aotearoa/New Zealand, whose ecological imperative privileges 

nature as same in opposition to the marginalised otherness of culture (Bi.ihrs and Bartlett 1993, 

Ministry for the Environment 1995). Other examples concern the complex relationships 

between Maori and European views of culture and nature. One, somewhat outdated, version 

opposes a powerful, central, normative European culture to Maori, who are represented as far 

closer to a marginalised and powerless nature (Buick 1940). But in recent years there has been 

a shift towards a centralised, powerful European view of nature incorporating a still 

marginalised, but increasingly powerful view of Maori culture (DoC 1989(a), MfE 1995). 

Then more recently still, there has been some indication that Maori culture, especially in its 

relationship to spirituality, is central and privileged in opposition to European culture (Matunga 

op. cit). 
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Nature/culture relationships are further illuminated by a discussion on wilderness, which 

effectively expresses the contingent connections between nature and culture. The word 

wilderness, like heritage, has existed for hundreds of years and as with heritage, etymology 

illuminates the search for meaning. Literally wilderness is the place of wild beasts, and by 

association with its Teutonic origins, that place was probably densely forested. A dense forest 

which is the home of wild beasts would also have been uninhabited by people, and so 

wilderness has associations of absence and emptiness (Nash 1967: 2) which are also found in 

the etymological roots of heritage (see 2.2.1). 

Wilderness symbolises only a relative absence of culture, and gains significance in 

comparison to it. For example, the moorlands of northern and western Britain can be referred 

to as wilderness, although substantially modified by human activity, some involving crop 

cultivation at least 3,000 years ago (Hoskins 1955) . There need not be a continuous temporal 

link with an original unaltered state: wilderness may be far removed from nature, if by 'nature' 

is meant the condition of land before it was affected by human activity. In contrast wilderness 

in this country is a label that has been attached to areas that are very little altered by human 

activity, and in which few tracks and paths, huts or other facilities exist to assist human survival 

(Molloy 1979, Cobb 1987, Peat and Patton 1989). 

Wilderness is still dependent on people, although they should almost all be somewhere 

else, unless they are the indigenous people, who, at least at times of colonial expansion, did not 

appear to count. Australia before European colonisation was a wilderness because "the 

indigenous peoples were neither white nor settled and the landscape did not bear the marks of 

an agrarian society or an industrial order" (Short 1991: 126). The 40,000 years of Aboriginal 

cultures meant that Australia had no primeval, non-human landscapes. There is a sharp contrast 

between the human pre-history of Australia and that of Aotearoa/New Zealand, where people 

have probably been present for approximately 1,000 years (Belich 1996). Both however were 

regarded by most settlers as wilderness, even if by 1840, when the colony of New Zealand was 

established, there was a greater appreciation of the need to respect indigenous culture than there 

was in 1788, when the first penal settlement was established in New South Wales (Foss 1988). 

Two other sorts of people are also present in the wilderness. First there are the people who 

inhabit the frontier between the wilderness and tamed landscapes. The symbolism of 

wilderness, garden and frontier was fundamental to the creation of the identity of the United 

States of America (Nash 1967, Short 1991). The symbolism was complex: 'garden' was 

associated as much with the wilderness, as Garden of Eden, typifying humankind before the 

fall, as it was with the tamed, productive landscape of settled territories (Marx 1964). The 

frontier developed its own myths and legends. A particularly powerful version stated that "[b]y 

calling forth traits of rugged individualism, the frontier helped promote· democracy" (Short op. 

cit.: 93). The frontier in America appeals to both privileged and marginalised groups. "An 

important belief in the USA is that Americans are truly American when they (re)create the 

frontier condition .... [In addition m]arginalised groups look back to their (unrecorded) role on 

the frontier, almost as if to claim legitimacy for their present demands" (ibid.: 94). 
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The other people who are present in the wilderness are those who come to worship and 

recreate . They emerged in the nineteenth century, influenced by the rise in romanticism, 

particular expressed by artists who "saw landscapes as God's imprint" (Short 1991: 202). 

Public interest in the imagery of the paintings, representing the search for divine presence in 

natural landscapes, was translated into an interest in the landscapes themselves. In America 

"Emerson, Thoreau and others gave a religious dimension to the relationship with nature. To 

love and protect nature was to revel in God's creation" (ibid.: 99). The religious dimension 

underpinned subsequent developments in environmental ideology and in the ensuing political 

contests between those who favoured wilderness preservation and those who supported 

continued exploitation. A continuing theme from the preservationists has been the need for 

wilderness as both an eternal symbol in an age of change and as a medium for human contact 

with nature (ibid). 

Wilderness has been explored here as a vehicle that enhances understanding of the 

complex inter-relationships between culture and nature. Its particular significance to this thesis 

is the insight it provides into land that is labelled natural heritage; which can only be fully 

understood if it is accepted as not only highly dependent on, but itself a form of, culture. Later 

chapters on heritage debates in this country take the wilderness theme further, but some general 

conclusions are appropriate here. The nature/culture dualism is problematic because all 

dualisms are problematic, but as long as it is used to symbolise complexity, rather than as a 

simplistic representation of reality, it remains useful. Nature is a cultural construct that fits the 

colligatory approach to culture adopted earlier. Looking for a unified nature is likely to be 

fruitless: even within one country such as Aotearoa/New Zealand, there will be a number of 

different and potentially contradictory natures. Thus nature/culture signals potentially highly 

contestable situations, as not only are there debates between nature and culture, but there is no 

overall agreement about what nature and culture are of themselves. Nature/culture draws 

attention to ideological difference between interdependent elements in debates over land as 

heritage, which require situated knowledge to be fully understood. 

The nature/culture debate influences the way heritage is treated in this thesis. Heritage 

must be able to incorporate both "nature and culture as comprising interwoven processes that 

exhibit a complex, underlying order [and that] also prompts a fresh appreciation for the forms 

of the past and the processes by which they were created" (Spirn 1988: 124). Connecting pasts 

and their processes with nature/culture and their processes can be achieved by tracing the 

"complex, overlapping and interweaving narratives" (ibid.) that record human activity in 

dealing with land regarded as part of a communal heritage. Accordingly; the substantive 

chapters of this thesis all analyse narratives from a range of sources. 
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2.5 Conclusions 

This chapter began with a quotation that defined heritage as "not an objective revelation of 

a fixed historical truth but the reconstruction of an interpretation selected on the basis of 

subjective criteria from numerous possible pasts" (Ashworth 1991: 175). The whole chapter 

has in effect been a critique of that statement. It has explored the connections w_ith pasts, 

ideologies and identities, focusing on the contribution of memory, history and relics to ways of 

knowing "numerous possible pasts", from which heritage is selected. It has emphasised the 

ideological nature of heritage, exploring ways of coping conceptually with the themes of 

difference, contradiction and contestability. Post-modernism and post-structuralism emerge as 

useful contexts to ways of thinking about the variability and contingent nature of heritage. The 

need for such flexibility has been confirmed in the last section dealing with the nature/culture 

dualism and the concept of wilderness. 

The principle conclusion from the chapter is that, as with the past, it is misleading and 

perhaps dangerous to talk of heritage as a singular concept. Whilst pasts can often easily be 

incorporated into text, heritages is a clumsy word that is unlikely to appeal in practice. A more 

elegant expression is versions of heritage. This expression is derived from what has been 

called a "theory of versions [ which] tends to shift our conception of the [thing] itself from 

product to process" (Bornstein 1993: 3). It signals clearly that heritage is not a universal, 

absolute construct, and has the added benefit that it is often used in association with story 

telling or narrative. It is thus consistent with the emphasis on interwoven narratives of heritage 

that emerges in Chapter Three. Versions of heritage has therefore been adopted in this thesis as 

the key expression signalling variability, con testability and contingency in debates over 

heritage and land. 

Throughout this chapter, although heritage has been the main focus, land has frequently 

been present as a significant sub-text. It is now necessary to focus explicitly on ways of 

conceptualising land; this therefore is the theme of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

LANDSCAPE/SPACE/PLACE 

3.1 Introduction 

In establishing the overall cultural setting of heritage, a setting that is both contested and 

colligatory, the previous chapter only referred to land incidentally, for example in the typology 

of ways of accessing the past (see Figure 3.1). It is now appropriate to focus directly on 

different ways of conceptualising land, so that further answers can be provided to the first 

thesis question about meanings of heritage: This chapter focuses on ways of representing land 

at a range of spatial scales, from global to local. Ideally what is needed is a way of thinking 

and writing about land that is capable of representing the five types of land as relic that were 

suggested in the typology. The chapter therefore has three aims. The first is to compare three 

different ways of conceptualising land across these types and at a range of scales, in a heritage 

context. Landscape, space and place are the three constructs; they emerged from a wide 

ranging review of texts, as the terms that recurred most frequently. The second aim is to 

produce from these ways of thinking and writing about land, a conceptual framework that is 

both inclusive and specific enough to assist in the later, empirical parts of the project. The final 

aim relates to the precise position of this chapter in the work as a whole: it must act as an 

effective link between the theoretical chapters and the rest of the thesis, which deals with 

versions of heritage in increasingly specific, grounded contexts. 

Types Examples 

Relics land now in obsolescent eg historic houses & 
forms - minor symbols gardens "tangible survivals 

of arrested moments" 
land with past meaning as eg monuments, pa sites, 
living, powerful symbols Treaty House W aitangi 
adapted land - symbols of eg altered/ adapted 
past, adapted for use parks, gardens, buildings 
in the present 
land as palimpsest eg "vernacular landscapes", 

"popular landscapes", 
"granite garden" 

land as paradox eg natural areas valued as 
cultural heritage 

Figure 3.1 Typology of land as relic (adapted from Figure 2.1) 

These aims will be addressed through discussions about landscape, place and space. Each 

of these is not so much a cultural construct, as a set of constructs, whose meaning depends on 

context, expressed through appropriate situated knowledge. Landscape is considered first, as it 

represents my personal disciplinary perspective, and because the association of the two words 

heritage Landscape initially seemed more appropriate than heritage space or heritage place. 

However landscape is revealed as intensely problematic. Although evocative of several types 
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of land relics, it is not the most suitable construct for the particular cultural and social contexts 

with which this thesis is concerned. Space and place together provide a more effective basis for 

understanding the complexity, variability and contestability of heritage when associated with 

land. They are combined in a conceptual framework, capable of handling land as heritage in 

the contexts of both universalising and particularising discourses. 

3.2 Landscape 

At the beginning of the search for an appropriate land-related construct, landscape was 

way ahead of the rest of the field. There were two reasons for this: first, I was pre-disposed to 

choose it, as landscape was my profession; second, it already had so many heritage associations 

that initially all that seemed necessary was to review these in coherent fashion, conclude that 

the term was appropriate, and carry on. In the event, landscape proved not to be the preferred 

term, but before explaining the reasons for this change of tactic, a brief elaboration of its 

positive points is required. 

This thesis demands a way of referring to land that can handle the variability and 

contingent nature of heritage. To many in the profession of landscape architecture, landscape 

would be viewed as the perfect term. It is seen as inclusive, capable of representing both 

positivistic and relativistic ways of knowing land, operating at different scales, referring to 

pasts as well as the present, and operating in a range of cultural and temporal contexts 

(Simonds 1981, Jellicoe 1987, Swaffield 1991, Meyer 1994). 

From the perspective of the landscape professional, landscape can be viewed as process as 

well as product. It thus apparently relates well to a colligatory approach to culture, although 

'landscape processes' would probably be interpreted by many in the first instance as physical 

rather than cultural phenomena (Turner 1983, Swaffield and O'Connor 1986). It can apply to 

areas much modified by human activity as well as to areas of relative naturalness (Rubinstein 

and Baker 1983, Lucas 1992). It includes both relatively homogeneous sites and complex, 

dramatically heterogeneous areas (Forman and Godron 1986). It can also be read as text from a 

wide range of perspectives (Meinig 1979, Lewis 1979, Duncan and Duncan 1988). But until 

recently, much landscape practice has been atheoretical, unaware of its historical and cultural 

roots and implicitly supporting a post-enlightenment, detached way of looking at and knowing 

the world (Hunt 1992, Treib 1993). 

Landscape is a familiar term, often used in contexts which imply associations with a 

common inheritance. Highly culturally dependent, for me these contexts include the iconic 

status of the eighteenth century English landscape park, the rich European history of landscape 

painting, the protection of historic gardens and the conservation of palimpsest landscapes that 

are still in active use. 

This high degree of cultural specificity is evident in reviews of the origins and past uses of 

landscape. It is highly predicated upon European ways of seeing land (Turner 1983, Cosgrove 

1985). Cultural specificity is the first of three reasons why landscape cannot be relied on as a 
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central concept in this thesis. The second reason is the tendency for landscape to imply breadth 

and inclusivity, at the expense of focus and particularity. The third reason is that to many 

recent critics, landscape is a visual expression of a particular ideology, a blend of capitalism 

and intellectual imperialism, based on an objective, proprietorial way of viewing land. These 

reasons are elaborated upon below. 

3.2.1 Landscape's cultural baggage 

All land-related constructs carry cultural baggage with them, but landscape carries such 

strong associations with culturally specific ways of seeing that, at least in New Zealand, it 

would be unwise to rely on its ability to accommodate unlimited difference and contradiction, 

and to be as flexible as the notion versions of heritage requires. One immediate interpretation 

of heritage landscapes suggests the first type of land as relic, historic houses and gardens, minor 

symbols that are "tangible survivals of arrested moments" (Lowenthal 1985: 243). But even in 

England, where if anywhere, this approach to landscape should sit comfortably, it increasingly 

arouses suspicion for its "very specific cultural and socio-economic configuration" (Bender 

1992: 752). In Aotearoa/New Zealand there is a need for a "new awareness of landscape itself 

as artefact and artifice; as the ground for the inscribing hand of culture and technology; as no 

clean slate" (Paul 1990: 80). The need for this new awareness is all the greater because of the 

degree to which many old world expressions of landscape have been imported, adopted, 

adapted and developed nationally specific meanings. Landscape painting (Pound 1984, 

Bowring 1994), landscape gardening (Strongman 1984) and public parks as landscapes (Adam 

1995), all bear close comparison with English roots, emphasising intense human interaction 

with land, even if distinct New Zealand interpretations have emerged in recent decades. 

Difference of a more problematic sort emerges when landscape is .used by environmental 

professionals and others with an active interest in land management (Swaffield 1993). Yet 

more difference emerges when landscape is examined for its meaning in New Zealand's 1991 

Resource Management Act (Thompson 1994) and in recent land related policy (Swaffield 

1994). In these latter cases landscape is applied increasingly in situations where natural 

processes appear to (or are supposed to) dominate. Although this thesis seeks to acknowledge 

contradiction and difference, these different, culturally specific interpretations of landscape 

cause more problems than they solve. 

3.2.2 Breadth and scope of vernacular landscapes 

The potential breadth and inclusivity of landscape is effectively demonstrated by its 

metaphorical use. Knowledge, for example, has been referred to as a landscape whose spatial 

existence reflects "a whole complex of implications based on our physical and cultural 

experience of land" (Salmond 1982: 68). One of the most powerful invocations of breadth and 

scope, presenting the least problematic use of landscape in the terms of this thesis, is the notion 

of vernacular landscape. This links "commonplace aspects of the contemporary landscape, the 

streets and houses and fields and places of work" with learning about history and society, so 
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that we understand more "about ourselves and how we relate to the world. It is a matter of 

learning how to see" (Jackson 1984: x). It was this approach to landscape that came to mind 

when I first saw Addison's Flat. In vernacular landscapes "the collective character of the 

landscape ..... [acts] as infrastructure or background for our collective existence ..... 

[underscoring] not only our identity and presence, but also our history" (ibid.). The mention of 

collective character and history also suggests connections with the long term making of the 

English landscapes (Hoskins 1955). In terms of the relics typology, the vernacular landscape 

relates to land as palimpsest, a complex parchment, partially overwritten over time. It suggests 

that a sense of communal heritage in land is best identified in ordinary, rather than 

extraordinary, landscapes. But despite its strengths, and although the idea behind the 

vernacular landscape must be incorporated in this thesis, it is inappropriate as a key term. 

There are several reasons for this. An inclusive expression of land as heritage must have room 

for the very special as well as the ordinary, but the vernacular landscape does not encompass 

icons. Mount Cook/Aoraki is a good example. The highest mountain in Aotearoa/New 

Zealand, an icon to Maori and non-Maori alike (although conveying different cultural 

associations), it would be misleading to represent Mount Cook purely in terms of its 

contribution to the vernacular landscape of New Zealand's High Country. In emphasising 

breadth and inc!usivity rather than the specific and exclusive, vernacular landscapes do not 

handle personal, experiential ways of knowing land, lacking the particularising end of the 

spectrum. Contradiction and difference are not necessarily denied, they are simply not the 

focus. Thus they tend to be interpreted naively and without ideological understanding. 

Ideology is such a fundamental issue that it is dealt with below, as the third landscape problem. 

3.2.3 Landscape and ideology 

Leaming how to see landscapes is more problematic than Jackson admitted. From the 

early 1970s, literary and other critics have increasingly interpreted landscape as a visual 

expression of ideology. An early example of these interpretations focused on landscape 

paintings, which can be read for assumptions about wealth and patronage (Berger 1972). 

Another early example reviewed landscape in literature, exposing attitudes towards the "social 

composition of the land - its distribution, its uses and its control" (Williams 1973: 120). This 

review concluded that "working country is hardly ever landscape. The very idea of landscape 

implies separation and observation" (ibid.). Since then landscape has been consistently linked 

to an objectified, proprietorial way of seeing land (Bermingham 1987, Mitchell 1993). Critical 

attention has focused on the landscape itself as well as on representations of it (Duncan and 

Duncan 1988, Duncan 1990, Zukin 1992). Having been appropriated by capitalism as an 

expression of wealth and power, landscape "uncritically shows the relationship of the powerful 

to their environment" (Rose 1993: 87). Landscapes can also be read by implication for what 

they say about the powerless, but such people are often represented in such a rosy glow, either 

of visual image or written text, that such readings can be criticised for their ephemerality. 
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In New Zealand ideologically driven critique can help explain links between versions of 

heritage and approaches to landscape protection. Later chapters deal in more detail with the 

ways in which these connections evolved here. The actions of regional and national, 

governmental and non-governmental agencies, can be analysed for their ideological 

implications. For example, recent research has shown how organisations such as the New 

Zealand Institute and the Taranaki Scenery Preservation Society, were instrumental in the early 

stages of landscape protection, displaying motives that combined pragmatic materialism, 

applied humanism and embryonic environmentalism (Lochhead 1995). These developed into 

the commitment to commodified environmentalism that informed the Royal Forest and Bird 

Society, and other environmental groups who have consistently promoted heritage as 

naturalness in recent years. 

Despite regret for what I suppose is my own loss of innocence, there are considerable 

advantages to an ideologically informed way of viewing landscapes. There is value in 

assuming an objectified, proprietorial way of looking at land: it is represented in the relics 

typology in some living, powerful symbols, it can be identified as an influence on the 

adaptation of land for present use, on the evolution of land as palimpsest and on land as 

paradox. Thus it is not the association of landscape and ideology per se that is a problem, but 

associations of ideology with cultural specificity and the breadth/scope issues outlined above. 

3.2.4 Concluding landscape 

Landscape will recur in this thesis, but it is too problematic a concept to be adopted as a 

key term. Although there is increasing interest in re-inventing landscape (Treib 1993, Meyer 

1994, Huxley 1994), and although there have also been calls to "abide in its duplicity" (Daniels 

1989: 218), landscape has not yet been re-invented well enough to be equally useful in both 

universalising and particularising narratives of heritage, across a range of cultural contexts and 

related ideologies. Nevertheless, landscape cannot be avoided, because it continues to be used 

by others, especially where objective knowledge, heterogeneity, breadth and scope in land 

require emphasis. Thus it features in Chapter Four on the World Heritage Convention, where 

recent debates and changes have focused on complex associative and cultural landscapes. It 

also occurs later in the thesis, when attention is directed towards the South-West New Zealand 

World Heritage Area. 

3.3 Space 

On first encounter space appears to have even less potential than landscape as a way of 

associating versions of heritage with land. There are obvious associations with nothingness: 

literally, space is an absence, a lack. Hence heritage space appears nonsensical, in a way that 

heritage place or heritage landscape do not. But spatial considerations also imply distance, 

both distance between and distance from, in literal and metaphorical senses. In the literal sense 

of space, distance is a significant variable in the commodification of heritage, and in debates 
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over the relative significance of sites and areas with heritage values. In the metaphorical sense, 

different groups of people occupy different intellectual and epistemological spaces, which 

influence and are in turn influenced by the versions of heritage that they support. Space thus 

needs to be explored further, both in its literal and metaphorical manifestations, as a key 

construct in debates over heritage and land. 

3.3.1 Ideology and space 

In recent years the connections between space and differential power relations have 

received increasing critical attention. This attention has focused on both real geographies of 

social action, and metaphorical territories and spaces (Harvey 1993(b)). In both literal and 

metaphorical contexts, concerns for difference and otherness have driven questions about the 

impacts of changing time-space conditions (ibid.: 6). Difference and otherness, plus the 

implied ideologies that accompany them, have already been established as critical issues for 

heritage. It is therefore appropriate to explore the relevance of spatial relations in the context 

of ideologies of heritage. 

The spatial implications of the recent upsurge in international capitalism are especially 

relevant here. "'Difference' and 'otherness' are produced in space through the simple logic of 

uneven capital investment and a proliferating geographical division of labour" (ibid.: 6). Thus 

as time-space relations have changed, especially since the early 1970s, competition for 

investment has been at least partially driven by spatial concerns. Competition has been 

exacerbated by the relative fixity of land (although apparent distance may be increased or 

decreased depending on technology and other factors) compared with the relative mobility of 

capital and people. It is easy to see how heritage associations with land are affected by relative 

spatial location. "Old places have to be devalued, destroyed and redeveloped while new places 

are created. The cathedral town becomes a heritage centre; the mining community becomes a 

ghost town" (ibid.: 7). Later chapters of this thesis will explore some of the impacts of spatial 

differentiation on versions of heritage. Sometimes these impacts are clearly related to 

capitalism, sometimes, although capitalism is involved, other ideologies are also significant. 

For example, despite the official rejection of imperialism, later chapters discuss the implied 

persistence of a powerful, residual, intellectual imperialism, that is strongly spatially 

dependent. Spatial difference also underpins efforts to promote critical regionalism, a theme 

that is developed further in section four of this chapter, on place. It is sufficient to mention 

here that in debates over spatiality and heritage, competition is not necessarily enhanced by 

physical proximity. In some situations, distance from main centres may be an advantage rather 

than a disadvantage, for example where what is being competed for is market prominence for 

heritage as wilderness, combined with heritage as frontier or as garden (Marx 1964) 

Versions of heritage are influenced by complex interactions between ideology, space and 

the socio-economic characteristics of different groups. Chapters Eight, Nine and Ten analyse 

contests over a national, normative (but not essentialist) version of heritage as naturalness, 

versus marginalised versions of heritage as regional and local culture. It is tempting to link in 
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deterministic ways the spatial, social and economic characteristics of different groups and their 

attitudes to heritage, but this would be too simplistic. Some well educated and prosperous 

urban groups have apparently supported environmentalism, but not necessarily consistently 

over space and time. Issues such as forest protection can become urgently relevant in marginal, 

metropolitan seats at election time, to people whose ideological position at other times may be 

closer to a form of post-colonial materialism. Not all West Coasters automatically support 

versions of heritage based on an exploitative capitalism. Contests over heritage and land 

invoke spatial relations at every scale from local to global, and are complicated by 

contradiction and paradox. Thus the strong government support for heritage as naturalness is 

an astute response to the space-time compression that has made international heritage tourism 

possible, within a political and administrative context that takes capitalism and market forces as 

given. There may be an infinite number of versions of heritage co-existing, whether within one 

locality, between locality and region, or between region and nation, where spatiality is clearly a 

significant variable. The question then arises, how can spatiality help in making sense of this 

complexity? 

3.3.2 Paradoxical space 

I found an answer to this question in feminist geographic literature, and especially in the 

term paradoxical space (Rose 1993), a powerful analogy, which is as relevant to debates over 

heritage as it is to gender. As originally used, this term summarised the perception that the 

masculinist nature of socially produced space holds within it, although marginalised and 

subordinate to it, different space-time paths that relate to women's experiences (ibid.: 22-23). 

These different paths relate to versions of public space that are inherently masculine, 

disembodied, universal and rational, whilst private space tends to be feminine, emotional, 

relational and embodied. Although not interested here in following an explicitly feminist 

approach to theory or method, I identify strongly with the suggestion that within the boundaries 

of the same objectively defined space-time geography, and considering the recursiveness of 

agency and structure, women's time-space paths are often different from men's. Not only that, 

they are often not recognised as paths at all: moving and acting within the same overall space, 

they might as well be invisible. 

Paradoxical space thus relates both to tangible and intangible aspects of space; space is at 

one and the same time used in both its literal and metaphorical senses. There are difficulties 

inherent in this approach: the more you look at space in a way that encompasses the possibility 

of other versions, the less order there is, and the more others appear. It is not simply a matter of 

hegemonic versus subordinate spatiality: different versions of each can co-exist in the same 

space. Thus 

cities and localities have .... become not so much fragmented as heterogeneous. They form 
a multi-dimensional tangle of many socialities, each with their own spatiality; some 
intersecting, some autonomous, some complementary and some contradictory, and all 
shifting historically and geographically. (ibid.: 134) 
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The synergies with versions of heritage, and the potential for expressing contradiction and 

difference, are extremely attractive. Within the same objectively defined space-time path - say 

the West Coast of the South Island of New Zealand over the past twenty five years - there are 

potentially many versions of heritage. Even the apparently normative, centralised and dominant 

national version of heritage as naturalness can exist in different forms, and there are potentially 

many other versions that are marginal to, whilst remaining at least partially dependent upon, the 

normative versions. For example, from the discussion on time and the past in the previous 

chapter it is already clear that other time paths exist, especially in relation to Maori culture. 

Chapters Four to Ten all contain material that in some way represents the paradoxical spatiality 

of versions of heritage, although the main discussion on this topic is in the last substantive 

chapter, on the South Westland section of the South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area. 

3.3.3 Concluding space 

Space is a valuable construct in the context of this thesis, for both its literal and 

metaphorical meanings. These meanings affect, for example, the literal impact of space/time 

compression on international air travel, making it profitable for this country to commodify 

heritage as naturalness for wealthy tourists with a 'hit list' of world heritage areas, from the 

Pyramids to the Great Wall of China to South Westland. They also affect the metaphorical 

space given to different versions of heritage co-existing in the same time and place - contests 

over mana whenua between different Maori groups, or over different forms of critical local 

Pakeha culture. Space and ideology are also closely linked, and the paradoxicality of space 

assists in conceptualising contradiction and difference found in versions of heritage. 

However space does not stand alone as a sufficient construct to relate heritage concerns to 

land. Spatiality provides a way of constructing networks of places. It is in place that versions 

of heritage are most effectively situated. 

3.4 Place 
Place in whatever guise is, like space and time .... a social construct. The only interesting 

question that can be asked is: by what social process( es) is place constructed? 
Harvey 1993(b): 5 

Although heritage place is not as intuitively attractive or comfortable a term as heritage 

landscape, place is a more inclusive and flexible term than landscape, and provides the 

locational specificity that space lacks. Neither does its use imply any specific cultural baggage 

or ideology. Another argument in its favour is that place has been used in New Zealand to 

represent land of historic value, since the passing of the first Historic Places Act in 1954, 

although this may also represent a disadvantage. This is due to the relatively limited 

interpretation of the term within the Historic Places Act, so that within New Zealand historic 

place has tended to be associated more with small sites of European historic interest, rather 

than with extensive areas of land, with diverse heritage values (Department of Conservation 
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1989(b)). This usage is close to the first two types of land as relic in Figure 3.1. Fortunately 

the range of meanings ascribed to place in recent academic critique (Domicelj and Domicelj 

1990, Entrikin 1991, Harvey 1993(b)) allows New Zealand praxis to be seen as one of many 

potential, culturally specific uses of place, rather than as a barrier to wider interpretation. 

The main value of place as a key term in this thesis is that it can be applied throughout the 

range of physical scales, within both universalising and particularising discourses (Entrikin op. 

cit.). It can also be used in different spatial, cultural and temporal contexts, as well as in 

situations which are contested and even paradoxical. As is inferred from the above comment 

about New Zealand usage, the inclusivity of place means that care must always be taken to 

ground or situate its use appropriately. This presents a challenge, as it demands the questioning 

of assumptions at every turn and a closely disciplined approach to analysis, in order to address 

the "only interesting question .... by what social process(es) is place constructed?" 

In order to understand more precisely its potential role in narratives and debates about 

heritage, three applications of place merit discussion. The overall aim of this discussion is to 

show how place can be used in heritage discourse, narrative and debate that encompasses both 

the particular and the universal, whilst also providing a bridge between them. 

3.4.1 Place, the particular and heritage 

At its simplest, place is a physical location in the world, but it has also come to be 

associated with location or situation in an existential, phenomenological sense. A powerful 

explanation for this association comes from linguistic analysis: the Hebrew word Makom, a 

name for God, also means place (Casey 1993: 17). This idea "captures the meaning of place as 

existential limit and source of all there is" (Stefanovic 1995: 7). Reasserting the spiritual 

aspects of place, that often appear to have been buried under the more materialistic layers of 

Judaeo-Christian tradition, could perhaps help establish a conceptual bridge in Aotearoa/New 

Zealand between Maori and non-Maori world views. These are often represented as a polarised 

binary - the ultimately spiritual as opposed to the ultimately material. A phenomenological 

approach to place, especially one that implied spiritual meaning as a potential component of 

any communal inheritance that is expressed in land, could be a way of bringing people from 

this country's two main cultural traditions closer together. 

The existential nature of place is a facet of spirituality. It is a complex notion that 

expresses what it is of a place that is uniquely of itself; what has been called the thinging of 

things (Heidegger 1971), an expression of wholeness, completeness and of metaphysical 

nearness. This completeness is not necessarily easy to observe: vigilance is required. "The 

first step towards such vigilance is the step back from the thinking that merely represents - that 

is, explains - to the thinking that responds and recalls" (Heidegger 1971: 181). Thus heritage 

connects with an existential approach to place through "the thinking that responds and recalls", 

the processes through which people see things as things. 
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An existential view of place is a reaction to the space-time compression of modernity. If 

the distinction between places is in danger of being eroded through the forces of capitalism, 

modernity and technology, an existential approach can help re-establish particularity. 

Heidegger's 'ontological excavations' have inspired a particular approach to understanding 
the social processes of place construction. He focuses our attention on the way in which 
places 'are constructed in our memories and affections through repeated encounters and 
complex associations' (Relph 1989: 26). (Harvey 1993(b): 11) 

The mention of "the thinking that responds and recalls", "memories" and "complex 

associations" again invokes heritage. But it also introduces questions concerning existentialism 

and authenticity. There has been much debate over the degree to which space-time 

compression is destroying our ability to "dwell" in a Heideggerian sense and to experience 

authenticity in place (Relph 1976, Tuan 1977, Seamon and Mugerauer 1989). It is too 

simplistic to reject all except pre-modern versions of authenticity: if, as Heidegger says, we are 

continually learning to dwell, then presumably we are continually constructing places, 

continually redefining authenticity and also continually constructing versions of heritage. 

Arguments about authenticity connect with debates over what sort of places ought to labelled 

heritage. Supporters of pre-modern authenticity would presumably stress the first sort of relic, 

the obsolescent symbol, but restricting heritage places to the historic house and garden or their 

equivalent would omit many versions of heritage as understood in this thesis. A broader 

approach to authenticity comes up against the same issues that have already been addressed 

when dealing with culture, ideology and pasts. Authenticity in place, like any cultural 

construct, requires situated knowledge, which is not always easy to uncover. Even those who 

enjoy the contingency of place construction and reconstruction point to its pitfalls and 

uncertainties (Eco 1987, Morris 1993, Rose 1994). 

The particularity of place and the associated need for situated knowledge carry with them 

the necessity to acknowledge identity politics and ideology (Keith and Pile 1993). These 

issues, together with the wider implications of contingency and cultural dynamics in place, have 

begun to be acknowledged by some Australasian agencies (Domicelj and Domicelj 1990, 

Johnston 1992, Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment (PCE) 1996). But translating 

this acknowledgment into practice remains problematic. The New Zealand PCE's recent review 

of historic and cultural heritage management concluded that 

Historic and cultural heritage is an important part of New Zealand's environment and the 
identity of the national and local communities. There is a large and growing public 
appreciation of this heritage and commitment to its protection; however this has yet to be 
fully reflected in New Zealand's environmental management systems. (PCB 1996: 91) 

Before practice can follow theory effectively, connections need to be made between place 

theory and the typology of land as relic. There are many such connections. Although dealing 

with the particularity of place, this does not limit the application to small sites. 

Phenomenological understanding is just as capable of applying to extensive areas. This can be 

seen in the Maori concept of tangata whenua. Literally this means people of the land, where 
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the preposition 'of has specific spiritual and existential associations. Ngai Tahu, for example, 

are generally accepted as tangata whenua for much of the South Island of New Zealand. More 

specific applications of whenua are possible. The word also means afterbirth, which 

traditionally is buried on land that is sacred to the tribe and family of each new baby. 

Sometimes considerable journeys are still undertaken by chiefly families to ensure that the 

whenua is buried in a suitable place. 1 So particular meanings of place can be applied to land at 

any scale that has past meaning as a cultural symbol, that has been adapted from past to present 

uses, that is a palimpsest and that possesses paradoxical meanings (see Figure 3.1). 

Again this flexibility can be problematic. Place can encompass different ways of being, 

different spiritualities and understandings of what is regarded as a common inheritance in land. 

A particularising approach to place allows the acknowledgment of difference, it does not 

provide a sure way of resolving or accommodating difference, and thus no sure way of defining 

what land should be selected as common heritage. These uncertainties lead to questions about 

what might be appropriate modes of representation for narratives about heritage and place 

(Duncan and Ley 1993): representation in the context of this thesis is explored further in the 

section on the betweenness of place, 3.4.3. They also lead to questions about how important 

the particular, existential view of heritage places can or should be, when the planning and 

management of land and property that is regarded as public heritage is undertaken in a context 

where positivistic, objective knowledge is still prioritised. These questions are explored further 

on the next section, on place and universality. 

3.4.2 Place and universality 

Despite the above emphasis on phenomenological and existential ways of constructing 

place, there is also room for positivism, although not an absolutist sense. The impossibility of 

an utterly value-free way of knowing the world has been acknowledged in geographic discourse 

for some years (Harrison and Livingstone 1980, Mercer 1985). However positivism and 

scientific method are still relied upon in practice; the public domain, although heavily 

influenced by cultural context and ideology, still frequently claims to act rationally from a 

positivist base (Dryzek 1990). The point here is not to spend time debunking the positivist 

myth, but to acknowledge that there are other forms of reality behind appearances, that might 

help when we need to distinguish between universal rights and individual autonomy. Given the 

concern of this thesis for understanding more about common heritage, it would be senseless if 

the world existed only as a set of totally autonomous, existential versions. Some agreement 

must exist about what the places are, otherwise it would be impossible to make decisions about 

them, whether to protect, conserve or utterly change them through some form of development. 

A way out of the universalist trap was already suggested in Chapter Two, through the 

redefinition of universality. This is as relevant to the construction of place as it was to the 

construction of heritage. Situated knowledge can be used as the basis for a general - but 

1 Peter Ruka, pers. comm. 
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culturally contextualised - point of view. It has already been explained that this is necessary for 

the establishment of "some general principles of social justice" (Harvey 1993(a): 54). 

But place construction defined in this way implies a form of utopianism, and this is not 

necessarily appropriate. Differential power relations are likely to be as influential in the 

construction of place as in the construction of heritage. The recent upsurge in international 

capitalism has been a significant contextual influence on place construction (Harvey 1993(b)). 

In an international market place where time-space compression/s mean that in functional terms 

many places are identical, contextualised difference becomes very important. When 

commercial activity, private investors and tourists can choose any location, local difference in 

place becomes a critical factor in investment decisions. Whether this implies helpless 

communities in undifferentiated places suffering the manipulations of international capitalism, 

or in a self aware manner purposefully promoting their own places as commodities of 

difference, depends on your point of view. The debate has surfaced in analyses of the 

commodification of places for their heritage values (Corner and Harvey 1991, Wright 1985, 

Hewison 1987). The recent promotion by New Zealand of world heritage tourism is a good 

example of this trend: Chapters Eight, Nine and Ten take the discussion further. 

One optimistic analysis of the interaction between modernity, capitalism and specific 

places is by architectural critic Kenneth Frampton (1992). He suggests that in an architectural 

context it is not necessary for communities always to be cast in the roles of victims of 

capitalism, with no control of their ability to construct places, suffering helplessly the inroads 

of anonymous international style, losing all sense of their traditional building forms and 

materials. Frampton's critical regionalism is not only consistent with a redefined, grounded 

universalism, but has immediate synergies with place construction in a heritage context. It is 

based on the assumption that "we have to regard regional culture not as something given and 

relatively immutable but as something which has, at least today, to be self-consciously 

cultivated" (ibid.: 315). One of its most significant features is the insistence that regions and 

localities can be critical, that is, stand back, review and analyse the universalising forces that 

act upon them, then with new awareness, self consciously promote characteristics that they 

themselves wish to see promoted. 

The term 'Critical Regionalism' is not intended to denote the vernacular as this was once 
spontaneously produced by the combined interaction of climate, culture, myth and craft, but 
rather to identify those recent regional 'schools' whose primary aim has been to reflect and 
serve the limited constituencies in which they are grounded. (ibid.: 314) 

Not only does critical regionalism appears well suited for use in debates about the 

construction of heritage in place, but versions of heritage appear increasingly likely to inform 

critical regionalism. Both are critical of modernism and marginal to it, but, in the way of binary 

opposites, need and are part of modernity. They both acknowledge boundaries as contingent, 

sufficient only for specific times and purposes, and respond to the physical and cultural, 

tangible and intangible characteristics of cultural settings in which they are constructed. They 

also tend "towards the paradoxical creation of a regionally based 'world culture"' (ibid.: 327), 
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which is necessary for survival in a world that is increasingly commodified. Finally, both 

critical regionalism and versions of heritage deny the inevitability of centralised, normative 

versions of either architecture or heritage, with permanently dependent, dominated satellite 

versions. Thus regional differentiation, on the one hand an unremarkable outcome of 

increasing capital flexibility and divisions of labour, becomes noteworthy if it can be captured 

and utilised critically. 

A grounded universality and critical regionalism appear to have potential in discussions 

about all types of place as relics. If appropriately grounded, minor symbols of obsolescent sites 

potentially gain new significance as live symbols of regional specificity: examples might be 

abandoned historic houses and gardens on South Island high country sheep stations. Major 

symbols, altered places, palimpsest places and place as paradox all seem to make more sense if 

grounded in culturally specific, situated knowledge. This does not mean that place constructed 

in this way ceases to be problematic. For example, the South-West New Zealand World 

Heritage Area remains a paradox, reflecting both universalising and particularising tendencies. 

It is globally recognised for its natural, geomorphological and ecological characteristics, and 

regionally recognised for its cultural specificity, to both Maori and non-Maori. 

Paradox, already linked with spatiality, is also a feature of place. Place needs to be 

constructed at one and the same time both from grounded, universal as well as from 

phenomenological, existential perspectives. The suggested conceptual twist that mediates 

between these two perspectives, is the betweenness of place. 

3.4.3 The betweenness of place 

This sub-section deals with two challenges. The first is to define a way of bridging 

between particular and universal ways of constructing place; the second is to explore what this 

means for the actual processes whereby a researcher might attempt to construct heritage in 

place. This second challenge is a necessary one, as the text from which the concept of 

betweenness was borrowed was concerned with providing "insight into the full dimensionality 

of the concept of place" (Entrikin 1991: 4), rather than with method. 

To understand place requires that we have access to both an objective and a subjective 
reality. From the decentred vantage point of the theoretical scientist, place becomes either 
location or a set of generic relations and thereby loses much of its significance for human 
action. From the centred view of the subject, place has meaning only in relation to an 
individual's or a group's goals and concerns. Place is best viewed from points in between. 
(Entrikin 1991: 5) 

The viewpoint implied in the above quotation is not a static one: it has to move, to be 

consistent with the previously accepted colligatory view of culture as both collection and 

process, with contradiction and difference in ways of knowing pasts, and with the notion of 

versions of heritage. Betweenness implies a continuous process of bridging between different 

perspectives on place. 

The simple adoption of one word is helpful, but is not sufficient in itself. Once it is 

accepted that conceptual bridging between the universal and the particular is possible, the next 
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question is to ask how this can be done. Narrative provides an attractive answer. Narrative is a 

form that can be applied to all accounts or versions of reality, once the constructed nature of 

place and heritage is accepted. It works even in a positivistic approach to heritage in place, 

where the agent thinks he or she is an effectively invisible observer dealing with objectively 

defined reality. In existential versions of heritage there is no conceptual problem with 

narrative, as the agent is present as narrator, and the emphasis is on narrative as subjectively 

defined reality. 

The focus on narrative as a means of exploring the betweenness of place is consistent with 

a recent movement to critically appraise and incorporate narrative into the humanities 

(Kreiswirth 1995). This use of narrative is not simple, uncritical story telling. 

[H]aving looked at the histoire or the what of narrative, and the discours or the how of 
narrative, what has seemed most pressing in the past fifteen years is to look at the pourquoi 
or the why of narrative and to re-examine its potential contribution to questions and 
disciplinary assumptions that had formerly been approached in other ways and by other 
means. (ibid.: 63) (emphasis in the original) 

Narrative thus makes it possible to present accounts that can be questioned or interrogated 

for their assumptions about the nature of the subject, the object and the context in which the 

stories are grounded. Different narratives from a range of perspectives on the same topic can 

be woven together or emplotted to answer "both the .... concern for the connection of objective 

'facts' of place into a comprehensible whole and the .... concern for the intentional connection 

between actor and environment" (Entrikin op. cit.: 25). 

One of the main benefits of narrative is its potential in contexts where, in order to 

understand how heritage and place are constructed, both universal and particular accounts of 

the world are necessary. Emplotted or interwoven narratives can combine accounts from both 

particularising and universalising discourses, representing not one but a number of points of 

view, in so doing meeting one of the main challenges facing this thesis. This is to provide a 

way of representing accounts of heritage and place that go some way to meet the need for 

detached, decentred, objective forms of knowledge in public decision making, without 

compromising the contingent, constructed nature of either heritage or place. 

3.5 Conclusions 

Place is the preferred term in this thesis for an inclusive, flexible way of referring to land 

in a heritage context. Landscape is too problematic to be relied upon as the key term, but will 

recur in subsequent chapters in specific contexts where breadth and scope and an objectified 

way of viewing land are invoked. Space is a necessary partner to place, as places occur within 

spatial networks, and as an acceptance of the paradoxical nature of spatiality is essential to an 

understanding of the contradictory and contested nature of heritage in place. 

Thus the simplest form of the conceptual framework that will underpin the later, empirical 

parts of this thesis is a combination of the betweenness of place and paradoxical space (see 

Figure 3.2(a)). This framework can also be represented in a more complex form in which the 
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betweenness of place incorporates narratives based on particularising and universalising 

discourses, and paradoxical space and situated knowledge form the context (Figure 3.2(b). The 

third stage in the framework is to add heritage, and to represent graphically the process 

whereby narratives interwoven to produce versions of heritage in place (Figure 3.2.(c). 
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The framework can be used to conceptualise land that has heritage associations across the 

range of scales, from the specific site to the 2.6 million hectare South-West New Zealand 

World Heritage Area. It also accommodates objective and subjective ways of knowing land, 

coping with objective, scientific ways of defining naturalness, as well as with community and 

personal approaches to defining cultural and spiritual heritage. The rest of this thesis is a series 

of interwoven narratives, stories written from a range of points of view, analysed for what they 

appear to say about the ways in which heritage and place are constructed, across a range of 

scales and in different cultural, spatial and temporal contexts . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE GLOBAL PLACE OF HERITAGE 

4.1 Introduction 

Chapter Three dealt with the constructs of landscape, space and place. It introduced the 

notion of narratives of heritage in place, as an appropriate way to explore the complexity and 

paradoxicality of the versions of heritage that were introduced in Chapter Two. These versions 

reflect difference between dominant and marginalised discourses, concerning heritage in place 

at a range of scales and in varying social and cultural contexts. The appropriate representation 

of these contexts is the focus of this chapter, which presents a first set of narratives, forming a 

bridge between the theoretical emphasis of the earlier chapters and later, more detailed 

narratives. This contextual material also serves to confirm the inherently paradoxical and 

contested nature of heritage, a nature that is evident at all spatial scales, including that of the 

world. 

The focus of this chapter is heritage at a global scale, as represented by a series of 

narratives about the World Heritage Convention. Its primary aim is to explore how the 

convention has operated, through an exploration of structures of attitude and reference, a term 

borrowed from the cultural and literary criticism of Edward Said (1993), that is further 

explained later in this section. Other sections of this chapter deal with the need for the 

convention, the role of UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organisation), plus a number of related global initiatives and the emergence and operation of 

the convention itself. These lead into a discussion on the way the convention deals with 

natural, cultural and mixed sites and areas. All this supports an analysis of the debates over 

how the convention should handle what came to be called cultural landscapes, complex areas 

that did not qualify for recognition under the convention's original operational guidelines. 

Although the narratives in this chapter provide necessary situated knowledge as context for 

the later more detailed narratives, they also contribute to the thesis in their own right. Without 

a global initiative concerning land as heritage, it is unlikely whether New Zealand would have 

given the attention that it has to the promotion of heritage, whether natural or cultural. The 

comparison between global and national versions of heritage made possible by the material in 

this and subsequent chapters will go a substantial way towards answering the thesis question 

concerning the meanings that have been attributed to heritage at a range of spatial scales . 

Given the contingent nature of heritage and place, it is highly likely that the answer to that 

question will reveal still contested versions of reality, rather than naturalised, internalised 

truths. My intention is to write in such a way that the subjective, potentially contested nature of 

reality in general and of the specific application of this principle to heritage and place is always 

evident. 
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The published and readily available narratives that recount the creation, background and 

subsequent history of the World Heritage Convention tend to be from points of view that are 

supportive rather than critical. Published texts about the convention in its global context are 

usually written by professionals closely involved with and believing in its objectives. This is 

still the case, although over the past twenty five years there has been so much explicit criticism 

of UNESCO, the convention's umbrella organisation, that the United Kingdom and the United 

States withdrew altogether, whilst remaining party to the convention. World heritage is 

conveyed in recent journals and other publications as a universal good (Lucas 1992, von Droste 

1995(a), Rossler 1995(a) and (b)). The most critical accounts occur when detailed proposals in 

specific places arouse concern about loss of sovereignty: they tend to be found in more 

ephemeral, topical sources, such as newspapers or newsletters. Such narratives will be 

included in the West Coast material in the following chapters. The criticism of involved 

professionals has tended to be limited to the way the convention operates, rather than focusing 

on its underlying principles. In discussion papers, newsletters and in-house journals it is 

possible to detect disagreement between and within the agencies that advise UNESCO on the 

working of the convention (Jacques 1991, Tricaud 1992, Luxen 1994). 

One way of using this sort of material to provide pointers to a fuller understanding of 

underlying beliefs, their complexity, persistence and their impacts on debates over heritage, is 

to adapt the notion of structures of attitude and reference (Said 1993). These textual structures 

help define what has been called a "distinctive cultural topography" (ibid.: 61). Used by Said in 

the study of the persistence of ideas that implicitly support territorial imperialism, this 

"topography" is an expression of 

the way in which structures of location and geographical reference appear in the cultural 
languages of literature, history or ethnography, sometimes elusively and sometimes 
carefully plotted, across several individual works that are not otherwise connected to one 
another or to an official ideology of 'empire'. (ibid.) 

The direct use of geographic and architectural metaphors - cultural topography, structures 

of attitude - is particularly suggestive and potentially powerful in the context of discussions 

about heritage. Although more concerned with intellectual than with territorial 

Figure 4.1 Recursive links between metaphorical and literal 

structures and territories 
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imperialism, they flip back in a recursive way to encompass real territory and real structures 

again as soon as the heritage label is attached to an actual piece of land, building or monument 

(see Figure 4.1). 

The "structures" referred to by Said are not always presented in such transparent form. In 

many places both in the texts that Said analyses and in the texts analysed here, the language 

appears free of metaphor, utterly naturalised. In such circumstances it is necessary to reveal 

less explicit structures. Thus Said, analysing texts written "before the great age of explicit, 

programmatic colonial expansion - the scramble for Africa, say, [sought] striking but careful 

sources - positive ideas of home, of a nation and its language, of proper order, good behaviour, 

moral values" (Said 1993: 97). Other "striking but careful sources" in the debates over world 

heritage, reveal a range of ideas about nation, proper order and good behaviour in an 

international context. A UNESCO leaflet about the World Heritage Convention provided a 

good example. 

This brochure sets forth the objectives of the World Heritage Convention and describes how 
the system of international co-operation works; how a nation can take part in the 
Convention; what contribution it must make to it and what benefits it can expect to receive 
in turn. 

It is hoped that it will be of interest to all who have responsibility within their own countries 
for the conservation of the cultural or the natural heritage, and in particular for those whose 
countries may not have ratified the Convention yet. Every new ratification is a step towards 
strengthening this comprehensive system of international solidarity in defense of the cultural 
and natural heritage of all mankind. (UNESCO 1980: 3) 

The texts that are analysed in this chapter come from a range of sources. They are all 

secondary, in that they were produced for purposes other than this thesis, although in one case I 

was involved in the writing of an advisory document on cultural landscapes (ICOMOS 1993). 

They include the World Heritage Convention itself and its operational guidelines, plus material 

produced for and by the two international agencies that have been responsible for advising on 

the operation of the convention. These two agencies are the International Union for the 

Conservation of Nature and Natural resources (IUCN) and the International Council on 

Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS). In addition a number of published commentaries are used, 

both relating to the wider context of UNESCO and the more focused issue of the convention. 

4.2 The need for the World Heritage Convention 
By affirming that the works of man and nature _belong to a single heritage, the convention 
was a profoundly original document when it was adopted by UNESCO's General 
Conference in 1972. 

(UNESCO Courier, Oct. 1990, reprinted in Swaddling and Baker 1992: 12-13) 

Emerging attitudes to global environmental and land management issues were a strong 

influence on the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World (sic) Cultural and Natural 

Heritage (commonly referred to as the World Heritage Convention). The convention was 

adopted by the General Council of UNESCO in 1972 (UNESCO 1980). It was introduced at a 
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time when there were growing tensions in global debates over appropriate ways to approach 

global problems. By the early 1970s 

the world had grown smaller, more crowded, and more fragile", it was "a planet verging on 
irreparable damage, pushed to the edge by human abuse. It needed immediate attention to 
overcome global defects which in turn required inter-governmental, co-operative action. 
(Preston et al 1989: 123) 

The need for the convention had already been reinforced by a number of crises requiring 

international action. It represented a further development of an existing preservation mandate, 

recognised in earlier conventions such as the Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property 

in the Event of Armed Conflict, adopted by UNESCO in 1954 (Preston et al. op. cit.: 131). 

Crises such as the threat to the monuments of Abu Simbel brought the issue of global heritage 

to a head. 

Saving the Abu Simbel and other Nubian monuments from the waters to be stored behind 
the Aswan Dam represented the most spectacular of these rescue efforts. Other such 
initiatives followed in Venice, Indonesia, Cambodia and Florence after its 1966 floods. 
(ibid.: 98) 

The international action of the 1960s, often under the umbrella of UNESCO, included both 

the sponsorship of research into techniques of conservation and restoration and also the sending 

of experts to rehabilitate sites and monuments in countries which had inadequate skills or 

resources to carry out the works themselves. 

The principle of international co-operation embodied in the convention was therefore not 

new. What was new was the combination of concern for cultural and natural and cultural 

heritage in the same document. The other introductions were a permanent framework for 

identification and assessment, the protection of sites and areas, and the provision of 

international assistance for nation states with insufficient resources to look after sites within 

their boundaries. The convention represented a formalisation of processes that were intended 

to enable the international community to be pro-active rather than reactive in the cause of 

global heritage issues. 

On one hand, the convention should be seen in the context of increasing emphasis on 

specific cultural and natural identity. On the other hand it reflected concerns over the need for 

a global vision and sense of identity, in order to address widespread environmental 

deterioration and the needs of conservation. These two apparently contradictory forces can be 

interpreted as powerful examples of the way in which particularising and universalising 

discourses appear to be combined. This combination is a consequence of the processes of 

globalisation, referred to in previous chapters, that impact in complex ways on particular places 

(Entrikin 1991, Harvey 1993 (a) and (b)). 

The trend towards the particular acknowledged that land, and features on and in the land, 

could be interpreted as affirming the identity, individuality and authenticity of nation states. 

The 1960s saw the emergence of fresh appreciation of traditional forms of building and 

community design, as reaction set in against the uniformity of much modern architecture and 
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the shortcomings of post Second World War town planning, and as mass tourism started to 

emerge as a significant world industry. The idea of a universal heritage produced some forceful 

rhetoric. 

An essential characteristic of this heritage is its variety: without the multiplicity of animal 
and plants species and the diversity of ecosystems, without the distinctive contributions of 
every culture and every people, the whole immense tapestry would remain incomplete. If 
any part of our universal heritage is lost, mankind is the poorer for it. (UNESCO 1980: 5) 

Although the threat of poverty invoked in the above quotation is metaphorical, cultural and 

spiritual, the recognition of "our universal heritage" has led to widespread commodification of 

heritage, as a foil to literal poverty. The UNESCO documentation gave no hint of this, or of 

other potentially divisive contests concerning global, national and regional versions of heritage, 

resulting from the processes of modernity (Swadling and Baker 1992). This can at least partly 

be explained by the resurgence in the early 1960s of the utopianism that had fired the creation 

of the United Nations and UNESCO in the 1940s (Preston et al 1989: 89), which again can be 

partly explained by the implicit belief in the power of technology to overcome threats to 

heritage. These threats came from rising costs, the complexity of conservation projects and the 

increasingly rapid rate of change. They gave a sense of urgency to the demand that 

comprehensive, international mechanisms should facilitate spreading the burdens of heritage 

conservation more evenly. The convention was a response to the need to recognise and codify 

the general principles behind the isolated operations in which individual nation states became 

involved. The perceived severity of the global problem was such that for a while the 

ideological implications of heritage, and contestable issues such as which past or which culture 

should receive priority, were not appreciated. It is tempting to suggest that they were known 

but suppressed, but this would be judging the past with the standards of the present, and would 

be unfair. At the time of the Abu Simbel crisis, for example, developments such as the Aswan 

dam were generally assumed to be a good thing. The solution to the threat by one monument 

(the dam) of another (the statues) was to move the latter. An international appeal for funds to 

'save' (move) the statues was launched by UNESCO in 1960 (UNESCO 1990). Enough money 

was raised to move them: a development ethic and monumental technology made the dam 

possible, the same ethic and technology provided the means to save the Abu Simbel statues. 

At this time the United States government and UNESCO were working together towards 

what appeared to be a shared vision of international conservation and development. As time 

progressed, although the conflicts between them escalated, both non-aligned and third world 

countries as well as the United States, continued to support the world heritage movement as an 

expression of this vision. It is hard to tell which countries supported it most. The United States 

are sometimes represented in the lead role. According to one account, the discussion of a 

World Heritage Trust was an initiative of a White House Conference on International Co

operation in 1965 (Train 1992). The American lead was stressed in an account of the 

International Congress on Nature and Man in Amsterdam in 1967, and again in 1970, when the 

President's Council on Environmental Quality was considering how to commemorate the 
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centennial of the creation of Yellowstone National Park. According to this view, the States 

drove the development of two draft heritage conventions, one by IUCN and one by UNESCO 

(Train 1992: 378). 

It seems unlikely that the IUCN was influenced solely by the United States government: 

world heritage concerns had already featured at IUCN's 1966 General Assembly and the 

proposed IUCN convention covered both natural and cultural sites, whereas that proposed by 

UNESCO covered cultural sites only (Preston et al. 1989, Lucas 1992). Apparently the United 

States proposed to UNESCO that a meeting of experts be convened to see if the two drafts 

could be combined (Train op. cit.). Whatever the process that produced the combined 

document, a composite draft was referred to the United Nations Conference on the Human 

Environment in Stockholm in June 1972 and was finally adopted by the General Conference of 

UNESCO in November 1972 (Preston et al 1989, Lucas 1992). 

Complex structures of attitude and reference are hinted at in the documents that report the 

processes leading to the World Heritage Convention. There appears to have been a blend of 

altruism and philanthropy, combined with intellectual imperialism, as in the apparent wish to 

establish the 'ownership' of the world heritage process by the United States. There was also, 

despite the overt emphasis on protection, an implied acceptance of the priority that had to be 

given to development, and an equally strong implication that heritage was monuments - tangible 

relics of the past, either obsolescent or still powerful symbols, separable and distinct from land 

in active use in the present. These conclusions are very tentative; in order to explore them 

further it is necessary to look in more detail at the role of UNESCO and the United Nations. 

4.3 The Role of UNESCO and the United Nations 

Understanding the full implications of the convention requires some contextual material 

concerning the United Nations and UNESCO. The United Nations emerged during the Second 

World War as a successor to the League of Nations. According to the utopian vision of the 

time, there was to be no more conflict on a global scale. The establishment of UNESCO in 

1946 was entirely consistent with that vision. According to its constitution its role was 

to contribute to peace and security by promoting collaboration among the nations through 
education, science and culture in order to further universal respect for justice, for the rule of 
law and for the human rights and fundamental freedoms which are affirmed for the peoples 
of the world, without distinction of race, sex, language or religion, by the Charter of the 
United Nations. (Article 1, Constitution of UNESCO, reprinted in Preston et al. 1989: 316) 

Although UNESCO's constitution was based on prevailing post-war utopian idealism, from 

its inception it was subject to at least three different visions, related to the contrasts between the 

cultural and social constructions that separated "the rich, industrialised West, the Socialist East, 

and the impoverished, underdeveloped South" (Preston et al.: 41). These different visions and 

versions of reality represented "pluralism rampant .... because of the ambiguity and breadth of 

its goals, but also because it had to serve 'the common welfare of mankind' by good works and 

redeem man's mind by ideological indoctrination in the cause of peace" (ibid.: 42). By 1950 the 
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developing Cold War appeared to stem the high tide of enthusiasm for UNESCO: its utopian 

idealism had already receded (ibid.: 46). Even in the 1940s there were tensions due to 

ideological difference, and to the assumptions made by wealthier nations about the benefits of 

unlimited development. 

The early 1960s saw a brief renewal of the utopianism of the 1940s. In 1960 UNESCO 

and the United States government declared the need for a "'United Nations decade of 

development', in which UNESCO would have a large contributory role to play" (ibid.: 89). 

However from 1962 onwards it appears that a major division developed between the 

conservative, nationalist and militaristic establishment in the countries that regarded themselves 

as the first world (particularly the United States) and other, less wealthy countries, that wielded 

less power in the world at large. The waning of enthusiasm and the development of conflicts 

over the role of UNESCO have been linked to the first serious international negotiations over 

nuclear disarmament, initiated by the United Nations. These led to the explicit resentment of 

the United Nations by the United States government, which often threatened to withhold 

payments. Rather than undermine the United Nations directly, the United States withdrew from 

the International Labour Organisation; then conservative elements orchestrated a campaign 

against UNESCO from which the United States government finally withdrew in 1983. The 

United Kingdom, at this time highly susceptible to American pressure, followed suit, giving 

notice of withdrawal in 1984 (Whitlam 1985). 

The motivations behind the move against the United Nations in general, and UNESCO in 

particular, are not transparent. The superficial reason was disarmament, but the underlying 

causes were wide ranging. These causes related to "a function of the change in membership 

and the outlook of members - wrought by the decline in colonialism through the 1960s and the 

concomitant loss of Western power and influence in the United Nations" (Ray and Schaap 

1989: xv). Combined with the expanding membership, major underlying issues were the global 

effect of developments in mass communications, plus contrasting interpretations of the 

principle of free speech. Vested interests in the West took care to present their particular view 

of the world as naturalised and universal. United States' support of UNESCO's role in 

upholding peace and security, was conditional upon UNESCO upholding a version of peace and 

security that was accepted by the government and powerful interest groups in the United States. 

The activities of the Heritage Foundation, a "tax exempt, public policy research institute" 

(Whitlam op. cit.: 343) exemplified the arguments raised by the right wing in the United States 

against the United Nations and UNESCO. The foundation produced many publications critical 

of both organisations and appeared to be involved in the orchestration of media concern in both 

the United States and the United Kingdom (ibid.: 344-345). The title of the foundation is 

interesting, given the concerns of this thesis for exploring a range of meanings of heritage. In 

this case heritage is clearly ideologically driven, exclusive and divisive, rather than being 

exclusive and redolent of a kind of rosy nostalgia (Hewison 1987, Lowenthal 1991). 

Other events from the late 1960s onwards indicated the growth of divisive, ideologically 

driven views of heritage. The resurgence of conservatism in the United States coincided with 
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the expression in United Nations fora of new demands and fears from the developing world. 

These can be interpreted as a whole series of narratives of place, using place at the scale of 

nation state rather than locality. These narratives recounted fears of neo-colonial subordination 

as the effects of modernisation and globalisation undermined local cultural traditions. As an 

example, issues in cultural heritage emerged in the Middle East, where several events, from the 

Arab-Israeli war of 1967 to Yorn Kippur in 1973, were implicated in a series of economic crises 

such as the first major oil shortage. 

The middle eastern military and political impasse moved the battle to symbolic arenas 
where the war continued to be fought in the theatre of world opinion. As territories shifted 
hands, UNESCO became the scene of many Arab proposals and resolutions of 
condemnation concerning cultural heritage monuments now u.nder their enemy's control. 
(Preston et al. op. cit.: 121-122) 

There is a contrast between the depressed tome of writings that are critical of the activities 

of the Heritage Foundation and the United States government, in seeking to undermine 

UNESCO, and the exalting, self-congratulatory tone of the account of the United States' lead 

role in the establishment of the World Heritage Convention (Train op. cit.). Two versions of 

reality co-existed, expressed in two concurrent narratives, centred on different approaches to 

heritage and place. The emergent World Heritage Convention appeared to be based on pluralist 

utopianism, with a universalist vision. The debates over UNESCO, mass communications and 

interpretations of the freedom of the media, appeared to be based on mono-cultural nationalism, 

with a vision based on the need to differentiate rather than conciliate particular cultures. At 

first sight this might seem a mis-appropriation of the notion of universalising and 

particularising discourses, but a closer inspection reveals the relevance. A decentred 

universalism emphasises objectivity and the need to "transcend the here and now" (Entrikin op. 

cit.: 1); UNESCO and its post-war, altruistic utopianism fitted this approach. A centred 

particularism emphasises subjectivity and specific place and period: the tendency of the United 

States and less developed countries to concentrate increasingly on their internal needs and 

identities fitted this approach. 

There are no definitive structures of attitude and reference within UNESCO, although 

some patterns can be discerned. From its establishment in 1946 there were already several 

versions of what "promoting collaboration among the nations" (Preston et al. op. cit.: 316) 

might mean. Over the following twenty five years the United States appeared intent on 

maintaining its influence and hegemony, operating a form of intellectual imperialism that is 

discernible in the writing of government officials (Train op. cit.). The eventual withdrawal of 

the United States and the United Kingdom from UNESCO did not affect the involvement of 

other Westernised and relatively powerful nations, nor did it apparently affect the continued 

spread of the World Heritage Convention. The withdrawal did however provide a potent 

reminder that even amongst countries that have regarded themselves as pillars of world order 

and supporters of global culture, their world view still prioritises their own interests and 

emphasises their own culturally specific versions ofreality .. 
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The underlying structures of attitude and reference suggested at the end of the previous 

section are now somewhat clearer, although no less complex. The intellectual imperialism of 

the United States and the United Kingdom was demonstrated by their withdrawal from 

UNESCO. A commitment to international altruism and philanthropy was retained up to a point, 

by both countries remaining signatories of the World Heritage Convention. Their willingness 

to withdraw from an organisation that appeared not to be serving their needs suggests that this 

altruism was not limitless, and that in some way the convention continued to serve national 

purposes. This possibility raises the question, whether similar mixed motives can be 

discovered elsewhere. Thus, before turning to the World Heritage Convention in more detail, 

some related UNESCO initiatives are examined. 

4.4 Related UNESCO initiatives 

The most relevant UNESCO campaign to precede the World Heritage Convention was the 

Man and the Biosphere Programme (MAB) (Lucas 1992). MAB developed from the first 

United Nations Conference on Science and Technology, which was held in 1963. As a result 

UNESCO became a key player in 

imagining the applications of science in enhancing and facilitating growth, something the 
Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) members were quick to understand. Thereafter UNESCO 
took initiatives and planned studies in hydrology, oceanography, geology and seismology, 
man and the environment, land-use and conservation. (Preston et al. op. cit.: 97) 

As already pointed out, support for scientific programmes was not limited to the major 

world powers; non-aligned nation states could also see uses for science and technology, which 

were symbols of the development model that they implicitly supported. From the early 1970s 

onwards contests for influence between developed and less developed states started to affect 

the operation of many international conventions and programmes. The 1970 MAB project was 

one result of this increased interest and the resultant tensions. It was based on the principle of 

the need to manage the earth as a whole, using emerging information technology to create an 

international data bank. The planetary management side of MAB reflected one dominant 

narrative thread of the time. This was the need for global agreement on environmental issues, 

an expression of the universalising narratives of many environmental scientists in the West. To 

those who espoused this approach, the need to solve global problems that could be best known 

and understood using the methods of positivist science, transcended the needs of particular 

places. 

On the other hand, some MAB activities were directly relevant to the emerging interest in 

place and culturally specific heritage. Such activities were those that were intended to support 

"cultural pride, preservation and understanding on the theory that a sense of dignity and 

autonomy is also an essential ingredient of the national well-being that should accompany 

development" (Preston et al. op. cit.: 98). Biosphere reserves were to provide a "co-ordinated 

worldwide network of protected areas .... [which] must include representative examples of 

natural biomes and examples of harmonious landscapes resulting from traditional patterns of 
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land use" (Lucas 1992: 23-24). This latter, particularising focus on place, identity and human 

activity, was apparently supposed to co-exist benignly with a universalised, scientific view of 

the global environment. However integrative the theory, the two approaches were not always 

effectively combined in practice. Failures can be explained by the designation process, driven 

by natural scientists who were not necessarily in touch with the people and processes that 

produced the so-called "harmonious landscapes". Other serious problems were the lack of an 

inbuilt funding mechanism, and poor links between research and land management agencies 

(Lucas op. cit). 

Despite the problems that affected the MAB programme, during the 1970s general 

awareness of and support for environmental issues increased. For example, in 1972 the United 

Nations called for joint consideration of the world environment and in 1974 there was a focus 

on world population. This repeated focus on one aspect or another of global environmental 

issues is a clear indication of the potential collapse of the unproblematic development model, 

. that gave rise to the earlier unproblematic monumental model of heritage. 

In addition to environmental issues, the increasingly contested territories of information 

technology and mass communications became a matter for UNESCO involvement. During the 

1970s UNESCO promoted what came to be called the New World Information and 

Communication Order (NWICO). To the right wing this body was seen as another reason for 

distrusting UNESCO. NWICO was a direct response to the realisation amongst less developed 

countries, that to some extent their economic success depended on "freeing themselves from 

their communications captivity to Western media" (Preston et al. op. cit.: 96). NWICO 

attacked a hegemonic principle by which the press and the government had jointly invented 
reality .... The free press and the free marketplace of ideas had become, thereby, 
unquestioned, common sense assumptions having the status of myths and, as such, immune 
from critical analysis. (ibid.: 122) 

The relevance of the NWICO issue to world heritage was more direct than might at first 

appear. The balance of influence between developed and less developed state signatories of the 

World Heritage Convention had always been contested, with western, first world views on 

some key issues (for example, the divisibility of culture and nature) remaining persistent until 

recently (Tricaud 1992). Western, particularly old world, northern hemisphere approaches to 

heritage, assisted by the dominance of English in the discourses of UNESCO, have persisted 

until the present day. 

NWICO can be interpreted as a reaction against perceived intellectual imperialism within 

western nations in general and the United States in particular. Some accounts assert that the 

attempts by the west to control mass communications were explicit and intentional (Preston et 

al. op. cit., Whitlam op. cit.). It is possible to take a more conciliatory view, echoing Said's 

analysis of territorial imperialism, in which the cultural insularity of western nations is adduced 

as an understandable reason for, rather than a damning indictment of, the retention of structures 

of attitude and reference that support imperialism, whether of the territorial or intellectual sort 

(Said op. cit.). It is also possible to suggest that at least part of the problem for both NWICO 
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and individual nation states lay in the power of the trans-national corporations who control 

mass media and information technology. This leads to conjectures about the possibility of 

further contests invoking heritage and place at trans-national scale, that are outside the scope of 

this thesis. 

These conclusions apply as much to the preceding sections of this chapter as to this one. 

Given the inherently ideological nature of much human interaction at the level of nation state, it 

would be surprising if states that had become used to wielding influence on the world stage did 

not seek means to maintain that influence, if necessary by somewhat subversive means, when 

the opportunities for exercising overt power appeared to be waning. Given also the close 

connections between heritage, identity and ideology it would be surprising if contests between 

versions of heritage were not evident as the contests over intellectual as well as literal territory 

gained momentum. 

Narratives about UNESCO and some of its initiatives have provided contextual material in 

which to situate further discussions about the development and impact of the World Heritage 

Convention in practice. 

4.5 The World Heritage Convention 
[E]ach nation holds in trust for the rest of mankind those parts of the world heritage that 
are found within its boundaries. 

(UNESCO 1980: 5) 

The World Heritage Convention was adopted in 1972, and came into operation in early 

1976, after ratification by twenty nation states. The first signatory was the United States in 

November 1973; the twentieth was Morocco in October 1975. Of the first twenty states only 

the United States, France, Switzerland and Australia were from the first or developed world, 

reflecting the dramatic rise in activity during the 1970s of third world and non-aligned countries 

(Swadling and Baker 1992; see Figure 4.2). This high proportion of developing countries 

probably also reflects the way that the possibility of financial and expert assistance for poorer 

countries was built into the convention. Interest in the convention is still active: by 1992 122 

states had ratified the convention (Swadling and Baker 1992); by December 1994 that number 

had risen to 140 (von Droste 1995); by that date there were 97 natural, 326 cultural and 17 

mixed sites in 100 states (UNESCO 1995). Of these 17, Tongariro National Park in New 

Zealand, was the first to be accepted as a new type of complex cultural site, a cultural 

landscape. These complex areas are discussed in more detail later in this section, and in the 

Tongariro case study in Chapter Five. 

The convention contains a nine point preamble and thirty eight articles. A summary of the 

main points of these illustrates the document's vision and scope. Underlying the whole is the 

need for a legalistic expression that can meet with approval across the broad canvas of world 

opinion. For such a document to succeed it must provide a balance between precision and 

flexibility. In other words, it must be clear what the convention means and it must be adaptable 

to a wide range of physical, ideological and cultural contexts. 
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State Party 

USA 
Egypt 
Iraq 
Bulgaria 
Algeria 
Sudan 
Australia 
Zaire 
Nigeria 
Iran 
Tunisia 
Jordan 
Yugoslavia 
Ecuador 
France 
Ghana 
Syrian Arab Republic 
Cyprus 
Switzerland 
Morocco 

Figure 4.2 

date of ratification 

7 December 1973 
7 February 1974 
5 March 1974 
7 March 1974 
24 June 1974 
6 June 1974 
22 August 1974 
23 September 1974 
23 October 1974 
26 February 1975 
10 March 1975 
5 May 1975 
26 May 1975 
16 June 1975 
27 June 1975 
4 July 1975 
13 August 1975 
14 August 1975 
17 September 1975 · 
28 October 1975 

The first twenty state parties to ratify the World Heritage 

Convention (adapted from Swadling and Baker 1992). 

The preamble justifies the enactment of the convention by referring not only to threats to 

both natural and cultural heritage due to traditional and unavoidable processes of decay, but to 

changing social and economic conditions. Loss and deterioration are accepted as a world 

problem, not simply an issue for nation states, where protection is often incomplete because of 

lack of resources (an issue that was already apparent in the Man and the Biosphere 

programme). 

The convention is also justified by reference to UNESCO's constitution. A recent 

interpretation of this asserted that "the Constitution of the Organisation [ie UNESCO] provides 

that it will maintain, increase and diffuse knowledge, by assuring the conservation and 

protection of the world's heritage, and recommending to the nations concerned the necessary 

international conventions" (Swadling and Baker 1992: 424). But this a subtle misquotation: 

what article I(c) of the UNESCO constitution actually says, is that the organisation will 

maintain, increase and diffuse knowledge; by assuring the conservation and protection of 
the world's inheritance of books, works of art and monuments of history and science and 
recommending to the nations concerned the necessary international conventions. (Preston 
et al. op. cit. 316) 

There was no mention of "heritage" as such in the earlier document, nor was there any 

mention of land based features other than "monuments of history and science", which implied 

more limited application than the broader vision of the convention. The mention of 

"monuments" was in keeping with the belief in a development ethic, mentioned above in the 

context of Abu Simbel, that was still strong in the 1960s. That the scope of the World Heritage 
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Convention is far wider than was envisaged at the beginning of UNESCO is a reflection on 

changing world conditions. 

A central feature was the idea of a heritage for mankind as a whole (Swadling and Baker 

op. cit.). This wording might be criticised today for its universalising, simplifying tendencies. 

it is also likely that feminist critique would object to the term "mankind" if the convention were 

to be proposed now. It must however be read in the context of its time. As such it was bold in 

its scope and daring in its inclusivity. It was also generous and novel in its assumption that 

relatively wealthy countries would participate in providing collective assistance towards the 

achievement of heritage conservation goals, where a state had insufficient resources to 

undertake the work itself. There was also evidence of a persistence of the utopian idealism that 

fired the originators of UNESCO in the 1940s, despite the evidence cited elsewhere of a growth 

in nationalism and conservatism in the United States and the United Kingdom. 

The preamble is careful to insist that any international assistance would complement, not 

replace, the contribution of signatory states. This insistence appears to be aimed not so much at 

preventing states from cheating, by using international assistance that they did not really need, 

as at establishing and reaffirming that nations would retain sovereignty over world heritage 

areas. The sovereignty issue soon assumed political significance within states. For example, in 

both Australia and New Zealand there were heated debates over the potential role of the 

convention in eroding sovereignty. Some of these debates are discussed in Chapters Nine and 

Ten. 

Articles One and Two1 are critical to both an overall understanding of the convention and 

to an appreciation of its operational problems. Without them the convention would have been 

less innovative: but they set up one of the main organisational problems that emerged in the 

first ten years of its operation. Article One defined cultural heritage as including both fixed 

and movable cultural property, buildings and sites. Article Two defined natural heritage as 

including natural features of aesthetic or scientific interest, habitats of endangered flora and 

fauna and "natural sites or precisely delineated areas of outstanding universal value from the 

point of view of science, conservation or natural beauty" (von Droste et al. 1995: 457). The 

problem lay in the separation of cultural from natural significance, which became enshrined in 

the convention's operational guidelines. The campaign to address this problem and its eventual 

outcome in the notion of cultural landscapes is analysed later in this chapter. 

Common to all aspects of both cultural and natural heritage is the criterion of "outstanding 

universal value". Although critical to any critique of the convention, especially one that 

questions its hegemonic assumptions, the convention itself does not define outstanding 

universal value. It is left to the related operational guidelines to establish frameworks and 

procedures that ensure that "outstanding universal value" is interpreted appropriately. 

Signatory states are responsible for the identification and delineation of sites within their 

boundaries that they believe have "outstanding universal value" (Article Three). Individual 

states retain primary responsibility for conservation (Article Four), which includes the setting 

1The complete text of the convention is in Appendix A. 
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of policies, establishing agencies, organising research and implementing management strategies 

and training programmes (Article Five). However, there is also a recognition of universal 

responsibility for heritage sites of world importance, a commitment to assist others and a 

commitment not to damage sites (Article Six). 

The convention is governed by an inter-governmental committee, the World Heritage 

Committee, whose twenty one members are elected by signatory states. Representatives from 

the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), the International Council on 

Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), the Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration 

of Cultural Property, and other inter-governmental or non-governmental organisations can be 

present at meetings in an advisory capacity (Article Eight). 

Article Eleven establishes the World Heritage List, a summary (although not an exclusive 

one) of those sites and properties that the convention's secretariat, the World Heritage Bureau, 

believes fulfil the requirements of Articles One and Two. Signatory states who have 

inadequate resources can be assisted from the World Heritage Fund, to which the wealthier 

state parties contribute (Articles Fifteen and Sixteen). States are also required to use education 

and information programmes "to strengthen appreciation and respect by their peoples of the 

cultural and natural heritage defined in Articles 1 and 2" (Article Twenty Seven). Despite the 

role of UNESCO in supporting the World Heritage Bureau, the convention can be ratified by 

states who are not members of UNESCO (Article Thirty Two). (Even when they withdrew 

from UNESCO, the United States and the United Kingdom stayed party to the convention.) 

The articles to the convention display an interesting blend of the universalism and 

utopianism evident from the inception of UNESCO, and a focus on the rights and 

responsibilities of particular nation states and the individuality of sites and properties. There 

was also the clear separation of cultural from natural significance, which was later to prove so 

problematic. Although it is unlikely that the original drafters of the convention appreciated just 

how problematic the document would be, if the issues had not been problematic to start with, 

there would have been no need for the convention in the first place. The whole notion of 

"outstanding universal value" is evidence of the intellectual and epistemological hegemony 

assumed by UNESCO, and suggests that it was assumed that somehow the convention in 

operation would demonstrate the efficacy and appropriateness of its objectives and underlying 

beliefs. Before this suggestion can be confirmed, further exploration is required of the 

operation of the convention, especially of the way in which the designations of natural and 

cultural sites were handled, and what happened when sites were suggested that did not fit 

cleanly into either category. 

4.6 World Heritage Areas: Natural and Cultural 

The World Heritage Convention was certainly innovative in providing for both cultural 

and natural heritage in the same document, but a long running problem was created by the 

identification of natural and cultural heritage in two separate articles. This separation was 

maintained in the operational guidelines, which formalised the separate roles of the 
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International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) and the 

International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS). The first has responsibility for 

advising on setting standards for and monitoring natural sites; the second has the same 

responsibilities for cultural sites. 

IUCN and ICOMOS are international, non-governmental agencies (NGOs), independent of 

UNESCO but deriving much of their work from UNESCO related initiatives. Their influence is 

only hinted at in the convention itself, which stresses the role of signatory states and their 

retention of sovereignty over World Heritage Areas. Whether the power of the NGOs is 

perceived as problematic, depends on the ideological and epistemological position of any critic. 

For example, supporters of scientific method and rational planning processes would almost 

certainly assume that there was a need for independent, expert assessment of sites and areas, 

from agencies which would be both knowledgable and unbiased. However problems have 

emerged, for two reasons. First it soon became evident that the split between culture and nature 

was not as clear as had as first been thought. The second, related reason was that the 'experts' 

allied to both IUCN and ICOMOS were bound to be biased, because of their background and 

origins. In order to understand the nature of these two problems, some more contextual 

material is required concerning the criteria established for the assessment of cultural and 

natural areas. 

An analysis of the criteria for the inclusion of properties in the World Heritage List reveals 

that underlying preferences for the approaches and methods of positivist science contributed to 

the operational problems of the convention. The criteria for the inclusion of natural properties 

(see Figure 4.3) stressed that nominated sites must be "outstanding" or "superlative" or 

"exceptional" or "most important and significant" examples of natural processes or habitats. 

Although these terms could be interpreted in a subjective, relativistic way, there has always 

been a bias in favour of assessment "from the point of view of science or conservation". In 

other words, the methods of positivist science and rational planning and assessment, were 

assumed to be the primary means of determining the significance of sites and features. 

Criterion (iii) did include "areas of exceptional natural beauty and aesthetic importance, but its 

position in the list suggests that this was included as a 'catch all' or afterthought, and very few 

world heritage sites have been accepted on this criterion alone (see below). 

In addition to the four criteria, each site had to fulfil the "conditions of integrity". To do" 

this sites had to be complete, demonstrating all necessary and interdependent elements. They 

also had to be large enough, complex enough and have sufficient critical mass to be self 

sustaining, both in terms of natural infrastructure and the species living there, whether 

permanently or seasonally. 

Some well known sites that have been accepted onto the natural list include the Great 

Barrier Reef in Australia (accepted 30 October 1981), the Galapagos Islands (8 September 

1978), and Grand Canyon National Park in the United States (26 October 1979). These each 

met all four criteria. In contrast Sagamartha National Park in Nepal, including Mount Everest, 

was included on the basis of criterion (iii) alone (26 October 1979). All four of these sites were 
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A natural heritage property .... which is submittedfor inclusion in the World 
Heritage List Will be considered to be of outstanding universal value for the purposes of 
the Convention when the Committee finds that it meets one or more of the following 
criteria and fulfils the conditions of integrity set out below. Sites nominated should 
therefore: 
(i) be outstanding examples representing the major stages of the earth's evolutionary 

history; or 
(ii) be outstanding examples representing significant ongoing geological processes, 

biological evolution and man's interaction with his natural environment; as distinct 
from the periods of the earth's development, this focuses upon ongoing processes in 
the development of communities of plants and animals, landforms and marine areas 
and fresh water bodies; or 

(iii) contain supedative natural phenomena, formations or features, for instance, 
outstanding examples of the most important ecosystems, areas of exceptional natural 
beauty or exceptional combinations of natural and cultural elements; or 

(iv)contain the most important and significant natural habitats where threatened species 
of animals or plants of outstanding value from the point of view of science or 
conservation still survive .. 

Figure 4.3 World Heritage Areas - original criteria for natural 

properties (UNESCO 1980: 23) 

A monument, group of buildings or site .... which is nominated for inclusion in the 
World Heritage List will be considered to be of outstanding universal value for the 
purposes of the Convention when the Committee finds that it meets one or more of the 
following criteria and thetest of authenticity. Each property nominated should 
therefore: 

(a) (i) represent a unique artistic achievement, a masterpiece of the creative genius; 
or 
(ii) have exerted great influence over a span of time or within a cultural area of 
the world, ondeve1opments in architecture,monumental arts or town-planning 
andlandscaping;or 
(iii) bear a unique or at least an exceptional testimony to a civilisation which has 
disappeared; or 
(iv) be an outstanding example of a type of building or architectural ensemble 
which illustrates a significant stage in history; or 
(v) be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement which is 
representative of a culture and which has become vulnerable under the impact of 
irreversible change; or . 
(vi) be directly or tangible associated with events or with ideas or beliefs of 
outstanding significance ( the Committee considers that this criterion should 
jqstify inclusion in the List only in exceptional circumstances or in conjunction 
with other criteria); 

and 
(b) meet the test of authenticity in design, materials, workmanship or setting (the 

Committee stressed that reconstruction is only acceptableif itis carried out on 
the basis of complete and detailed documentation on the original and to no extent 
conjecture). 

Figure 4.4 World Heritage Areas - original criteria for cultural 

properties (UNESCO 1980: 22) 
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accepted at a time when IUCN was very concerned at the rapid loss of natural areas throughout 

the world. It attempted to impose a classification prioritising perceived naturalness, on all sites 

and areas that were judged to have important natural characteristics, even if they were also the 

lived environments of indigenous peoples or were subject to other continuous forms of human 

intervention (Lucas 1992). In 1995 there were still only seven sites, including Sagamartha, that 

had been accepted onto the natural list on the grounds of natural beauty and aesthetic 

importance alone: in all other cases the assessments were based on scientific criteria 

emphasising natural processes and habitats. This is consistent with the emphasis within IUCN 

on "the point of view of science", and the use of natural scientists from the developed world in 

the assessments (Lucas 1992). 

An examination of the criteria for the inclusion of cultural properties (see Figure 4.4) 

reveals other issues. There is less direct evidence of reliance on the epistemology and methods 

of positivist science. The relativity of cultural properties was emphasised from the start. 

Monuments, groups of buildings or sites had to fulfil at least one of six criteria. The original 

criteria stipulated that such properties had to merit the qualification "unique", "masterpiece", 

"exceptional" or outstanding", or had to "have exerted great influence, over a span of time or 

within a cultural area of the world". In addition they had to meet the test of "authenticity". 

This is the area where positivistic science appears to have been most influential: to pass the test 

of authenticity no reconstruction could be based in any way "on conjecture". Authentic appears 

to have meant tangible and original, and to apply to visible, tangible forms and structures. 

There is no hint in the guidelines that there might be an existential side to authenticity, as 

discussed in Chapter Three, which remains persistent although physical forms change. (There 

has recently been some acknowledgement that a reassessment of authenticity is needed that 

"would safeguard ... the context and spirit of the original builder or culture" (von Droste 1995 

(b): 23.) 

Some well known cultural sites that have been included in the cultural list include the 

Egyptian pyramid fields from Giza to Dashur (26 October 1979) (criteria (i), (iii), (vi)); the 

ancient city of Damascus in Syria (26 October 1979) ((i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (vi)); Stonehenge, 

Avebury and associated sites in the United Kingdom (28 November 1986) ((i), (ii), (iii)); and 

the Great Wall of China (11 December 1987) ((i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (vi)). Some of the associations 

appear a trifle odd. For example, why should the pyramids not be accepted as having "exerted 

great influence .... on developments in architecture, monuments and town planning" (criterion 

(ii)), when the other three sites listed here were? The most problematic aspects of the cultural 

criteria are less obvious. Some relate to omissions, some to particular forms of words, whilst 

some assume underlying associations that are not made explicit. These problems, discussed 

below, are the result of a comparison between the original, 1972 criteria, and the changes that 

were agreed in 1992. The processes that led up to those changes are discussed in the following 

section of this chapter, but first the issues that led to the changes must be clarified. 

The original criteria were a clear demonstration of the early concerns of ICOMOS, for 

architectural monuments and archaeological sites (Cleere 1995). The omissions related to the 
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original wording of criteria (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi). Criterion (iii) assumed that the site could not 

be a part of a civilisation that still exists. Criterion (iv) related only to built structures, not to 

other kinds of cultural modification of land. Criterion (v) referred to "human settlement" 

representative of "a culture". Although capable of being interpreted widely this could also be 

read narrowly, as if "settlement" were a form of village or town, rather than reflecting 

settlement in the general sense of human occupation, involving perhaps more than one 

"culture". Criterion (vi) dealt with associations with "events or with ideas or beliefs": from the 

fuss that emerged in later debates over areas such as the English Lake District (Foster 1988, 

Phillips 1988, Lucas 1992) this appears to have been interpreted in such a way that literary or 

artistic associations were excluded. Criterion (vi) was also noteworthy for the caveat that 

accompanied it. it was to be used "only in exceptional circumstances or in conjunction with 

other criteria" (UNESCO 1980: 22). 

Problematic forms of words occurred in all six criteria. In summary, these related to the 

use of the word "unique" in criterion (i), "landscaping" in criterion (ii), "civilisation" in 

criterion (iii), a "significant stage in history" in (iv), "a culture" in (v) and in (vi) the need for 

sites to be "directly and tangibly associated with events". They were all capable of narrow 

interpretation in association with a particular world view. The use of the world "civilisation" 

was potentially contentious - the assumption being that "civilisation" was likely to be defined 

by the norms and beliefs of the west. A similar point could be made for "a significant stage in 

history". The "and" in criterion (vi) was also problematic: it meant that associations had to be 

both direct and tangible; this would presumably exclude the kind of spiritual associations that 

Maori, Aboriginal and other indigenous peoples hold with natural landscapes. 

Potential limitations in interpretation could also be attributed to particular approaches to 

interpreting the terms "property, "monuments", building and "site". The criteria were written as 

if the land and structures that were to be assessed were relatively limited in area and scope. 

They related to an artistic creation, a cultural area of the world, a civilisation, an example: 

there was little in the criteria to suggest that sites displaying complex inter-relationships, 

comparable with the emphasis in the criteria for natural areas, should be included. Except for a 

hint in criterion (v) there was no understanding of the potential elision of past and present that 

is a feature of the world view of many indigenous peoples. There was an unwritten assumption 

that the civilisations or cultures referred to, had largely if not completely disappeared. So 

although there was less overt emphasis on the epistemology and methods of positivist sceince 

than there was in the criteria for natural areas, there were still clear links with positivism and 

eurocentrism. These were seen in the inherent reductionism and in the emphasis on 

understanding that derived from accepted ways of knowing in the West. 

Although both sets of criteria can be criticised with hindsight, they were typical products 

of their time. From 1979 onwards they were used in the assessment of a large number of 

potential world heritage sites and areas. Table 4.1 shows the distribution of the different 

categories of world heritage area in various associations of nation state, by date of acceptance 

and by criteria. The breakdown reveals a numerical imbalance in favour of cultural sites. Of 
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the 440 sites accepted by the end of 1994, only 96 were natural and 17 were mixed (UNESCO 

1995). It appears to have been far more difficult to find world class sites that displayed natural 

phenomena or processes, than those that displayed cultural significance. Purely cultural sites 

are dominant everywhere except North America and Australasia. This difference is a reflection 

of the self conscious promotion of their relative naturalness by post-colonial countries, 

including New Zealand. Table 4.2 shows a pattern of designation that is consistent through 

time. The relative dearth of natural sites is consistent, and has become more marked since 

1984. 

type of site West East 
Europe Europe 

cultural JOO 55 
natural 6 7 
mixed 0 5 

Table 4.1 

type of site 

cultural 
natural 
mixed 
cultural (revised criterion 
(vi) 
Totals 

Table 4.2 

North S&C Africa Ex. Sov. Asia Aust. & Totals 
America America States NZ 

42 
13 

I 
-

56 

12 40 41 8 52 0 
15 15 27 0 18 8 
0 3 2 0 2 5 

World Heritage Areas by type and location (figures 

extracted from UNESCO 1995) 

0 1980-84 1985-89 1990-94 Totals 

88 l03 95 328 
36 24 24 97 
6 7 1 15 
- - 2 2 

130 134 122 442 

World Heritage Areas by type and date of acceptance 

(figures extracted from UNESCO 1995) 

328 
97 
17 

The above, decentred narrative, although emphasising the eurocentric world view and 

underlying structures of thought behind the convention, does not yet provide enough evidence 

to answer the quesiton about motive that was posed at the beginning of this section. Whether 

those who drafted the convention did so for philanthropic reasons or because of their assumed 

intellectual and epistemological dominance, or for a blend of these two reasons, will become 

clearer in the discussion on 'mixed' sites and the case for cultural landscapes. 

4.7 'Mixed' sites and the case for cultural landscapes 

The issues concerning the two sets of criteria came to a head in the consideration of mixed 

sites. It had long been accepted that some sites might meet both cultural and natural criteria. 

Among the seventeen listed (UNESCO 1995) are Mount Taishan in China (11 December 1987) 

(N (iii), C (i)-(vi)) and the historic sanctuary of Machou Pichou in Peru (9 December 1983) (N 

(ii) (iii), C (i) (iii)). Australia has more mixed sites than any other country, Kakadu National 

Park, Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park and the Tasmanian Wilderness, in all cases the cultural 

component deriving from connections with Aboriginal peoples. Such sites had to be assessed 

by both IUCN and ICOMOS. There are so few such sites because until 1992 both sets of 
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criteria had to be met and significance has to be tangible.2 There was little opportunity in either 

set of criteria for sites that were of outstanding significance by intangible association only. The 

separation of both criteria and assessment processes also meant that there was no way in which 

the interaction between culture and nature could be directly acknowledged (Tricaud 1992: 3). 

Although the Convention ostensibly brings together the cultural and natural heritage, 
difficulties arise when nominations are received which marry the two together, where areas 
or landscapes are the product of interaction between human cultures and nature - the very 
heart of the protected landscapes concept. (Lucas and Beresford 1992: 1) 

From the early 1980s some members of both IUCN and ICOMOS sought to close the 

perceived gap between cultural and natural areas (Rossler 1995(a) and (b)). This was despite 

the commitment of both NGOs to retain their separate roles, and despite concerns from some 

experts that altering the way the convention worked might lead to a dilution of its significance 

and effect (Jacques 1991). To some the concern went further than a simple wish to see that a 

particular type of area received sufficient attention from the convention. 

It is because they have been kept separate that.both culture and nature are today in serious 
danger and this formal link between them may perhaps reflect, better than any other symbol, 
the new alliance needed between these two pillars of humanity's future, which exist in 
reality only through their union. (Batisse 1992: 7) 

Tricaud, one of the key movers within ICOMOS in support of widening the criteria to 

include a greater variety of mixed sites, summarised the events and processes leading to the 

eventual amendment of the convention's cultural criteria. As his account is the fullest and most 

cond~nsed of those that are readily available, it is quoted here at length. 

For quite a long time, government representatives or independent experts have tried to 
promote the inclusion of rural landscapes in the World Heritage list. The representatives or 
experts who are in favour of this inclusion come from those countries of old or dense 
occupancy .... but also from parts of the world with a population traditionally more scattered 
.... The matter was first officially addressed at the 8th session of the World Heritage 
Committee in 1984 and a task force assigned to examine how rural and cultural landscapes 
might related to the Convention. But the recommendations of the task force were not 
accepted and the inclusion of the Lake District National Park (United Kingdom), nominated 
as a test case, has been postponed so far. 

The Convention is a basic text which cannot be changed overnight. Moreover, it is 
considered satisfactory by the member states. But the guidelines, according to their full 
title, are only an operational tool to implement the Convention. The task force appointed by 
the Committee in 1984 recognised that "the articles of the Convention are not capable of 
alteration in any respect and concentrated on the Operational Guidelines which it felt could 
be modified to accommodate cultural/natural/rural landscapes" (Lucas and Beresford op. 
cit.). The question is, how is it possible, while keeping the spirit of the Convention in the 
Guidelines, to change the letter of these Guidelines by adding new or modified criteria. 
(Tricaud 1992: 3) (emphasis in the original) 

2In December 1994 Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park in Australia became the second world heritage area 
(after Tongariro) to he accepted as a cultural landscape under the 1992 revised operational guidelines. 
Uluru-Kata Tjuta had been on the world heritage natural list since 1987 (Titchen 1996). 
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Of particular interest to this thesis is the way that landscape figured in the discussions on 

the need to bridge the gap between cultural and natural sites. Chapter Three considered the 

construct of landscape, concluding that although interesting and flexible, it was too broad 

ranging and detached, too proprietorial and ideologically driven, to be an effective carrier of the 

heritage associations of particular groups of people. Place was preferred as a centred, 

culturally specific construct more appropriate to the expression of existential, potentially 

contradictory, heritage associations with land. However to Tricaud and others at the centre of 

the above debate, landscape was the ideal term. To them landscape "combines the features of a 

land, its perception by various observers and all the interactions of man with his environment" 

Tricaud 1992: 5). 

It is clear why this was so. Chapter Three has already commented that, until recently, 

much landscape practice was atheoretical, unaware of its historical and cultural roots and 

implicitly supporting a post-enlightenment, detached way of looking at and knowing the world. 

The World Heritage Committee and its advisers, including the International Federation of 

Landscape Architects (Rossler 1995(a) and (6)), were influenced by this approach to landscape, 

and are unlikely to have been aware of its drawbacks, as the early critiques of landscape 

(Berger 1972, Williams 1973) were only explored by practising landscape professionals from 

the late 1980s onwards (Hunt 1992, Treib 1993). The convention required site assessments that 

could take a detached position, based on a conceptual stepping back, on the assumption that this 

would demonstrate lack of bias and universality. This would allow appropriate, decentred, 

objective comparisons to be made between sites. Landscape also expressed literal breadth, an 

extensive area of terrain, signalling within the convention's cultural criteria the opportunity to 

match the natural criteria in opportunities for the designation of large areas of land. In addition 

landscape was thought to be flexible enough in its range of applications, to be a potentially 

effective bridge between culture and nature in different physical and cultural contexts. 

Entrikin's analysis ( op. cit.) strongly supported the ability of the construct place to perform 

all the above functions. Its use can be traced through both universalising and particularising 

discourses; it can be used in a range of ways, from the relatively objective and decentred, to 

subjective and centred and also, through multiple subjective narratives, to the subjective and 

decentred. However this construction of place is recent and there appears to have been 

insufficient time for it to affect heritage and landscape practice. In addition there has been a 

consistent campaign over the past twelve years for the adoption of landscape in this context, 

from people whose professional affiliations are to landscape and not to place. During this 

campaign landscape was rarely invoked without a qualifying adjective, the most commonly 

used being protected, cultural, rural, historic and associative. 

The term protected landscapes has received the most explicit and sustained attention. It 

was introduced and promulgated by IUCN. During the 1980s IUCN moved from a commitment 

to the designation and protection of natural areas, to one which, whilst retaining a focus in the 

natural, also prioritised the protection of 
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nationally significant natural landscapes which are characteristic of the harmonious 
interaction of People and Land, while providing opportunities for public enjoyment through 
recreation and tourism within the normal lifestyle and economic activity of these areas. 
(adapted from IUCN 1985 in Lucas 1992: 5) 

Protected landscapes, despite the support provided by IUCN, failed to move the World 

Heritage Committee. One reason related not so much to the term itself as to the concept of 

"harmonious interaction" when applied to landscapes. From 1985 until 1991 UNESCO debated 

changing the criteria in the convention's guidelines, based on the notions of protected 

landscapes and harmony. Formal proposals for changes to the operational guidelines were 

finally tabled in 1991. They included a new criterion (vii) for the cultural list, that would 

"enable evaluation solely by standards appropriate to exceptionally beautiful and harmonious 

landscapes fashioned by human beings" (Jacques 1991: 9). This proposal was dropped as a 

result of a number of criticisms. It was felt that as three quarters of all World Heritage Areas 

were already cultural, a new criterion would only exacerbate an existing, undesirable 

imbalance. There were also concerns that "harmony" was "off target" (ibid.: 10). Harmony 

was vague, difficult to connect with practical conservation measures and had political 

implications, given that the proposed wording could be interpreted as an argument for arrested 

development in areas and countries where such restrictions might not be acceptable. Harmony 

was simply not robust enough (ibid.). A third reason for not adopting the protected landscapes 

model does not appear in the texts that report the debates, although it can be inferred from 

them. It concerns the potential confusion over the meaning of protection. IUCN was itself 

partly responsible for this confusion. Protected landscapes figure as one category within a 

IUCN typology of protected areas (see Figure 4.5). The umbrella term protected area refers to 

"any area of land that has legal measures limiting human use of the plants and animals within 

that area" (adapted from McNeely et al. 1990, in Lucas 1992: 3). It thus includes both strict 

nature reserves and state owned national parks of the New Zealand sort, as well as areas under 

multiple use, continuous human occupation and mixed ownership. Protected landscapes, 

according to the IUCN, fall into the latter category, but potential for confusion exists because of 

the way the term has become associated, as in New Zealand, with total protection of land for its 

natural values (Kirby 1996), although there is no a priori reason why this should be so. 

1 Scientific Reserve/Strict Nature Reserve 
II National Park 
III Natural Monument/Natural Landmark 
IV Nature Conservation Reserve/Managed Reserve/Wildlife Sanctuary 
V Protected Landscape or Seascape 
VI Resource Reserve/Interim Conservation Unit 
VII Natural Biotic Area/Anthropological Reserve 
VIII Multiple Use Management Areas/Management Resource Areas 

Figure 4.5 IUCN Typology of Protected Areas (Lucas 1992: 6) 

By 1991 ICOMOS had entered the debate, having previously taken a far narrower view of 

landscape, restricting its use to the context of what were referred to as "architectural gardens" 
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that could be regarded as monuments under the original (Jacques 1992(a): 3). Wishing to 

broaden both the debate and the accepted meaning of landscape, a number of interested 

professionals within ICOMOS started the ICOMOS Landscapes Working Group, which by 

November 1991 had been recognised by the ICOMOS~IFLA3 International Committee on 

Historic Gardens and Sites. The group's main topic of interest was the "interface between 

cultural and natural values in the landscape" (Jacques 1991: 1), for which the most frequently 

used term was cultural landscapes. This use of cultural is interesting, as it is likely to have 

been a pivotal factor in the eventual agreement to the revised operational guidelines. Cultural 

was a term that the convention already recognised, whereas the term protected was borrowed 

from IUCN practice, as well as being problematic in its own right. Other qualifying terms were 

also used, for example rural and historic, but these created their own problems. Both are 

redolent of post-enlightenment ways of knowing the land and the past. The typology of land of 

cultural value promoted by Goodchild, of the University of Y ark's Centre for the Conservation 

of Historic Parks and Gardens, emphasised historic landscapes (Jacques 1992(a). Such 

landscapes appear to be conceptualised as relating to a past that is separate from the present. 

This view may be appropriate in many examples of land as relic, either as minor or living 

symbol, but it does not apply to adapted land, palimpsest or paradoxical land relics or places. It 

would not even apply to agricultural areas close to York, such as the traditionally managed hay 

meadows of the Yorkshire Dales. It is unhelpful in parts of the world where indigenous peoples 

maintain traditional connections with land, eit~er by literal occupation and continued 

. management or by spiritual association, as happens in New Zealand and Australia. 

Although entering the debate after IUCN, ICOMOS appears to have taken the lead in the 

final negotiations that resulted in the rewording of the operational guidelines. By 1991 interest 

had focused on ways of achieving the desired ends through changes that were less ambitious 

than those developed under the influence of the IUCN typology. The contribution of experts 

from a number of countries is evident, but the involvement of Herb Stovel, a Canadian 

landscape architect, appears to have been especially important. Coming from a federal nation 

state that was already addressing ways of recognising the land rights of its indigenous peoples, 

within a highly Westernised society, Stovel was well placed to understand the need for changes 

to the operational guidelines that acknowledged intangible as well as tangible cultural interests 

in land.4 

From the brief available written accounts of the discussion that led to the eventual 

changes, it appears that Stovel and Goodchild were unusual in writing down their views 

(Jacques 1992). Stovel presented a simple argument that repeatedly used the terms cultural 

heritage, cultural criteria and cultural landscapes. He appeared to use repetition of similar 

phrases in order to present a convincing argument that the existing cultural criteria were almost 

adequate for the new purpose. 

3International Federation of Landscape Architects. 
4Herb Stovel pers. comm., May 1993. 
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[C]ultural landscapes should be judged by cultural criteria alone .... so that the concept of 
'mixed' criteria for sites could be dropped .... [C]ultural landscape should be regarded as an 
integral part of the cultural heritage, and .... the existing World Heritage cultural criteria 
could suffice .... if the wording of each criterion was reviewed for its acceptance of cultural 
landscapes as an integral part of cultural heritage. (Stovel, summary in Jacques 1992(a): 2) 

The main change promulgated by Stovel was the addition to the cultural criteria, not of the 

actual term cultural landscape, but of site, another word already used in the convention and its 

guidelines, and thus familiar to the World Heritage Committee. Goodchild's approach was 

similar, but somewhat bolder, in that he proposed the insertion of more precise terms to signal 

that the scope of the guidelines should widen. For example he proposed adding to criterion (ii) 

(almost certainly with the English Lake District in mind), "gardening, .... pictorial art, literature 

or other aspects of art and culture" (Jacques 1992(a): 2). At this stage there appears to have 

been little comment about the term associative landscapes that were already covered in 

criterion (vi). Both Stovel and Goodchild recommended the retention of this criterion, and 

there does not appear to have been any serious move to alter the existing position that "this 

criterion should justify inclusion in the list only in exceptional circumstances and in 

conjunction with other criteria" (IUCN 1980: 22). The caution with which the idea of purely 

associative landscapes was treated became a significant influence in the debates over Tongariro 

National Park, and is discussed further in Chapter Five. 

Goodchild's and Stovel's proposed changes were put forward by ICOMOS at a time when 

UNESCO was still officially supporting the addition of a new criterion for cultural landscapes, 

including the suspect notion of harmony. By November 1991 UNESCO had been persuaded 

that "the philosophy of 1985 .... was not necessarily the best source of wisdom available" 

(Jacques 1992(a): 3). But there was still resistance to the proposal that the whole approach to 

the changes should be reassessed. At the meeting of the World Heritage in December 1991 

"the session on cultural landscapes was stormy. The French delegate, for example, thought that 

it was time to make a decision .... Nevertheless the vote went in favour of delaying a decision 

on altering the criteria at this time" (ibid.). 

Despite the delay the matter of cultural landscapes was treated as urgent. The world 

heritage secretariat convened an "expert meeting on cultural landscapes" (Jacques 1993: 3) that 

met at La Petite Pierre in France in October 1992. The experts, from Europe, Asia, Canada and 

Australasia, agreed to follow the ICOMOS approach, although details of the wording suggested 

by Stovel and Goodchild were amended. The discussion ranged widely and included 

commentary on the importance of judging cultural landscapes "not so much by the 

magnificence of the product (as most monuments are), but by the process by which they came 

about" (ibid.: 2). The French were still slightly off-side. 

Some of the French representatives emphasised the aesthetic values of landscape, but this 
was felt by several others, especially those who emphasised the processes in landscape, to 
be an abstraction. Landscapes, according to the latter group, should be considered 
holistically. A civilisation could not be understood simply by reference to its great 
monuments. Furthermore, landscapes need not be beautiful to have great interest, but they 
should be a clear demonstration of some remarkable interaction, and their size should be 
sufficient to make this intelligible. (ibid.: 2-3) 
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Each property nominated should therefore: 
(a) (i) represent a masterpiece of human creative genius; or 

(ii) exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or 
within a cultural area of the world, on developments in architecture, monumental arts or 
town-planning and landscape design; or 

(iii) bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a 
civilisation which is living or which has disappeared; or 

(iv) be an outstanding example of a type of building or architectural ensemble or 
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage)s) in human history; or 

(v) be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement or land-use 
which is representative of a culture (or cultures), especially when it has become vulnerable 
under the impact of irreversible change; or 

(vi) be directly or tangible associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, 
or with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of outstanding universal significance (the 
Committee considers that this criterion should justify inclusion on the List only in 
exceptional circumstances or in conjunction with other criteria, cultural or natural); 

ill1.d 
(b) (i) meet the test of authenticity in design, material, workmanship or setting and 

in the case of cultural landscapes their distinctivecharacterand components ..... [material on 
reconstruction same as original, and omitted here], 

Figure 4.6 World Heritage Convention - redrafted cultural criteria 

(World Heritage Committee 1995) 

Revised criteria for cultural properties were finally approved by the World Heritage 

Committee in 1992. They are shown in Figure 4.6. In the event, the revisions were minor. 

Despite the long discussions over language and the debates over the respective merits of 

cultural and protected landscapes, no such terms appear in the actual criteria, although they do 

appear in later explanatory sections of the operational guidelines (see Appendix B). Criterion 

(i) is simplified; reference to "unique artistic achievement" is omitted, "Landscaping", 5 in 

criterion (ii), is replaced by the two words "landscape design". The revised criterion (iii) 

allows for cultural tradition and for living, as well as for vanished, civilisations. Criterion (iv) 

is broadened from "structures" to include "building or architectural ensemble or landscape" and 

stages, rather than a single stage, in history. Number (v) adds "land-use" to settlement and 

includes cultures as well as culture in the singular. In number (vi) the replacing of "and" by 

"or" at a stroke removes the necessity for all cultural associations with land to be tangible, thus 

opening the way for Tongariro and Uluru-Kata Tjuta to be accepted as cultural as well as 

natural areas. In addition "artistic and literary works" have been added, to remove doubt about 

the potential as world heritage areas for places such as the English Lake District. 

A comparison between these simple revisions and the complex arguments used in support 

of the changes, indicates that approaches to interpretation are as critical to the implementation 

of the convention as is the actual text of the guidelines, Many debates from 1984 until 19.92 

focused on what the convention actually meant and how the guidelines could be interpreted. 

Papers and publications by a number of authors summarised the arguments that led to the 

5 Although much used in practice, landscaping is regarded as demeaning by landscape architects. This 
alteration to the guidelines probably came about because landscape architects were prominent in their 
rev1s1on. It is unlikely that they were as significant in the drafting of the original guidelines. 
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changes (Foster 1988, Jacques 1992(a), Lucas 1992, Lucas and Beresford 1992). Papers from 

the ICOMOS symposium on cultural landscapes in Montreal in 1993 (Jacques 1992(b), 

O'Donnell 1993, ICOMOS 1993), the seventeenth session of the World Heritage Committee in 

Columbia, later in 1993 (World Heritage Committee 1993(b)), and recent papers as well as a 

substantial book (van Droste 1995, Rossler 1995, van Droste et al. 1995) have continued the 

debate. 

4.8 Conclusions 

My stated intention at the beginning of the chapter was to write in such a way that the 

subjective, potentially contested nature of reality in general and of the specific application of 

this principle to heritage and place was always evident. An attempt has therefore been made to 

represent the narratives concerning the operation of the World Heritage Convention in a 

consciously critical way. This has resulted in some clear indications of the persistence at the 

level of international debate, of a Western, post-enlightenment, detached approach to heritage 

and place, that has only recently, and since this thesis began to be written, shown signs of 

flexibility. 

A cultural landscapes colloquium, sponsored by ICOMOS, was held in Montreal,May 
10-13, 1993 .... Thirty five delegates representing seven countries were present. Diverse 
cultural landscapes were presented, discussed and considered. As a result, the Colloquium 
made the following declaration: 

1. We affirm the findings of the La Petite Pierre meeting on October 24°26, .1992, and 
the subsequent changes to the World Heritage Guidelines as more inclusive of, arid 
applicable to, ourlandscapeherita,ge world~wide. . · . 

2. We confirmthe cultural mosaic within the landscape. Confirming also that diverse 
peoples have interestin, or place value. on, such.landscapes, to include the spiritual, the 
sacred, and life processes. We believe thaHheprotection ofculturallandscapes cannot be 
disassociated from issues of social, political, and economic viability. therefore we ask 
ICOMOS to aid communities,where possible, to identify andprotect their significant 
cultural landscapes. 

3. We call for States Partiesto the World Heritage Convention to develop theme studies 
which identify and assess their culturallandscapes. This is one way to iclentify the 
resources at the local, regional and nationallevels and to con.tribute to the>developmentof . 

World Heritage Indicative Lists. . .· . ·. . . . . . ·.· . 
4. We call for national ICOMOS committees to establish orsupport specialised 

committees on culturallandscapes. . - .. ·.. . .. 
5. We call for the I COM OS Landscapes Working Group to develop a broader network 

of the national culturallandscapes committees and, inaddition, to expand the network of 
other global bodies with ctilturallandscapeinterest slich .as IUCN, ICPL, IALE. · 

6. We call for I COM OS ~fld the national cultural1anoscape committees to devote 
greaterefforts and .resourcesto the advancement of this area through the dissemination of 
information on culturaUandscapes gfopaUy,through various means such as newsletters, · 
bibliographies, meeting.notices, meeting attendance, andsummaries ... By sharing 
information and expertise in these ways, the field of cultural landscapes will advance 
globally. 

Figure 4.7 ICOMOS Montreal Declaration (ICOMOS 1993) 
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Underlying structures of attitude and reference appear to be at issue. Having taken part in 

some of the debates over cultural landscapes, particularly in the drafting of the Montreal 

Declaration (Figure 4. 7) at the expert symposium in 1993, I have been aware of the close 

connections between world view, assumptions of intellectual and epistemological superiority, 

and expressions of altruism and philanthropy. In those debates I was struck by the 

serendipitous effect of the presence of two Australasian delegates, myself and Professor Ken 

Taylor, from the University of Canberra. Our concerns for inclusive treatment of indigenous 

peoples led to fierce debate, which eventually resulted in the use of terms such as "the cultural 

mosaic", "diverse peoples" and concerns for "social, political and economic viability" (item 2). 

Without us, those terms would either not have been included, or would have been present in far 

weaker language. 

Also at issue is the persistence of the term landscape, which is still to my mind adversely 

affected by recent critique, for its associations with a post-enlightenment world view and a 

detached, proprietorial way of looking at land . If cultural landscapes are to work in practice, if 

they are to be managed so that their complex and sometimes contradictory values are to be 

maintained, they need to be owned in a conceptual sense (and perhaps also in a literal sense) by 

the people who claim existential attachment to place there. The review of documentation in 

this chapter does not convince me that there is sufficient understanding of this point at the level 

of international non-governmental organisation, professional group, or World Heritage 

Committee. However at this relatively early stage in the implementation of the revised 

operational guidelines, it is not possible to predict future clashes of world view and 

epistemology in the operation of the World Heritage Convention. The western approach to 

altruism and philanthropy that appears to have dominated debates so far, is possibly a subset of 

a wider assumed intellectual superiority and privileged world view. Such a view has already 

resulted in the kind of separatist action that led to the withdrawal of the United States and the 

United Kingdom from UNESCO in 1983. It remains to be seen whether the changes to the 

operational guidelines will provide the means for interpretations of the guidelines that are truly 

altruistic, that is, reflective of the world view and values of others. One guide to what might 

happen is the case of Tongariro National Park, which is the subject of the next chapter, and 

which bridges between the consideration of heritage at the global scale and at the scale of New 

Zealand as a nation state. 
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Plate 5.1 

Te He uheu IV Horonuku (Esler 1965 

facing page 11) 

Plate 5 .2 

Ruapehu, drawing by Nancy Adams 

\Esler 1965, facing page 42) 

IV I loronuku 
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CHAPTERFNE 

TONGARIRO NATIONAL PARK: A CASE STUDY OF HERITAGE IN PLACE 

5.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to provide a bridge between global, national and local 

perspectives on heritage and place. The link with global heritage concerns is provided by 

Tongariro's status as a world heritage area. The national perspective comes from its status as 

New Zealand's first national park. An apparently more local issue, although one that was to 

prove to be of profound significance in the debate over global status, concerns Tongariro's 

significance to the Maori iwi, or tribe, Ngati Tuwharetoa. From the outset, given these 

different perspectives, it is reasonable to assume the existence of different versions of heritage. 

The chapter focuses on what these versions might be, and how they appear to have been 

constructed. 

This chapter is thus a logical progression from Chapter Four, which addressed the 

meanings of heritage at global scale, focusing on the World Heritage Convention, an 

international legal instrument that aims to be both globally consistent and locally flexible 

enough to meet the conditions within signatory nation states. New Zealand, a signatory state 

since 1984, is therefore committed to upholding the convention's vision of heritage, but as has 

already been demonstrated in the previous chapter, aspects of this global vision have been 

contested in recent years. This provokes questions about the role(s) that this country may have 

played in these contests, and the connection between such role(s) and versions of heritage that 

relate to this country or to specific places within it. This chapter explores these issues, using 

Tongariro, a particular part of the Crown conservation estate, as the main vehicle for the 

exploration. 

In New Zealand the most obvious, physical expression of a common inheritance in land is 

the state owned conservation estate. The retention - and indeed strengthening - of this estate in 

the mid 1990s, implies strong public support for this expression. For example in 1996 a new 

national park, Kahurangi, was gazetted, based on land in the north west of the South Island that 

used to be North West Nelson Forest Park (DoC 1993(b), Doyle 1996). But this public support 

should not be interpreted as an expression of a widespread belief in overt public interest and 

involvement in all land. There is a strong belief in the need for transparency in the definition 

and maintenance of property rights, which is invoked in campaigns for extensions to the 

conservation estate, as well as in calls for less interference by the public sector in land that is 

private property (Blakeley 1988, Hide 1988, 1989, Ministry for the Environment 1988(6), Park 

1995). Neither should it be assumed that public support for the Crown conservation estate 

implies widespread agreement over the construction of nature and culture. The Tongariro case 

study allows these and related issues to be explored, and for further answers to the thesis 

question about the meanings of heritage to be suggested. 
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Language, already revealed in Chapter Four as a significant source of insight concerning 

the construction of heritage in narratives concerning the World Heritage Convention, is also a 

focus here. This chapter continues the search for underlying structures of attitude and 

reference, that impact on the designation and management of a specific area of Crown land 

which is highly valued both as cultural and natural heritage. Texts about Tongariro are 

examined for associations with particularising and universalising discourses, with a range of 

ideological positions, with metaphorical structures and with specific words that explicitly 

invoke land as heritage. 

The texts used in this chapter are published accounts, books, management documents, 

papers and verbatim accounts of debates from the House of Representatives. Reference is also 

made to one-to-one interviews with people who were either actively involved in the process of 

achieving world heritage status for Tongariro, or are now in the head office of the Department 

of Conservation. The chapter starts with a critique of documents that span the period from 

1880s, the time of the original gift of the land that became Tongariro National Park, to 1927. It 

continues with an examination of more recent documents, dating from the mid 1960s onwards. 

These critiques underpin an account of the process by which, in 1993, the park became the first 

cultural landscape approved under the World Heritage Convention's revised operational 

guidelines. The final section suggests versions of heritage specific to the Tongariro narratives, 

based on an analysis of underlying structures of attitude and reference. Connections are 

suggested between these and the construction of national versions of heritage, which is the 

focus of Chapters Six and Seven. At no time are these narratives to be interpreted as 

representing absolute versions of reality. On the contrary, this is inquiry assumes the likelihood 

of difference and contradiction, consistent with earlier statements about the variability, 

contestability and paradoxicality of heritage. 

5.2 He Koba Tapu - a sacred gift: the establishment of Tongariro National Park 

The Tongariro story is complex, reflecting a range of points of view and suggesting 

different versions of heritage. From the original gift to the Crown by Ngati Tuwharetoa in 

1887, to the eventual ratification of Tongariro as a world heritage cultural landscape in 1993, 

there have been changes in the interpretation of and approaches to heritage that are both 

significant and subtle. Further, it appears that these changes have not occurred evenly over 

time and space, nor have they necessarily been consistent within organisations. Even within the 

Department of Conservation (DoC), the New Zealand government agency that has primary 

policy and management responsibility for Crown lands with heritage value, there have been 

differences of opinion and approach. But throughout there emerges a flavour of heritage that 

appears in some way to be specific to New Zealand. How place-specific that flavour is, 

whether it derives from the content of this particular story, or from the national processes by 

which it was handled, or from a combination of the two, will be examined towards the end of 

this chapter and in subsequent chapters. 
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Ko Tongariro te Maunga; 
Ko Taupo te Moana; 
Ko Te Heuheu te Tangata 

Ko Rongomai te Atua; 
ko Te Heuheu te Tangata 

Kati au ka hoki ki taku whenua tupu 
Ki te wai koropupui heria mai nei 

I Hawaiki ra ano e Ngatoroirangi, 
E ona tuahine Te Hoata-u-Te-Pupu; 
E hu ra i Tongariro, ka mahana i taku . 
kiri. 
Na Rangi mai ano nana i marena 
Ko Pihanga te wahine, ai ua, ai hau, 

Ai mairangai ki ti muri-e, kokiri! 

Tongariro is the Mountain 
Taupo is the Lake 
Te Heuheu is the Man/People 

Rongomai is the God 
Te Heuheu is the Man/People 

But now I return to my native land, 
To the boiling pools there, which were 
brought 
From distant Hawaiki by Ngatoroirangi 
And his sisters Te Hoata and Te Pupu; 
To fume up there onTongariro, giving 
warmth to my body. 
It was Rangi who did join him in wedlock 
With Pihanga as the bride, hence the rain, 
wind 
And storms in the west;leap forth mylove! 

Figure 5.1 Two Ngati Tuwharetoa pepeha (proverbs) (Cowan 1927: 

28) and an extract from a waiata (song) (Forbes 1993: 

preface) 

Tongariro in the. present cannot be fully understood without a review of its pasts. 

Documents and reports about Tongariro spanning more than one hundred years confirm that 

different versions of heritage have existed over that whole period. The three volcanic peaks of 

Tongariro, Ngauruhoe and Ruapehu were gifted to the Crown by the Ngati Tuwharetoa iwi in 

1886, an action that is recognised as the first donation of land for conservation purposes by an 

indigenous people (Forbes 1993). The gift was ratified by the government in 1887, and 

confirmed through the enactment of the Tongariro National Park Act in 1894. The first issue 

that has to be addressed is why the tribe thought it necessary to make such a gift. The reasons 

lie in the colonising, land appropriation and development processes that, despite the delays 

caused in the 1860s and 70s by the New Zealand or Land Wars, were well under way in the 

North Island by 1880. Ngati Tuwharetoa, a powerful tribe who regarded themselves as tangata 

whenua over much of the volcanic region, had an ambiguous relationship with the Crown 

authorities. The Treaty of Waitangi, the document that formalised New Zealand's status as a 

British colony in 1840, had not been signed by the then paramount chief, Mananui Te Heuheu, 

although his brother, Iwikau Te Heuheu had done so (Welch et al 1995). But whether they 

were signatories to the treaty or not, Ngati Tuwharetoa realised that they could not escape the 

process of colonialisation. Although they retained ownership of their sacred mountains, they 

were aware that the colonists' desire for land could threaten this title. The colonial government 

had established procedures to facilitate the establishment of land ownership along European 

lines, and these procedures had been extended to cover disputes between different Maori 
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groups. By the mid 1880s Mananui's son, Te Heuheu Tukino, "was faced with the dilemma of 

having to divide his lands following a dispute between Maniapoto and Tuwharetoa tribes, or 

lose it (sic) to the [Native] Land Court" (Forbes 1993: 12). Te Heuheu was appalled at the 

prospect of losing the land. It would have been the equivalent of losing part of himself. 

According to the tribal pepeha quoted in Figure 5.1, Tongariro is the mountain, Taupo is the 

lake and Te Heuheu is the man. These simple words invoke striking existential and spiritual 

realities: man, mountain and lake were inseparable. Another factor that blurred the boundary 

between man and land even further was that Te Heuheu's father's remains were on the 

mountain. 

The original gift of 6518 acres (2639 hectares) included only the tops of each of the three 

mountains. 1 (see Map 5.1) This land had first to be vested in Te Heuheu himself and thus 

removed from tribal control. The Native Land Court approved this in 1886, specifically for the 

purpose of establishing Te Heuheu's right to give the land as "a sacred place of the Crown, a 

gift for ever from me and my people" (Cowan 1927: 31). 

Written accounts of the negotiations that followed imply a range of attitudes to heritage. 

The version in the 1927 guidebook, although written forty years after the original gift, claimed 

to be the first published account. It emphasised the sensitivity of various Pakeha New 

Zealanders to Maori values and sensibilities, acknowledging also the nobility of Te Heuheu's 

person and emphasising the appropriateness of the gift, the cooperation of government agents 

and the speed with which the gift was confirmed (see Figure 5.2). The record of the debates 

within the House of Representatives, on the other hand, presented another set of values and at 

least two other versions of land as heritage (see Figure 5.3). 

The 1927 account, based on information obtained directly from L. M. Grace, a member of 

the House of Representatives at the time of the gift, missionary, land agent and Te Heuheu 

Tokino's son-in -law (Cowan 1927: 6), emphasised the spiritual nature of the gift. Although the 

idea was represented as Grace's rather than Te Heuheu's, there is no hint that Grace was trying 

to do anything except help Te Heuheu protect the mana of his traditional lands. These are not 

the only versions of the gift: according to the current National Park Management Plan (DoC 

1990) government pressure to sell or give the mountains to the Crown had already been brought 

to bear on Te Heuheu for some time. 

The account of Ballance, Minister for Native Affairs in 1887 (Figure 5.3), represented the 

gift as his own idea, with which Te Heuheu co-operated. Rather than reflecting the value of 

Tongariro as a place, where significant meaning is invested in land by a particular set of people, 

Ballance's explanation to the House was based on the idea of landscape as object, to be viewed 

as scenery. In direct contradiction to Grace's advice that the gift would preserve the mountains 

"for ever as places out of which no person shall make money" (Cowan 1927: 30), much of 

Ballance's speech and the debate that followed supported the notion of heritage as commodity. 

There was much interest in the cost of running the park, the probability of it becoming an 

1By the time Tongariro National Park was legally established in 1894 further negotiations, gifts and 
purchases had increased the area to 62,000 acres (Debates in House of Representatives, Vol. 57: 399) 
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At the adjournment the two of them went out to the verandah of the Court building, and then 
Te Heuheu told his friend that he was disturbed in mind about the future of his sacred 
mountains. 

"If," he said, "our mountains of Tongariro are included in the blocks passed through the 
Court in the ordinary way, what will become of them? They will be cut up and perhaps 
sold, a piece going to one pakeha and a piece to another. They will become of no account, 
for the tapu will be gone. Tongariro is my ancestor, my tupuna; it is my head; my mana 
centres round Tongariro. My father's bones lie there today. You know how my name and 
history are associated with Tongariro. I cannot consent to the Court passing these 
mountains through in the ordinary way. After I am dead, what will be their fate? What am I 
to do about them?" 

Mr. Grace agreed that it was undesirable to permit these famous mountains to be dealt with 
in the ordinary way. They should be regarded as tapu from private hands. "Now," said he 
to the old chief, "why not make them a tapu place of the Crown, a sacred place under the 
mana of the Queen? That is the only possible way in which to preserve them for ever as 
places out of which no person shall make money. Why not give them to the Government as 
a reserYe and a park, to be the property of all the people of New Zealand, in memory of the 
Heuheu and his tribe?" 

"Yes," said the old man; "that is the best course, the right thing to do! They shall be a 
sacred place of the Crown, a gift for ever from me and· my people." 

When Mr. Grace returned with Te Heuheu to the Court, the suggestion was placed before 
the Judge, and was agreed to by the people. By common consent the mountain tops were 
left in the hands of Te Heuheu and his family. 

Thereupon Mr. Grace drew out a brief document offering the peaks to the Crown. It was 
signed by Te Heuheu, with whom were associated for the purposes of the gift a number of 
his principle co-chiefs. This preliminary deed of gift, written on a sheet of foolscap paper, 
was sent to the Government. Mr. Grace, before the arrangements were made, telegraphed to 
the Hon. John Ballance, Native Minister, who was then at Rotorua, asking whether the 
Government would accept the gift, and his reply in the affirmative promptly came. 

Figure 5.2 The gift of Tongariro - Cowan's version (1927: 30-31) 

TONGARIRO NATIONAL PARK BILL 
Mr. BALLANCE - This Bill is to constitute a National Park, consisting ofTongariro 
Mountain, Ngauruhoe and Ruapehu. The extent of the Park is 62,000 acres. A large 
portion of this has been set aside by the Natives, and is to be vested in the Crown and 
placed under Trustees for the purposes of a National Park for ever. The Natives expressed, 
some time ago, their intention of doing this, at the suggestion of myself; and the head chief 
of Ngati-Tuwharetoa came forward in the most generous way and offered to have the land 
vested by the Court in a small number of Trustees, who are reliable persons, and will hand it 
over to the Government without any conditions ...... I must say that this land is particularly 
suited for a national park. It has all the appearance of a park in itself, and many persons, 
looking at it, would imagine that it had been laid out artificially and created at enormous 
expense for the purposes of a park. It has .been described by a great many travellers as, 
perhaps, the grandest scenery in the world. 

Figure 5.3 The gift of Tongariro - Parliamentary Debates version 

(Government of New Zealand 1887, Vol 57: 399) 
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international tourist destination and whether too much money had been given to "the Natives" 

in return for additional tracts of land on the mountains, to extend the area of the original gift. 

To be fair, Ballance spoke firmly in support of the notion that the land had traditional 

values for Ngati Tuwharetoa. 

It has little value for agricultural or pastoral purposes, but it has enormous value in the eyes 
of the Natives. The Natives attach much more value to these mountains than they do to an 
equal area of the finest agricultural land in the colony. These mountains have been from 
time immemorial tapued. (Government of New Zealand 1887: 401 ). 

Both these early accounts of the gift of Tongariro acknowledged the spiritual, existential 

aspects of the mountains as place to Ngati Tuwharetoa. But they also indicated, through 

structures of attitude and reference, other interpretations of place which can be linked to their 

European world view and colonial ideology. Despite their understanding of the 'native' point of 

view, both were also proprietorial, on behalf of the colonists and the Crown. This is expressed 

in different ways - Cowan, for example, made the gift Grace's idea rather than Te Heuheu's. 

Ballance talked about "the Natives", in a way that clearly established the Maori as other to the 

Crown's same, at the same time as he was acknowledging their different value system. Ballance 

also stressed the potential for the commodification of Tongariro. After such a brief review of a 

few texts, it is too early to make firm proposals for contested, paradoxical versions of heritage 

as existential place, co-existing with heritage as commodified property. They are included here 

as suggestions, to be reconsidered later in the light of further analysis. 

5.3 Constructing heritage at Tongariro 

Once the Tongariro National Park Act was enacted in 1894, there appears to have been a 

gap in published information about the area, until the botanical survey carried out in 1908 by 

Leonard Cockayne, which aimed at defining further areas of land that might be included in the 

park. Cockayne was one of New Zealand's most influential early advocates of the significance 

of the country's native and largely endemic flora (Cockayne 1908(b ), 1923, 1927). Writing just 

over twenty years after the original gift, he saw the importance of the park from a natural 

science perspective, and did not stress spiritual significance for local Maori, or show any 

understanding of their world view. Neither did he appear to prioritise a European approach to 

landscape as scenery, although he demonstrated that he understood this point of view. The 

area's scenic and recreational opportunities were not the most important thing. Cockayne 

believed that 

[t]he Tongariro National Park was in the first instance created as a special reserve because 
of the presence of certain more or less active volcanoes, such being not only a most valuable 
scenic possession, but forming the climax, as it were, of the celebrated thermal region of the 
North Island. (Cockayne 1908(a): 2) 

Cockayne implied that New Zealand's distinctive naturalness should be a foundation of 

national identity. 
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[T]he more special the vegetation, the more distinctive the scenery. And nowhere does this 
dictum carry weight more than in New Zealand, where the vegetation is unique ..... Nor is it 
merely the individual species which are interesting, but equally important and of greater 
moment to the scenery is the manner in which they are associated together. Thus, the brown 
steppe of waving tussock is a special feature of the landscape, the dull-coloured and reddish 
carpet of shrubs which clothes the barren slopes is another, while even the gloomy scoria 
deserts are enlivened by the silvery cushions of a moss-like seed plant or the delicate snow 
white blossoms of a gentian. (Ibid.: 2-3) 

This was Cockayne at his most poetic. In the body of the report, where he described the 

vegetation in detail, formation by formation, his prose was presented in pragmatic, descriptive 

language, that clearly aimed at scientific precision. Maori concerns were limited to dismissive 

reports of "natives ... in a state of terror" (ibid.: 11) accompanying the intrepid leaders of 

nineteenth century expeditions, and a paragraph on myths and legends inserted, without links in 

either direction, between sections on the "History of Scientific Exploration" and "Climate". 

The early explorations of men such as Bidwell, Colenso and Kirk were described in rather 

purple prose, in strong contrast to the pragmatic, precise botanical terminology that followed. 

Until comparatively recently the chain of active volcanoes and the adjacent plateau were 
forbidden ground for the white man. Not withstanding this, during the first half of the last 
century, before the "King" movement shut up so much of the centre of the North Island 
from the colonist, more than one traveller of a scientific bent had managed to evade the 
Native guardians of the place, and had penetrated into the tabooed region. (Ibid.: 3) 

As well as invoking scenery and the value of the park as a national domain (ibid.: 32), 

Cockayne often mentioned or implied connections between Tongariro and productive, 

agricultural land. Sometimes these links were indirect. For example he stressed that what he 

called the Tongariro steppe was actually more like a meadow (ibid.: 28), a concept that would 

have conveyed to many readers familiar sensory associations of appearance, smell and sound. 

Direct mentions of the productive value of land were usually linked with claims that Tongariro 

had none whatsoever. For example, when arguing for the extension of the park to include 

forest areas, his proposals were guided by the principle "that no land should be included that is 

of economic value, either for agriculture or as having forests containing milling-timber" (ibid.: 

33). In this comment he was demonstrating his pragmatic understanding of the probable views 

of the legislature, to whom he was presenting his report. 

Cockayne's view of heritage can be inferred from what he said should be handed on from 

generation to generation. His emphasis was on formations of natural flora, in association with 

their appropriate geomorphic settings. Scenery was important, but was dependant on the 

vegetation, which alone, in its detailed specificity, gave the sense of uniqueness that linked it to 

the emerging identity of New Zealand. His use of agricultural metaphor and acknowledgment 

of the importance of "economic value" did not necessarily reflect his own values, but the values 

of Parliament, which he knew he would have to convince of the viability of his proposals for 

further extensions to the national park. 

Writing at a time when a sense of national identity was emerging in the aftermath of the 

South African War (1899 to 1902), Cockayne's emphasis on vegetation as a symbol of national 
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identity might be interpreted as bizarre. But at that time "imperialism - both in the sense of 

sentimental and military support for empire and territorial expansion in the islands - was 

playing a major role in the emergence of a New Zealand nationalism" (McIntyre 1992: 342). 

Something as visible and unique as vegetation was consistent with the concern for "territorial 

expansion" and with both intellectual as well as literal imperialism. 

By 1908 four versions of land as heritage had been associated with Tongariro. These 

were, first, heritage as existential and spiritual place, reflecting the identification of Ngati 

Tuwharetoa with their traditional mountains. Second was heritage as landscape, viewed 

objectively as scenery and closely linked to the third version, heritage as commodified property 

that could be sold either directly or indirectly to international tourists. Finally there was 

Cockayne's view that "the special features of any landscape depend upon the combinations of 

plants which form its garment, otherwise a monotonous uniformity would mark the whole 

earth" (ibid.: 2). This version saw heritage in land defined by its naturalness, which was 

expressed in the unique plant associations that differentiated New Zealand from other 

countries. 

Nearly twenty years later the 1927 guidebook combined heritage as place with heritage as 

landscape. The park was represented as a sanctuary, "set aside for the people's enjoyment in 

perpetuity" that "[p]eople have come to look upon ... with a right understanding of its uses as a 

corrective, physical, and spiritual, to the artificial life of cities and towns (Cowan 1927: 9). 

There was also the park as metaphorical "heart", described in prose that exceeded Cockayne's 

purple by several degrees. 

The text of Figure 5 .4 demonstrates the attempt at combining the spiritual with the 

scientific and the land as landscape with the land as place. Complexity was expressed by 

mixing the metaphor of the heart with the idea of "Mother Earth" in a way that might be 

interpreted as contradictory. A heart is a central, essential organ, and Mother Earth is both a 

powerful and a paradoxical metaphor, sometimes critiqued as a way of treating the earth as 

marginalised, objectified other (Baring and Cashford 1991, Rose 1993). Although the style 

now appears overwrought, it was a typical product of its time. The complexity of the language, 

although reading awkwardly in the present, can be seen as an attempt to reflect the complexity 

of the ideas that the author wished to incorporate. 

The geographical situation and the physical contour of this Tongariroregion give it a· 
peculiar fitness considered as a national park. It occupies, with New Zealand's largest lake, 
the very heart of the North Island, a pinnacled dome crowning the prairie and forest country 
that swells up to it from every side. The comparison to a heart indeed has special 
appropriateness. Here you may see that heart bared, see the process of the making and 
moulding of the land by fire, ice and water. Mother-Earth reveals her inmost secrets here; 
she pulses with never ceasing, sometimes fiery energy. Her breast is blue-veined with many 
streams coursing from the swelling heights, sources of the island's greatest rivers. Yonder, 
too, are the eyes of the land, as the Maori often calls them: round lakes and high-set tarns, 
peering out like "windows of the soul," among the lava craters and the tussocks. 

Figure 5.4 Purple prose - description of Tongariro (Cowan 1927: 

10) 
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There appears to have been no significant publication concerning Tongariro between the 

publication of the 1927 guidebook and the late 1950s, and no new general guidebook until 1965 

(Esler 1965). The 1965 handbook told a number of stories about the significance of the park. 

Some Maori legends were reprinted almost verbatim from Cowan, but most of the text was 

new. The different versions of heritage that were evident in earlier documents were also 

evident here. The handbook tried to touch all bases in its acknowledgment of recreational, 

natural, educational, scientific and traditional Maori values, but the order in which these issues 

were presented suggests possible interpretations of the writer's preference (implicitly supported 

by the Tongariro National Park Board, which managed the park and published the book) for 

specific versions of heritage. 

First, echoing Cockayne and the then operative 1952 National Parks Act, the guide stated 

categorically that "[n]ational parks are set aside to preserve their distinctive natural features" 

(Esler 1965: 10). Recreation is the second role mentioned, both general "leisure" and "more 

active recreation". The parks' prime role related to their 

unequalled scientific and educational functions. Most of New Zealand's natural landscapes 
disappeared while its unique plant and animal communities were still imperfectly known. 
National parks are the last major stronghold of the Dominion's unparalleled flora and fauna, 
most of whose species do not occur naturally anywhere else in the world. (Ibid.: 10) 

The story of the original gift of land was situated close to the beginning of the book, 

suggesting that the Maori connection with the land was regarded as significant. But the detail 

of the account suggested a subtle reinterpretation of the significance of the gift. The events 

leading up to Te Heuheu's gift were told in a more detached way than in Cowan's version, 

leaving the impression that the chief had little choice in the matter. The selling of the mountain 

tops to the Crown as a public reserve had apparently been proposed to Te Heuheu by 

government agents several times before (Esler 1965: 13). The 1965 account subtly reduced the 

significance of the role of Te Heuheu. It conveyed a general impression of inevitability that 

Pakeha values in general (and hence versions of heritage), would supersede Maori ones. So far 

three different accounts of the gift have emerged, none of them speaking directly from the 

experience of Ngati Tuwharetoa. The absolute accuracy or fallibility of any of these accounts 

is not at issue; what is significant is the way on which different ways of constructing the past 

suggest different world views and ways of knowing land, and thus support the contention that 

different versions of heritage are to be expected. 

According to the 1965 guidebook, by the 1960s public recreation on Tongariro and its 

neighbouring mountains had become widespread. From small scale beginnings at the turn of 

the century, tramping grew steadily and skiing was developed from the 1920s onwards, 

although the first rope tows were not built until 1949. The emphasis on winter sports, 

tramping, climbing and outdoor education clearly influenced the tone and content of the 

guidebook, in which simplified descriptions of the physical features and processes of the park 

took less space than advice and information about skiing, tramping, road access and 
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The Park is Yours 

New Zealand is building a strong National Park system with vigorous public support. The 
need to retain inviolate some of this fast-changing world is a compelling motive to set aside 
and preserve areas which man himself has not grossly changed. Although preservation is 
the central theme of National Park concepts these areas are not intended to be sanctuaries in 
seclusion. National Parks are created to be used and enjoyed by the public, consistent with 
the preservation of natural features and the protection and well-being of native plants and 
animals. 

The Park Rangers have been appointed to enable Tongariro National Park to fulfil its 
functions. They live in the Park and live for it. Don't hesitate to ask them for information. 
They are eager to make your visit pleasant and interesting. 

Figure 5.5 The role of Tongariro National Park in the 1960s (Esler 

1965: 93). 

accommodation. The postscript (Figure 5.5) suggests a version of heritage as commodified 

naturalness. 

It is significant that this postscript only mentions Tongariro itself in the last paragraph. 

The most important aspect of the park was that it was one of a number, that together 

represented places that had not been "grossly changed". The inference was that such places 

were therefore more authentic as national symbols, than those where change was more evident. 

This version of heritage is not existential and spiritual place, or even objectified landscape, but 

heritage as naturalness, even if that naturalness is symbolic, commodified and relative rather 

than absolute. It has more connection with Cockayne's version than with either Ballance's or 

Cowan's. Given the strong inference in the 1965 guidebook that Tongariro - and indeed all 

New Zealand's national parks - represented not just regional but also aspects of national 

identity, one of the underlying reasons for the interest in World Heritage status becomes 

clearer. It was meant as a statement to others, outside the country, about how New Zealand 

wanted to be identified. What is not yet clear is just why Tongariro should be regarded as so 

special that it merited promotion as a world heritage area. The processes that led to the 

nominations are explored next. 

5.4 Tongariro - a world heritage site 

The nomination of Tongariro National Park as a world heritage area only makes sense 

when situated not only in accounts of its own history, but in the context of the convention. By 

the late 1970s the numerical imbalance between cultural and natural world heritage areas, 

commented upon in Chapter Four, was already evident. In order to raise awareness of the need 

for more natural areas, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural 

Resources (IUCN) decided to promote "An Indicative Inventory of Natural Sites of World 

Heritage Quality". In June 1979 the head office of New Zealand's Department of Lands and 

Survey, the government department that had overall responsibility for national parks and 
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reserves, asked its regional commissioners for contributions towards this inventory.2 Three 

sites were contributed to the inventory, which was eventually published in 1982. These sites 

were Westland/Mount Cook National Parks, Fiordland National Park (both of which areas, now 

combined in the South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area, are discussed later) and Poor 

Knights Islands. Although Tongariro was not on this list, the correspondence confirms that 

New Zealand was aware of the convention, and of the IUCN's wish to see an increase in the 

number of natural areas nominated. 

In this country the promotion of the World Heritage Convention was the responsibility of 

the New Zealand National Commission for UNESCO. This body first approached the 

government in 1980, but ratification was delayed because of uncertainty about how the 

country's financial contribution to the convention was to be funded.3 This issue was resolved 

shortly after the Labour party victory in the 1984 general election, cabinet authorising the 

ratification on 1 October 1984.4 (The ratification of the convention is discussed in more detail 

in Chapter Nine.) According to memoranda written at the time, the urgency to ratify the 

convention was driven by the approaching centennial celebrations of the gift of Tongariro, in 

1987. In April 1985 a memorandum from the Department of Lands and Survey Head Office, to 

regional commissioners in Hokitika and Christchurch, explained why. 

The World Heritage Committee meets annually to consider nominations submitted during 
the previous year so nominations submitted by New Zealand and received by the secretariat 
before 31 December 1985 will be considered in 1986. The [NZ] National Parks Centennial 
Commission is keen to see the declaration of at least one World Heritage Site during the 
centennial in 1987. To achieve this, nomination of one or more candidates must be made to 
the Committee this year.5 

Although the relevant bodies were encouraged to start preparing nomination papers for the 

three areas already highlighted in the IUCN inventory, all national park and reserve boards 

were also contacted, to encourage additional potential nominations. By June 1979 only four 

additional proposals had been made, one of which was Tongariro National Park, promoted by 

the Tongariro/Taupo National Parks and Reserves Board.6 In the event the Tongariro 

nomination was not made until 1986, leaving insufficient time for acceptance by the centennial 

year of 1987. One of the factors complicating the Tongariro nomination was that Ngati 

Tuwharetoa insisted that it be nominated as a cultural as well as a natural world heritage area. 

2Department of Lands and Survey file, 3/316/1: Memo from Head Office to Commissioners of Crown 
Lands, 15 June 1979. 

3Department of Lands and Survey file, 3/316/1 (3): undated National Parks and Reserves Authority paper 
on South West New Zealand World Heritage Proposal, Case No. 410. 

4Ibid. 

5Department of Lands and Survey file, 3/316/1: memo from Head Office to Commissioners of Crown 
Lands, Hokitika and Christchurch, 3 April 1985. 

6Department of Lands and Survey file: 3/316/1: see footnote 3 above. 
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In a speech at the 1987 centennial celebrations Sir Hepi Te Heuheu, a descendant of the chief 

who made the original gift on behalf of the tribe, referred to the complex values of the 

mountains. At this time there was still the hope that the park's cultural significance would be 

recognised by the World Heritage Committee without further debate. 

His [Te Heuheu Tokino's] gift says that the sacred mountains are to be owned by no one and 
yet are for everyone. My Tuwharetoa people wish his gift to be remembered for all time. 
The mountains of the south wind have spoken to us for centuries. Now we wish them to 
speak to all who come in peace and in respect of their tapu. This land of Tongariro 
National Park is our mutual heritage. (Sir Hepi Te Heuheu, quoted in Forbes I 993: I 6) 

In the event, decisions on the Tongariro nominations were deferred "pending clarification 

of a number of aspects of the Park Management Plan" (ibid.: 1) and when world heritage status 

was conferred in 1990, it was under the natural criteria only. It is significant that cultural status 

was not denied, it was again deferred. It is also significant that the reasons for the delay in 

approving the natural status, was related to the close links that Ngati Tuwharetoa had 

maintained with their mountains. 

In fact the cultural influence was quite significant and the acceptance of Tongariro as a 
natural site was delayed until the World Heritage Committee was satisfied that there was an 
in adequate continuous project on dialogue in management with Ngati Tuwharetoa and also 
that the management plan was completed, which put a limit on the upper development of the 
ski fields, to keep them away from the sacred peaks.7 

A brief review of the original cultural criteria, that were still in operation in 1990, reveals 

why Tongariro could not be accepted under the cultural criteria (see Figure 4.4 for the complete 

list). Criterion (i) was not applicable as the mountains were not a "unique artistic achievement" 

or "a masterpiece of the creative genius". Neither could it be claimed that the mountains had 

"exerted great influence on architecture .... monumental arts .. town planning or landscaping" 

(criterion (ii)). Neither did they bear "a unique or ..... exceptional testimony to a civilisation 

which had disappeared" (iii): Ngati Tuwharetoa was still very much in evidence and although 

they clearly claimed that Tongariro bore such a testimony for them, the connection was 

spiritual rather than literal. Tongariro did not fit criterion (iv), which referred to physical 

structures made by human agency, nor criterion (v) which referred to "an outstanding example 

of a traditional human settlement". Criterion ( vi) presented the only possible opportunity, but 

only if the World Heritage Committee accepted a less than strict interpretation of the 

requirement that sites should be "directly and tangibly associated with events or with ideas or 

beliefs of outstanding universal significance". Such a loose interpretation was unlikely, given 

the qualifying statement that "the Committee considered that this criterion should justify 

inclusion in the list only in exceptional circumstances or in conjunction with other criteria" 

(UNESCO 1980: 22). 

7Interview Natpol Series 001, 24 August 1994. 
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The natural criteria provided a far stronger case for acceptance. Tongariro is an example 

of what has been called "the ancient/youthful paradox" of New Zealand (Molloy 1992: 256). 

Containing flora and fauna that are remnants of the ancient super-continent of Gondwanaland, 

from which New Zealand separated 80 million years ago, its active volcanoes are still affecting 

local landforms and landscapes.8 Its natural significance 

lies in the unique features of the two outstanding andesitic stratovolcanoes - Mt Ruapehu 
and the Tongariro/Ngauruhoe complex. Along with the island volcano of White Island 50 
km off-shore in the Bay of Plenty, these two are the most continuously active 
stratovolcanoes in the world. (Molloy 1992: 258) 

The 1990 decision to accept Tongariro as a world heritage area, cited natural criteria (ii) 

and (iii). The use of criterion (ii) was interesting, in that the wording in operation at the time 

acknowledged "man's interaction with his natural environment" as well as "significant ongoing 

geological processes [and] biological evolution". The active volcanic nature of the park is 

relevant here, as the "region is dominated by some of the world's most active and violent 

vulcanism" (DoC 1990 (a): 2). It could be argued that Ngati Tuwharetoa's identification with 

the land was at least partly acknowledged under this criterion; but even if accepted as a valid 

point at the time, this argument would have had a short life. The wording relating to "man's 

interactions" was removed from the natural criteria in 1992 as it was felt to be "inconsistent 

with the legal definition of natural heritage in Article 2 of the World Heritage Convention" 

(Titchen 1993: 3)). Criterion (iii), concerned with "superlative natural phenomena, formations 

or features or areas of exceptional natural beauty", is met at Tongariro in the lava ring plains 

and the form and appearance of the mountains themselves, comprising "some of the most 

dynamic natural landscape in New Zealand" (DoC 1990(a): 2). 

The 1990 listing of Tongariro was clearly based on a version of heritage as naturalness, 

that makes most sense when situated in the universalising narratives of the World Heritage 

Convention itself, and in the more particular wish of New Zealand to establish itself as a site of 

difference from the rest of the world. Although apparently paradoxically related, these two 

issues are closely interlinked and mutually supporting. The convention was under-represented 

in natural areas - in Tongariro it added a splendidly dynamic one. New Zealand needed to react 

to global space-time compression in a positive way, developing and promoting its own form of 

critical regionalism, so that it could market itself as differentiated place. Tongariro was an 

excellent opportunity. 

5.5 Tongariro: the first cultural landscape world heritage area 

The 1990 decision to defer consideration of the cultural nomination for Tongariro, came at 

a critical time in the international campaign to ensure that complex, cultural landscapes were 

recognised by the World Heritage Convention. There were two linked reasons why the issue of 

8Ruapehu has been erupting spasmodically since September 1995, when the first draft of this chapter was 
being written. 
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Tongariro was not allowed to rest, and it is impossible to say which was the more significant. 

Ngati Tuwharetoa were extremely disappointed at the deferral9 and the World Heritage 

Committee saw Tongariro as a way of testing whatever new guidelines were adopted. 10 New 

Zealand was represented at the expert meeting at La Petite Pierre in October 1992, that agreed 

to the subtle but significant alterations to the cultural operational guidelines that were 

eventually accepted by the World Heritage Committee meeting later that year (Titchen 1993). 

At this latter meeting there was much discussion of those cases, such as Tongariro and some 

Australian Aboriginal sites, where landscapes had strong cultural associations, without 

necessarily displaying much physical change. By this time the committee accepted that it was 

necessary to acknowledge such cultural landscapes, but knew it would not be easy to evaluate 

them through an instrument like the World Heritage Convention (Jacques 1993: 2). 

After their December 1992 meeting, the World Heritage Committee specifically asked 

New Zealand to provide more material on the cultural nomination for Tongariro. In the light of 

this request, in early 1993 a consultant prepared a new nomination document, basing the 

justification on the new cultural criteria (Forbes 1993). In October 1993 New Zealand was 

represented at a World Heritage Committee expert meeting to discuss the issue, by Tumu Te 

Heuheu, of Ngati Tuwharetoa, whose "evocative presentation .... powerfully communicated the 

close interactions between the mountains, Maori and Pakeha" (Titchen 1993: 5). 

The 1993 nomination document emphasised heritage as existential and spiritual place, in 

the deeply spiritual significance of the mountains of Tongariro, Ruapehu and Ngauruhoe to 

Ngati Tuwharetoa. The first justification given for the nomination was the need to recognise 

Tongariro's "intense cultural associations - intangible values which are .... difficult to record" 

(Forbes 1993: 15). This difficulty was a reflection of the problems encountered in expressing 

the Maori world view in English. For example, there is no direct translation of heritage in 

Maori. Taonga treasure) is sometimes used as an equivalent, but even this powerful concept, 

which is applied to highly valued ideas and people as well as to things, does not fully 

incorporate the sense of identification and interdependency of Maori with their traditional 

lands. Some sense of this interdependency is conveyed in the Ngati Tuwharetoa pepeha and 

waiata reproduced earlier in this section as Figure 5 .1. 

The second and third justifications cited in the nomination document related to more easily 

recognisable values. The second reason concerned the gift of the land by Ngati Tuwharetoa to 

the Crown: Tongariro is recognised as the first national park in the world to be given by an 

indigenous people to a national government. This reason could be represented as heritage as 

cultural monument - in this case a monument not so much to Ngati Tuwharetoa as to the 

Crown. The status of the Crown was by inference enhanced by such a gift, in that the Crown 

was regarded as an appropriately powerful and prestigious agency to care for it. The third 

justification was that Tongariro, as New Zealand's first national park, has a special place in the 

9Interview Natpol Series 009(b), 29 August 1994. 

10Interview Natpol Series 016, 1 September 1994. 
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country's national park system. It has acted as a catalyst, setting an example for the 

establishment of other national parks. Its centrality and visibility have apparently contributed 

to the successful commodification of the park, as reflected in the large number of international 

visitors that are attracted each year (Forbes 1993). 

Despite the changes to the criteria, the wish of the World Heritage Committee to test them, 

and the commitment of Ngati Tuwharetoa and the New Zealand government, the process of 

achieving cultural status for Tongariro was still to prove problematic, both internally and 

internationally. The consultant who wrote the 1993 nomination document for cultural 

landscape status, felt that the internal process was flawed (see Figure 5.6). 

It was a con job really. I worked on it because the original nomination was for a joint 
cultural/natural area. The cultural one [was] not approved. This caused sadness among 
Maori who didn't see them as separable. If Tongariro had been a fresh nomination I 
wouldn't have doneit. The World Heritage Bureau wanted to say 'yes'. They said 'give us a 
document and we'll approve it. At first I said 'well no' - [because] truly Tuwharetoa should 
do it, but most people said '.iust do it'. But in thereportlmade it clear thatfoture 
nominations should come from the iwi and that [as well]all iwi groups should be involved, 
In the end it was really not too .offensive, because [it] already was a World Heritage Site. I 
am pleased that Tuwharetoa went off to Europe to present their case. As a result of that the 
World Heritage Bureau [is] now happy to acceptverbal presentations. This was a big 
change, because normally [in the past] cultural properties .have been big buildings. And it 
was good that Ngati Tuwharetoa was able to use Maori protocol [in their presentation]. But 
it was a pity that the other iwi were left out. For example Whanganui were not consulted 
over anything except the visitor centre. [But] Ngati Tuwharetoa always had a loud voice. 

Figure 5.6 Commentary on 1993 nomination process 11 

The extract quoted in Figure 5.6 raises two issues relevant to the Tongariro nomination. 

First, the assertion that the document was a "con job" referred to the assumption that, once the 

cultural criteria had been amended, the World Heritage Bureau wanted to recognise Tongariro 

as a cultural landscape and almost any nomination document would have been accepted. The 

second issue was deciding who speaks for Maori groups, and how consultation between 

government and Maori should be handled, especially when more than one iwi is involved. 

These two issues are discussed in turn. 

The first assumption proved ill-founded: despite support from ICOMOS and the World 

Heritage Bureau, the World Heritage Committee nearly rejected the proposal. The 1993 

nomination was first considered at an extraordinary session of the World Heritage Committee 

in early December 1993. At that meeting, although ICOMOS strongly supported the 

nomination, the matter was deferred again. The reason given in the minutes referred to "the 

precedent that could be created by acceptance of this nomination exclusively under criterion 

(vi) and the need for regional comparative studies on associative landscapes" (World Heritage 

Committee 1993(a): 8). The New Zealand government responded tartly, in a briefing note, 

prior to the full committee meeting (see Figure 5.7). 

11 Interview Natpol Series 009(b), 29 August 1994. 
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5. We understand that the USA has raised an objection that the Tongariro nomination 
'may/has create a precedent'. We are not sure of the context or consequential points 
delegates may attach to that statement. Since this is the first meeting that the Committee 
has considered cultural nominations under the new 1992 'cultural landscape' criteria, 
then it goes without saying that the first such cases will create a precedent. In our view 
precedents are not grounds for deferral. New Zealand (Mr Tumu Te Heuheu of Ngati 
Tuwharetoa on behalf of the Department of Conservation) attended a UNESCO 
workshop in Berlin earlier this year and presented the Tongariro nomination as a case 
study. That workshop recognised that evaluative criteria for the new cultural landscape 
category would evolve as nominations were received. 

6. Some countries may wish to seek deferral of Tongariro for their own domestic reasons. 
These may include concerns that indigenous people may have consequential claims for 
cultural listings. These may have management implications. 

9 Our view is that out of hand rejection of the nomination would be disastrous for the 
Convention in this region. Rejection of a nomination of such cultural significance to 
New Zealand would effectively prevent any subsequent nominations and send a very 
negative message to South Pacific countries. 

Figure 5.7 Extract from Briefing Note on Tongariro, for Cartagena 

meeting of World Heritage Committee (Green 1993) 

This note suggested that world heritage issues were not regarded as benign and 

ideologically neutral. There are strong hints of universalising versus particularising discourses, 

invoking the relative influence of nation states and regions within the world, and the potential 

political influence of indigenous peoples. In the event, although the discussion was heated, and 

although the committee could not reach agreement about the significance in a world context of 

places that were of profound spiritual importance to one tribe, Ngati Tuwharetoa, Tongariro 

National Park was accepted onto the World Heritage list as a cultural site under revised 

criterion (vi), primarily on the grounds that it was the first national park to be gifted by an 

indigenous people.ii 

The second issue concerned who should speak for indigenous peoples. Forbes expressed 

reluctance to speak for Ngati Tuwharetoa. This sensitivity is consistent with an increased trend 

in recent years for indigenous groups to assert their right to speak for themselves. This was 

reflected in the delay to the confirmation of Tongariro's natural world heritage status, whilst 

appropriate tangata whenua representation was negotiated. DoC does not appear to be 

particularly sensitive to this trend, but in commissioning the nomination document did not 

suppress the emphasis on Ngati Tuwharetoa's spiritual links to the land. Indeed, they used 

Tumu Te Heuheu at the expert meeting in Germany, to present the case for his tribe's cultural 

associations with Tongariro. They apparently responded to the "loud voice" of Ngati 

Tuwharetoa, giving less attention to the Whanganui river tribes' turangawaewae. Forbes 

expressed frustration with the way DoC related to Maori groups, asserting that the department 

11 Interview Natpol Series 009(b ), 29 August 1994. 
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"can't grapple with the idea of good communication with iwi and runanga". 12 This assertion 

appears to be at odds with the recording of "extensive discussions" between DoC, Sir Hepi Te 

Heuheu and the Ngati Tuwharetoa Maori Trust Board on the revised national park management 

plan and the inclusion of five Maori on the twelve member Tongariro-Taupo Conservation 

Board (Forbes 1993: 18-19). On the other hand, a reluctance to consult with Maori on matters 

of world heritage policy (as opposed to matters of detailed implementation) was echoed by 

Director of Planning and External Agencies at Doe's head office. Talking about the need for 

Maori involvement in inter-conservancy co-ordination of the South-West New Zealand/Te 

Waahipounamu World Heritage Area, he commented 

I don't know that it would be at the coordinating level, coordinating committee stage, or 
when you would actually be implementing something on the ground, and saying well OK if 
we are going to do some interpretation, get some involvement at that point. It's hard to say. 
It's certainly not ruled out. 13 

When asked about the possibility of involving Maori in the preparation of lists of other 

potential world heritage areas, he responded 

I don't think we'd see much point in making it a big open public process, because unlike 
management plans for national parks or whatever, I don't think there is a great public or 
even tangata whenua interest in natural listings. 14 

This last assertion appears rather odd when compared with the comment about the sadness 

of Ngati Tuwharetoa when the natural qualities of Tongariro were separated from the cultural 

ones. Consultation with Maori groups was not rules out, but there was an expressed preference 

for talking to 

the Conservation Boards ...... all of whom have Maori members, and there is a subset of the 
Historic Places Trust, a fairly high powered Maori advisory group there, and the thought is 
we could use them as a sounding board, and as a vetting agency, a vetting group and I think 
that makes sense, but again I don't think we see going public in a big way. Um ... whether 
or not, or how you involve large iwi groupings I'm not sure. 15 

The events that led up to the confirmation of Tongariro's cultural status as a world,heritage 

area suggest that the closer one gets to actual land and the people who identify with it, the more 

contested heritage becomes. Even the apparently favourable changes to the world heritage 

criteria, and the willingness of the World Heritage Committee to acknowledge complexity and 

to retreat from simplistic, universalist, tangible representations of heritage in land, did not 

remove the problems. However attractive the theory, complexity and difference are not easy to 

accept in practice. On the other hand, the 1993 nomination for Tongariro was accepted, 

12Interview Natpol Series 009(a), 15 January 1994. 

13Interview Natpol Series 016, 1 September 1994. 

14Ibid. 

15Ibid. 
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precedent of a sort was set, and the scene prepared for continuing debates within ICOMOS, the 

World Heritage Bureau and elsewhere, about the implications of a more flexible vision for 

world heritage (Titchen 1993, Australia ICOMOS 1995, Pressouyre 1995, Cameron and Rossler 

1995). 

5.6 Tongariro: A New Zealand version of heritage in place? 

The emergence of a more flexible vision for world heritage suggests questions about the 

interactions - whether conflicting or synergistic - of this vision with versions of heritage that 

relate specifically to Tongariro and New Zealand. In addressing these questions the Tongariro 

narratives can be viewed in two ways. First, the location of a unique sequence of events 

involving specific agents in a named part of this country makes it undeniably a New Zealand 

story. Although interesting in itself, this would be of relevance only in a strictly 

phenomenological sense without some way of suggesting generalised conclusions. Second, 

therefore, there is the possibility of generalising from the Tongariro example about the way 

heritage is constructed in the country as a whole. Given the qualitative approach used here, and 

the limited number of sources referred to, any general assertions can only be tentative. 

Nevertheless they are a useful starting point, as the intellectual context has been relatively little 

explored. 

The tentative conclusions about the construction of heritage in Aotearoa/New Zealand fall 

into two broad categories. The first concerns the influences that underlie and act upon the 

processes used in the construction of heritage. The second concerns the way process, borrowed 

and adapted from other sources, becomes something new - almost becomes part of the heritage 

itself - when applied in specific places. 

5.6.1 Underlying influences on heritage 

The example of Tongariro suggests that cosmology, world view and ideology are 

significant influences on the processes whereby land is treated as heritage. Even where these 

are not directly referred to, they can be inferred from the study of structures of attitude and 

reference (Said 1993). This approach allows conclusions to be drawn from indirect evidence, 

where details of the actual processes used are either hinted at or are absent from the available 

texts. Even with Tongariro, where there was both national and international commitment to 

inclusivity and alternative cultural perspectives, within the World Heritage Committee there 

were still powerful underlying preferences for versions of heritage that are tangible, universal, 

and in accord with traditional western presuppositions and paradigms. 

When reviewed in association with Chapter Four, that dealt with the operation of the 

World Heritage Convention, it seems that these preferences are common to industrialised, 

wealthy, Europeanised nations, including both northern hemisphere countries and New 

Zealand. However when looked at more closely there appear to be detailed aspects that are 

specific to this country. For example, the 1993 nomination implied New Zealand government 

support for and understanding of the way indigenous peoples identify with their land. This 
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understanding appears to have been lacking in at least some members of the World Heritage 

Committee. Perhaps there has been a paradigm shift here that indicates a substantive difference 

in attitudes to heritage between New Zealand and the rest of the western world. 

Such a claim however is too simplistic. Interviews with DoC head office staff showed that 

even within a single organisation such as DoC, although the protection of natural systems, 

features and species was accepted by all as the department's key responsibility, there was a 

range of views about heritage. These views demonstrated different personal interpretations of 

the government commitment to biculturalism and environmentalism, each case strongly 

influenced by personal background and previous experience. Thus there were some who felt 

uncertainty about the extent to which Maori should be involved in strategic issues, such as the 

process of considering further world heritage nominations, 17 some who hardly mentioned 

Maori concerns, 18 and some for whom tangata whenua involvement in ongoing management of 

the conservation estate was critical. 19 It appears that a western world view still dominates, even 

though the expression of this view is varied and sometimes paradoxical. Such variations derive 

from the coexistence and interaction of a number of ideologies, including environmentalism, 

entrepreneurism and bi-culturalism (from a Pakeha perspective), as well as an over-riding, 

western inspired, intellectual imperialism. 

New Zealand's approach to heritage and land appears to acknowledge Tongariro as a place 

where Maori cultural and spiritual significance are inextricable from the land, whilst giving 

preference to a more detached, proprietorial view of naturalness and landscape as scenery. The 

normative centre is heritage as naturalness, viewed as scenery. The margin is occupied by the 

otherness of the tangata whenua, who are paradoxically essential to the survival of the centre. 

The paradox is resolved if the 1993 nomination is interpreted as an attempt by the New Zealand 

government to promote the whole country as a form of critical regionalism. Using this 

argument, the otherness of Maori culture can be captured by the centre and used to assist the 

differentiation of New Zealand as a distinct place, in an increasingly undifferentiated world. 

This intellectual territo"ry is not a new discovery, it can be detected in the early debates on 

Tongariro. Structures of attitude and reference hinting at concerns for national identity can be 

found in all the early documents reviewed above. The 1887 - 1894 debates in the House of 

Representatives showed that notions of national identity were already being linked with the 

distinctive physical characteristics of the land, although these were represented as scenery and 

compared with designed European parks, rather than appreciated for their inherently natural 

qualities. Cockayne's work reaffirmed the connections between land and national identity, but 

emphasised the distinctive nature of natural vegetation, landforms and processes. Since then 

writings about the park have demonstrated an uneasy alliance between Maori and Pakeha 

17Interview Natpol Series 016, 1 September 1994; 018, 6 September 1994. 

18Interview Natpol Series 012, 31 August 1994. 

19Interview Natpol Series 010, 30 August 1994; 002, 25 August 1994; 007, 29 August 1994. 
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values. For example the 1993 nomination for the cultural listing of Tongariro had a Maori 

waiata as preface, but the first five pages of the report itself comprised a formal description of 

the park and its context, emphasising its natural significance, before returning to the supposedly 

central cultural argument (Forbes 1993). A similar unease was reflected in the 1990 Tongariro 

National Park Management Plan. It was accepted that "[m]anagement decisions concerning 

Tongariro National Park need to take cognisance of the fact that the sentiments, purpose and 

importance of the original gift remain just as valid today as they did in 1887" (DoC 1990(a): 9). 

However the way the management goals and objectives are ordered imply preference to the 

preservation and protection of the natural values of the park (see Figure 5.8). If the two goals, 

and the first two objectives were reversed, a different emphasis would emerge. This suggestion 

might appear to be appallingly petty, but the way items such as management objectives are 

ordered appears to reveal underlying differences at the level of world view, or cosmology. So 

far there is an uneasy acknowledgment that an alternative cosmology exists, without any real 

commitment to an existential, spiritual approach to place, as opposed to the dominant, 

objectified, universalised view of land. 

3.2 MANAGEMENT GOALS 

1. To preserve and protect for present and future generations the outstanding natural 
_scenery, the scientifically important features and the indigenous natural resources which 
all contribute to make Tongariro National park a place of national and international 
significance. 

2. To promote an understanding of and appreciation for nature and natural evolutionary 
processes and the cultural and historic values of Tongariro National Park, as well as 
providing opportunities for visitors to enjoy the park in a manner consistent with 
national park principles. 

3.3 OBJECTIVES 

1. To manage the park so that the present comprehensive range of indigenous ecosystems 
and natural processes continue. 

2. (a) To recognise and maintain the cultural, spiritual and inspirational heritage of the 
mountains of the park. 
(b) To recognise the spiritual and cultural significance of the park to the Maori people 
and to consult with and give full consideration to eth views of the appropriate iwi 
authorities. 

3. To encourage such public use and enjoyment of the park as is consistent with the 
preservation of the natural features and historic values of the park. 

4. To e.nhance, through the provision of facilities and services for the benefitqfpark 
visitors, an appreciation and awareness ofparkvalues and of environmental and 

· histol'ical conservation and cultural values. . · · 
5. To ensure that ~onflicts between competing uses of the natur~l features and facilitk~s of 

the parkare minimised and to concentrate development as far as possible either outside 
the park or in the proposed amenities areas. 

6. To provide opportunities to meet appropriate recreation needs by carefully controlled 
develQpment consistent with national park principles. · 

Figure 5.8 Tongariro National Park, Management Goals and 

Objectives (DoC 1990(a): 23) 
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The Tongariro narratives suggest that the otherness of the Maori world view is used in a 

paradoxical way to reinforce the centrality of the Pakeha world view. They suggest other 

questions, concerning the existence of similar patterns elsewhere in New Zealand, involving 

paradoxical centre/margin, same/other relationships, that may impact on the recognition and 

treatment of other Crown land with heritage associations. These questions will be addressed in 

Chapter Six. 

5.6.2 Process as Heritage - the example of the Crown 

As the documentary critique that produced this chapter progressed, I became increasingly 

concerned that, in always focusing on the need for a tangible expression of heritage in land, I 

might be missing something significant that was not concerned literally with land, but that 

might inform later discussions on heritage. The extracts from the debates in the House of 

Representatives, and Cockayne's report on the vegetation of Tongariro, provided the first hints 

as to what this missing thing might be. It seemed as if everyone took for granted that some land 

should always be treated as heritage, even if the reasons for such treatment might be spatially, 

temporally and culturally contingent. There were however some constructs that were not 

tangible in the sense that land is, that were just as important to understanding the common 

heritage of a particular group of people. The example that stands out from the Tongariro 

narratives is that example of the Crown, which appears to be of critical importance in any study 

that seeks to understand versions of heritage in place in New Zealand. 

The Crown is invoked in the New Zealand's translated legal traditions and processes, that 

were used to transform Tongariro from a tapu place that conferred identity and mana on Ngati 

Tuwharetoa, to land owned in sensu stricto, first by Te Heuheu Tokino and other chiefs, 

ultimately by the Crown. The Crown was also implicated in the debates in the House of 

Representatives, the presentation of the Tongariro National Park Bill and its eventual 

enactment. The Crown as land owner was a profound influence on the subsequent treatment of 

the park as a resource, through the development of skiing and related facilities, and the more 

recently introduced processes management planning, now applied to all New Zealand's national 

parks. Throughout, although these processes were influenced by a number of major 

stakeholders, the Crown was present, whether explicitly or by implication. The nature and role 

of the Crown appear fundamental to the evolution of a New Zealand approach to heritage, 

whilst also being itself a part of that heritage. It is both involved and detached, playing both 

straightforward dennotative and more complex connotative roles in heritage processes. 

Although the influence of the Crown can be detected in all the documents used to create 

the Tongariro narratives, closer examination confirms that this influence is present as a 

structure of attitude and reference, often only detectable through the slightest hints. 

Throughout the current national park management plan the authority of the Crown as 

centralised agent was strongly implied, although not named. This realisation set me wondering 

whether, after all, the significance of the Crown on versions of heritage in New Zealand today 

is far less than I had assumed. 
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5.7 Conclusions 

The conclusions are tentative, but this is inevitable, given the limitations of a single case 

study. They result from a close reading of the sources consulted, plus comparison with earlier 

material. Global, national and local perspectives on heritage and land are all found in the 

Tongariro narratives. The park is represented as both a natural and a cultural landscape of 

world importance (Forbes 1993, Molloy 1992). Recent management documents stress local 

differences and the need for different management approaches for the different parts of the park 

(DoC 1990(a) and (b)). But DoC has taken pains to stress that world heritage status does not 

affect the sovereignty or the management of the park. Local management strategies, for 

example for the three ski-fields within the park, must be "consistent with national park 

principles" (DoC 1990(b): 21). The over-riding significance is national. Natio_nal legislation 

and national agencies are cited as the main determinants of what should happen at Tongariro 

(DoC 1990(a)). 

A number of ideological perspectives appear to have influenced the Tongariro narratives. 

These have been consistent over a long period of time. They are not mutually exclusive: for 

example, expressions of nationalism overlap with environmental, entrepreneurial, egalitarian 

and bi-cultural beliefs and ideals. These overlaps are found in the nineteenth century debates as 

well as in the recent management plan. The issue of public versus private property rights was 

most contentious in the early debates: later documents assume the right and power of the Crown 

to put the national good above private interests. 

These interlinked and sometimes contradictory ideological perspectives appear to have 

influenced a number of versions of heritage, of which the most powerful prevailing one appears 

to be heritage as an expression of naturalness. Even where Maori cultural connections are 

emphasised their main purpose appears to be to support the naturalness of Tongariro. Pakeha 

cultural connections do not appear to be openly acknowledged in any specific version of 

heritage, as the social and cultural construction of nature is not explicitly recognised. But there 

are strong inferences that other versions of heritage co-exist and interact: heritage as landmark, 

monument and commodity feature in all the documents in differing combinations. In addition 

all the texts studied invite the reader to enjoy Tongariro as scenery and as landscape. The 

recent management plan is an interesting example of this usage. The plan uses 'landscape' 

infrequently, to make specific points, either related to breadth of view or scenic attraction. 

More prosaic, functional terms are used far more frequently. 'Sites', 'parts' and particularly 

'areas' are used in association with scientific descriptions, commentary and recommendations 

about recreational activity, in the context of the park as resource (DoC 1990(a): 5). Perhaps it 

is necessary to use words for land that do not reflect personal attachment, in order to convince 

the reader of the seriousness of the case for preservation. 

The rhetoric of Maori evocations of the mountains' significance is in strong contrast to this 

prosaic language. Recent publications quote examples of this rhetoric, acknowledge its 

importance and then move on. No attempt is made to find a word that can convey the depth of 

meaning that Maori attach to place. Place, in the sense of space imbued with existential" 
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meaning, is not used at all in the documents that I have consulted. The idea of heritage as place 

was mentioned in the story of the original gift - Grace encouraged Te Heuheu to make his 

mountains "a sacred place of the Crown" (Cowan op. cit.). Although it is impossible to say 

from this distance how carefully Grace chose his words, the choice of "place" in this context is 

fascinating. 

The textual structures of attitude and reference that have informed these conclusions are 

often not literal structures at all, but are found in the overall tone of each document and in the 

kind of voice that is invoked to represent the chosen version of reality. Overall these structures 

express a post-colonial intellectual imperialism that is clearly resilient to alternative cultural 

views. Even Forbes, the most sympathetic to the Maori world view of the recent writers 

reviewed in this chapter, followed convention by dealing with the administrative and natural 

scientific aspects of Tongariro before introducing the cultural context. Waiata and pepeha 

feature on the title pages of her report, as symbols of bi-cultural understanding. To the critical 

eye these symbols appear to float, their status ambiguous, signposts to a version of heritage that 

is never adequately expressed. The symbolism sits uncomfortably with the structure of the rest 

of the report. 

It would be too simplistic to say that the Tongariro case study demonstrates a single, 

centrally validated, normative view of heritage and land. Nor would it be fair to claim that all 

other versions are equally or permanently marginalised. The complexity of the area is reflected 

in the number of types of land as relic that can be identified there. The typology fits Tongariro 

in all except the first, obsolescent form. It is a living powerful symbol, parts of which (for 

example, the ski-fields) having been adapted for present uses. It is both palimpsest and 

paradox. Certainly in the case of Tongariro there is an emphasis on tangible naturalness as an 

expression of regional - and even national - identity. But the power of this naturalness is 

dependant on a range of cultural factors that shift, reform and co-exist, sometimes in apparently 

paradoxical relationships. For example, the impact of the naturalness argument is enhanced 

through links to the commodification of land as heritage, by appeal to national and international 

tourist markets. This is a direct example of the issues raised in Chapter Two, concerning the 

difficulties of resolving the tensions between heritage as an expression of cultural authenticity 

and heritage as a marketable commodity. The example of Tongariro suggests that a single New 

Zealand approach to heritage and land does not exist, but that there are different, concurrent 

versions of heritage that are related to underlying ideologies - for example, environmentalism, 

bi-culturalism, pragmatism and self-sufficiency. 

The final point is not so much a conclusion as a question. To what extent can the 

narratives about Tongariro be interpreted as representing a microcosm of the issues that link 

heritage and Crown land in New Zealand? Intuition suggests that although the stages in the 

Tongariro story are unique, the underlying structures of attitude and reference reflecting world 

view and ideology, would probably also be influential elsewhere. The next chapter explores 

this contention by looking more widely at a range of sources that shed some light on the 

evolution of approaches to heritage in New Zealand. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE CROWN AND LAND: 

A PARTICULAR, UNIVERSALISING NARRATIVE 

6.1 Introduction 

The chapter title refers to its central theme, an exploration of the connections between the 

myth of the Crown, state owned land and the construction of national versions of heritage in 

New Zealand. It builds on the case study of Tongariro National Park in Chapter Five, which 

bridged between global, national and local versions of heritage. That case study provided some 

useful, place-specific hints about the interactions between world view, ideology, space and time 

in the construction of heritage, but these hints cannot be used as the basis for generalisations 

about anywhere else. This chapter therefore continues the pursuit of answers to the first thesis 

question concerning meanings of heritage at different spatial scales, by considering heritage 

construction in the context of New Zealand's extensive Crown estate. This will provide situated 

knowledge as context for the remaining thesis chapters, which focus down in scale from the 

national level in Chapter Seven, to places and versions of heritage on the West Coast of the 

South Island in Chapters Eight, Nine and Ten. 

Fundamental to this chapter is the notion of Crown land as the repository of a number of 

interacting and sometimes contradictory associations concerning ideology, national identity and 

heritage. It reviews the nature of the Crown's involvement in land in New Zealand, from the 

Treaty of Waitangi in 1840 until the restructuring of government functions that began in the 

1980s. The Crown is represented as both a highly influential and powerful agent and an 

increasingly mythologised metaphor for an ideal form of ultimate authority, invoked in the 

acquisition and distribution of land for settlement in the new colony. As such it is a slippery, 

perhaps even paradoxical concept. The Crown and Maori were partners in the signing of the 

Treaty of Waitangi, and from the beginning of the Tongariro story in 1886 to the recent world 

heritage nominations, the Crown was represented implicitly as New Zealand's most powerful 

stakeholder in land. 

This chapter discusses the role of the Crown in land management for both development 

and protection, although the emphasis turns increasingly to land that is protected from large 

scale development. Central to this discussion are the roles of the two government departments 

that managed most of the Crown estate until 1986, the New Zealand Forest Service and the 

Department of Lands and Survey. The narratives in this chapter interweave both explicit 

stories and less visible connections between world view, ideology, space and time, derived 

from published and unpublished sources, papers and interview transcripts, explored, as in 

earlier chapters, for their underlying structures of attitude and reference. 
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6.2 A brief history of Crown land and its management 

6.2.1 Getting the land 

In order to understand why the notion of the Crown has wielded such influence in land 

management in New Zealand until the present day, it is necessary to go back to the beginning of 

the colony. The most likely underlying cause for the colonising of New Zealand appears to 

have been Britain's need for land (Steven 1989). Land was wanted for settlement, as a way of 

diffusing deteriorating social stability and growing political and economic tensions at home. 

"No period of British history has been as tense, as politically and socially disturbed, as the 

1830s and early 1840s, when both the working class and the middle class, separately or in 

conjunction, demanded what they regarded as fundamental changes" (Hobsbawm 1969: 77). 

Philanthropic concern for the exploitation of the indigenous Maori are sometimes cited as the 

reason for colonisation. Although many commentators agree that philanthropy did play a role 

(Jourdain 1925, Buick 1940, Orange 1987, Gardner 1992, Owens 1992), it is unlikely that it 

would have been sufficient on its own to justify the expense and risk of establishing a new 

colony at such a distance from Britain. 

Prior to colonisation, the islands now known as New Zealand were a "Polynesian country 

with distinct regional variations" (Owens 1992: 28). 'Maori' was a label given by others to the 

indigenous peoples of the islands: to themselves, tribal allegiance and affiliation were critical. 

As with Ngati Tuwharetoa and Te Heuheu, so with all traditional iwi: people and land were 

inseparable, they were truly tangata whenua - people of the land. Given the desire of the 

British Crown to control land above all things, the scene was set for major conflict (see Figures 

6.1 and 6.2). 

The importance of land for both the British government and the settlers resulted in land 

rights attaining paradigmatic importance in the early years of the colony: they have remained 

Lancl had become the focus of economic and political confrontation between the races, 
The central role ofland in the wars between Maori and Pakeha has oftenbeen remarked; 
sometimes they have been calledtheLand Wars. This is an exaggeration which imposes a 
monocausal explanation on a complex process ofinteractiori that degenerated into war. the 
rivalry that developed betwe_en the-races was more than a naked contest for land, important 
though this was. It was also a: contest for authority, for maria, for authority over the land .. 
and the men and women it sustained. Above all, there was the question of whose authority, 
whose law, was to prevail 

Figure 6.1 The link between land, mana and authority (Parsonson 

1989: 148) 

From the founding of the colony, land has been the raw material used in the creation of a 
basic economic and social structure which forms part of our way oflife. Royal Instructions 
issued to New Zealand's first Governor - Captain William Hobson - who reached this 
country in .1840, included the concept ofreserving land for public use and enjoyment. 

Figure 6.2 Land, the New Zealand way of life and the role of the 

Crown (Government of New Zealand 1980: 277) 
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crucial to an understanding of New Zealand ever since. The Crown was the central agent in the 

process of land transactions in the years 1840-62. During this period all sales of land from 

Maori to settlers were supposedly pre-empted by the Crown. Although the process of pre

emption was imperfectly applied, it established the role of the Crown as the major land owner 

and agent in dealings in land (Sorrenson 1992, Belich 1996). In so doing it led to many 

grievances from the Maori, whose tribal identities were inextricably bound up in the land. In 

common with other peoples with an animist cosmology and a hunter/gatherer/horticultural 

technology, people and land were essentially indivisible. Maori cultural identity was "readily 

defined in a tripartite sequence of myth, tradition and history whereby gods, ancestors and 

living people are linked through genealogical descent" (Walker 1989: 36) and of which land 

was often the tangible expression. The gift of Tongariro by Ngati Tuwharetoa was an eloquent 

example of the principle that land was the source of survival and identity. It is significant that 

[a]fter the Waitangi signing, certainly after the northern signings, it was inconsequential 
whether Maori signed the treaty or not. Robson's intention, of which Maori were unaware, 
was to assume British sovereignty anyway. The freedom of choice for those Maori involved 
in the treaty negotiations through 1840 was more apparent than real. For Hobson, however, 
there was also little choice. Against a threatened flow of British settlement, the treaty at 
least laid down some guidelines. (Orange 1987: 91) 

Neither indigenous culture nor physical diversity was well understood by the settlers, who 

brought their own culture and beliefs, intending to establish a new version of home in New 

Zealand. Few people adopted aspects of a Maori lifestyle, which was regarded as pagan and 

primitive (Maning 1987). In 1840, the year in which the Crown and a number of influential 

Maori chiefs signed the Treaty of Waitangi, most of the country was still held by the tribes. 

More than half the country was still forested, the only extensive open plains being on the 

eastern sides of both main islands (Gardner 1992, Memon and Wilson 1993). The settlers' 

priorities were, first, to acquire land and then to develop it. 

A central construct brought by the settlers was the powerful metaphor of the Crown. The 

original label denoted the person of Queen Victoria, on whose behalf the British government 

and its agents acted in establishing the colony. It carried strong connotations of centralised 

power, authority and control (see Figure 6.2). What these terms meant in practice was disputed 

between Maori and settlers from the beginning, but the increasingly mythologised metaphor 

Crown land has remained ever since, attached to the large area of the country that has remained 

in state ownership. 

Table 6.1 summarises land ownership in New Zealand from 1875 until 1987. The date 

1875 is significant, reflecting the ending of the main conflicts over land, mana and authority in 

the North Island. Before that date much of the North Island was still in Maori hands and was 

not available for settlement. By 1910, 25% of the total land area had been permanently 

alienated from the Crown and 11 % was Maori land. The rest was either under Crown lease, 

available for disposal, public reserves or 'land unfit for settlement'. By 1940, permanent 

alienation had increased to nearly 33% and the amount of Maori land had nearly halved, being 
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Year Perman- Crown Crown Maori Public Other# Total 
ently Leases land for land Reserves+ 
alienated* disposal 

1875 5,200 14,000 27,300 
1880 6,200 27,100 
1885 7,400 27,000 
1890 7,900 27,000 
1895 8,800 7,000 27,000 
1900 9,600 7,700 27,000 
1905 10,900 4,500 26,800 
1910 6,800 7,400 2,400 3,000 4,800 2,400 26,700 
1915 7,000 7,800 1,900 2,800 4,900 2,500 26,700 
1920 7,200 7,800 1,400 2,600 5,500 2,200 26,800 
1925 8,500 7,400 1,200 2,400 5,800 1,600 26,900 
1930 8,700 7,300 900 1,900 6,000 2,100 26,900 
1935 8,700 6,800 800 1,900 6,300 2,100 26,900 
1940 8,800 6,500 800 1,800 6,500 2,100 26,900 
1945 8,900 6,400 900 1,800 6,700 2,100 26,900 
1948 8,800 6,400 900 1,800 6,700 2,100 26,900 
1970 9,700 6,000 500 1,500 6,500 2,600 26.900 
1987 10,100 4,700 400 1,300 7,800 2,600 26,900 

areas in hectares (000): * land sold, granted or held on freehold: + includes national parks and state forest land: 

# land unfit for settlement, lakes, rivers, roads etc. 

Table 6.1 Land Ownership in New Zealand: Historical Summary 

(Government of New Zealand 1990: 417) 

under 7% of the whole. The table shows that 7 .8 million hectares, or 29% of the area of the 

country, were in public reserves in 1987. When added to the 5.1 million hectares that were in 

Crown leases or available for disposal, at this late date 48% of the total area of New Zealand 

was owned by the Crown. 

The use of the term "the Crown" in the Official Year-Book (Table 6.1) suggests that 

despite the major government restructuring of recent years, the Crown has retained its place as 

a symbol of ultimate power and authority. It is still a frequently occurring metaphor (Edmonds 

1990, Kerr 1990), although its power has become increasingly more symbolic than real. 

Although the process of land acquisition was uneven and was impeded in the North Island 

by strong Maori resistance, after fifty years "the greater part of New Zealand had been 

purchased by the Crown or European settler, much of it at a nominal price. By 1892 Maori 

retained 10,849,4861 acres of land, mainly in the more remote part of the North Island, and 

2,442,4692 acres of this area was leased to Europeans" (Sorrenson 1992: 160). 

It was not just literal control over land that had been established. A post-enlightenment 

world view and value system had gained the ascendant. Both literal and intellectual 

imperialism of a European sort dominated ways of thinking about and dealing with land. The 

colonists' view of land was objectified and proprietorial. In the initial years of the colony the 

14,392,504 hectares. 

2988,854 hectares. 
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freedom to develop land to support the growing settler population was more important than the 

acknowledgment of both the Maori spiritual and existential attachment to place, or the 

existence of other, strictly non-productive ways of conceptualising land. 

6.2.2 Managing Crown Land: The Department of Lands and Survey 

Since the days of pre-emption in land sales, The Crown has remained the largest single 

land owner in the country, with management of the Crown estate being the responsibility of 

central government departments. The ones which are of central concern to this thesis are the 

Department of Lands and Survey (DLS) and the New Zealand Forest Service (NZFS). These 

two bodies oversaw extensive development and protection functions, and the inclusive and 

sometimes contradictory nature of their responsibilities contributed significantly to their 

ultimate demise. Their importance for this thesis is their role in the practical interpretation of 

what it was about Crown land that should be kept as heritage, and what that should be actively 

developed. The DLS was involved in the initial nomination of Tongariro National Park as a 

world heritage area. They were both major parties in the debates over the Perseverance and 

Johnny Walker Blocks that are the theme of Chapter Eight, and the DLS was involved in the 

campaign to nominate what is now the South-West New Zealandffe Waahipounamu World 

Heritage Area, discussed in Chapters Nine and Ten. 

The DLS had a de facto existence from the beginning of the colony. Its first role was the 

physical survey of land, so that accurate property boundaries could be drawn and clear rights to 

title established. This survey resulted in the production of extremely accurate cadastral maps. 

These "served well enough the general purpose of indicating property boundaries" (Jobberns 

1945: 11), and until the second world war produced a need for topographical maps, they were 

the only national series available (ibid.). Figure 6.3, an extract from the parliamentary debates 

over the consolidating 1948 Lands Bill, demonstrates the importance of the early surveys and 

the almost iconic reverence accorded to "instructions from Her Majesty", despite the passage of 

time and even though those instructions would have originated with civil servants. 

Mr.Skinner: None of the very early land laws was inifo1ted in the colony - they were an 
conveyed to the Govemmentin instructions from Her Majesty. Those issued }n J 840, the 
year in which the colony was constituted, authorised two things - the survey of the i;:olony 
and the sale ofland ihfee~simple, either to persons paying the purchase-money to the 
Treasury in New Zealand, ortothe Government agent for the colony in London, and for the 
making ofreserves for publkspurposes and the granting of them in trust to corporate bodies. 

Figure 6.3 The role of the Crown in establishing and implementing 

New Zealand's land laws (New Zealand Parliament 1948: 

3993) 

The DLS remained closely involved in Crown land that was or could be made productive. 

It organised complete alienation (that is, disposal) and managed tenancies, licences and leases. 

It also undertook works to open up land to assist the process of settlement, both in the early 

years of the colony and later, through various programmes to encourage closer settlement. 
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These continued into the middle of the twentieth century and beyond; the marginal lands 

programme of the 1950s was a significant initiative and in the 1970s, despite growing 

awareness of global and national environmental issues, the DLS was still looking for new 

opportunities to experiment in opening up land for settlement. The narratives about the 

Perseverance and Johnny Walker Blocks, two of the last areas to be considered for an extensive 

land development programme, have to be seen in this light. Even as late as 1985 the Lands 

Settlement Board had plans to produce "an estimated 790 farms for settlement by landless 

farmers by the turn of the century" (Government of New Zealand 1986/87: 414). The DLS 

continued implementing such policies, although concerns were growing both for the 

department's lack of financial accountability and for the environmental damage caused by over 

I 00 years of extensive forest clearance and pasture development (McMahon 1970, O'Riordan 

1971, Royal Forest and Bird et al. 1982, Btihrs & Bartlett 1993). 

The other role of the DLS was the care of land that had been reserved for non-productive 

purposes, the first large area so reserved being Mount Egmont (Taranaki) in 1881. In 1900 this 

became the nucleus of New Zealand's second national park. (Tongariro having been the first.) 

Table 6.2 lists the present thirteen national parks, showing the dates of first reservation (in 

some cases of very small areas of land) and the year when national park status was eventually 

confirmed. Initial designations were usually either as scenic or recreational reserves or for 

national park purposes. Against this trend Uruwera was first reserved under the Uruwera 

District Native Reserve Act (Pascoe 1965). The initial emphasis in all the cases where 

reservations took place in the late 1800s or early 1900s, was on scenery and on the recreational 

and spiritual benefits of reserved land to undifferentiated New Zealanders - by implication, 

Pakeha. 

Name 

Tongariro 

Taranaki (Egmont) 

Arthur's Pass 

Abel Tasman 

Fiord land 

Mount Cook/Aoraki 

Uruwera 

Nelson Lakes 

Westland 

Mount Aspiring 

Whanganui 

Paparoa 

Kahurangi 

Table 6.2: 

Date of first Date created 

reservations national park 

1887 1894 
1881 1900 
1901 1929 
1907 1942 
1904 1952 
1885 1953 
1896 1954 
1907 1956 
1911 1960 

? 1964 
1891 1986 
1914 1987 

? 1996 

National Parks: dates of earliest land reservation and 

national park creation3 
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I T):'.~e of reserve I number I hectares I 
Reserves under 1, 1 I 8 331,722 

Scenery 
Preservation Act 

Public domains 799 30,972 

National parks 9* 1,223,860 

National Reserve at I 972 

Waitangi 

* This figure includes six areas reserved 'for national park purposes' plus three fully designated 

national parks 

Table 6.3 Reserves, domains and national parks, 31 March 1939 

(based on information in Government of New Zealand 

1940) 

The management of Crown land set aside for scenic or recreational purposes was, for the 

most part, passive. It appears to have been assumed that reservation and legal protection was. 

enough - the areas could look after themselves. This did not mean that there was no 

intervention. Some actions took place that today appear contradictory. For example, more than 

900,000 hectares were reserved for national park purposes in Fiordland in 1904, at the same 

time that the introduction of exotic animal species, now widely regarded as pests, was being 

actively encouraged (MacDowall 1994). Even after the consolidating national park legislation 

of 1952 they were not completely protected. Development that was in accord with national 

park purposes was acceptable: this mostly related to providing facilities for recreation. Much 

of this work was low key and relatively unintrusive, as in the provision of tracks and huts. 

Some was much more intensive and potentially both ecologically and politically problematic. 

For example, as mentioned in Chapter Five, the development of skiing in Tongariro National 

Park was directly contrary to the assurance given by Grace to Te Heuheu Tukino, that giving 

the peaks to the Crown was "the only possible way in which to preserve them for ever as places 

out of which no person shall make money" (Cowan 1927: 30). In the late 1980s the scale of 

skiing operations was a barrier to the ratification of Tongariro as a World Heritage Area, and 

the park's management plan had to be revised before the World Heritage Committee would 

accept the nomination.4 

Developments in national parks that were not in accord with national park purposes 

required specific legislation. A notable example was the proposal to raise the levels of Lakes 

Te Anau and Manapouri in Fiordland for hydro-electricity electricity (Commission for 

Environment 1976). This proposal was the focus of 

a drawn-out resource controversy [at the end of which t]he emerging conservation 
movement won its battle to have the lakes controlled within their natural levels after the 

3Based on information in Pascoe 1965, Government of New Zealand 1986/87, Patton 1985, Ombler 1981 
and Department of Lands and Survey 1968. 

4Interview Natpol Series 001, 24 August 1994. 
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issue of national parks being 'preserved in perpetuity' became a major election issue in 
1972. (Doc 1989(a): 40) 

Mineral extraction could also occur, although the Minister of Lands had to agree to any 

proposal (ibid.). Comprehensive management plans were only required for national parks by 

the 1980 National Parks Act (Smith and Taylor 1985), and by that time pressure was already 

growing from both the environmental lobby and Treasury, to disband the department as well as 

the New Zealand Forest Service. The reasons for this pressure are dealt with in 6.3, but first a 

similar brief review of the New Zealand Forest Service, and of the treatment of historic and 

other reserves with cultural significance, complete the background. 

6.2.3 Managing Crown Land: The New Zealand Forest Service 

The New Zealand Forest Service (NZFS) was the other government department that 

managed very large areas of Crown land. (Other departments, such as the Ministry of Works 

and Development, also had land management functions, but the NZFS and the DLS covered 

most ground.) The NZFS was created in 1949 out of the State Forest Service, which in turn had 

evolved from the forestry branch of the Department of Lands and Survey (Roche 1990). The 

establishment of a separate agency to manage New Zealand's forests was an early attempt to 

remove the kind of ambiguity in management objectives that continued to affect both the NZFS 

and the DLS, until their demise. In the nineteenth century New Zealand's timber supplies from 

native forests had appeared inexhaustible, but by the end of the First World War it was evident 

that amounts of accessible, millable timber were limited. The DLS, at that time responsible for 

forestry as well as other land development, was continuing to advocate "the harvesting of 

timber resources as a pre-requisite for clear-felling and land settlement" (Memon and Wilson 

1993: 104, Roche 1990). This policy was made more necessary as there was a commitment to 

provide land for soldiers returning from the Great War (Government of New Zealand 1920: 

194). More than 4 million hectares were still forested, but of these only 500,000 were regarded 

as being "of milling value" (ibid. 246). The 1920 Year-Book was ambiguous about the crisis in 

forest management that led to the creation of the State Forest Service. The case was made that 

"the urgent needs of the rapidly dwindling forest resources impelled the inauguration of a 

progressive forest policy" (ibid.: 245). Despite recognition of the problem, native timber 

continued to be cut for export, at a greater rate than was justified by home demand. Although 

there was some interest in establishing the feasibility of managing indigenous species 

sustainably, the rapid growth rates of exotic species, especially Radiata Pine, led to a change of 

emphasis (Memon and Wilson 1993). Thus from 1920 until 1940 most effort was concentrated 

on establishing exotic plantations. "During the 1930s, the depressed economic situation, 

changes in senior State Forest personnel and the Second World War (sic) meant that indigenous 

forest policies advocated during the 1920s received increasingly less prominence" (ibid.: 104). 

Research into the feasibility of long term, sustainable management of indigenous species was 

never on a scale that would provide reliable predictions of rates of growth and effective 

management regimes. When the NZFS tried to prioritise sustainable management of 
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indigenous forests in the 1950s and 1960s, especially on the West Coast of the South Island 

(which retained the largest potential reserves of the most commercially attractive species, 

Beech (Nothofagus spp.) and Rimu (Dacrydium cupressinum)), it was effectively too late. By 

that time the forestry industry was increasingly affected by internationalisation and 

corporatisation; Treasury was voicing concerns about the Forest Service's lack of financial 

accountability; the environmental lobby was growing in strength after its major victory at 

Waipoua in 1952 (see Chapter 7, section 7.3.4); and the government persisted in keeping the 

price of indigenous timber artificially low (Roche 1990). 

As with the DLS, the NZFS had two major functions, one focusing on production, one on 

protection. The long term aim of production forestry was "to slowly phase out indigenous sawn 

timber, to put all indigenous forests under sustained yield management and to increase the share 

of exotic timbers" (Memon and Wilson 1993: 106). In the thirty years after the Second World 

War this aim was complicated by increasing local pressure to keep forestry active in order to 

maintain communities in remote parts of the country, such as the West Coast.5 Meanwhile a 

belief in multiple use and an acceptance of the need to intervene in forest management in order 

to achieve this objective, led to the selection of certain state forests as forest parks. This 

designation did not mean that all productive logging would stop, but that there would be a 

recognition in forest management strategies of recreation, amenity and ecological values. State 

forest parks represented only part of the NZFS's other role, protection. Protection in this case 

did not mean the protection of forests for their natural qualities and characteristics, but 

protection of forests in the interests of other resources. It usually meant the designation of large 

areas of forest in hill and mountain areas as protection forests, because of their function in soil 

and water conservation, both in respect of hill and mountain areas and in flood and erosion 

control downstream in agricultural land (Roche 1990, McKelvey 1995). 

6.2.4 Crown land, historic reserves and cultural value 

The emphasis in this chapter so far has been on using Crown land for agriculture and 

production forestry on the one hand, and reserving it for natural, scenic, recreational or soil and 

water functions on the other. It begs the question whether historic, archaeological or any other 

explicitly cultural qualities were recognised in the management of Crown land. The answer is a 

qualified yes, but not to the extent that scenic quality and recreational potential were 

recognised. By the time New Zealand had established enough history of its own to merit 

recognition, the greater priority was to recognise her uniquely natural qualities, and to try to 

rectify some of the environmental damage done by more than a century of enthusiastic land 

exploitation and development. 

Historic reserves were mentioned in the 1940 Year-Book, but only one reserve with 

historic connections was explicitly named. This was the National Reserve at Waitangi, the site 

of the founding treaty and therefore profoundly symbolic of New Zealand as a nation state. 

5Interview West Coast Series 2/001, 17 March 1994). 
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Consolidating reserve legislation in 1953 provided for "the preservation in their natural state of 

the more outstanding and attractive features of the natural landscape and sites of historic 

significance" (Commission for the Environment 1976: 452). It takes careful reading to realise 

that it was scenic reserves, not historic sites, that were to be preserved in their natural state. 

But the word "preservation" clearly applied to historic sites, implying a lack of awareness that 

continuous intervention might be necessary to maintain historic fabric. Historic reserves were 

to be preserved in perpetuity and could include "lands associated with early inhabitants; places 

associated with events of national or local importance; natural objects traditionally identified 

with Maori mythology" (ibid.: 81). There appears to have been some conceptual difficulty in 

handling the historic value of sites and areas which were reserved because of past human 

activity. There was no problem if the site or area was still in its natural state and was simply 

associated with human activity. They could just be protected and preserved as if they were 

natural sites. The problem arose if there was tangible evidence of human activity, which might 

require active intervention to maintain. 

It was only in the 1970s that the management of historic reserves was taken seriously; this 

was not necessarily because of increased understanding and prioritisation of historic and 

cultural issues alone, but can be linked to a general deepening of understanding about the need 

to manage all reserved Crown lands. The 1977 Reserves Act remedied some of the problems 

with the 1953 Act. It provided for both protection and management, and all reserves had to 

have management plans. The DLS had overall administrative control of reserves, although 

many were vested in local authorities for day to day management. The department co-operated 

with the Historic Places Trust in the investigation and administration of historic sites. [By 
March 1975 s]ome 80 areas of historic interest [had been] set side under the Reserves and 
Domains Act (eg landfall and landing places of early voyagers such as Cook and Tasman, 
sites of early fortifications, battlefields (Maori wars), and sites of Maori rock drawings). 
(Commission for Environment 1976: 81) 

Type of reserve 

National parks 

Scenic reserves 

Historic reserves 

Nature reserves 

Recreation reserves 

Scientific reserves 

TOTAL AREA 

Table 6.4 

. number hectares 

10 2,172,554 

1,113 359,722 

150 2,570 

50 185,361 

1,722 40,878 

39 3,604 

2,764,689 

Areas of Reserved Land, 31 March 1985 (based on 

information in Government of New Zealand 1986/87) 

By 1985 there were 150 historic reserves, covering 2570 hectares (see Table 6.4), each one 

thus being comparatively small. In comparison, at the same time there were 50 nature reserves 

covering a relatively large area, in total more than 185,000 hectares. Apart from national parks, 

the largest area of reserved land was under scenic reserve status. The areas included in Table 

6.4 imply that, as far as reserves were concerned, land as objectified scenery was second only 
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to national parks in importance. Land with distinctive natural qualities was next. Strictly 

scientific and historic reserves covered far smaller areas of land. Drawing firm conclusions 

from such figures is unwise; for example, many areas of historic importance were known to be 

within national parks, and state forests, and by the middle of the 1980s a considerable amount 

of work had been done in various parts of the country to record and protect these.6 However it 

is probably fair to say that the small number of historic reserves does not contradict the 

emerging impression, that in New Zealand the protection of land for its association with past 

human activity and cultural significance was not a high priority. 

6.3 Attitudinal and organisational change 

The 1960s and 1970s saw the development of a generally deepening awareness of the 

fragility of New Zealand's natural systems, a growing sense of national history and cultural 

richness (including acknowledgment of Maori culture) and a sensitivity to global initiatives 

concerning the need to enhance ecological and cultural conservation (Btihrs and Bartlett 1993, 

Oliver 1992). The management of the extensive Crown estate should in theory have been 

affected by these trends. Representatives of the Department of Lands and Survey and the 

Forest Service were certainly involved in the series of conferences that took place between 

1964 and 1970,7 each concerned with improved environmental management, and resulting in 

recommendations for changes in resource management practice that reflected growing 

understanding of New Zealand's natural systems. But even the 1970 Physical Environment 

Conference, the largest and arguably most effective gathering, resulted in some ambiguous 

recommendations and uncertainty as to how they were to be implemented. The persistence of 

an underlying development ethic, similar to that experienced at the global scale in the history of 

the World Heritage Convention, was evident from the overall organisation through to the 

recommendations. It was organised by the National Development Commission and the 

recommendations were largely related 

to the control of existing or potential environmental misuse and thus were short term, 
largely preventative policies, while there was no provision, despite the original objectives of 
the Conference, for broader, more positive policies of environmental design which would be 
longer term in their implications. (O'Riordan 1971: 203-204) 

The degree to which the Department of Lands and Survey and the Forest Service adapted 

to changing world and national sensibilities, was disputed. There was general agreement that 

6Interview West Coast Series 2/011, 24 June 1994. 

7These conferences included: 1964, Symposium on the Use and Control of Water in New Zealand, New 
Zealand Institute of Engineers; 
1968, Conference on the New Zealand Countryside in 1980, NZIE (Auckland Chapter); 
1969 Watershed Management Conference, NZ Association of Soil Conservators; 
1970 Water Conference, NZIE and Royal Society of New Zealand; 
1970 Physical Environment Conference, National Development Council; 
(information from O'Riordan 1971). 
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some kind of change was inevitable, but there were different opinions on the nature and rate, 

and on what was really driving the changes. In interviews with people who were involved in 

the changes, three distinct viewpoints emerged. There were some who, whilst accepting that 

changes were necessary, were surprised and even bemused at the scale and rate of change 

(Figures 6.4(a) and (b)). Others, who were active in the environmental movement, were avidly 

against the old departments continuing, and almost evangelical in their promotion of radical 

restructuring (Figures 6.4(c), (d), and (e)). Still others appeared more detached, holding the 

opinion that the changes were inevitable and just really a sign of the times (Figures 6.4(f), (g), 

(h), (i) and (j)). This more detached perspective is reinforced by other sources, which suggest 

that however much the departments might have tried to adapt to changing external 

circumstance, it would not have been enough (Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society 1985, 

Pawson 1992(b)). In the event the management of Crown lands was revolutionised by the 

resurgence of capitalism on a world scale and by internal political expediency. Environmental 

concerns influenced how the restructuring was done, but not the act itself. From the 1970s 

onwards, the 'new right', espousing less interventionist government, a reliance on market forces 

and a re-ordering of essential government activities in accordance with business management 

practices, had been increasingly influential in New Zealand as elsewhere (Le Heron et al 1992). 

By the early 1970s, coinciding with the first world oil crisis and Britain joining the European 

Economic Community, New Zealand was at the end of a long boom. 

Over the next decade the country's financial condition worsened. In the period when 

UNESCO was promoting the World Heritage Convention to the New Zealand government, the 

then prime minister, Muldoon, persisted in supporting strongly protectionist and development 

oriented policies, of which the 'Think Big' projects remain the best known. Although 

Muldoon's government stayed in power until 1984, by that time Treasury had persuaded the 

Labour opposition that a complete restructuring of state activity was required. A second, 

subsidiary influence of change was the profound distrust for career civil servants that 

successive Labour administrations had developed and handed down since the first Labour 

government in 1935 (McRobie 1992). The new government had no vested interest in keeping 

organisational structures which had traditionally supported "a politically neutral career-oriented 

public service, characterised by security of position tenure in return for loyalty to the 

government of the day" (McRobie 1992: 403). 

The growing power of the environmental lobby was an undoubted influence on the future 

management of the Crown Estate, especially the lands that had been reserved as national parks, 

reserves and state forest parks. It is debatable exactly how influential they were in obtaining 

the wide ranging changes that occurred. Despite the confident statements by environmental 

lobbyists that they drove the whole process, it seems likely that New Zealand's fiscal crisis was 

just as influential, and that the eventual restructuring was influenced by both elements (Biihrs 

and Bartlett 1993). 
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[I]n the 80's I think people did start to question and, I mean people like Treasury 
obviously did early on, but .... you see these agencies were major sort of icons in New 
Zealand and they went way back into the past and everybody thought they were marvellous 
and they dispensed a lot of largesse too and particularly Forest Service, their historical 
programme I don't think was ever identified separately, it was part of environmental forestry 
and things got hidden ..... some of the forestry projects were uneconomic, commercially 
completely uneconomic, and .. .. they didn't have a conservation justification either and of 
course Forest Service did their best to suppress this and that was one of the things that built 
to the demise 

(a) Interviewee with New Zealand Historic Places Trust in 

1980s8 

The 84 Manifesto, the Labour Party's Manifesto, was based principally on the World 
Conservation Strategy, plus the OECD Environment Committee's Report. .... The World 
Conservation Strategy (and there was a New Zealand Conservation Strategy, which I 
chaired and produced) got into this concept of sustainable development, balanced use of 
resources and between those two major concepts you find that the Election Manifesto for 
Environment of 84 married those two together, .... I can remember an ex D.G. of Forest 
Service who collared me after one meeting and saying but Helen what's all this about 
carving up the Forest Service and you see we were so immersed in bringing the green dots 
together out of all the government departments that we didn't really know too much what 
was happening about the dollar dots if you like, so it came as much of a shock to us in some 
respects that the Forest Service had disappeared. My thinking was that the green dots 
would come out and go into DoC and the green dots would come out of Lands & Survey 
and go into DoC and the green dots would come out of the Commission for the 
Environment and go into DoC, but we didn't envisage that the remainder was going to 
disappear. 

(b) Interviewee was Parliamentary Commissioner for the 

Environment in 1980s9 

I've already mentioned Puriora and Whirinaki as major cases where the Forest Service 
was clearing native forest simply to plant pines. And then there was Aotea Harbour as well. 
Oh, by the way, one major issue I forgot to mention before was the whole Paparaoa 
National Park campaign .... It was the professionalism of the environmental lobby which 
became a force which had to be dealt with; the way we looked at resource options, the 
sophistication of our analysis, and so on. We were too good to be brushed aside. Once the 
public service departments of the day began to treat those cases with the dignity of an 
answer, we knew we where almost there. Because of the relatively closed nature of the 
bureaucracy it was essential to have a public lobby, we needed to have clear electoral 
pressure. It was exhilarating planning those public campaigns, arranging things so that the 
media had to listen. Those particular campaigns had a great deal of expert planning to bring 
middle NZ support in behind the raw, vulgar and very public political campaign. 

(c) 

Figure 6.4(a) - (c) 

Interviewee was active in environmental movement in 

1980s 10 

Reactions to the demise of New Zealand Forest Service 

and Department of Lands and Survey 

8Interview Natpol Series 007, 29 August 1994. 

9Interview Natpol Series 011 , 31 August 1994. 

10rnterview Natpol Series 018, 6 September 1994. 
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So I think we saved specific forests, set up an organisation charged with protecting our 
natural lands instead of this awful ambivalent situation of schizophrenic department on the 
one hand logging on the other protecting, or the Lands & Survey Department on the one 
hand draining the swamps, clearing the bush and the other hand farming. 

(d) Interviewee was active in environmental movement in 

1980s11 

Lands & Survey on its development side had never had a proper public process and 
scrutiny of it and it resisted very fiercely and the West Coast just became a sort of a pause 
for them in •West Coast development... even though it was foolish, was uneconomic and 
involved destruction of some pretty outstanding areas of forest and wetland. So, I don't 
recall there was any opportunity for public submissions on that at all. It was just a wrangly 
battle with Lands, the government and with the West Coast lobby that got behind it and we 
were represented ... on the Land Use Advisory Committee of the West Coast United 
Council, .. . a totally captured process .. .. which made no attempt to be neutral and so gave 
us an opportunity to raise issues. We won in the end because the proposal was so stupid ... . 
it was so blatantly uneconomic, that we won and we were able to focus a bit of public 
attention, but not much because there was no opportunity of input in submissions and 
disclosure. That's how the system used to operate, that's how you could get away with bad 
decision making by not subjecting it to the test of public scrutiny . 

... ... The biggest landmark of all was on the 10th of July 1984. That's when Labour got 
elected and turned everything on its head. Up until then we'd still had our big campaigns, 
we'd had our successes but it was still combative with government. We were still dealing 
with State subsidised destruction, having government agencies set up to destroy the forests, 
drain wetlands, bum tussock grasslands and a raft of subsidies to enable the private 
landowners to do this as well and a whole of natural areas under siege and Labour turned 
that on its head in 1984 .... 

(e) Interviewee was active in environmental movement in 

1908s12 

[T]here was of course a fundamental, philosophical change happened ... . a feeling that 
the government had that New Zealand Forest Service with its multiple objectives was not 
delivering very well on any of their objectives ..... . So the thing was, they weren't getting an 
adequate commercial return on the commercial activities within government, but also there 
had been strong concerns by some of the conservation lobby groups that the Forest Service 
had mixed objectives, it was part conservation, it was part production of forestry, it was part 
regulatory, it was part policy ...... Likewise the same sort of philosophy was inherent in the 
break up of Lands and Survey and the conservation lands going into the Department of 
Conservation and the commercial production areas going to the Land Corporation, and there 
was some very strong feelings around at the time between those who favoured this 
separation and between those who believed that the multiple use was the best way to go. 

(f) 

Figure 6.4(d) - (f) 

Interviewee was Secretary for the Environment in late 

1980s13 

Reactions to demise of Forest Service and Department of 

Lands and Survey 

11 Interview Nat pol Series 0 19, 27 September 1994. 

12Interview Natpol Series 003 , 25 August 1994. 

13Interview Natpol Series 013, I September 1994. 
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[A]t that time both Lands and Survey and Forest Service were moving into frankly 
uneconomic development projects in Westland (for which incidentally when the changed 
attitude started to come along even before the big change in '84 with the market economy 
.... both departments were called to account for some of the uneconomic projects that we 
had become involved in) ..... But as you know its a part of history, so really in that sense if 
people had looked long and hard at the economics of things, there must have been doubt 
about the viability of both, agriculture and commercial logging in that remote area 
[Westland]. You know just the distance from markets and such like for example. 

(g) Interviewee was last Director General of Lands 14 

Of course by the end of the Forest Service the work [historic resource conservation] that 
we were doing was used by the Service as an argument for keeping it going. Although by 
the end, Peter Berg was the Conservator and he was actively supporting what I was doing, 
he was a breath of fresh air. We did some great things. There were various employment 
programmes, and we got money from the Forest Service to do some very interesting stuff, 
and I persuaded all sorts of people to do things for me. At one stage we had forty people 
working for us ..... 

.... The idea of sustainable management was heresy to many people when I started in 
1978. But it was all one way, from 1971 onwards really, to the extent that more and more 
areas were protected; even in the production areas there was a softening of approach and an 
acceptance that indigenous forests should be retained. 

NFAC [the Native Forests Action Council] provided the political environment which 
enabled it to happen. Their impact was at a higher political level, and it enabled people . 
working in the system to make progress. NFAC would have disagreed to a certain extent 
with what was going on. The North Westland Working Party [Blakeley] really brought 
things to a head. But it's interesting to compare the changesin the Forest Service with my 
perception about what was going on in Lands at the same time. Things seemed to be going 
in the other direction. As the obvious country suitable for development - in Southland and 
so on - had been taken up, they were left with money still in the system, and the things that 
they wanted to do didn't make sense. The Butler Blocks and the Perseverance are good 
examples. To me they seemed hopelessly uneconomic from the start. 

(h) Interviewee worked on West Coast with Forest Service 

until 1986 15 

[What happened to the Department?] Well it reflected at one stage the needs of society, 
and a whole bureaucracy had evolved, which didn't change as people's needs changed. 
People in senior positions were all from the development perspective. The Commissioners 
for Crown Lands - all were on the development side. My position was relatively junior, 
despite my qualifications. 

[What was the relationship between Lands and the PS?] A lot of energy was used in the 
politics between the agencies, because to a large extent they had overlapping interests. 
Major thrusts of the departments were very different, but as society's expectations over the 
use of land changed, the issues facing the two agencies became more and more similar and 
this caused increasing friction. 

(i) 

Figure 6.4(g) - (i) 

Interviewee worked with Department of Lands and 

Survey until 198616 

Reactions to demise of Forest Service and Department of 

Lands and Survey 

14Interview Natpol Series 001, 24 August 1994. 

15Interview West Coast Series 2/011, 24 June 1994. 

16Interview West Coast Series 2/016, 21 June 1994. 
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It just seemed, it was obvious to me that in the old agencies there was an enormous 
amount of energy .. .. wasted on issues, the resolution or the solution to which was not only 
evident but had been evident for a very long time. It had been quite evident for an awful 
long time how .... they had to be resolved. It was essentially in favour of better protection 
for natural and historic values. So there was an enormous amount of energy expended on 
kind of endlessly fighting what seemed to me a real rear guard against the inevitable in that 
respect, meanwhile a whole lot of the things that I think the community at large was actually 
quite properly concerned about which were issues of a much smaller scale but in a 
landscape sense just as significant. In other words the values that were much closer to home 
were ignored, there was no voice in the State. All of those issues were being left to 
interested individuals and interest groups. Right? And really what the great upheaval of 
1987 actually did was to resolve those festering huge issues once and for all simply by 
placing some very clear lines between things, saying right that is farm development, that is 
plantation/forestry, the rest of it is our natural heritage and it .will be managed by the 
Department of Conservation, which we are also going to give a mandate, not only to 
manage this third of New Zealand which is given to its care, but to advocate conservation of 
natural and historic resources. 

(i) 

Figure 6.4(i) 

I T:t12e of land 

Interviewee worked with Forest Service until 198617 

Reactions to demise of Forest Service and Department of 

Lands and Survey 

I hectares I 
Crown land under lease or licence 5,000,000 

National parks & public reserves 2,800,000 

DLS land under development 590,000 

Natural & plantation State Forest 3,500,000 

TOTAL AREA 

Table 6.5: 

y 

Total area of New Zealand 

Department of Conservation 

Land Corporation 

Forest Corporation 

Electricity Corporation 

Coal Corporation 

Unallocated Crown land 

Table 6.6 

11 ,890,000 

Types of Crown land before government restructuring 

(Government of New Zealand 1986/87) 

· Hectares % of total 

26,900,000 100.00 

7,000,000 26.10 

2,600,000 9.70 

769,000 2. 90 

59,000 .20 

10,000 .03 

400,000 1.50 

Allocations of Crown land to DoC and State Owned 

Enterprises, as at 31 March 1988 (Government of New 

Zealand 1990) 

17Interview Natpol Series 017, 2 September 1994. 
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Whatever the causes, by the mid 1980s buzzwords such as accountability and transparency 

dominated discussions on the future of government departments. Departments with both 

trading and non-trading branches, such as the DLS and the Forest Service, which had been 

under increasing criticism from environmentalists and the Treasury, were doomed as it was 

believed that the combination of both production and protection roles led to opacity, ambiguity 

and conflicts of interest. The 1987 Conservation Act created the Department of Conservation 

from the protection side of both the DLS and the Forest Service, plus the Wildlife Service, 

which had been an anomaly within the Department of Internal Affairs. The trading elements of 

the Crown agricultural and forest estate were transferred to State Owned Enterprises, 

particularly "Land Corporation and Forestry Corporation, and to a lesser extent the Electricity 

Corporation and Coal Corporation" (Government of New Zealand 1990: 415) . The Department 

of Conservation took over the management of 26% of the total land area of New Zealand (see 

Tables 6.5 and 6.6), now called the conservation estate. This included all national parks, most 

state forest parks, and the overall control of historic and scenic reserves. Since the late 1980s a 

substantial area of unallocated and previously unprotected Crown land has been added to the 

conservation estate. This land included 311,000 hectares of ex-State forest in South Westland, 

now part of the South-West New Zealandffe Waahipounamu World Heritage Area, discussed 

in Chapters Nine and Ten. 

6.4 The persistent myth of the Crown 

The restructuring of the organisations and legislation that dealt with Crown land imply a 

continuing but gradual weakening of the myth of the Crown, although there still appeared to be 

a strong emphasis on centralised control. In the first decades of the colony this myth made a 

seamless transition from a transparent symbol of monarchy, to an opaque metaphor symbolising 

ultimate authority representing the public good. Figure 6.5 is an attempt to show how world 

view, ideology and translocated cultural baggage combined to create a powerful and persistent 

myth, that has had considerable impact on the emergence of national versions of heritage in 

place. 

Queen Victoria post-enlightenment world 

view 

British monarchy - .the British Empire land as absolute the 'Crown' estate - both 

'the Crown' possession and object developed and protected 
,. 

land 

Ii teral and intellectual New Zealand 

imperialism Government's interest 

in land 

Figure 6.5 The Crown, world view and ideology 18 
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For many years, and particularly from the mid 1930s until the mid 1980s, the forces of 

international capitalism were mediated by a highly interventionist and protectionist state, 

enabling the myth of the Crown to persist. Explicit links with the empire were underpinned by 

a profound belief in both literal and intellectual imperialism, but the significance and power of 

these beliefs is often obscured in complex or indirect language. This complexity and lack of 

directness is implied in the figure by the use of denser shading in the central row of constructs, 

that includes (from left to right) the British monarchy, the empire, land as absolute possession 

and object and finally, its present expression in Crown land, both developed and protected. 

Although still powerful in some contexts, the myth continues to weaken. For example, in 

the 1980s, after the reaffirmation of the partnership principles first inscribed in the Treaty of 

Waitangi, the proposed corporatisation of productive Crown land was seen to threaten the 

possible return of lands to Maori tribes, in the event of successful claims to the Waitangi 

Tribunal. A number of safeguards were established to try to ensure that all land transfers were 

consistent with the principles of the Treaty (Government of New Zealand 1990). The previous 

government's commitment to meeting all treaty obligations within a 1 billion dollar 'fiscal 

envelope' (Department of Justice 1994) suggests the imminent demise of the role of the Crown 

as beneficent guardian 19. Current debates over the future of Crown pastoral leases, including 

the appropriateness of disposing of leases and even freehold rights to overseas owners, suggest 

that the last vestiges of imperialism may be being eclipsed by the resurgence of international 

capitalism - or they may be developing synergistic relationships. 

6.5 Conclusions 

A post-enlightenment world view, translated into a New Zealand version during the 

establishment of the colony, appears to have driven the DLS and the Forest Service, two 

centralised, powerful Crown agencies, from their inception to their demise. The Crown land 

phenomenon shows clear connections with post-enlightenment, universalising discourses and 

detached, objectified ways of looking at land. Ideologically the main drives appeared to have 

been a blend of intellectual imperialism and international capitalism, with a sub-text of 

protectionism. The two departments operated on the basis of an objectified, proprietorial way 

of viewing land, consistent with the emphasis on development that was common to all 

developed or first world countries, until the 1970s. Even the designation of national parks was 

consistent with the land as resource approach, as until 1980 recreation and public enjoyment in 

national parks were as important as caring for the land itself. This begs two questions, the first 

18"L" diagram structure, created by Bowring (1995 and 1996), to demonstrate the increasingly 
mythologised status of the Picturesque in the discourse of the New Zealand Institute of Landscape 
Architects. 

19The demise appears to have been postponed: the new MMP government announced in December 1996 
has agreed to scrap the fiscal envelope - the implications of this are not clear at this early stage. 
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concerning what it was about land that merited protection, the second asking what versions of 

heritage were involved. 

At this stage answers to these questions must remain tentative. There are difficulties 

applying the typology of land as relics to the protected areas managed by the DLS and the 

Forest Service. Historic reserves are the easiest: much modified by human activity, most can be 

regarded as obsolescent symbols, although a few, such as the national reserve at Waitangi, were 

powerful symbols of national identity. National parks of the New Zealand model, highly 

protected and essentially natural according to the IUCN typology (see Figure 4.5), do not seem 

to fit the typology as altered, palimpsest or paradoxical areas of land. But their naturalness 

does appear to fit them as powerful cultural symbols. Forest Parks never lost their potential for 

production, and protection forests were definitely a response to the resource, developmental 

attitude to land . Perhaps both were closest to the palimpsest type of land as relic, where the 

layering was intellectual rather than representative of many years of actual physical alterations 

to land. 

The texts reviewed in this chapter suggest that although land as property and as 

developable resource has been the most highly revered of all, in recent decades respect for the 

natural environment has grown, and support for versions of heritage related to naturalness have 

accordingly increased. Despite the apparent influence of philanthropy in the early years of the 

colony, and despite recent reaffirmations of the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, by 1987 

this did not appear to have translated into a national commitment to versions of heritage 

consistent with the Maori world view. A spiritual, existential approach to heritage in land in 

New Zealand may exist, but none of the texts reviewed so far reveals it. The most passionate 

accounts, that may have some tangential impact on emerging Pakeha spirituality and a more 

existential approach to heritage in place, are from those who had a strong commitment to the 

environmental movement. 

The texts reviewed in this chapter provide some valuable grounding for the previous 

narrative about Tongariro. The promotion of the World Heritage Convention came at a time of 

growing environmental awareness, and fiscal crisis. IUCN's promotion of naturalness on the 

world stage can be associated in New Zealand with environmental lobbying, the 

internationalisation of the forestry industry, an emphasis on the free market, and self conscious 

promotion of both nature and culture as critical regionalism. 

Although useful and relevant to the later debates over land and heritage on the West Coast, 

the analysis undertaken so far has not gone far enough towards the identification of specific 

ideologies and national versions of heritage in place. Chapter Seven continues the analysis. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

IDENTITIES, IDEOLOGIES AND NATIONAL VERSIONS OF HERITAGE 

7.1 Introduction 

Chapters Five and Six suggested that ideological associations interacted with constructions 

of heritage, in ways that were specific to New Zealand, although also connected to globally 

occurring ideologies. The analysis of the roles of the Department of Lands and Survey and the 

New Zealand Forest Service, showed clearly that at least in the management of Crown land, 

power relations were important. By the end of the nineteenth century, for example, despite the 

partnership implications of the Treaty of Waitangi, the colonial government controlled much 

more land than did the Maori tribes. In the 1980s, the contests over appropriate management of 

what is now known as the conservation estate led to power imbalances between the existing 

agencies, the Treasury, the 1984 Labour government and the environmental movement, even if 

there were still disagreements about which group held the balance of power. 

This chapter is still pursuing answers to the question about the meanings of heritage at 

different scales. Its aim is to complete the process of providing situated knowledge, so that the 

subsequent chapters about heritage and place on the West Coast of the South Island are 

appropriately grounded. Although Chapter Six provided some useful background to the topic 

of Crown land, a theme that recurs in the remaining chapters, it did not go far enough in 

establishing the connections between national identities, ideologies and versions of heritage. 

Therefore, before moving on and considering heritage in a regional and local context, further 

consideration of these topics at the national level is required. 

Section 7 .2 of the chapter considers national identities as they relate to land, building on 

and extending the discussion in Chapter Six. In 7 .3 identities are linked to ideological 

positions; thus imperialism, capitalism, biculturalism and environmentalism are examined for 

their particular, New Zealand, manifestations. Two other ideological constructions are 

discussed, for their potential to express lived power relations with a specific New Zealand 

flavour. These are critical regionalism and romantic materialism. This latter construct has 

emerged from this project, and represents a complex blend of state interventionism and 

individualism, related to capitalism and to literal and intellectual imperialism (including 

colonialism). Throughout the analyses dualisms, such as nature/culture, Maori/Pakeha and 

Crown/settler, are used to clarify the arguments. Section 7.4 suggests versions of heritage in 

place that are specific to New Zealand as a whole. 

As in earlier chapters, a series of texts is analysed for underlying structures of attitude and 

reference, indicative of the constructs of concern. 
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7.2 National identities and land 

This part of the chapter aims to present material in support of two expressions of national 

identity that each relate to land in New Zealand. Both can be inferred from texts dating from 

the last decades of the nineteenth century onwards. The first is the way in which New 

Zealanders appear to identify with the freedom to do things to land. In part three of this chapter 

it will be related to imperialism, capitalism (especially to the emphasis given to private property 

rights) and romantic materialism. The second identifier is the land itself. Originally identified 

with because it was actual land - a commodity of paradigmatic significance for both Maori and 

-Pakeha - its use as an identifier is now more diverse. The whole country is differentiated from 

land elsewhere by New Zealand's isolation and smallness, by the perceived uniqueness of 

geomorphology, ecology and its relative naturalness. Identifying with land will be linked in 

part three with all the ideological constructs that are discussed. 

National identity is similar to self awareness, in that it presumes knowledge of an 'other' 

that is not the self. Initially New Zealand performed the role of colonial 'other' to the normative 

'same' of Britain, its colonial status acting as a deterrent to the emergence of a positive sense of 

national identity. There was an assumption that national identity was closely related to history, 

which colonial New Zealand did not have. As it did not have a recognisable history, neither did 

it have the memories and tangible relics from which New Zealanders could know and value the 

past and that could form the basis of cultural identity (see Chapter Two and Lowenthal 1985). 

This view is summarised in the text of Figure 7 .1. 

Ruminating over his experiences as a Westland parson, Henry Harper pondered the 
consequences of growing up in a country without obvious signs of an historical past. With 
nothing for the historical imagination to feed on, life would be 'intensely practical' and 
'prosaic'. His generation of colonists still had their memories and their affections 'deeply 
rooted' in the home life they had left. In a few years their children would be 'Colonials, 
loyal, no doubt, to the ideal of their old Mother Country, and to .some extent interested in 
what they hear or read about it. But there must be, I fancy, much wanting. 

Figure 7 .1 "Growing up in a country without obvious signs of an 

historical past" (Graham, 1992: 133) 

The 'same/other' relationship started to change once the need arose to distinguish this 

country from others . There appear to have been two external influences on the timing of early 

expressions of national identity . The one most clearly linked to land in New Zealand was trade, 

without which the colony could not have survived (Gardner 1992, Brooking 1992). The one 

less clearly land related was international warfare, although New Zealand's loyalty as a Crown 

colony and concern about her own isolation as world tension grew in the late nineteenth 

century, demonstrated strong indirect links to land (McIntyre 1992). 

The whole issue of emerging national identity was affected by contradiction and paradox. 

Nationalism was sometimes expressed as another side of imperialism, at others as a challenge 

to it (McIntyre 1992). Settlers in New Zealand had brought with them much that was 
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European, they wanted to be 'civilised'; they tried to acclimatise plants, animals and birds from 

home; most did not want to be Maori. But after a while, and especially once there was a 

growing number of New Zealand born people, they were not completely British either. 

Identity as the freedom to do things to land, grew from analysis of the myth of the ruggedly 

individualistic pioneer settler. The pioneer not only gained mythical status at home, he 

influenced New Zealand's identity overseas, as it was the members of the first New Zealand 

overseas expeditionary force to the South African wars who became "the first unmistakable 

New Zealand voice which we can hear as a group" (Sinclair, quoted in McIntyre 1992: 343). 

The pioneer ethic apparently created soldiers of marked strength, self reliance and daring. The 

Great War extended this perception and also matured the sense of nationalism. "By the end of 

the war the jingoism of 1914 had been succeeded by a sombre realisation of the horrors, death 

and mutilation encountered in far off lands..... There is no doubt that New Zealand emerged 

from the Great War with enhanced identity and new status" (McIntyre 1992: 345). 

The pioneer myth continued. In the 1930s Lord Bledisloe, then Governor General, 

referred to the pioneers "who blazed the trail of nationhood through the precarious stages of 

early settlement"(Bledisloe, in Buick 1940: vi) . They were, he said, "God-fearing men and 

women of simple tastes, indomitable courage, copious initiative, and indefatigable 

resourcefulness and self-reliance" (ibid.). He warned of the need "for constant vigilance lest 

the vigour and virility of the nation be sapped, its credit be impaired, and the manly 

independence, initiative and personal enterprise ..... give place to an inertia and lack of stamina 

which may eventuate in national decadence" (ibid.). Later he explicitly linked land and people, 

referring to the land as "the main, if not the only, source of wealth" (ibid.: 18) (see Figure 7.2). 

The more I see of this land of promise and opportunity, and the more I probe into its 
past history, the greater is my admiration for its sturdy pioneer settlers, and for the ideals 
which governed their great adventure and the country's initial development. I have a 
growing conviction that .... no country has brighter prospects than New Zealand, if only the 
reputable qualities of those old pioneers are imitated and perpetuated... .. . They realised that 
the land, in spite of all natural obstacles, was the main, if not the only, source of wealth, and 
that upon their own physical strength, ingenuity, and strenuous perseverance depended their • 
economic salvation and that of their adopted country. 

Figure 7.2 Lord Bledisloe on national identity, pioneers and the land 

(Buick 1940: 18) 

Not everyone agreed. George Bernard Shaw regarded New Zealanders as "interesting half

grownups who are suffering from arrested development of individuality" (Eisen and Smith 

1991: 203) (see Figure 7.3). The North Canterbury Gazette reported his words with concern. It 

was appreciated that New Zealand's national identity needed to be distanced from British 

culture, which still carried strong associations of civilisation and sophistication. The pioneer 

image had been a powerful aid in this distancing, but if the power of this image was waning, 

and New Zealand was developing its own form of civilisation, hinting at decadence and a 

decline in individuality, what did that mean for national identity? 
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That he regards us generally as interesting half-grownups who are suffering from 
arrested development of individuality, with its accompanying deficiency in the sense of 
responsibility, is precisely what all visitors of distinguished intellect, both before and after 
Lord Bryce, have said about us. The diagnosis of causes runs this way. In the early days of 
settlement, when our forefathers were really isolated from the 'mother country', vigorous 
personalities naturally developed, and our political life and social building reflected their 
vigour and conspicuous individuality. New Zealand then led the world in drastic 
reformation of old evils. But with the speeding up of communication with the 'Old 
Country', with wires, wireless, swift steamships, and aeroplanes, and with the still more 
binding binds of financial indebtedness, we are in the stage of mooching along like 
remittance men, who have no opinions of their own, and no vigour of mind to create an 
individuality worth while. 

Figure 7.3 Commentary on George Bernard Shaw's opinion of New 

Zealanders (editorial in North Canterbury Gazette, April 

10, 1934, in Eisen and Smith 1991: 203-204). 

A declining feature of the New Zealand lifestyle is proximity and access to our coasts, 
mountains, forests, lakes and rivers. New Zealanders are, in a very physical sense, people 
of the land. That access is enhanced by low population density. Solitary access to the 
outdoors is still easily achievable in New Zealand. Continued access to our natural and 
physical environment is a source of physical and spiritual strength to individuals and 
broader social cohesion. 

Figure 7.4 In the 1990s New Zealanders are still represented as 

people of the land (Ministry for the Environment 1995: 

12). 

Ag/fish workers Total workers Ag/fish workers 
as% working 
population 

NZ bv Regional Council 137361 1400400 9.8 

Northland Region 
Auckland Region 
Waikato Region 
Bay of Plenty Region 
Gisborne Region 
Hawkes' Bay Region 
Taranaki Region 
Manawatu-Wanganui 
Region 
Wellington Region 
Nelson-Marlborough Region 
West Coast Region 
Canterbury Region 
Otago Region 
Southland Region 

Table 7.1 

8928 44436 20 . 1 
11838 40422 2.9 
24888 134907 18.4 
10098 7623 6 13. 2 

2919 15660 18.6 
8544 54363 15.7 
8703 42795 20.3 

12219 88857 13. 8 

5121 180426 2.8 
7983 45801 17.4 
1992 13020 15.2 

16905 182769 9.2 
8091 71877 11. 3 
8619 42816 20.1 

Employment in agriculture and fishing in New Zealand 

by Regional Council 1 

1Source: Department of Statistics (1992) Supermap CDRom database, figures from 1991 census. 
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Leisure Activity % particip'n 
males/females 
15+ 

Visited National or Forest Park in prev. 4 wks. 17 
urban park or playground 23 
restaurant 47 
school facility 10 
sports/playing field 19 
squash/tennis court 13 
swimming pool 19 
live theatre 8 

walking track 23 
zoo/wildlife park 4 
marae 3 
shopping centre 56 
video hire shop 26 
none 5 

Table 7.2 Adult New Zealanders, use of leisure facilities2 

The settler identifier persists, although like the Crown, he is an increasingly mythologised 

element in national identity. A recent government environment strategy continued a version of 

this myth in the face of statistics that show a minority of New Zealanders are in fact actively 

"people of the land" . The text of Figure 7.3, which talks about "the New Zealand lifestyle", 

contrasts with the statistics in Table 7 .1, which show that less that 10% of the adult population 

are either employed in agriculture and or fisheries. The figures in Table 7.2 confirm that the 

"people of the land" at leisure visit restaurants, video parlours and shopping malls, more than 

they use walking tracks, or national and forest parks. 

A significant tension is created in the elevation of settlers to symbols of national identity, 

when it is remembered that what they did was active land development, breaking in country and 

clearing the bush. This is problematic when associated with the types of land which have been 

used as national identifiers, types that have emphasised the wild, the picturesque, scenic beauty 

and naturalness. On the one hand New Zealanders identify with action, development and 

survival against the odds in a hostile, unfamiliar environment. On the other hand the most 

extreme examples of that hostile, unfamiliar environment are also mythologised and used to 

identify the nation as a whole, even though most New Zealanders are town and city dwellers. 

In order to understand why this should be so, it is necessary to look further at the land 

itself. From the late nineteenth century onwards, New Zealand's identity was increasingly 

represented in Crown lands that were set aside, initially as scenic and recreational reserves and 

later as national parks. Figure 7.5 illustrates this point: it is taken from the 1890 Review of 

Statistics, which included a descriptive review of the country, island by island, emphasising 

wherever possible opportunities for future settlers and investors. The North Island description 

stressed potential for settlement and similarity to England - much land had only recently 

become available, after the wars. In contrast there was less emphasis on the development 

2Source: Russell and Wilson ( 1991) Table IV2(b): 74 . 
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possibilities of the Middle [South] Island, most of which had already been settled. The stress 

there was on scenic qualities that Britain could not possess. 

This Island [North Island] is as a whole hilly, and even in parts mountainous in 
character, but there are large areas of plain or comparatively level country, available, either 
now or in the future, when cleared of forest or other indigenous vegetation, etc., for 
agricultural purposes .... . Hilly as the country is, yet from the nature of the climate it is 
especially suited for the growth of English grasses, and wherever there is any soil, however 
steep the land may be, grasses will flourish. 

The scenery of the Southern Alps of New Zealand in many instances excels in beauty 
and grandeur that of the Alps of Switzerland, while in the Southern Alps there is greater 
variety. In New Zealand no one has actually succeeded in making a complete ascent of any 
of the highest mountains. Many of the peaks and most of the glaciers are, as yet, unnamed; 
and there is, in parts of the Middle Island, still a fine field for exploration and discovery -
geographical, geological and botanical. The wonders of the Southern Alps are only 
beginning to be known; but the more they are known the more they are appreciated. The 
snow line in New Zealand being so much lower than in Switzerland, the scenery, though the 
mountains are not quite so high, is of surpassing grandeur. ..... 

The Provincial District of Canterbury lies to the South of the Marlborough District, and 
on the eastern side of the Island. Towards the north the land is undulating; then there is a 
stretch of almost perfectly level country extending in a south-westerly direction for 160 
miles ..... 

Figure 7.5 Contrasting descriptions of North and Middle [South] 

Islands (Government of New Zealand 1890: 9 and 17-

18). 

New Zealand possesses many outstanding natural advantages for which it may well 
thank a beneficent Providence: its fertile soil, its almost perfect climate, its standard of 
health, the physique and wholesome traditions of its people and the hitherto barely tapped 
wealth of its natural resources. But in two respects it is unique in the world. One is the 
number, variety and grandeur of its beauty spots within a relatively small area, and the other 
is its native bush, which has no rival in the world. And there is economic value as well as 
aesthetic delight inherent in Nature's generous equipment. 

I make bold to utter a prophecy to the truth of which only your grandchildren can 
confidently testify. It is that New Zealand's main source of wealth will not be found in 
sheep-breeding, gold-mining, petroleum wells (laughter), or even dairy farming, but in its 
tourist traffic. 

Figure 7.6 Lord Bledisloe on the uniqueness of New Zealand (Buick 

1940: 81) 

The emphasis on scenery and, to a lesser extent, New Zealand's uniqueness in natural 

landscapes, flora and fauna, grew gradually in the first decades of this century. Cockayne's 

botanical survey of Tongariro dates from this period. The text of Figure 7 .6 illustrates "two 

respects" in which New Zealand "is unique in the world" (Bledisloe, in Buick 1940: 81). These 

were its "beauty spots" and its "native bush", both having economic value as well as "aesthetic 

delight" (ibid.). Bledisloe's prediction about the way international tourism would commodify 

New Zealand's landscapes is particularly interesting. 
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The establishment of several new national parks was both recognition of the increasingly 
urgent need to save the best of what we had left of the original environment, and evidence 
of coming of age of a Pakeha society that was growing to value the native tui and totara 
more than imported sparrow and willow. From the later 1960s, conservation became a 
crusade, a way for Pakeha to passionately express their identification and love of 
country .... .. . . 

As Pakeha identification with the New Zealand landscape became increasingly secure, it 
came to be seen less as an alien challenge and more as the very basis of belonging in a way 
that was once the preserve of Maori. Much of the social heritage Pakeha have inherited 
from their forebears derives from their encounter with the land. And, though most of us 
now live in cities, the natural environment and climate fashion our urban landscape and 
lives to an extent rarely encountered elsewhere. 

Figure 7.7 National identity and New Zealand's natural environment 

(Temple 1990: 39). 

Since the 1960s the emphasis on New Zealand's comparative naturalness has grown, whilst 

scenery has tended to be relegated to a supporting role (Salmon 1960, Pascoe 1965, McMahon 

1970, Mark 1980, Ministry for the Environment (MfE) 1995). The supposed identification of 

all Pakeha New Zealanders with the natural environment was assumed in the Official Souvenir 

Publication for New Zealand 1990, that celebrated 150 years since the Treaty of Waitangi (see 

Figure 7.7). 

New Zealand's naturalness is now something that identifies the country in contrast with the 

rest of the world, but it is clear that this aspect of national identity is only as powerful as it is, 

because it is politically and commercially attractive. The report produced by the government 

for the United Nations' Conference on Environment and Development in Rio, emphasised the 

need for "sound and sustainable economic development" before it mentioned the country's 

natural qualities (MfE 1991 : 7). The more recent Environment 2010 Strategy stressed many 

potential "examples of 'win-win' outcomes" in the "relationship between the environment and 

economics" (MfE 1995: 23). Promotion by the New Zealand government of both Tongariro 

and Te Waahipounamu/South-West New Zealand as world heritage areas, would probably not 

have occurred had there not been a lucrative market in international tourists on the world 

heritage circuit (Wells 1993, Hall and McArthur 1993(b)). New Zealand's naturalness is being 

marketed as a valuable commodity that helps to make this country a differentiated place in an 

ever more crowded and polluted world. 

Naturalness and the pioneer myth are not the only images that are purposefully promoted 

as national identity. Although the cultural history of Pakeha New Zealand tends to be promoted 

at a regional rather than a national level, Maori culture, which exists nowhere else in the world, 

has been promoted as am aspect of national identity for several decades. Often in bowdlerised 

form, Maori culture came to be exploited as a safe way of representing difference and 

reinforcing the Pakeha centre (see Figure 7 .8). At the celebration of the gift to the nation of the 

Waitangi Estate in 1934, the Governor General announced that "the Maori is walking 

confidently in step beside the Pake ha and ... the Pakeha is walking in friendship and 

comradeship beside the Maori" (Bledisioe in Buick 1940: 139). Maori culture was to be 
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Let us then encourage the Maori to cultivate his own land, to grow his own food, to 
preserve the purity of his language, the poetry of his race, the romantic beauty if his folk
lore - to cultivate, in fact, not only the soil but also a love for the Polynesian arts of his 
ancestors. It would surely be a dull day for New Zealand if the charm of Maori handicraft, 
music and dancing were to vanish into the limbo of things forgotten or become merely the 
hobby of antiquarian and ethnologist 

Figure 7 .8 Lord Bledisloe on Maori culture (Bledisloe in Buick 

1940: 145) 

encouraged, but only in a limited sense; there was no suggestion that Maori culture meant 

anything more than "the charm of Maori handicraft, music and dancing" (ibid . 145). 

In recent years reaction has increased from Maori critical of superficial acknowledgment 

of their culture (Walker 1990, Cooper 1992). National promotional literature now tends to 

emphasise Maori culture as a strong component of New Zealand's identity . Examples include 

the first three articles in the New Zealand 1990 souvenir publication (King 1990, Mikaere 

1990, Durie 1990) and the first chapters of the Rio report (MfE 1991). These expressions are 

still effectively divorced from ·actual land. The government's support of Tongariro as a cultural 

landscape is one of the strongest indicators that there is a willingness to acknowledge the 

spiritual significance of land to Maori (although the World Heritage Committee found the 

complexities of the identities emphasised in the nomination very hard to grasp). 

Thus in emphasising naturalness and the pioneer myth, I am not insisting that they are the 

only possible expressions of national identity, nor that they are dominant in all cases. They do 

however encapsulate much that is written about identity and land, and they are useful in helping 

to explain why identity is such a contested issue. They also help inform later discussions in this 

thesis on heritage and land on the West Coast, a part of New Zealand where the freedom to do 

things to land and land as naturalness, have been powerful, conflicting, ideals. 

Despite their apparently conflicting natures, these two expressions of national identity are 

sometimes presented as reconciled . Picture postcards, calendars and publications for the tourist 

market often combine natural scenery and images of the good keen man, a latter-day pioneer. 

The postcard of a farmer on horseback with Mount Cook/ Aoraki in the background, is a classic 

example of this attempted reconciliation (see Figure 7 .9) 

But such examples, although depicting iconic landscapes, are effectively detached from 

place in any pragmatic or existential sense. The same can be said of representations in similar 

formats of endangered wildlife or Maori in traditional dress. They combine powerful and 

emotive imagery with no connection to real land, wildlife or people. Reconciling the implied 

contradictions between the two expressions of national identity demands further exploration of 

the power relations that are invoked in debates over real land and real identities. This is why 

ideologies are so important to this thesis. 
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Plate7 . I Picture postcard version of reality, reconciliation of 

conflicting identities - farmer and Mt Cook/Aoraki 
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7.3 Ideologies and dualisms 

The ideological positions discussed in this chapter are represented in Figure 7 .9 as 

interacting and co-existing. This diagram is placed at the beginning of the discussion on 

ideologies for two reasons. First, it stands as a reminder that the earlier theoretical chapters of 

this thesis accepted the variability and contingency of reality; a colligatory approach to culture 

(Novitz 1989) and an inclusive approach to ideology (Eagleton 1991) were consistent with this 

view. It is therefore sensible to try to work out what variability might look like, if only to 

enhance clarity of thinking about where particular contests, and their ideological underpinnings, 

might occur. The second reason is the desirability of stating at the beginning the ideological 

positions that are the focus of this section, as a kind of signpost to where the chapter is going. 

I 

IMPERIALISM _ _ _ _ _ _ CAPITALISM 

(literal and intellectual) 

---- I -- - ---1 - I ---
BICULTURALISM 

--
West Coast 

I NEW 

Figure 7.9 

I 
-

- -l- - ENVIRONMENTALISM l _ ROMANTIC 

I I MATERIALISM 

I ! I --- I --
Otago Canterbury etc 

ZEALAND VERSUS THE WORLDI 

CRITICAL REGIONALISM/LOCALISM 

The inter-relationship of ideologies relating to heritage 

and land in New Zealand 

7.3.1 Imperialism 

I 

The state's continued key role in Crown land management can be interpreted as the 

tangible expression of a persistent imperialist ideology, both in its literal and intellectual forms. 

Since the second world war the emphasis on literal imperialism (and on its 'other', colonialism) 

has weakened considerably, but intellectual imperialism, closely dependant on a resilient post

enlightenment world view and epistemology, remains. Supporting structures of attitude and 

reference can be detected in New Zealand's governmental and bureaucratic structures, firmly 

based on British models (incidentally demonstrating the appropriation of tradition (Hobsbawm 

and Ranger 1983)). They can also be seen in the form and structure of the verbatim records of 

parliamentary debates. The texts quoted at the beginning of Chapter Six. (Figures 6.1 and 6.2) 

strongly invoke imperialism, as does the approach to national identity that emphasises the 

freedom to do things to land . 
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Intellectual imperialism was one of the influences on the 1940s' utopianism that 

underpinned the establishment of the United Nations and its related agencies, such as 

UNESCO. It also influenced the post-war rationalisation and consolidation of land-related 

legislation in New Zealand. This affected Crown land, both productive and protected, as well 

as the introduction of mandatory planning processes and the first attempts to define and protect 

historic resources. Intellectual imperialism is still found wherever the state assumes the right 

and responsibility to dictate how land and property is managed or used. Not every example of 

such action is ideologically driven: ideology is involved when power imbalances and contests 

arise, as with Maori land grievances or, as will be seen later, when activities in a region that 

perceives itself disadvantaged, such as the West Coast, are dictated by national or international 

rather than regional priorities. 

A persistent indicator of this form of imperialism concerns Crown lands and the use of the 

word 'alienation' in relation to their disposal. 'Alienation' has been used throughout the New 

Zealand Official Year-Books and in parliamentary debates from the late nineteenth century to 

the present day, to signify the process of disposal of Crown lands. Alienation is a strong word: 

it appears to signify Crown ownership as the norm: land in any other form of ownership was 

not normative and merited a stronger label than simply 'disposed of or 'sold'. It suggests a 

Crown land/ alienated land dualism, the former being central and normative, the latter 

marginalised and 'other'. It is tempting to interpret this choice of words as signalling the 

sensitivity of the Crown to the loss of control of the land as commodity, thus suggesting close 

connections between imperialism and capitalism. 

Intellectual imperialism, although until recently a significant force in the New Zealand 

government's dealings with Crown lands, is weakening in the face of free market pressure, the 

government's wish to rationalise property rights and a concern to encourage more sustainable 

land management practices. One recent example was the process for the review of the tenure of 

Crown pastoral land (Commissioner of Crown Lands 1994), which instituted a wide ranging 

process of discussion and consultation. Thus imperialism is increasingly impacted upon by 

other ideologies, including environmentalism and capitalism. 

7.3.2 Capitalism 

The relationship of New Zealand to world capitalism has been closely debated and much 

analysed in recent years, in the context of government restructuring. Despite long periods of 

protectionism and intervention by the state, New Zealand has always acted within the context 

of global capitalism (Le Heron et al 1992). National variations can at least partly be attributed 

to New Zealand's persistent commitment to a form of imperialism, with its concomitant support 

for government intervention and protectionism on behalf of an increasingly mythologised and 

distant 'Crown'. As discussed above and in Chapter Six, land as commodity attained iconic 

status in the early years of the colony, and land, and the rights attached to it, have retained their 

significance as expressions of national identity ever since. 
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The definition and protection of private property rights has received increasing attention in 

recent years, and is relevant to any discussion on land as heritage. Two linked dualisms are 

thus invoked, Crown land/private land and community rights/public rights. Crown agencies 

insist that Crown land is managed for the good of all New Zealanders (see Figure 7. I 0. 

In general the Crown proposes that conservation estate land should not be used to settle 
claims. The Crown considers that it administers the conservation estate on behalf of all 
New Zealanders and the rights of the general public to use the conservation estate should 
not be affected as a result of Treaty settlements. It also believes that it has a responsibility 
to protect the natural and historic values of the land (including wahi tapu sites). 

Figure 7.10 The Crown, the conservation estate and treaty claims: 

intellectual imperialism and sensitivity to property rights 

(Dept. of Justice 1994: 19) 

While the perception of good design and appearance can change over time, with all 
aspects of design there are principles to be observed; for the design of the buildings 
themselves, their relationship to each other (context), and the open space around them. 
These principles are particularly appropriate in areas of "special amenity", and in relation to 
heritage items. 

Figure 7.11 Design control, special amenity and heritage (Draft 

Christchurch City Plan (1994: vol. 2, 4/8)) 

However the Crown remains jealous of its rights to determine what is in its best interest. 

No individual, agency or organisation can abrogate the rights of the Crown. The strength of 

this will be illustrated in the Perseverance debate in Chapter Eight. The other side to this 

dualism is a difficulty in accepting that private property should sometimes should be managed 

on behalf of all New Zealanders as part of a common heritage. This attitude underlies the 

problems that continue to affect proposals to protect historic buildings and land with heritage 

associations, whether natural or cultural, that happen to be privately owned (Kirby 1994). 

Figure 7.11, from the Draft Christchurch City Plan (1994), prepared under the 1991 Resource 

Management Act, advocates explicit control over design standards where "special amenity" and 

"heritage items" are concerned. Under previous planning legislation such provisions were rare. 

Many texts stress common inheritance or community right in association with land, but in such 

cases land is almost al ways in the Crown estate. Figure 7 .12 is an example in point, illustrating 

the interrelated and complex nature of land-related ideologies, in an extract that links 

intellectual imperialism, capitalism and environmentalism. It comes from the first 

comprehensive review of New Zealand's complex land laws. The crisp, no nonsense prose style 

of the first 200 pages was abandoned for this eulogy on the scenic values of New Zealand's 

reserves and national parks. This was in the same vein as Cowan's descriptions of Tongariro 

quoted in Chapter Five (Cowan 1927). The text strongly suggests the emergent sense of 

national identity in natural areas. 
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Then there are the numerous reserves of varied descriptions that are dealt with by the 
Department under the Public Reserves and Domains Act, and the latter part of this Act deals 
specially with public domains, of which there were 647, totalling over 73,000 acres, in 
March, 1924. These domains form a priceless public asset which is jealously safeguarded 
for the benefits of the community. They are of many types, from the simple playing
grounds of country townships to the highly improved and beautiful parks of populous 
centres. From bold and virgin bush-clad, lake, and river country to the delightful rural 
simplicity of Hagley Park (Christchurch) the wide areas of which bring the beauty and 
charm of the country almost to the heart of the city. The people of the Dominion owe a 
great debt to those early administrators to whose far-sightedness is due the reservation of 
many of our most picturesque domains . Apart from these, there are the scenic reserves set 
apart under and administered under the provisions of the Scenery Preservation Act. At the 
same date these numbered 749 with an area of 444,924 acres. The unique beauty of the 
Wanganui and Mokau Rivers, the unsurpassed charms of the Hot Lakes District around 
Rotorua, and the Cold Lakes regions in Otago, Southland and Westland, the great Summit 
Road at Christchurch, the magnificent areas of forest country all over New Zealand, 
enchanting glow-worm grotto and stalagmite caverns around Waitomo, and the numerous 
other attractive areas that have from time to time been set apart for the preservation of 
scenery, testify to the valuable and inimitable nature of this heritage to New Zealand and its 
inhabitants. 

Figure 7.12 Purple prose - heritage as scenery (Jourdain 1925: 203-

204) 

7.3.3 Biculturalism 

Bi-culturalism is a paradox. It refers to the two parties to the Treaty of Waitangi and 

implies that both parties, Maori and Pakeha, are equally significant. They are both significant, 

but the power relations between them are (and always have been) unequal, the balance of power 

having shifted several times. A Maori/Pakeha dualism, deriving from profound differences in 

world view and culture, has been evident since first contact with Europeans in the late 

eighteenth century. Until the signing of the treaty in 1840, the power balance favoured Maori, 

but since then the Pakeha world view, epistemology and way of life have dominated New 

Zealand. The Tongariro case study was an example of how a Maori world view was 

subordinated to and also incorporated within a Pakeha one. This tendency to incorporate when 

it suits, and to ignore when it does not, is the reason why the section on national identities did 

not stress Maori identification with land. Since the mid 1980s renewed affirmation of the 

principles of the Treaty of Waitangi has produced much superficial evidence of a general 

acceptance of the importance of Maori culture. Many organisations, including government 

departments and universities, have Maori as well as English names and produce at least some 

documentation in Maori. Greater ideological significance lies in the acceptance by the 

Waitangi Tribunal of some extensive claims by iwi, for example the Ngai Tahu claims that 

affected land and resources throughout the South Island (Waitangi Tribunal 1991, 1995). Such 

decisions signalled that Maori not only had a decorative visual culture and distinctive 

mythology, but were potentially powerful. The Maori/Pakeha dualism is still evident in debates 

over the allocation of Crown land and other resources, such as fishing. 

Present expressions of biculturalism both influence and are influenced by intellectual 

imperialism. Until the recent election, the state resisted calls to lift the ceiling on the value of 
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Treaty claims, and to retain its version of sovereignty (Dept. of Justice 1994, Graham 1994, 

Rentoul 1994, Press Editorial 1997). Bi-culturalism has also had links with capitalism, not all 

of which have favoured Pakeha culture. From the early years of contact Maori were keen 

traders and the wish for Maori shipping to benefit from the recognition and protection afforded 

by the British flag, was a strong impetus behind the 1835 Declaration oflndependence (Maori 

Congress undated). The commercial activities of some Maori groups continue to be significant 

not only in providing a means of survival, but in altering power relations between Maori and 

Pakeha, although contests both within and between groups continue (The Press 1993, Tapsell 

1994). The commodification of some aspects of Maori culture is also an issue, particularly 

where this is meeting demands from the international tourist industry. Bowdlerisation by non

Maori is increasingly unacceptable and Maori are currently addressing the degree to which they 

can continue market aspects of their culture without compromising their sense of heritage 

(Keelan 1993, Jackson undated). 

7.3.4 Environmentalism 

Although sensitivity to New Zealand's unique natural environment has been evident since 

at least the turn of the century, environmentalism as an ideology has only become an issue since 

the second world war. Only in the past twenty five years has it become a significant force in 

national politics. In terms of national identities, environmentalism relates to a proprietorial 

reverence for land in its natural state, demonstrated by indications of developing emotive and 

spiritual associations with land. Prior to the 1950s the active advocacy of natural systems for 

their own sake, rather than for some more explicit human purpose, was limited (Cockayne 

1908, Pascoe 1965, Park 1995). The present powerful culture/nature dualism can be traced 

back many years, although when referring to the early decades of the colony, it would be more 

appropriate to refer to a dualism between land as scenery and land for production. This latter 

dualism related to a capitalist ideology that supported the commodification of land, treating it 

as a resource that was either exploited directly through cropping or indirectly through viewing. 

Even when environmentalism grew stronger, it seems that few supporters understood that 

in supposedly advocating the protection of nature for nature's sake, their actions were still 

culturally constructed. The reservation for scenic and recreational purposes of large areas of 

relatively unmodified Crown land from the late nineteenth century onwards, was only possible 

because no productive use could be found for them. Culture was dominant and 'same', with 

nature a marginalised, but necessary 'other'. 

Where productive use of land was possible there was great resistance to permanent 

reservation, as was shown in the debate that led to the first major victory for the environmental 

lobby. This debate, from 1932 to 1952, concerned the lowland kauri forest at Waipoua. The 

State Forest Service (later the New Zealand Forest Service) proposed sustainable logging and 

multiple use, whilst conservationists wanted Waipoua protected for its ecological and aesthetic 

qualities (Memon and Wilson 1993). The length of the debate demonstrated a widespread 

disagreement about the nature of nature, the Forest Service's commitment to intervention and 
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the determination of an embryonic environmental lobby to challenge the prevailing 

development ethic. 

The environmental lobby first achieved national status in the late 1970s, with some 

extensive and effective lobbying before the 1981 general election (Pawson 1992(b), Rainbow 

1993). As environmentalism gained strength, the perceived difference between unmodified 

nature and modified culture was increasingly emphasised and nature/culture became more 

polarised . This was due to the realisation that, despite much human induced damage, New 

Zealand still possessed large areas that were relatively unmodified, at least in comparison with 

much of the rest of the world. Naturalness therefore became a distinctive basis on which a 

version of national identity and sense of unique heritage could be built (Figure 7 .13 ) . 

There is evidence that human activity is causing irreversible damage to the earth's 
biosphere. National frontiers offer very little protection to a global environment that knows 
no boundaries. We in New Zealand have a responsibility not only to ourselves but to the 
environmental enhancement of our Pacific neighbourhood , and the international 
community. We are already in the vanguard of international reform in the rationalisation of 
our environmental law. 

Figure 7.13 Environmental considerations, legislation and national 

identity (Geoffrey Palmer, Minister for the Environment, 

in MfE 1988(b): 3) 

New Zealand is at present undergoing complex structural change with high resource 
costs and pressure on financial resources, and therefore a need for more careful selection of 
investment, even though demand has slackened. In recent years, world opinion has forced 
upon it an appreciation of the damage to the environment, in the form of pollution and the 
destruction of natural resources, that can result from uncontrolled economic development. 
New Zealand, during the early years of the last century, suffered what is now recognised to 
have been irreparable damage from the destruction of native forests and wildlife. However 
during the last decade New Zealand has taken warning from the unfortunate experiences of 
some more highly developed countries. Concern for possible future effects of economic 
growth on the environment led to the holding of the Physical Environment Conference in 
May 1970 and has resulted in the enacting of what is, by world standards, advanced 
environmental legislation. 

Figure 7.14 Environmental concerns, economic development and 

legislation (Government of New Zealand 1980: 261) 

The text of Figure 7 .14 refers to the combination of growing appreciation of global 

environmental issues, plus the recognition of the ecological damage done to New Zealand since 

colonisation, that led to the conferences referred to in Chapter Six and subsequent changes to 

environmental legislation. 

The increasingly polarised nature/culture dualism has had some paradoxical outcomes. 

For example, scenic value is often invoked in support of claims to naturalness, apparently 

without any awareness that this represents a blending of nature and culture, rather than the 

separation that many environmentalists implicitly prefer (DoC 1989(a), Schmidt and Swenson 

1996). Material in Chapters Nine and Ten further elaborates this point. 
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Another inherent contradiction is the way in which the deep spiritual connections between 

Maori and land have frequently been marshalled on the side of nature (as in Tongariro National 

Park). This combination of nature and culture is a form of intellectual imperialism. It appears 

to be based on the perception that Maori identify with features in the land that are essentially 

natural, ignoring their cultural associations. Sometimes conflicts arise, as in current debates 

over the appropriateness of allowing customary harvest in protected areas of traditional food 

species, particularly native birds (Smith 1994, King 1994). Sometimes Maori claims to 

spirituality and identity are suppressed, as appears to have been the case in South West New 

Zealand, which, despite having a Maori name - Te Waahipounamu - is officially only valued for 

its naturalness (see Chapter Ten). 

The insistence by the environmental lobby of the pre-eminence of naturalness smacks of 

what has been called "a thinly disguised xenophobia - another sort of ecological imperialism 

that determines what should be 'natural', based on human preferences" (Evans 1995: 30). The 

same xenophobic tendencies can be identified in the willingness of some environmental 

activists to support the commodification of naturalness through the expansion of tourism, 

including eco-tourism. The example of South Westland will be used to explore this point in 

more detail in Chapters Nine and Ten. The appropriation of capitalist forms by 

environmentalism confirms that no ideology can be understood in isolation. They are all 

interlinked, and on occasion borrow from each other. This borrowing is often hidden, and can 

often only be discerned from an analysis of underlying structures of attitude and reference. A 

fourth ideological position that borrows from and blends different ideologies is the next in the 

series. This is critical regionalism. 

7.3.5 Critical regionalism 

Forty years ago, it was claimed that 'the fortunate inhabitants of New Zealand should be 
geographers by instinct' . In view of the many sharp regional contrasts which exist within 
the limited confines of the North Island, the South Island and Stewart Island, this assertion 
can well be understood. There are few parts of the world where such striking differences in 
landscape can be found within such short distances. 

Figure 7.15 New Zealand a country of "striking differences in 

landscape" (Cumberland and Fox 1958: 1) 

Critical regionalism has already been introduced in Chapter Three as a construct that 

appears well suited for use in debates about the construction of heritage in place. It involves 

the self-conscious promotion of the physical and cultural characteristics of a specific region, in 

the interests of the survival of that region as a differentiated entity, within a world that is 

increasingly becoming undifferentiated due to space-time compression and globalisation. 

Critical regionalism achieves ideological significance in the context of this discussion about 

New Zealand because of the way it combines aspects of capitalism, intellectual imperialism, 

biculturalism and environmentalism. It also actively facilitates the promotion of national and 

regional identities in land. 
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The text of Figure 7 . I 5, taken from a geography text book nearly 40 years old, suggests 

that awareness of regional difference in landscape, although only recently promoted in the 

sense of critical regionalism, has been recogni sed as a component of national identity since the 

early years of this century . Critical regionalism can also promote aspects of a place that do not 

immediately appear worth promoting. For example, New Zealand can now promote its 

smallness where until recently smallness was a matter for ironic comment. In The Half-Gallon 

Quarter-Acre Pavlova Paradise, a British academic-turned-politician who had experienced New 

Zealand in the I 960s commented that "New Zealand is what it is because it has been 

conditioned by isolation, by the need to make the best of what it has got, and by smallness. 

And the greatest of these is smallness ... .. " (Mitchell in Eisen and Smith: 260) . Now smallness 

is a benefit: New Zealand is marketed as an accessible, unique place in a world increasingly 

affected by sameness and space-time compression . Plate 7.2 demonstrates how the promotion 

of South Westland for tourism combines accessibility - "our back yard" - with images of 

naturalness. 

Plate 7 .2 

•\ 

~ =-Je.~~ 

"Come and play in our backyard" poster promoting South 

Westland 
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Critical regionalism has two potential arenas of operation: the first is where New Zealand 

promotes itself in relation to the rest of the world, the second where regions within New 

Zealand promote themselves in competition with each other. Although this chapter is 

concerned primarily with the first arena, the second arena is also relevant to this thesis, 

especially in the debates over commodified heritage on the West Coast. 

In both cases, the issue of lived power relations and imbalances is relevant at a range of 

scales. For example, where the aim is to distinguish New Zealand and New Zealanders from 

other countries and nationalities, many expressions of critical regionalism are detached from 

specific localities and from place, and therefore from immediate experience. Using the good · 

keen man, or an image of Aoraki or Taranaki, or a Maori tiki, to represent New Zealandness to 

others appears to reinforces difference in a positive way. However as the sections on other 

ideologies have stressed, perceptions of inequality may persist in the places themselves. In 

other words, the benefits that critical regionalism may provide for New Zealand as a whole, 

may not be perceived by the places and people of New Zealand that are being promoted. The 

same issue recurs at different scales, so that a region may promote itself using images of places 

and people that do not themselves appear to benefit directly from the promotion. The 

differential benefits of critical regionalism appear to have been of considerable importance to 

the case studies that are the subject of the rest of this thesis. 

7.3.6 Romantic materialism 

The final ideological position is romantic materialism. It reflects the interaction of a 

number of potentially contradictory ideals that relate to the imagined n.ature of an archetypal 

New Zealander. Although fixing an archetype might seem inconsistent with an emphasis on 

complexity, it encapsulates some powerful myths, that have featured strongly in the emergence 

of national identities, and has particular relevance to the freedom to do things to land. The 

origin of the term is the persistent reference throughout colonial and post-colonial history to the 

ruggedly individualistic pioneer settler, recently reborn as the "good keeri man" (Crump 1992) 

or the "kiwi bloke" (Phillips 1987). The image created by Barry Crump's good keen man was 

so close to the ideal that I was tempted to call it "good-keen-manism". The settler was at one 

and the same time the individual agent of imperialism and thus of the Crown, whilst also being 

the raison d'etre of the Crown and the driving force behind the Crown's activities. The power 

of the Crown/settler dualism is summarised in the text of Figure 7.16. 

On the one hand, the settler turned good keen man was pragmatic, materialistic and 

conformist. He (the model is usually male) needed to follow a Calvinist work ethic, be fit 

enough to survive in a harsh environment, and be able to fix anything with a length of number 

eight wire.3 The persistence of this model was demonstrated in the Television New Zealand 

programme celebrating thirty years of Country Calendar, that was screened at Christmas 1995. 

3Qr binder twine. 
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In New Zealand this tendency to State ownership has taken a more pronounced form 
than in any other of the Australasian Colonies, and the duration of the leases has become so 
extended as to warrant the name, frequently given to them, of "everlasting leases" ...... The 
advantage of this system to the selector are manifest. When it is taken into consideration 
that, with few exceptions, the Crown lands are, in their prairie condition, incapable of 
producing anything until brought into cultivation, the advantage to the settler of setting free 
his capital to develop the capabilities of the soil, rather than having to expend it in the 
purchase of a freehold, is very apparent. One of the most striking benefits if this system is 
the advantage it gives to the poor man, who, with little more capital than his strong right 
arm, is enabled to make a home for himself; which, under the freehold system, he is 
frequently unable to accomplish. The values placed on the Crown lands are, as a rule, low, 
for the State does not so much seek to raise a revenue directly therefrom as to encourage the 
occupation of the lands by the people; this secures indirectly an increased revenue, besides 
other advantages resulting from an increased rural population. 

Figure 7.16 Expression of the Crown/settler dualism (Government of 

New Zealand 1910: 413-414) 

Most of the subjects selected from the longest series to be made for television in New Zealand, 

were high country farmers . You would be forgiven for thinking that almost all New Zealand's 

farm enterprises were extensive high country sheep runs, whose management still demanded a 

pioneer's fitness and self-sufficiency. 

On the other hand the settler bore some similarity to nineteenth century romantic artists, 

who were "identified because they differed - both from their predecessors and from the majority 

of their contemporaries. The only constant and common factor in their ever-shifting values and 

scales of value was belief in the importance of individuality - of the individual self and its 

capacity for experience - and the rejection of all values not expressive of it" (Honour 1979: 23). 

The connection between romanticism and individualism was a powerful nineteenth century 

phenomenon, consistent with a specific stage in the development of a post-enlightenment world 

view. This is not to say that the settler or his descendants were necessarily self aware, nor 

inclined to poetry or literature. An identifiable New Zealand expression in literature and the 

arts developed from the 1920s, but only really flowered from the late 1940s onwards (Oliver 

1992). Plenty of writers commented on the pioneer settler, but few combined both roles: 

Samuel Butler was unusual in being both a romantic writer and involved in the process of 

settlement (Butler, in Eisen and Smith 1991). 

In recent years this character has been increasingly mythologised, but although the 

ideological significance of the settler turned good keen man is less than it was during the early 

years of the colony, it is still powerful. 

[NJ umbers of people still alive remember that life as it was and activities which today can 
be experienced only in far back stations but which in less mechanised days were typical of 
most big holdings . Besides that, there is in the hearts of great numbers of men and women 
an ever-present desire for something closer to nature and less sophisticated than the time
ridden existence that the computer age imposes on us who dwell in today's urban 
concentrations. (McCarthy 1983: 6) 

There have been a number of attempts to unseat the romantic materialist from his position 

of prominence. These have included accusations that New Zealanders are passionless, smiling 
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zombies (McLaughlan 1976), who have feared and loathed the country to which they have only 

adapted poorly (Phillips 1981). The practical example that best illustrates the challenge to 

romantic materialism can be expressed in another dualism, that opposes environmentalist and 

materialist. From the 1970s onwards the environmental lobby attacked both Crown agents and 

run holders, foresters and farmers for their commitment to production and their lack of 

understanding of ecological processes (Biihrs and Bartlett 1993). Environmental lobbyists 

however also sometimes represent themselves as reformed romantic materialists, taking the 

ingenuity and pragmatism of the settler into the bush, in the interests of conservation 

(Barrington 1995, Moore and Innes 1996). 

One of the main attractions of romantic materialism is its apparent ability to reconcile 

between the opposing emphases on naturalness and the freedom to do things to land. The 

above quotation from McCarthy is remarkable for its representation of the settler's life as close 

to nature. Although in practice highly contentious, this view is a persistent one. It is one 

reason why I have retained the archetype of the good keen man and his ideological associate, 

romantic materialism. Despite the emphasis here on a colligatory approach to culture, in order 

to make sense of particular narratives I have had to focus on particular issues and groups of 

people. A further justification is the observation that the New Zealand government does not 

appear, despite public expressions of support for the plurality of New Zealand's culture, to 

accept this plurality at a deep level. Our culture is allowed to be plural only within the bounds 

of resurgent capitalism and an underlying intellectual imperialism that still treats Maori (or any 

other group displaying substantial difference) as marginalised 'other' (MfE 1995). 

It is not always possible to reconcile conflicting ideologies, although both critical 

regionalism and romantic materialism are interesting examples of potential, partial 

reconciliations. Difference is always present, in the former case expressed in place, in the 

latter, in difference between and among groups of people. The challenge is to suggest national 

versions of heritage that are neither too broad and inclusive to be useful or too deterministically 

based on a particular view of place and time. 

7.4 National Versions of Heritage 

So far this chapter has established how and why different expressions of national identity 

in land, and different land-related ideologies, have been expressed over the past hundred and 

fifty years. What is required now are explicit links between histories, identities, ideologies and 

versions of heritage. 

The most straightforward approach, that recognises New Zealand's plurality, and 

encompasses all possible expressions of difference, would be to propose the land itself as 

heritage, as land is apparently what New Zealanders need to keep in order to retain their sense 

of who they are in comparison with other nations. A potential justification of this view is the 

increasing emphasis over the past thirty years in increasingly wide ranging environmental 

planning. Initially affecting soil and water conservation in largely protected areas, this concern 

has widened to an acceptance of the need for positive management of national parks and other 
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reserves that are regarded as natural. Latterly an emphasis on biodiversity and sustainability 

has had wide impacts on revised physical planning processes for all land, including that which 

is highly modified and privately owned. 

This generic approach to land as heritage is too broad to be useful. It would not help sort 

out why, at national level, some land seems to encapsulate national identity so completely that 

it merits policies that favour protection and conservation, whilst other land, although important 

and needing to be managed sustainably, can be changed (the debate over the appropriate way to 

manage Tongariro National Park, and especially its ski-fields, was a case in point) . Neither 

would a generic approach provide any clues as to why land which is regarded at national level 

as inviolate heritage, may be regarded somewhat differently at the level of region or locality. In 

order to provide insight into these two questions it is necessary to acknowledge not one version 

of heritage, but several. 

The versions of heritage that appear to exist in New Zealand today are not mutually 

exclusive, contain many contradictions and vary according to both time and place. The 

Tongariro case study suggested that there were four versions - heritage as existential and 

spiritual attachment to place, heritage as naturalness, as scenery and as commodity. 

Heritage as existential attachment to place is the version that appears closest to the ideal 

that emerged from the theoretical review of Chapters Two and Three. This ideal appears most 

clearly in the indivisibility of Maori identity from place, and the example of Tongariro could be 

used as a model. But the problematic nature of the interaction between Maori and Pakeha 

culture at Tongariro has already been stressed. Ngati Tuwharetoa's attachment to place 

appeared to be used at Tongariro to reinforce heritage as naturalness. Another problem is the 

specificity of tribal place relations. Despite promulgation overseas as part of our national 

identity, within New Zealand there is growing recognition that Maori culture does not have a 

national expression, being traditionally iwi based. It is also Maori culture, not New Zealand 

culture: increasingly others are discouraged from trying to appropriate it. The ideological basis 

which is politically acceptable today is bi-culturalism, but that does not easily translate into a 

version of heritage that privileges the Maori contribution. 

Contact with the fabric of our cultural heritage is a vital part of people's identity. A 
society in which individuals are severed from their cultural roots will be an impoverished 
one; an important force for social cohesion will be lacking. People will be less likely to 
respect public and private assets alike if they have no sense of being part of an unfolding 
culture. Noise, pollution, litter and environmental vandalism are in part a symptom of 
cultural impoverishment. Conversely, someone with a sense of the history and culture of 
their community is likely to be sensitive to the need to nurture resources for future 
generations. A sense of being culturally located in time binds together the inheritance of 
our ancestors with our responsibility to those generations who will follow us. 

This sense is keenly felt by Maori. A thousand years' settlement in Aotearoa has built up 
a close identity with the land and other n,atural resources. The maintenance of the cultural 
affinity of Maori with this land is an important element of social cohesion in New Zealand. 

Figure 7.17 Heritage and Identity in New Zealand in 1995 (MfE 

1995: 13) 
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Nevertheless, there has been a recent dramatic change in official perceptions of the 

significance of a Maori world view. A recent government environment strategy acknowledges 

the connections between Maori cultural heritage, identity and the environment. Maori are the 

only people who are explicitly labelled as requiring the "maintenance of ... cultural affinity" 

(MfE 1995: 13). The right of Pakeha New Zealanders to similar connections is not mentioned. 

It seems reasonable to assume that a document published during the writing of this thesis 

reflects recent government thinking about environment, culture and heritage in New Zealand. If 

so, it begs two questions: first, why did the government single out Maori as having "close 

identity with the land and other natural resources" (ibid.) when it also believes that "New 

Zealand is a pluralistic society" (ibid.: 11). Second, assuming that the reality is more 

complicated than the text of Figure 7 .17 suggests, how can differences and even contradictions 

in expressions of national identity and heritage be handled to minimise the potential for 

"reactionary exclusionary politics" (Harvey 1993(6): 4) . It seems that the New Zealand 

government was attempting in a rather simplistic way to suppress contradiction and difference 

in approaches to heritage. Maori culture, represented as being attuned to environmental issues 

in a way that Pakeha culture was not, was again being used to reinforce the normative version 

of heritage as nature. If there were not considerable political and commercial advantage at 

stake, this connection would not be made. In any event, Maori culture and heritage continues to 

be marginalised. 

In the event, the persistence of difference has to be taken as read. Whatever cultural 

associations exist, difference will always occur. The association of heritage and existential, 

spiritual attachment to place remains a potentially potent one, and one that can be appropriated 

by any group. But because of its phenomenological nature, existential place attachment does 

not easily translate into a position of ideological strength. As a version of heritage in its own 

right it will probably always be vulnerable to challenge unless it can be combined with other 

versions, that are more consistent with influential ideologies. 

The other versions with which it might combine are heritage as naturalness, scenery and 

commodity. In the Tongariro narrative naturalness appeared to take precedence, but it was 

influenced by a range of cultural factors that shifted, reformed and overlapped, sometimes in 

apparently paradoxical relationships. Thus the natural qualities of Tongariro were used in the 

marketing of the mountains as commodities in tourism and outdoor recreation. Naturalness was 

also emphasised as an important component of national identity . Environmentalism is currently 

an influential ideology, as it is New Zealand's relative naturalness that is increasingly used to 

distinguish this country from the rest of the world. The commodification of natural places as 

tourist destinations, although increasingly recognised as problematic (Sage 1995), will continue 

to be necessary whilst current economic imperatives continue. Naturalness appears to offer 

some opportunities for the development of an alternative existential and spiritual approach to 

place, and thus to be potentially close to the Maori perspective. But the continued associations 

of environmentalism with an objectified, detached way of viewing land mean that this closeness 
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should not be overstated. Heritage as scenery is often almost indistinguishable from heritage as 

naturalness: it is also closely related to an objectified, detached way of viewing land and it is 

frequently commodified. As with all versions of heritage, the distinctions between the two 

sharpen at the scale of place, as differences emerge. Lowland forests and wetlands, for 

example, have frequently not been appreciated as scenically attractive, despite their natural 

qualities. The Perseverance debate (Chapter Eight), the lowland extensions to Westland 

National Park (Chapter Nine) and the case study on South Westland (Chapter Ten) will provide 

examples of the tension caused by these differences. 

The whole history of Crown involvement in the .distribution and settlement of land in New 

Zealand provided evidence of a commitment to heritage in land as commodity, both as literal 

and intellectual property. In the original version the condition of the land was not important, as 

long as it was productive. The quality that had to be kept was the freedom of the settler to do 

things to land, which thus became the source of income and independence, both for the 

individual and the state. The later, intellectual version can be seen in the creation of a culture 

based on British capitalism and in the borrowing and adaptation of forms of government, 

bureaucratic structures and attitudes, especially the primacy given to the definition of property 

rights. The present trend to commodify land that is regarded as natural, is simply an extension 

of an established tradition that is closely related to the global trend in capitalism. This does not 

mean that there are no concerns for the protection and conservation of nature for its own sake, 

relatively free from assumptions of commodification. The Department of Conservation and the 

environmental movement still actively support species protection and habitat enhancement 

(DoC 1993(b), Doak 1994, Brockie 1995). There does however appear to be a lack of 

understanding that the whole nature protection and conservation enterprise is a product of a 

specific cultural perspective: naturalness is a cultural construction and is needed as a function 

of culture, in the same way as scenery is needed. 

The typology of versions of heritage suggested by the Tongariro narrative and explored 

here, seems to need an addition, that will focus both on place and on difference, whilst 

permitting the retention of specific emphases - such as nature or scenery. Heritage as critical 

local culture appears at the moment to be an appropriate addition. Its relationship to other 

versions of heritage, ideologies and national identities is represented in simplified form in 

Figure 7 .18. Exploring the usefulness of this version of heritage will be a theme of the 

subsequent chapters of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

REGIONAL HERITAGE AND THE PERSEVERANCE NARRATIVES 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter continues the exploration of the links between identities, ideologies and 

versions of heritage that has occupied the previous chapters. The analysis so far suggests that 

at national level different versions of heritage co-exist and overlap, informed and driven by 

ideological positions, which in turn influence national identities. For example, expressions of 

national identity that emphasise New Zealand's biophysical uniqueness appear to support 

commodified environmentalism. At a national level this leads to heritage as naturalness being 

privileged over other versions. However it is unwise to suggest the existence of a single 

normative view of heritage. Recent critical analysis suggests that wherever there is a central or 

normative version of reality, other versions, often resistant to it, also exist (Hekman 1990, Rose 

1993, Elam 1994). These versions may themselves appear normative in some contexts. In 

other words, the relationships between versions of heritage suggest the interplay of complex 

power relations. This interplay results in disputes that are rarely simple, two-way affairs. 

Difference, contradiction and paradox are encountered frequently, and one of my main 

concerns has been to see if I can track such phenomena and examine their impact on the 

construction of heritage. At the end of Chapter Seven a version of heritage as critical local 

culture was suggested as a possible way of thinking about the complexities of heritage at 

different spatial scales. 

The main aim of this chapter is to explore the construction of heritage as revealed in 

narratives about specific places, at the scale of region and locality. A subsidiary aim is to 

examine the relevance of heritage as critical local culture, through an analysis of the land 

development proposals for an area of land in North Westland, the Perseverance Block. In 

fulfilling these aims, this chapter introduces the West Coast, thus grounding the later chapters, 

and inviting comparison with the two other case studies. This comparison is based on 

differences in both time and place. The Perseverance proposals came before the debates over 

world heritage status for both Tongariro and South Westland. They also affected distinctly 

different parts of the country (in the case of Tongariro) and the region (in the case of South 

Westland). These comparisons will be explored in the thesis conclusions. 

The second part of the chapter provides contextual material on the West Coast of the South 

Island as place, and as the setting for a number of cultural identities and versions of heritage. 

The case study in the third and largest part of the chapter, concerns the Perseverance Block, an 

area of Crown land in the Inangahua Valley near Reef ton in North Westland ( see Map 8 .1). 

From the late 1970s until the mid 1980s this block was the subject of an integrated land 

development proposal for dairy farming and forestry, involving local and regional government 

as well as central government departments. This was a period of change in the construction of 
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Map 8.1 Conservation Estate, West Coast, South Island, New Zealand. 
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national versions of heritage, but preferred versions on the Coast changed more slowly. The 

earlier national emphasis on development and productive use of all possible land, combined 

with protectionism, was expressed on the Coast in cultural identities tied closely to the primary 

industries of farming, mining and forestry, with their associated forms of romantic materialism. 

These identities and associated versions of heritage tended to persist in the region, whilst in the 

country as a whole, from the late 1970s onwards, heritage as naturalness gained influence. It 

was not until the 1984 election that neo-conservative politics and a commitment to the free 

market and non-interventionist policies, combined with environmentalism to construct a 

national version of heritage as commodified naturalness. Throughout, resistances to the 

emerging view of heritage can be identified, although their impact was uneven. The 

Perseverance narratives explore the complex relationships between resistances and normative 

versions of heritage in nation, region and locality. The chapter ends with a summary of the 

overlap between these narratives, the emergence of interest in the concept of world heritage and 

the campaign for the designation of the South West New Zealand World Heritage Area. 

The second part of the chapter relies mostly on an analysis of published texts. In Part 8.3, 

although some published texts are used, most of the analysis is based on file records and 

archival material, from the early 1950s until the late 1980s. As in earlier chapters, these texts 

are examined for what they reveal of underlying structures of attitude and reference. 

8.2 The West Coast: critical identities and versions of heritage 

The West Coast of the South Island is the physically and culturally distinctive part of New 

Zealand that provides the context for this and the following chapters . A range of West Coast 

identities in place can be extracted from different sorts of texts, and examined for contradiction 

and difference as well as for their potential relevance to critical regionalism and critical local 

cultures. 

The West Coast has a higher proportion of land, both in Crown ownership and under 

national designations that imply heritage status, than any other region in the country. Thus a 

practical way of understanding regional identities and versions of heritage is to start with a 

review of documents that record these designations and public policy relating to land 

management in the region. This review is followed by a commentary on representations of 

heritage and identity from other sources. 

8.2.1 The official record 

The first texts examined were published records of designated land, buildings and 

structures, and recent strategy documents produced by the Department of Conservation and the 

West Coast Regional Council, the two agencies with overall land management responsibilities 

in the region. The designations include archaeological sites and historic places; historic, 

scenic, scientific and other reserves; ecological and wilderness areas; national parks and forest 

parks; conservation areas and stewardship land. The location and extent of these sites and areas 
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Type 
Buller Grey Westland Totals 

Category Category Category 
I II I II I II 

Historic Place 
domestic 1 9 1 2 2 15 
commercial 4 3 9 3 8 27 
public 3 8 2 1 1 2 17 
religious 6 1 3 3 3 16 
industrial 3 5 4 3 l* 16 
engineering 2 2 2 6 
monument 3 1 I 2 7 
hut 1 2* 3 
lighthouse I I 2 
horse trough 1 1 

Historic area 2 4 1 7 
Historic 3 2 5 10 
reserve 

* Sites within South West New Zealand World Heritage Area 

Table 8.1 

Tenure Class 

Maori 

Freehold 

Total under private control 

Total Crown production land 

Total Crown conservation land 

Unallocated Crown land & 

unallocated coal reserve 

Total central government land 

Regional and district govt. 

reserve 

Total area 

West Coast as% of NZ 

Table 8.2 

Registered Historic Places, Areas and Historic Reserves on the 

West Coast1 

West Coast New Zealand 

area in ha % of total area in ha % of total 

4,000 0.17 1,500,000 5.58 

205,000 8.86 14,556,000 54 .11 

209,000 9.04 16,056,000 59 . 69 

287,440 12.43 3,508,000 13. 04 

1,775,794 76.79 6,886,000 25.60 

40,000 1. 73 400,000 1. 49 

2,103,234 90.95 10,794,000 40 . 13 

300 .01 50,000 0.19 

2,312,534 100 .0 0 26,900,000 100.00 

8.60 

Land tenure in the West Coast Region and New Zealand2 

1Source: New Zealand Historic Places Trust, Canterbury/Westland Branch and Department of 
Conservation, Hokitika, March 1996. 

2Source: estimated for the West Coast Regional Council on 20 January 1994 by D. J. Stapleton. 
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are summarised in Map 8.1. Table 8.1 shows in more detail the different types of site registered 

or protected for historic value. Map 8.1 and Table 8.2 show that nearly 91 % of the region is 

Crown land, including 77% in the conservation estate. Although the Department of 

Conservation's (DoC's) legal responsibilities appear equally divided between "natural and 

historic resources" (1987 Conservation Act), the West Coast conservation estate is heavily 

dominated by land that falls into the "natural resources" category. "Historic" sites, areas and 

reserves are dotted unevenly throughout the region, in a predominantly natural matrix. The 

history that is recorded in registered and protected areas is colonial and post-colonial. There 

are no archaeological or waahi tapu sites registered on the Coast. The West Coast Regional 

Council's Komiti Rangapu 3 and the Department of Conservation's Atawhai Kaupapa system, 

have both networked with West Coast runanga concerning conservation and development 

issues that might affect land with a Maori interest, but no such land is openly recorded in the 

public domain . 

Strongly contrasted versions of identity and heritage on the West Coast emerge from the 

strategy documents produced by the Department of Conservation and 'the West Coast Regional 

Council, the two public authorities with regional land management responsibilities. The 

emphasis in the 1994-95 business plan4 produced by DoC's West Coast Conservancy contrasted 

sharply with that of the Regional Council. The uniqueness of the West Coast's natural 

environment was stressed throughout the Conservancy Overview (DoC 1994: 1). Four of the 

document's first five paragraphs referred to this uniqueness (see Figure 8.1). 

To DoC the region was distinguished by the size of the conservation estate and the 

intactness of its ecosystems. It was distinctive in comparison not only with the rest of New 

No other Conservancy administers such a large proportion of New Zealand's natural 
estate. 

The West Coast is in a unique position. Large amounts of its native forests are still 
intact, and some impressive native bird species such as kaka are still to be found there. 
Very few areas of New Zealand, if not in the world, can aspire to this . It is crucial tliat the 
thrust of this Conservancy's efforts ensures that this legacy is enjoyed by this generation, 
and passed on to those that follow ...... . 

The West Coast's protectedeco-systems are viewed nationally and internationally as 
important links in a world-wide chain of special sites ... .... . 

Conservation land on the West Coast is the single largest contiguous remnant of New 
Zealand's Gondwanaland biota. 

Figure 8.1 The unique nature of the West Coast's natural 

environments (DoC West Coast Conservancy 1994-1995 

Business Plan (1994: 1)) 

3Since the first draft of this chapter was written the West Coast Regional Council has changed the way it 
consults with Maori: the Komiti Rangapu no longer meets. 

4At the time of writing this was the most comprehensive strategy document available: the production of 
the West Coast Conservancy's Conservation Management Strategy, with a ten year rather than a one year 
horizon, having been delayed. 
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Zealand but with the world. The approach advocated by DoC to the protection and 

management of the Coast's naturalness was in close accord with Frampton's approach to critical 

regionalism. Frampton suggested that "sustaining any kind of authentic culture in the future 

will depend ultimately on our capacity to generate vital forms of regional culture while 

appropriating alien influences at the level of both culture and civilisation" (Frampton 1992: 

315). To DoC, the "vital forms of regional culture" appeared to be the natural characteristics 

of the West Coast. The appropriation of "alien influences" would include the acceptance of 

"intense international eco-tourism interest" (DoC 1994: 1). Commodification and globalisation 

were acceptable if they provided the practical means - regional and national income - whereby 

conservation could be funded and "this legacy" protected. 

The West Coast Regional Council's Proposed Regional Policy Statement (WCRC 

undated)5 contrasted strongly in style and approach with the DoC business plan. The contrasts 

were not surprising, given the differences both in focus and in the land area for which each 

body carries responsibility. The Regional Policy Statement defined the council's desired 

approach to the sustainable management of the region's land resources, under the terms of the 

Resource Management Act 1991. The scope of the council's activities is limited by the large 

area of Crown land, which restricts their direct responsibilities to 9% of the region's land area 

(see Table 8.2). Even acknowledging the sense of frustration that this limitation appeared to 

cause, the policy statement was a difficult document to interpret. Its whole tone was reluctant, 

with occasional rather fiery sections that read like acts of defiance to the central authority 

which required that it be written. 

There were few neatly packaged clues to critical regionalism in the statement and its style 

was opaque. At first it was hard to determine where the difficulty lay. The biophysical 

descriptions were brief but appeared adequate, the unique natural qualities of the region were 

accepted, the need for balancing ecological and social sustainability was acknowledged. But 

after several readings certain aspects of the document came to life. What passion and 

commitment there was, related to social and economic issues, rather than to the natural 

environment. These issues included the small area over which the council could claim 

responsibility, limited amounts of flat land suitable for human use and development, restrictions 

caused by poor soils, heavy rainfall and frequent flooding, the generally low socio-economic 

status of local people, the need for full employment and above all, the need for "the people of 

the West Coast to have the right to the determination of their destiny" (WCRC undated: 18). 

This last point appeared to be a coded complaint about the high proportion of land in Crown 

ownership, and the related small area of rateable land, from which both regional and local 

bodies derive a high proportion of their income. Figure 8.2 encapsulates the Council's 

reluctance to add to the legal hurdles faced by those who wish to develop land. In terms of 

5This draft was regarded by the Ministry for the Environment as unacceptable, and another draft was now 
nearing completion at the time of writing. This lack of acceptability by others does not invalidate an 
examination of the original text, which is probably closer to the views of West Coast planners and 
politicians than the revised draft will be. 
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critical regionalism, what the Regional Council apparently wished to see self consciously 

cultivated was the freedom for Coasters to use and modify land that was not protected as part of 

the conservation estate . 

... .. the Council recognises the legitimate aspirations of landowners to maximise the 
potential of their land and wishes to see this occur where this does not conflict with sections 
6 & 7 of the Resource Management Act..... Outstanding natural features and landscapes are 
to be afforded protection from inappropriate subdivision use and development. The only 
problem with implementing this requirement of the Act is the identification of such features. 
In general, most outstanding features are already protected by their inclusion on DoC land. 
Where they are not, the onus is on those who believe a feature is outstanding to object to 
any development proposals. However the Regional Council will take steps to protect any 
such feature in a Regional Plan, if a reasonable case can be made for its protection. 

Figure 8.2 West Coast Regional Council's resistance to further 

controls on land use (WCRC undated: 101-102) 

8.2.2 The unofficial record 

The second set of texts is selected from accessible accounts of the West Coast. It includes 

recent guidebooks written for the tourist market, geographic analyses (including a recent PhD 

thesis) and a number of affectionate, anecdotal histories. It is a representative selection of 

material published about the West Coast over more than fifty years. The extracts reproduced in 

Figure 8.3 depict the West Coast not as one place, nor as a region neatly divided into categories 

of land that are either predominantly natural or cultural in significance, but as an entity which, 

through the specificity of experiences, can be interpreted as a series of overlapping and 

interlocking places, where culture is often as significant as nature. 

Despite its small population and remote position, Westland, by its possession of the 
most highly prized article of Maori trade, the coveted pounamu or greenstone, played a 
special role as a region producing a high quality mineral for the whole of New Zealand. For 
several centuries the greenstone traffic took the mineral to every part of the country and 
contributed markedly to the development of Maori culture and its high standard of artistic 
skill. 

(a) McCaskill 1954: 134 

I feel my tupuna in the wind off the waves, in quiet moments in the bush, walking the 
Arahura and about the streets of Greymouth. My identity as a woman of the Poutini Ngai 
Tahu is affirmed. Turangawaewae. I feel proud to be here. 

(b) Sinclair in Ryan 1994: 10 

Figure 8.3 (a) - (b) The West Coast as place: contrasting accounts 
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To those of us who claim Westland as our own land whether by birth or adoption it is a 
matter of no little satisfaction to have this record6 of its romantic origin ...... Those of us 
who were privileged to know the vanguard of that brave army of miners cherish memories 
of their simple virtues. Above all were they brave in adversity - friendly and hospitable -
generous in deed and thought, and in all places and at all times honest and trustworthy. 
These were the qualities they left us as a heritage, and despite the gradual changes which 
have overtaken the outward condition of the West Coasters and despite - indeed because of 
- its long period of isolation, these are the qualities still to be found by those who return and 
move about with sympathy and understanding. 

(c) Northcraft 1939 in Lord 1940: unpaginated introduction 

In portraying the personality of a region ..... [a] flexible succession of topics is much to 
be preferred, and first things should come first. 'First things', in this case, are those elements 
in the character of a region which, after close investigation, are held to be the most pertinent 
and critical traits .... . In the case of Westland, for example, it would be desirable to stress 
mineral resources and the history of their exploitation by giving these topics early treatment. 

(d) Cumberland and Fox 1958: 11-12 

... the attractiveness of the landscape has been marred in many places by man's activities. 
Forests have been cut over and burnt, river terraces have been dredged and valley sides 
have been scoured. Stumps and fallen logs, scrubby growth, heaps of spoil and remnants of 
former settlement give an air of desolation to much of Westland, and together wit the 
present exploitative industries of coal mining and sawmilling, help to endow the region with 
its distinctive geographic character. Nowhere else in New Zealand is the combination of 
mountains and forests, mines and sawmills, derelict landscapes and tourist attractions so 
significant. .... 

(e) Cumberland and Fox 1958: 160 

In the South Island of New Zealand there is but one Coast - the West Coast. 
Geographically, climatically, scenically and naturally, it is out on its own. Outstanding. A 
world apart. 

Ocean churns away at one flank, the Tasman Sea; mountains are hoist high and 
handsome on the other, the Southern Alps. Between these two uncompromising boundaries 
lies a strip of glacier-ground, water worn land about two-thirds of which is covered by 
forest. Although large tracts of forest in the North and Central areas have been logged since 
European settlement in the 1860s, and farming has staked a claim on the river flats 
throughout the region, the overall impression is that of a forested wilderness. 

(f) Peat 1989: ix 

The West Coast is a place on the margin. It is marginal in terms of its suitability for 
agriculture, which is still the mainstay of the New Zealand economy. It is marginal in terms 
of its integration with the national and global economies, apart from where resource 
extractive industries have prompted external investment, and to some extent the tourism 
industry ...... And it has been marginalised by the processes of private and state sector 
restructuring over the past ten years, which brought about a significant loss of opportunities 
for participation in paid employment for many West Coast households. The West Coast 
even portrays itself as being on the margin for tourism purposes. 

(g) Scott 1995: 138 

Figure 8.3 (c) - (g) The West Coast as place: contrasting accounts 

6Referring to Lord's 'Old Westland' ; thi s quotation is an extract from the introduction to that book. 
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A detached, proprietorial attitude to land as resource was reflected in several extracts. For 

example McCaskill's account of the tangible significance of pounamu to Maori culture, omitted 

any evocation of the existential and spiritual attachment to land, which is as evident among 

Maori of Poutini Ngai Tahu as it is among Ngati Tuwharetoa with respect to Tongariro 

(Sinclair in Ryan 1994, Waitangi Tribunal 1991, 1995). Similarly Cumberland and Fox 

presented an outsider's view, typical of geographic sensibility of the 1950s, in which 

exploitable resources, in this case minerals, were seen to be the key to the "personality" of the 

Coast. This view relates to Northcroft's insider's perspective, which also focused on mining. 

But Northcroft's emphasis was different: in language redolent of nostalgia, he emphasised the 

personal qualities of the people - particularly the miners. The geographers' preference was for a 

strongly positivist, detached view of place. Northcraft, on the other hand, implied the need for 

qualitative assessment, with a strong sub-text concerning the "sympathy and understanding" of 

a privileged, insider's view. 

Peat's account emphasised naturalness: he acknowledged but suppressed the importance of 

human activity. This is understandable given that the late 1980s, when he was writing, saw an 

increased emphasis on national environmental strategies emphasising New Zealand's bio

physical uniqueness, and the acceleration of the explicit commodification of these qualities. 

Peat's intended audience was the tourist, for whom interpretations of the West Coast's unique 

natural qualities should be given preference. In comparison, Scott's analysis focused more 

directly on human economic activity, emphasising the different ways in which the Coast is seen 

to be, and sees itself, as marginalised. 

Other versions of heritage, both past and present, can be identified in the above figures. 

Northcroft's insider perspective on mining and miners suggested that, at least in the past, West 

Coast heritage was partly defined in terms of community cohesiveness and personal qualities, 

rather than in any quality that was directly related to the land. This perspective differs from 

Sinclair's turangawaewae, but could be associated with heritage as existential attachment to 

place. 

The significance of place from a Ngai Tahu historical perspective was recorded in "Land 

of Memories" (Adams and Evison 1993). Given the importance of pounamu, found only on the 

Coast, to the mythology and mana whenua of the tribe, the West Coast was strangely 

unrepresented in this book, except for one powerful example, a double page photograph of the 

Arahura River. The accompanying text summarised the complex inter-linkages between 

tangata whenua, myth and the colonial process. The jealous taniwha, Poutini, changed the 

beautiful woman, Waitaiki, to Pounamu, and she hid in the Arahura River, which became 

known as the main source of pounamu, and after which the Arahura purchase was named. This 

was negotiated by McKay in 1859 and 1860 and covered almost all of what is now known as 

the West Coast. Despite promises that sources of pounamu would be retained by Ngai Tahu, 

the eventual deed of sale ignored this (ibid.). 
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Other sources (Waitangi Tribunal 1991, 1995) confirmed the critical importance of 

pounamu and the strength of the grievances felt ever since by Ngai Tahu as a whole. This 

image was helpful in constructing a critical view of the West Coast, or Te Tai Poutini, from an 

overall iwi perspective, but as far as the members of the West Coast runanga are concerned, it 

appears to be an identity imposed on them by others. Figures 8.4 and 8.5 are extracts of 

interviews with Maori from Te Tai Poutini. They suggest that critical identity is determined 

more by the turangawaewae of each individual and extended family than by associations with 

the history and mythology of the iwi as a whole. The concept of critical Iocalism would 

probably be more useful here than critical regionalism, in discussing identity and versions of 

heritage for Te Tai Poutini Maori. 

That picture up there, that's Mount Tutuko, that's my grandfather eight generations back, 
you know, .... . the landscape bears so many of my ancestors' names. In Maoridom, well the 
values I was brought up with, we actually belong to the land, so my roots, are the land . 
.. ... .It's a bit like a tree, if you cut it down it can't survive without its roots, and to us the land 
is the roots, so ... you're bound inextricably to the land, the two can't really be separated, one 
can't exist without the other. So that's how I see the land, with our ancestry in this area 
going back nearly a thousand years. 

Figure 8.4 Extract of interview with member of Te Koeti Turanga 

runanga7 

You need to know how Maori are arranged on the Coast. There is no agreement about 
who has mana whenua. There was no West Coast representative on the Ngai Tahu Maori 
Trust Board until, after agitation over South Westland, Uncle Kelly Wilson fought for a 
West Coast Seat, which he held until he died last year. 

Now the Maori on Komiti Rangapu are Helen Rasmussen (Te Koeti Turanga is her 
runanga); Daniel Bennett from Arahura (Te Wairua Take); Alice Batt who is a descendant 
of Mata Nohinohi, from the south bank of the Buller and Eli Weepu, who used to represent 
Tururu runanga which does not formally exist now, so he represents his whanau ...... 

Te Runaka o Katiwaewae won't come to meetings. 

Figure 8.5 Extract from interview with Te Kaitakawaenga, Maori 

Liaison Officer with the West Coast Regional Council8 

In another text novelist Keri Hulme wrote about three different parts of the South Island 

with which she identified, including Okarito on the coast of South Westland (Hulme and 

Morrison 1989). It was included in this exercise because of the hope that Hulme's insider 

status, combined with her skill as a writer, would provide a statement on critical regionalism 

that was distinctly 'West Coast' . But this text was about Okarito, not the Coast as a whole. It 

was far more an exercise in critical localism than critical regionalism. There were only two 

direct references to the region in the whole essay, both referring to the weather. "There's quite 

a lot of heavy rain on the West Coast" (ibid.: 16); but "winter on the coast is, paradoxically, a 

time of fine, clear weather. You generally have the opportunity to paint your house and roof" 

7Interview West Coast 1/004, 28 January 1992. 

8Interview West Coast 2/002 29 March 1994. 
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(ibid.: 12). The mild, wet climate is certainly distinctive; recent commentaries on the Coast 

tend to emphasise the positive links between climate, landscape formation and ecosystems 

(especially the temperate rain forest), stressing cultural responses to climate. Such 

commentaries include the regional council's draft Regional Policy Statement (WCRC undated), 

Peat's guidebook (1989) and the free "West of the Alps" tourist newspaper (1995). The 

intention appears to be to explain that both the distinctive nature and culture of the Coast are 

defined by the climate, which should therefore be enjoyed (see Figures 8.6 and 8.7) . 

S*U*M*M*E*R STANDS FOR .. .. 
S is for sunshine, which the West Coast gets plenty of - along with that more 

famous, thirst quenching, life-giving, scenery making rain. 
U is for unspoilt, which describes most of the Coast's vast land area, including 

numerous national and forest parks and scenic reserves. 
M is for magnificent, which is just one word for the alps and sea which form the 

region's boundaries, in places barely 20 kilometres apart. 
M is also for money, which you can be sure of value for whether you want 

accommodation, distinctive crafts, great food or memorable experiences. 
E is for enjoy, which you can't fail to do, whether you happen to be seeking 

excitement, serenity or something in between. 
R is forreturn, which you'll surely want to do - not just to the land but to its 

friendly, down-to-earth people. 

Figure 8.6 

Figure 8.7 

"Summer stands for" - first item, page 1 of Summer 1995 

"West of the Alps" free tourist newspaper 

WANT TO KEEP WARM & DRY? · 

THEN STOP IN AT • · 
WRIGHTSON ; . . 
AND HAVE A LOOK ~ • 

WOOLLEN • Jerseys • Gloves ~ Hats 
• Shirts • Lammies • Bush Shirts 

WET WEATHER GEAR • Gumboots · 
• Oilskin Stockman Coats 
• Moleskin Trousers 

TOP QUALITY - LOWER PRICES 

WRIGHTSON - PHONE 768 0200 · 
· Tainui Street, Greymouth 

Working hours: Mon-Fri, 8am-5pm 

"Want to keep warm and dry?" Last item, page 1 of 

Summer 1995 "West of the Alps" free tourist newspaper 

The last of the texts reviewed was "Wild at Heart: the South Island's West Coast" (Ryan 

1994). Written for the growing tourist market, the Coast was described as "an alluring 

landscape of the mind" (ibid .: 4), where, it was implied, nature and culture are reconciled . "The 

appeal of the West Coast is the same for Coasters as it is for visitors. It's the love of the land 

and the warmth of the people" (ibid.: 7). The potential for conflict between different areas and 
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sectoral groups was acknowledged and incorporated into the region's critical identity (see 

Figure 8.8 (a) and (b)). Ryan's text traced a circuitous route through the Coast, mentioning 

mining, forestry, sphagnum extraction and farming as well as eulogising the region's natural 

characteristics. It seemed to be just the sort of self conscious cultivation that Frampton 

advocated as necessary for the survival of a distinctive regional culture. There was a strong 

subtext that accepted and promoted the commodification of the Coast. It suggested that the 

West Coast, especially in its development of nature tourism, was "the ultimate theme park" 

(ibid.: 66), with no hint of irony, or concern for the potentially problematic relationships 

between commodified heritage, hyper-reality, authenticity, ideology, and myth that the term 

"theme park" suggests (Eco 1987). This view begs questions about what happens when such a 

park is both the real world for local people, and a carefully constructed, full scale fantasy for 

visitors . 

(a) This is not to suggest that all 33,000 Coasters live in peace, love and harmony. 
The rivalry between towns is intense ... .. However it only requires the threat of some 
intervention from 'away' for Coasters to unite .... Despite their rugged individualism, West 
Coasters are probably the most public-spirited citizens in the country. 

(b) Although there is still a group of disgruntled Coasters who feel that everything 
on the Coast is being 'locked up', those who have taken the new opportunities offered are 
well satisfied. Over-enthusiastic projections of visitor arrivals did not help the conservation 
cause either, but tour.ism now ranks with farming as the West Coast's main revenue earner. 

Figure 8.8 Characteristics of West Coasters (Ryan 1994: (a) 4; (b) 

30) 

8.2.3 West Coast versions of heritage in place 

Weaving these different narratives together produces a complex, inter-subjective view of 

heritage in place on the West Coast. These extracts suggest that although normative versions of 

heritage on the West Coast clearly exist, they have been and are contingent on agency, spatial 

scale and time. Current national preferences, implied by Peat, support heritage as naturalness. 

This is hardly surprising given the national support for environmentalism, the focus of DoC on 

natural resources and the large proportion of the West Coast that is in the conservation estate. 

But Scott suggested that national and regional preferences are also influenced by the need for 

both the region and the country as a whole to continue to market themselves effectively. This 

would suggest increased support for heritage as commodity. Whether this commodification 

focuses on marginality, as suggested by Scott, or on naturalness, or on a potentially unstable or 

synergistic relationship between them, will be examined later. Heritage as naturalness and 

heritage as commodity might overlap, but they could easily come into conflict. 

DoC's approach to critical regionalism was far more direct than the regional council's. Of 

all the texts reviewed, DoC provided the most explicit link between critical regionalism and 

versions of heritage, in referring to the naturalness of the West Coast as "this legacy". The 

confidence with which this was asserted supports to the earlier suggestion that the dominant, 

normative version of heritage in New Zealand and on the West Coast, is now heritage as 
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naturalness. Naturalness is particularly powerful because it is used not only as a critical 

characteristic that distinguishes the Coast from the rest of New Zealand, but also, as will be 

seen in the following chapters, as a way of distinguishing New Zealand from the rest of the 

world. 

In contrast the WCRC's approach to regional identity exemplified the persistence of a 

belief in the freedom to do things to land. In ideological terms this translated into a complex 

blend of capitalism and romantic materialism, a strongly proprietorial attitude to land 

combining paradoxically with a powerful sense of existential attachment to place. 

For the Maori, there was evidence of the simultaneous identification of people and land. 

For more recent settlers, identities also developed around distinct cultural groupings, and 

although more recent and shallower than for Maori, existential attachment to place certainly 

seems to exist. Some of the most notable associations related to activities on the land, 

especially mining, farming and forestry. Northcraft gave strong hints of close knit 

communities, and both he and Scott implied a sharp awareness of insider/outsider relationships: 

The physical distinctiveness and remoteness of the Coast contributes to its marginality, a 

quality that often carries negative connotations. But Scott suggested that marginal status may 

sometimes be preferred by the Coasters themselves. It is as if the distinction it carries permits 

the maintenance of a strongly cohesive insider culture, suggesting independence and self 

sufficiency. This cohesion appears to co-exist with a potentially contradictory West Coast 

rugged individualism - or "good-keen-manism", which is referred to in many examples of 

affectionate, anecdotal, local histories.9 The extracts also contain suggestions of former wealth 

and present poverty, leading to questions about the possible connections between the present 

national emphasis on naturalness and the regional struggle for economic security hinted at by 

Scott. 

Accepting complexity and contradiction in versions of heritage is all very well, but there is 

a danger of breaking down regional identities so far that it is hard to draw even tentative 

conclusions about them. Although the West Coast is a complex series of places, built on a 

number of past and present identities, perhaps it is possible to distinguish specific 

characteristics, apart from naturalness, that are critical now in the region as a whole sense. The 

most direct hint was Scott's comment about the marketing of marginality. This suggests that if 

forced to occupy the margin, by national and global economic pressures beyond their control, 

some places respond by making a distinctive commodity out of their marginality. 

Thus the material reviewed in the chapter so far supports the use of the heritage as critical 

regional or local culture, but the variety and complexity of the versions also suggests that they 

must be understood, as with a colligatory approach to culture, as a collection. The earlier 

emphasis on difference and contradiction has been confirmed, suggesting that versions of 

9For example, see 'Old Westland' (Lord 1940); 'Westland's Golden Sixties' (Halket Millar 1959);'The 
Wild West Coast' (Hobbs 1959); 'West Coast Yesterdays' (Tracy 1960); 'Pioneers of Martins Bay' 
(McKenzie 1970); 'Westland Heritage' (Alexander 1994). 
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heritage are likely to be continually contested. The contingency of heritage is also supported, 

as the texts suggest that heritage is constantly being reconstructed across space and time. 

As with earlier case study material, the analysis in this chapter demonstrates that attitudes 

to identity and heritage are often implied in underlying attitudes of structure and reference, 

rather explicitly stated. Even the resistance of a supposedly influential body such as the West 

Coast Regional Council was articulated in code. Chapters Six and Seven suggested that a 

Maori version or versions of heritage might form resistances in any part of New Zealand, and 

this is confirmed by implication in the extracts from interviews, although the published material 

so far examined, except for that relating to Ngai Tahu claims to the Waitangi Tribunal (1991; 

1995), was inconclusive on this point. 

The different sense of attachment to place identified in those interviews suggests that 

different kinds of information are contained in different sorts of texts. The likelihood of such 

differences was a significant influence on the treatment of the narratives about the Perseverance 

Block. 

8.3 Narratives of Heritage in Place - the Perseverance Block 

8.3.1 Introduction 

The Perseverance narratives demonstrate the interactions between national versions of 

heritage, and resistances, based on other versions, at the more intimate scales of region and 

locality. At a superficial level the narratives are concerned with the function of regional land 

use planning in recent New Zealand history, as they concern a contest over appropriate ways to 

manage a block of Crown land in the Inangahua Valley north ofReefton, in North Westland. 

Underlying the superficial story are a number of implicit connections to identity, ideology and 

versions of heritage: the exploration of these implicit connections is the main aim of this 

account. 

The selection of this case study came after the decision to use as case studies both 

Tongariro National Park and the South Westland part of the South-West New Zealand World 

Heritage Area. I decided that another case study was needed, that pre-dated both the others and 

contrasted with them. The reason for the pre-dating was to permit the examination of time as a 

contingent influence on regional versions of heritage. The contrasts were spatial and cultural: 

the case study needed to be from the West Coast, but involving a local culture and economy 

that was spatially distant and distinct from that in South Westland. Similarities were also 

required: the land tenure should be comparable, and the area must have been the focus of 

intense debate about its use and management. It also had to be well documented, and I had to 

have access to this documentation. Having gone to the Department of Conservation for advice 

on South Westland, I approached the West Coast Regional Council for help in finding the next 

case study. The Perseverance narratives, based largely on an analysis of files, were the result. 
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The files were created in the Greymouth office of the West Coast United Council, 10 and in 

the New Zealand Forest Service conservancy office in Hokitika. There should also have been 

files from the Hokitika office of the Department of Lands and Survey (DLS), but although I had 

access to the DoC archive room, where both Forest Service and DLS files are stored, I did not 

find the DLS records of the project. The DLS files were generally in a more disorganised state 

that the Forest Service files. There were also local rumours that a lot of DLS records were 

destroyed by staff just before the department was disestablished in 1986. The possibility of 

wilful destruction implied an intensity of feeling that suggested another form of identity and 

critical local culture, defined not by place but by agency. 

The narratives deal with the period 1952 to 1988. They start with the first recorded 

proposal for a bridge over the Inangahua River, that was built in 1954 and irreparably damaged 

in 1975. They end with the loss of government support for a replacement bridge and related 

land developments. In the intervening years the Perseverance Bridge achieved iconic 

significance for those stakeholders, both West Coasters and staff from the Department of Lands 

and Survey and the New Zealand Forest Service (NZFS), who advocated the active exploitation 

and development of the Perseverance Block. The bridge was a powerful symbol of the 

persistence of a development ethic on the Coast, allied with a strong sense of identity in the 

freedom to do things to land. For local and regional authorities it represented a dynamic, self 

sustaining West Coast critical local culture. 

The narratives are divided into four phases (see chronology in Table 8.3). The first phase, 

from 1952 to 1959, saw the building of the bridge and NZFS optimism over the future of the 

block for forestry. This optimism was maintained despite regional economic problems, as 

heavily protected, development oriented regional and national economies came under 

increasing pressure. In the second phase, from 1960 to 1977, the Forest Service was still the 

major stakeholder in the land, but the Inangahua County Council competed for control of the 

bridge. The bridge suffered repeated damage in floods and in 1975 was finally damaged 

beyond repair. Despite this, and despite continuing economic problems in the region as a 

whole, NZFS enthusiasm for rotational logging and 'enrichment' of the Perseverance with 

exotic species continued. From 1978 until 1984 the county council and the West Coast United 

Council tried to influence land development in the Perseverance. This led to a huge contest, as 

the land was Crown land, and any development had to be controlled by central government 

departments. The DLS took the lead in promoting a scheme for a new bridge, farm 

development and timber exploitation, which was the subject of several years' investigations. By 

the start of the fourth phase in 1985, despite ministerial agreement to proceed in principle, 

national priorities had changed. The earlier focus on development and protectionism had given 

way to an emphasis on neo-conservative politics, the free market and the commodification of 

New Zealand's unique biophysical characteristics. Although file correspondence continued into 

10Now the West Coast Regional Council. 
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1988, the allocation of most of the Perseverance Block to the conservation estate in 1987 

effectively demonstrated withdrawal of government support from land development. 

Plate 8 . 1 

8.3.2 The Forestry Context 

., 

/ 

The Inangahua Valley , looking towards the Perseverance 

Block and the Paparoa Range 

The Perseverance Block was situated on the eastern flank of Paparoa Range, one of the 

most di s tinctive areas of high country on the West Coast that is not part of the alpine chain . 

Thi s side of these limestone hills is relatively gently sloping, being less dramatic and less 

traditionally picturesque than the seaward, western side (much of which is now Paparoa 

National Park). In a region of great scenic variety and drama, the Perseverance appears never 

to have been valued for its scenic attractions. Its hills and forests contained no natural features 

or wildlife that attracted particular attention . Until the surveys undertaken in the 1970s as part 

of the Beech Utilisation Project, there seems to have been tacit agreement that the social and 

cultural value of the Perseverance was as a potential source of timber and coal. 

In the 1950s the major stakeholder in the Perseverance was the Crown, and its agent, the 

New Zealand Forest Service, created under the 1949 Forests Act. At this time there was 

renewed interest in assessing the potential for sustainable management of native forests, but 

little was known about the size and extent of the resource. 

Before this time there were no forest maps to show the outlines of the forests accurately, let 
alone any portrayal of the distributions of the various forest types to show the 
representativeness of a forest description made at a particular place. (McKel vey 1995 :42) 

The National Forest Survey was an attempt to provide more information: as part of this 

survey the timber resources of the Perseverance Block, part of the Inangahua Unit (State Forest 
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127), were first assessed in 1952.11 The survey used newly developed techniques of aerial 

photogrammetry and mapping, plus ground-truth checks, in order to assess the extent and nature 

of the potential timber resources in the forest. The Inangahua Unit report described the forest 

types and estimated timber volumes over 

about 10,500 acres [c 4,250 hectares] of ground, 8,500 of which are covered with accessible 
timber, 500 of 'pakihi', 500 of recently milled ground, 600 of reasonably good farm land and 
400 of marginal farmland .12 

The whole region has been neglected until ,recently as no gold was found in it, but 
during the last few decades, farms were established in the northern part on 600 acres of 
alluvial flats and on 350 acres of marginal land on the coal measures and steeper limestone 
slopes. In addition some 500 acres of ill-drained poor rimu, kahikatea and silver pine were 
burnt to produce an almostworthless "pakihi". Milling commenced some five years ago. 

The only access is by fording the Inangahua or by a footbridge south of Stoney River. 
Plans for a traffic bridge across the Inangahua north of Stoney River are well advanced. 
From this site, to the limestone country, roading is easy. Bridges over Stoney River and 
Fletcher's Creek are at eastern edge of limestone. At present there are only short logging 
roads near the mouth of Stoney River. 

Figure 8.9 Report on the Perseverance Block in National Forest 

Survey 13 

The central theme of the report was the potential of cut over, indigenous beech forest to 

regenerate, as "[d]uring recent years many hopes have been centred around beech management 

schemes in the central Inangahua Valley" .14 The unit was divided into two broad types of 

forest, one supposedly capable of beech regeneration and the other not. There was a strong 

presupposition in favour of more intensive milling, although the lack of a river crossing was a 

deterrent. Plans for a bridge were already "well advanced" (see Figure 8.9). 

The importance of the bridge and the associated potential for forest exploitation can be 

inferred from contextual material about the region as a whole. The political climate favoured 

development, but the West Coast was suffering from a decline in traditional primary industries 

and a lack of growth. Lack of development meant that the Coast was a problem region . In 

1959 the Ministry of Works and Development (MWD) published "West Coast Region", the 

first of a series of regional natural resources studies. In the absence of effective regional 

government, it was the MWD's role to aid regional development. This role was especially valid 

on the West Coast, where so much land was in Crown ownership. In the opinion of the MWD 

[i]f the West Coast is to expand and not remain, as it has over the last decade or so, with a 
static population 15 and very little in the way of new development, the emphasis must be 

11 NZFS file 6/127 (1) : extract from National Forest Survey, Unit Report on Inangahua Forest from Stony 
River to Ruff Creek by Ralph Naylor, 1952. 

12Ibid . 

13Ibid. 

14Ibid . 
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upon those features which up to the present have been ignored - agricultural land and the 
development of new industries in towns. (MWD 1959: 122) 

The focus on agriculture is interesting, as it suggests a reason for the interest in the 

farming and forestry proposals for the Perseverance in the late 1970s. Traditional forestry , 

based on the intensive exploitation of natural forests, was already under warning. In the pursuit 

of a strategy of sustainable, rotational felling of native forests, 

Forest Service policy is to try to reduce the amount of indigenous timber that is cut. Present 
methods have not succeeded particularly well, but if they are eventually effective, it is of 
vital importance to the West Coast to realise that its timber production will decrease. 
(MWD 1959: 121) 

It is thus impossible to escape the conclusion that the major part of the region's forests -
those on skeleton soils - are first and foremost protection forests: their role is to regulate 
run-off and prevent soil erosion, functions essential for the permanent management of the 
fertile land of the lower river valleys. These protection forests can make only a small direct 
contribution to the economy of the district. Their direct value is incalculable and the 
primary objective in their management must always be to maintain their efficiency as 
stabilising agents. 

Figure 8.10 The role of protection forests on the West Coast (MWD 

1959: 114) 

The main opportunity for the continuous exploitation of native forests appeared to be in 

long term rotations. But 70% of the West Coast had skeletal soils on steep terrain, where 

growth rates and regeneration were predicted to be very slow. The main function of forests in 

such situations was perceived to be protection (see Figure 8.10). Of the remaining 30%, the 

best land had to be reserved for agriculture. The most extensive areas of forest on reasonable 

soil that had potential for perpetual yield management, were in the Grey and Inangahua Valleys. 

These areas also had large reserves of beech (Nothofagus spp ), which appeared to regenerate 

better than the slower growing podocarps, especially rirnu (Dacrydium cupressinum). In North 

Westland red beech (N. fusca) was "vigorous, displays its fastest growth, and reaches its 

maximum size ..... Within its area of optimum range red beech can be managed under a simple 

uniform clear-cutting regime with a rotation of less than a hundred years" (MWD 1959: 107). 

The beech reserves of the Perseverance were regarded as important because rimu, a high 

quality timber, although extensively cut for timber, "has proved silviculturally a most 

recalcitrant species, .. . there has been no significant regeneration for several centuries" (MWD 

1959: 104). Attempts were still being made to develop a way of managing rimu sustainably, 

but it was appreciated that "successful rimu silviculture involves centuries" (ibid .: 119, 

emphasis in original). It is important for the later, South Westland case study, to realise that 

this was understood as far back as the late 1950s. 

15 West Coast population 1867 - 26,000; 1956 - just over 40,000. 
Inangahua County population 1878 - 3,000; 1891 (peak)- nearly 5,000; 1956 - about 3,500. 
Reefton population 1956 (nearest town to Perseverance): 1811 (MWD 1959). 
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Phase One 1952 Pressure for bridge into the Perseverance from local NZFS 
ranger to regional conservator. 

The bridge is 1954-55 Bridge built. 
built 

1956 Private timber contractors operating in the Perseverance; 
regeneration of native species poor. 

1958 First file account of coal mining - potential to toll payments 
for bridge. 

1958 First file reference to severe flood damage to bridge. 

1959 Regional economy in crisis; publication of West Coast Region 
by Ministry of Works, promoting regional development. 

Phase Two 1960 

Bridge 1967 Ownership of the bridge contested, between central 
damaged and government (NZFS) who built it, and local government 
destroyed (Inangahua County Council - ICC) who wanted it. 

1968 File note on new species for planting - mostly Eucalypts. 
1969 ICC gains control of bridge. 
1974 Bridge seriously damaged - 2 months to repair. 
1975 Irreparable damage to bridge. 
1971-77 Perseverance investigated as part of West Coast Beech 

Utilisation Project. 
1977 West Coast United Council required to prepare a regional 

planning scheme under the 1977 Town and Country Planning 
Act. 

Phase Three 1978 Ministry of Agriculture survey of bush on West Coast with 
farming potential. 

Perseverance 1980/81 DLS, NZFS and West Coast United Council vie for lead role 
development in investigating development potential in the Perseverance. 
proposals Interdepartmental Land Use Committee (without WCUC) set 

up. WCUC sets up its own Land Resource Advisory 
Committee enquiry. 

1981 Environmental lobby expresses concern; access study by 
central government departments. 

1982 WCUC on the offensive, produces LRAC report, tries to put 
pressure on Crown agencies. Environmental lobby shows 
more concern. County Council applies for a grant for a new 
bridge. 

1983 DLS and NZFS produce Land Use Committee report. wcuc 
prepares section of Regional Planning Scheme on 
Perseverance, against government advice. 

1984 1061 public submissions on LUC report, including 570 
against; evidence of orchestrated campaign by environmental 
lobby. Labour win election on neo-conservative, pro-
environment platform. 

Phase Four 1985 Joint NZFS/DLS report to WCUC saying OK in principle to 
Perseverance scheme, but not right now. 

winding down 1986 NZFS and DLS disestablished. 
1987 Conservation Act and establishment of DoC; most of 

Perseverance and all of Johnny Walker Blocks allocated to 
DoC as part of conservation estate. 

1988 Chair of ICC writes impassioned letter to Minister - no 
response recorded. The Perseverance proposals aooear to die. 

Table 8.3 Perseverance Narratives: Chronology 
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8.3.3 Phase One: 1952 - 1959: The bridge is built 

The "well advanced plans" for a bridge over the Inangahua River, reported in the National 

Forest Survey did not move as fast as the local forest ranger wanted. A replacement was 

needed for a bridge that had been built in 1947 by the company that then had cutting rights in 

the forest, so that they could extract timber without fording the Inangahua River. Apparently of 

light weight construction, and built below the level of seasonal floods, it had been washed away 

after two months. A memorandum between the ranger and his conservancy office (at that time 

not on the West Coast, but in Nelson) reported that "[n]egotiations are now taking place to 

obtain financial authority for the erection of the bridge ... it must be assumed that it will be at 

least one and possibly two years before the bridge is completed" .16 He was right: it was not 

approved until 1954, but once approved the regional conservator was exultant. 

The completion of the bridge will transform the forest from an area of relatively simple use 
by sawmillers into an area of multiple use where sawmillers, post splitters, mining timber 
cutters, coal miners and farmers will all be independent road users.17 

Crossed the new bridge and went up to the Fletcher's Creek area at the present being 
logged by Cronadun Timbers Ltd. An attempt to reserve the larger red beech trees for 
seeding is unfortunate, in that many of them have not survived the felling of the surrounding 
forest cover. However, it is considered that beech regeneration on these cut-over areas 
should be adequate. The utilisation of red beech appears to be very poor. Many logs 
containing good milling timber had been left in the bush and trees not apparently defective 
had not been felled. This results from the sale of beech timber on output and it is suggested 
that serious consideration be given to having the beech species appraised in this district. It 
also appears that Cronadun Timbers Ltd. are operating a number of sawmill areas 
simultaneously. 

Figure 8.11 Forest utilisation and regeneration, 1956 18 

Pile driving for the new bridge began late in 1954. It was finished during 1955, and the 

file note quoted in Figure 8.11 shows that a year later the bridge was still novel enough to merit 

a specific mention. This extract also gives an insight into the methods of working the forest 

and the uncertainty about forest regeneration. It appears that despite being employed by a 

government department to oversee activities on Crown land, the local rangers had little control 

over the way private contractors worked the forest. This local detail corroborates the general 

analysis of problems affecting the Forest Service's pursuit of a workable indigenous forest 

policy in the 1950s, referred to in Chapter Six (Roche 1990). 

16NZFS file 6/127 ( 1): Ranger, Reefton to Conservator, Nelson, 10 March 1952. 

17NZFS file 6/127 (I): Conservator, Nelson, to Director General of Forests, Wellington, 17 August 1954. 

18NZFS file 6/127 (I): File note, 3 May 1956. 
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Map 8.2 

Plate 8.2 

0 2km 

Inangahua Valley, Perseverance and Johnny Walker Blocks. 
Grey area is land now in Conservation Estate, T represents 
Timberlands. 

The ford across the Inangahua River that the bridge was 
designed to replace. 
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(a) Inspected with Mr. Ensor several compartments at Larry's Creek where cleaning 
had been done in the past few years with gratifying results. There still remain exploitable 
trees but they can be removed without undue damage to regeneration if reasonable care is 
exercised. 

(file note, undated, probably May - August 1955.) 

(b) As you are no doubt aware, the Forest Service bridge over the Inangahua River 
is badly damaged, and it could be six months or so before repairs are completed. 

(letter from Allsop, the Regional Conservator, to Hassen, the coal prospector, dated 3. 
June 1958, concerning the latter's application for a road licence.). 

( c) Areas were inspected which had been felled by Cronadun Timbers over 7 years 
ago. It was over these areas that the recent assessment of regeneration had been made. 
Good regeneration was seen in patches but generally the regeneration was recent and cannot 
be considered as established: Possibly several crops have already come and gone and it 
may be necessary to retain the canopy of cull trees for the present. Hybrid red beech 
seedlings were found. 

(Diary note E. V. J. Purnell, Forester, Nelson, 30 April 1959 - 5 May 1959. re Beech 
regeneration Inangahua West.) 

(d) [E]nrichment plantings with E. gigantea were investigated in partially 
regenerated stands of silver beech .... The addition of this fast growing hardwood should 
enhance the value of the stand without increasing the utilisation problems ... 

(Memo from Reefton to Conservator, Nelson, dated 25 August 1960, re proposed 
planting of Eucalyptus gigantea.)-

Figure 8.12 Forest Service file references on Perseverance Bridge 

and forest 19 

The file record for the rest of the decade continued to show concern over the patchiness of 

regeneration. Early file notes remained optimistic, but later ones displayed increasing 

awareness that the regrowth was not as widespread nor as well established as had been hoped, 

leading to the suggestion, typical of its time but unacceptable to today's sensibilities, that 

Eucalyptus planting would "enrich" the forest (see Figure 8.12(d)). The Conservator's diary 

notes of August 1957 contained the first mention of Perseverance as the name of the bridge. 

Perhaps the most significant of all the filed correspondence from this period, in terms of the 

later history of the Perseverance Block, was the first recorded acknowledgment of flood 

damage to the bridge, in June 1958 (Figure 8.12(b)). 

The early years of the Perseverance development emphasised the importance of the 

national commitment to heritage as commodity. This was consistent with the centralised nature 

of the Forest Service, the only stakeholder with the legal right to direct the management of 

Crown owned forests. Of the versions discussed in Chapter Seven the only other that could 

possibly be identified, in the half hearted commitment to sustainable management of native tree 

species, was heritage as commodified naturalness. The emphasis on improving access to 

farmland, timber and mineral resources was certainly specific to local conditions, but it was 

essentially the same emphasis as that found in other, general commentaries (Cumberland and 

19NZFS file 6/127 (1): extracts, see Figure 8.9 for dates. 
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Fox 1958, McCaskill 1954, MWD 1959). The file record contained no explicit attempt at the 

self conscious promotion of critical regionalism or localism. A hint of a version of critical 

regionalism can be detected in the correspondence of the regional conservator. In promoting 

the opportunities for "an area of multiple use where sawmillers, post splitters, mining timber 

cutters, coal miners and farmers", he suggests an actively worked forest contributing to a 

thriving local economy and renewed prosperity for the whole area. 

The uniqueness of the New Zealand forest undoubtedly contributed both to the enthusiasm 

for and the failure of attempts to manage the indigenous forest in perpetuity. The forest was 

appreciated as unique, but as resource, not for its own sake. The national commitment to the 

management of the natural forest in perpetuity did not appear to translate into effective 

intervention in silvicultural practices on the ground. No-one really knew how to manage such 

forests successfully. This uncertainty may have influenced the lack of control over the methods 

used by timber companies to fell and extract timber from the forest. 

Heritage as scenery was not an issue in the Inangahua valley. In the whole West Coast 

scenery was only promoted at the South Westland glaciers, because that was the main area 

where scenery had, at that stage, been commodified (MWD 1959). The natural beauty of much 

of the rest of West Coast was not denied, it was simply not ranked highly in the prevailing 

pragmatic, monumental approach to heritage as scenery. The survival of the West Coast in 

general and of the Inangahua area in particular was understood as depending on their ability to 

continue to be exploited for primary and secondary products. 

There is no mention in the file record at that time of other possible resistances to heritage 

as commodity. The embryonic environmental movement would not have viewed the 

exploitation of areas such as the Perseverance as a threat. There was certainly no 

correspondence hinting at growing concern for forest preservation. Neither did alternative 

versions of heritage as culture, for example reflecting the concerns of Te Tai Poutini Maori, 

register on the files. 

By 1959 the Perseverance Bridge, the critical structure for the commodification of the 

Inangahua forest, was four years old, and had already undergone major repairs due to flood 

damage. The regional conservator's dream of 195420 was still a long way off. 

8.3.4 Phase Two: 1960 - 1977: The bridge damaged and destroyed 

The second phase of the Perseverance development started with North Westland in crisis 

(Figure 8.13) . A reliance on indigenous forestry was being questioned nationally, but to 

Inangahua County Council (ICC) a prosperous future still seemed to depend on the 

revitalisation of traditional activities. It ended with the region still in economic decline, but 

with stakeholder interest balanced between central and local government. From 1960 until 

1977 the main players in the Perseverance saga were the Forest Service and Inangahua County 

Council, with minor roles played by other national and regional agencies. Miners and farmers 

20S ee footnote 17. 
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were occasionally present too, but it was impossible to recreate coherent narratives from the file 

record, which also said very little about other potential stakeholders, for example the Wildlife 

Service and the Department of Industrial and Scientific Research (DSIR). 

By 1960 North Westland ... faced a crisis situation and was regarded as a 'problem' area 
with a declining and aging population. With its gold-mining industry virtually extinct, its 
coal-mining industry hamstrung by dwindling markets and high cost transport, and with the 
most accessible timber supplies removed without thought for replacement, the region was 
undergoing the readjustments that must sooner or later be made in all areas where prosperity 
had depended on the extraction of non-renewable resources. 

Figure 8.13 North Westland in crisis (McCaskill 1966: 269) 

This period saw an intensification of the contests over versions of heritage and approaches 

to critical regionalism and localism. A development ethic was still dominant at national level, 

although by the end of this phase it was weakening. The main debates were over which parties 

should have the freedom to dictate what should be done to the land. These debates can be 

interpreted as indications of different expressions of critical regionalism and critical local 

culture, where self conscious and self promoted identity was related to organisations as well as 

to land. The continued, often petty, arguments between ICC and the Forest Service, make sense 

if interpreted in this way. 

The Forest Service file recorded no further dealings with the Inangahua forest or 

Perseverance bridge for several years after 1960. When correspondence began again in August 

1967, it was clear that the general economic state of the region and the financial and physical 

problems concerning the county council, still underpinned interest in the locality. The main 

issue from 1967 to 1969 was who should own the bridge, thus benefiting from tolls from bridge 

users, plus grants and subsidies to maintain the bridge and approach road. Inangahua County 

Council wrote to the Forest Service Conservator in Nelson in mid 1967, to discuss 

resuming of control of the Perseverance Bridge ... and the possible legalising and taking 
over of a main road to the area where mining activities are being carried out and the 
extraction of timber is underway ........ ... . Council feels that because this bridge and 
consequent roading is not under the Control (sic) of Council, the development of the area is 
being impaired.21 

Correspondence between Forest Service staff recorded considerable frustration with the 

bridge and with the county council. A handwritten note on a memorandum from the local 

ranger to the regional conservator, about how to clear the bridge of its regular accumulation of 

flood damage, simply said "get rid of it to the County" .22 The conservator complained in a 

memorandum to his Head Office that although not against the principle of the handover, the 

Forest Service would end up paying twice for the bridge, once in constructing it and again in 

tolls and royalties to the county (see Figure 8.14) . 

21NZFS file 6/127/7: Inangahua County Council to NZFS, Nelson, 30 August 1967. 

22NZFS file 6/127/7: Ranger Reefton to Conservator, Nelson, 23 November 1967. 
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Since the bridge was constructed it has been subject to a series of floods which have 
continued to pile up logs and debris on the piers. This has subjected the structure to stresses 
for which it was not designed. The removal of this material has been a never ending task 
and can only be done in periods of low flow. 

In October this year, the bridge was again subject to heavy flooding and a number of 
logs were jammed between the spans resulting in the structure being pushed 18" out of 
alignment. The removal of this debris is being severely hampered by the high water flow 
and a further flood could easily damage the bridge beyond repair .... 

If the Forest Service were to surrender the bridge now, it would mean that they would 
have to forego the balance of approximately $13,000 [in tolls 'fifths and tenths'], but 
considering its condition and vulnerability, I would recommend that it be handed over to the 
County and let them have the responsibility of maintaining it before we are saddled with any 
major reconstruction costs ... .. . 

Not unexpectedly, I have been informed that the County Council have decided to by
pass me and write direct to the Director-General on this matter. 

Figure 8.14 Perseverance Bridge - implications of ownership by 

Inangahua County Council23 

The Greymouth Evening Star reported that as "a negative answer to its original request" 

had been received, a stronger case was to be prepared by the county council and put directly to 

the Minister of Forests.24 The local decision to by-pass the conservator could be interpreted as 

an over-reaction, as the negative answer appears to have been due simply to the need to gain 

Cabinet approval for the transfer of ownership. It is however an interesting example of a small 

and relatively powerless body seeking to demonstrate its influence with a central authority. 

(Although the need to consult Cabinet on such an apparently minor matter provides an 

interesting indication of the centralisation of power in New Zealand at the time.) 

The Minister of Forests met a county council deputation in Reefton in February 1968. 

The council's deputation yesterday asked the Minister if it could take over the bridge to 
relieve the very heavy burden on the industries using it - particularly the H. W. Smith 
sawmill on which the costs are very heavy. With the closing of many mills in other areas to 
give way to the Smith mill, the County Council has lost nearly all its fifths and tenths 
income. "In the interests of the industries concerned," said Inangahua county clerk, Mr. T. 
E. Moore, "we want to take over the bridge and help ourselves at the same time" .25 

Meanwhile the condition of the bridge continued to deteriorate. In March 1968 the county 

council decided not to pay for an engineer's inspection of the bridge, because "[t]he condition 

of the bridge is pretty obvious to us all... ... It is in a precarious condition and [an inspection] 

would be sending good money after bad".26 Late that month a memorandum to the Minister 

from the Director-General of Forests summarised the history of the bridge and recommended 

23NZFS file 6/127/7: Extract from memorandum from Conservator, Nelson to Director-General of 
Forests, Wellington, 27 November 1967. 

24NZFS file 6/127/7: Greymouth Evening Star, 22 November 1967. 

25NZFS file 6/127/7 : Greymouth Evening Star, 2 February 1968. 

26NZFS file 6/127/7 : Greymouth Evening Star, 20 March 1968. 
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that it "could be handed over to the county council now .... the present intention is to seek 

Treasury approval to write off the unpaid balance [$13,000] to enable this to be done." The 

Inangahua earthquake of 1968 "completed previous deteriation" (sic) to the bridge, which took 

the Forest Service several weeks to repair. 27 The county wanted control over a number of 

forest roads as well as the bridge, although only about five kilometre (250 chains) of road were 

included in the deed. The ownership of the bridge was finally transferred to Inangahua County 

Council by a Deed of Covenant ratified on 21 October 1969, between ICC and "Her Majesty 

the Queen acting by and through the Minister of Forests .. .. This, one hopes, will close the 

matter of ownership of the bridge. Amen" .28 

The County Council was still not satisfied. They wrote to Reefton asking for the tolls that 

had been paid to the Forest Service since 1966, when ICC said they had agreed to take over the 

road. A handwritten marginal note said "Rubbish! We've always wanted ICC to take over the 

bridge. It was only about 1967 that they agreed to this" .29 The writer suggested that the Forest 

Service would "be quite happy to pay them as long as they reimburse us for maintenance 

carried out on their behalf, plus our normal overhead charges! I would suggest that the County 

be told to go jump in the lake - or river". Another hand added "[i]n other words the level of the 

Inangahua River can be raised by the cubic volume equal to that contained in bodies of 

members of the Inangahua County Council". 

The bridge continued to be damaged by floods. Serious damage occurred early in 1968, 

and in August 1970 the approach road was washed out. The Greymouth Evening Star reported 

that "the bridge has been damaged and the deck has a kink in it approximately 4ft out of line 

where one pier has moved slightly downstream".30 The problem was not just that the timber 

construction was not massive enough to withstand floods. Long enough under conditions of 

normal flow, the bridge was simply too short for the river in flood. During 1970 and early 1971 

there was much correspondence about how to protect the bridge from further damage. 

Complex hook groynes, training walls, new channels through shingle banks and even the 

replacement of the bridge were discussed between the parties concerned. Cost was of prime 

concern and the Ministry of Works eventually approved a modest scheme involving some 

realignment of the channel and protective rock work, plus repairs to the bridge. An important 

consideration for the County Council was that the total cost of nearly $12,000 was subsidised at 

5: l by the National Roads Board. 

Floods in April 1974 caused severe damage that again took weeks to repair (see Figure 
• 

8.15). Then a year later three piers and one abutment were swept away in the largest flood 

since the bridge was built. Repairs appear to have been ruled out: it was decided to demolish 

27NZFS file 6/127/7: FS Ranger, Reefton to FS Conservator, Nelson, 14 June 1968. 

28NZFS file 6/127/7: FS Head Office to Ranger, Reefton, 2 March 1970. 

29NZFS file 6/127/7: Marginal note, 27 April 1970. 

30NZFS file 6/127/7: Greymouth Evening Star 22 September 1970. 
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part of the superstructure, convert the remains into a pedestrian suspension bridge and recreate 

the ford that had operated prior to 1955.31 

One set of legs and 80 ft. of superstructure washed away. (Steel portions may be 
recoverable). Estimate at least two months to repair, subject to materials being available. 
Some 12 chains of approach road washed out. Could be restored at short notice. 

[The parties involved were ICC, MWD, FS, plus a consulting engineer. The sawmillers 
had 6 months log supplies "reasonably available". Some logging gear was isolated and 
needed retrieving.] 

Figure 8.15 Flood damage to the Perseverance Bridge, on 14 April 

197432 

[the writer thought most of the hill country very infertile] judging by the presence of 
mountain beech and yellow silver pine, and seepage areas are common. This, together with 
the low average volume of timber (500 cu. ft/acre?) being removed, doesn't make the area 
very attractive for enrichment. Some of the flatter areas which contain red and/or silver 
beech appear to be a better prospect. Next winter we will endeavour to plant up a small 
area (40-50 acres) as intensively as possible, using E. delegatensis and E. obliqua on the hill 
sites and E. delegatensis and E. nitens on the terrace. 

Figure 8.16 Proposals for 'enrichment' with Eucalyptus species33 

While the bridge was occupying the County Council, others were looking more closely at 

the forest. In the late 1960s the Forest Service was still pursuing the possibility of 

"enrichment" of the Inangahua forest with Eucalyptus species (see Figure 8.16). Given the later 

history of the large scale land development proposal, the most interesting correspondence in the 

early 1970s was an incomplete and unresolved series of letters early in 1973, concerning a 

proposal from two private individuals to develop part of the Inangahua Forest as farm land. 

More was going on in the forest than was being recorded on the file: a note in June 1976 

summarised the scope of Forest Service interests in the area (see Figure 8.17). 

The "extensive research programme" (Figure 8.17 item 11) referred to projects undertaken 

between 1971 and 1977 as part of the Beech Utilisation Project. The Department of Scientific 

and Industrial Research, the Forest Research Institute, the Wildlife Service and others were all 

in pursuit of a better understanding of the beech forest with a view to establishing long term, 

sustainable rotations. The need to demonstrate publicly a thorough understanding of the forest, 

before the commencement of the commercial phase of the Beech Utilisation Project, appears to 

have been a direct result of the growing influence of the environmental movement. The 

Inangahua Forest file contained no direct corroboration, but other conservancy files, especially 

the one devoted to correspondence concerning ministerial and parliamentary visits, were 

31 WCUC file RP 27/2 (1): MWD Access Study, Inangahua West Bank, 1981. 

32NZFS file 6/127 (2): File note, 18 April 1974. 

· 33NZFS file 6/127 (1): Memo from Franklin, Forest Service Indigenous Research, Rangira, to 
Conservator, Nelson, 23 September 1968. 
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illuminating. Figure 8.18 is an extract from the advice note prepared in advance of a 

Parliamentary Caucus visit to West Coast forests in March 1977. It is interesting for its 

summary of the whole Beech Utilisation Project, but more especially for its defensive stance on 

native forest utilisation. 

Total Area - 4300 ha 

1. Area planted 
2. Area enriched 
3. Area Beech Man. 
4. Area Ecological Reserve 

160 ha 
70ha 
25 ha 

790ha 
2,203 ha 
1,052 ha 

Area cut over 
Area virgin 

5. 
6. 
7. Prod. pot 806 ha 5 years 10,260 m3 (51,300 m3) total 

7,616 m3 (36,864 m3) Pod. 
10,260 m3 (41,040 m3) total 
7,873 m3 (32,390 m3)Pod. 
1,620 ha 

and possibly 757 ha 4 years 

8. 
9. 

Exotic conversion 
Enrichment ) 

10. Beech Management ) 1,890 ha 
11. Extensive research programme in area by D.S.I.R., F.R.1., F. & R.E.S., Internal Affairs 

Officers etc. 
12. Farm land partially developed 185 ha. Currently under 3 separate ownerships. 
13. Currently supporting 3 coal mines in area (not working) but were supporting 2 men 

each, total six families, plus a prospecting lease over a large area of potentially high 
production coal. 

Figure 8.17 Forest Service interests in West lnangahua Forest34 

Early in 1971 the Forest Service invited the Nature Conservation Council and the Royal 
Forest and Bird Protection Society to inspect West Coast forests and many others. In the 
six years since, the number of visits increased and the great debate started - numerous 
conservation groups, all with a variety of objections began to oppose the Forest Service, 
which quickly became the bureaucracy which would reveal nothing and did everything 
wrong. This image still holds in the eyes of a minority group within our community ...... . 

[In parallel with the Beech Utilisation Project the Indigenous Forest Policy was 
presented in 1974] to establish a hierarchical ranking for exotic conversion, indigenous 
management and forest recreation that enables any utilisation proposal to be evaluated in 
terms of its compatibility or otherwise with the indigenous forest policy and the 
requirements of regional development planning ...... . 

In conclusion I can only say with all sincerity that in planning the management of South 
Island beech forests the Forest Service has made a determined effort to apply the principles 
of dynamic conservation to forests suitable for a multiplicity of purposes, so that they may 
be put to the most socially desirable productive uses but still maintain their protection, 
scientific and scenic roles. 

Figure 8.18 Forest Service view of pressure from the environmental 

movement35 

34NZFS file 6/127 (2): File note by Senior Ranger, Reefton, 23 June 1976. 

35NZFS file 45/121 (I): Notes for Caucus Visit to West Coast Forests, A. D. Johnston, March 1977. 
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Plate 8.4 

The Perseverance Bridge 

in 1994 (for intrepid foot traffic 

only) 
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Plate 8 .3 

The Perseverance Bridge 

in 1994 



By 1976, following increasing difficulties in obtaining the kind of commercial interest in 

the beech forests that would ensure "socially desirable productive uses [and would also] 

maintain their protection, scientific and scenic roles",36 the Forest Service had apparently lost 

enthusiasm for the project. Inangahua County Council's Economic Development Committee 

expressed concern to the Minister of Forests that the team investigating perpetual management 

of beech was scaling down its activities. The committee asked for a commitment to the 

establishment of more exotic plantings as well as financial assistance towards the replacement 

of the Perseverance Bridge.37 The minister asked the conservator in Nelson to comment; his 

reply was copied to Reefton, where a handwritten marginal note indicated a difference of 

opinion between conservancy and local office. The conservator recommended that because of 

the benefit to the Forest Service of a new bridge, "a liberal view should be taken when 

calculating our contribution to the local share of the work". 38 The Reef ton comment suggested 

otherwise: the bridge would be "v. important to FS in short term. Much less important in 

longer term because of indigenous forest management policy". 

The Reefton forester's view reflected current thinking in the environmental movement, 

which by early 1977 had also become national Forest Service policy. The Minister of Forests 

wrote to the Minister of Finance that 

[t]he Forest Service has recently investigated the proposal to replace the Perseverance 
Bridge and owing to the high cost of replacement and the limited mount of planting 
undertaken in the region, replacement of the bridge is not now contemplated. The 
Department, in conjunction with Inangahua County Council, will shortly be investigating 
the cheapest possibility of providing access roading into the area.39 

Correspondence for the rest of 1977 concentrated on ways of providing an alternative road 

access, the favoured option being a route up the west bank of the river from Inangahua Landing. 

This correspondence was notable for introducing for the first time the Commissioner for Crown 

lands and the Department of Lands and Survey, which, with the West Coast United Council, 

were to play a central role in the third phase of the Perseverance development. 

By the end of 1977 the Forest Service files indicated that commitment for long term, 

rotational logging of the Perseverance block was still the preferred option, although there was 

considerable uncertainty as to how this could be achieved. Coal mining appeared to be possible 

but was not active. Inangahua County Council had won a bridge providing access to the west 

bank of the Inangahua River, only to lose it six years later. The changes to Forest Service 

policy are inferred rather than explicit, but they are consistent with other changes in sensibility 

concerning attitudes to the exploitation of land. Chapters Six and Seven have already outlined 

36Ibid. 

37NZFS file 6/127/7: Inangahua Economic Development Committee to Minister of Forests, 26 May 
1976. 

38NZFS file 6/127/7: Conservator of Forests, Nelson to Minister of Forests, 22 September 1976. 

39NZFS file 6/127/7: Minister of Forests to Minister of Finance, 3 February 1977. 
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• 

moves towards greater ecological understanding, stressing that these changes were sometimes 

inconsistent and ambiguous. This is hardly surprising: most New Zealanders had taken an 

essentially exploitative, pro-development approach to land since the founding of the colony. 

An awareness of the ecological damage done by over-enthusiastic land clearance and settlement 

was growing, but was regarded as irrelevant by local and regional authorities on the West 

Coast, who perceived their greatest need to be more development. 

Attitudes to heritage at regional level at this time must be inferred from underlying 

structures of attitude and reference. From the files examined it seems that the representatives 

of the county council were intensely local in outlook, identifying with the Inangahua Valley and 

Reefton. Heritage was still an expression of romantic materialism. Critical local culture was 

expressed in the self-conscious pursuit of economic gain from any potential source, that would 

allow the local community to survive and prosper. The State forest, covering most of the 

county, was an obvious source to tap. Local Forest Service staff, on the other hand, were 

becoming aware of other ways of viewing the forest and the land on which it stood. Although 

still committed to exploiting the forest, long term rotations appeared to be essential. There was 

growing appreciation of the naturalness of the forest in its own right. This led to conflict 

between different versions of heritage as critical local culture. 

By the end of this second period this change in sensibility was beginning to have an impact 

on the way the Forest Service thought about the Perseverance Block. This may have been 

influenced by their understanding of the increasingly internationalised forestry industry, which 

limited their ability to control how the country's natural forests were exploited. Given this lack 

of influence and the growing concern for the expression of national identity through the 

promotion of New Zealand's unique combination of natural landscapes and biota, a withdrawal 

from the commercial exploitation of natural forests was logical: it can be interpreted as the 

construction of a new, normative version of heritage as commodified naturalness. The 

development proposals that emerged in Phase Three were proof that regional concerns for other 

forms of identity and versions of heritage did not change as readily. 
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8.3.5 Phase Three 1978 - 84: The Perseverance Development Proposals 

The Perseverance Block, of SF 127 (Inangahua West) comprises an area of lowland 
country along the west bank of the Inangahua River. The block has been the subject of 
representations by the lnangahua County Council and Department of Lands and Survey that 
request the land be considered for farm development. The area has also been studied·by the 
West Coast United Council as part of its study of the Inangahua region. A major hindrance 
to present use and any intensive development is the lack of access to the area across the 
Inangahua River. The Land Use Committee was convened at the request of the 
Commissioner of Crown Lands, Nelson, to consider these issues. 

Figure 8.19 The Perseverance Block, stakeholder interests and the 

Land Use Committee40 

The third phase of the Perseverance narratives recounts what happened when this new 

national version of heritage as naturalness was in contest with local and regional resistances, 

that were still based on a belief in identity derived from land development rather than 

protection. The detail of the complex negotiations between government departments and local 

and regional government is included for its demonstration of how these differences were played 

out in practice. For example, in the early 1980s the West Coast United Council, Inangahua 

County Council, the regional office of the Ministry of Works and some staff in the Department 

of Lands and Survey remained committed to a development ethic, identity in the freedom to do 

things to land, and a version of heritage as critical local culture for the Reefton area that 

reflected these. At the same time representatives of the environmental movement (such as 

Gerry McSweeney, referred to in Chapter Seven), the Department of Scientific and Industrial 

Research and, to a lesser extent, the Forest Service, were committed to a sustainable resource 

management ethic, identity in New Zealand's biophysical uniqueness and versions of heritage 

as critical local culture for the Reefton areas that reflected these. 

The continued interest in the development of the Perseverance, in spite of the lack of a 

bridge, needs to be understood in the context of both continued local economic problems, and 

the newly formed West Coast United Council's wish to promote development in the region. 

Physical conditions and tenure constraints hampered growth in the Inangahua valley.41 

Reefton, once a major rural centre, was in decline. The town was too close to Greymouth and 

Westport to support a wide range of services. "Reefton used to have a strong community 

identity but with population loss it is slowly being eroded" .42 Even the Officials' Committee on 

West Coast Reserve Proposals thought it appropriate to comment on the socio-economic impact 

of the proposed Fletcher Creek Ecological Reserve, of which 2,800 hectares were adjacent to 

the Perseverance Block. The committee reported to the Minister of Forests that "the adverse 

40wcuc file RP 27/2 (I): Extract from Land Use Committee Report (undated, early 1983). 

41 WCUC file RP 27/2 (1): Community Needs and Problems in the Inangahua District, unattributed and 
undated paper, from its position in the file, 1980 or 81. 

42Ibid. 
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socio-economic impact of this reservation should be minimal" .43 The recommendation 

included the need to ensure that the status of the reserve would allow: 

(a) prospecting and approved mining subject to appropriate safeguards (b) small hydro 
development (c) access roads to serve forestry, agricultural and mineral interests in 
lnangahua West State Forest - provided always that the scientific values contained in this 
reserve are not seriously endangered.44 

The West Coast United Council was committed to assisting regional development. It was 

this body, striving to forge an identity and a role for itself in a region where the Crown owned 

and controlled most of the land, that appears to have been the catalyst in the process of 

planning to develop the Perseverance Block. The statutory role of united councils, created 

under the provisions of the 1974 Local Government Act, focused on regional planning and civil 

defence (Dept. of Statistics 1977). Each Regional Planning Scheme was to define policies and 

programmes for natural resource and environmental matters, the type and general location of all 

development, regional needs for public works and utilities, recreation, communications, 

transport, community and cultural facilities (Smith and Taylor 1985) (see Figure 8.20). 

Natural resources and environment -
The identification, preservation and development of the region's natural resources, 

including water, soil, air, and other natural systems, farmlands, forests, fisheries, mineral 
(including sand, metal, and gravel), and areas of value for the enjoyment of nature and the 
landscape. 

Figure 8.20 Extract from "Matters to be dealt with in Regional 

Schemes" (Smith and Taylor 1985: 156) 

The uncertainty over the scope of united council activities undoubtedly influenced this 

phase of the Perseverance debate; determining the actual role of the council is difficult, as even 

their own files emphasised the role of the DLS and the NZFS as the lead agencies. But it was 

clearly the united council, through its determination not to let the matter rest, which kept it 

alive until 1988. This phase of the narratives has been interwoven from two file sources, one 

from the united council, the other from the NZFS. 

The Perseverance development proposals first appeared on the West Coast United Council 

(WCUC) files in May 1980, with a copy of a letter and report from the Department of Lands 

and Survey to Inangahua County Council (ICC). The proposal was for 28 dairy farms to be 

established on 2665 hectares of land, mostly within Inangahua State Forest. No mention was 

made of where the idea came from. Access problems were minimised, as was the existence of 

extensive areas of forest. These were referred to as either "alluvial bush" or "bush pakihi" as 

well as "open pakihi", each type taking a different length of preparation time45 before 

43WCUC file RP 27/2 (1): extract from Report of Officials' Committee on West Coast Reserve Proposals, 
March 1979. 

44Ibid. 
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settlement by farmers would be possible. Much was made of the potential economic and social 

impact of this proposal on the Reefton area (Figure 8.21). 

[The impact] would be profound. 28 dairy farms, producing say, an average of 16000 
kg ... 28 permanent families, therefore a stable and more active community in the 
Inangahua locality, compared to Forestry workers. Servicing industries .... and Reefton 
township would benefit considerably. 

[Farming would be preferred to forestry because of:-] 
a. A stable permanent community; 
b. Income every year .... resulting in more reliable service industries; 
c. The income being spent in the district as opposed to Forestry where it goes into the 

Consolidated Fund: 
d. Contractors in the district to carry out all the development work; 
e. The dairy produce would be processed on the Coast at Hokitika. 
Alternatively another 28 dairy farms may be enough to influence the siting of an 

additional dairy factory on the West Coast. 

Figure 8.21 The benefits of developing the Perseverance Block for 

dairy farming46 

The united council tried to assume control, proposing an inter-agency working party of 

central government departments and regional agencies. From November 1980 until July 1981 

the government departments stalled, and then they took the initiative, forming their own 

interdepartmental Land Use Committee (LUC), without the WCUC.47 The exclusion of the 

WCUC was not surprising, as all except 48 hectares was in Crown ownership. A second reason 

for refusing local representation was the need to suppress differences of opinion between the 

departments, especially between the DLS, which initiated the proposal, and the Forest Service, 

which managed the land. These differences were strongly implied in an internal Forest Service 

memorandum, which commented that "[l]and use in SF 127 must be weighed up with great care 

because the area involved is very large and the implications of development are 

considerable" .48 A handwritten note added "any factual information on employment in forestry 

vs. agriculture would be appreciated". A second memorandum asked "[h]as some member of 

the Committee responsibility for contextualising the land in question? .......... Who is 

demonstrating the need for more farmland?" 49 

Rather than remain sidelined, the united council gave its Land Resource Advisory 

Committee the task of doing its own investigations on the Perseverance development. There is 

45open pakihi - settlement in 6-10 years; alluvial bush - in 10-15 years; bush pakihi - in 12-20 years. 
DLS to ICC, 22 May 1980. 

46WCUC file RP 27/2 (1): DLS to Inangahua County County Council, Report on Perseverance Proposals, 
22 May 1980. 

47LUC membership included the Forest Service, Department of Lands and Survey, Ministry of Works 
and Development and Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. 

48NZFS file 6/127 (2): Reefton to NZFS Conservancy Office, Hokitika, 24 February 1981. 

49NZFS file 6/127 (2): Internal NZFS memo, 2 April 1981. 
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no explicit mention of this committee until the end of 1982, but the amount of work done by 

then, plus the responses recorded from others (for example, McSweeney's critical response of 8 

August 81, quoted below) indicates that it was active during the whole period. 

From the middle of 1981, draft reports from government departments and others on 

different aspects of the proposal were circulated, some prepared for central government's Land 

Use Committee, others for the united council's Land Resource Advisory Committee. 

Environmental concerns started to be heard . Of note was a memo and report by Mcsweeney of 

the Native Forests Action Council (NFAC). He wrote that 
the recreational and environmental organisations that I represent strongly support the 
regional development of the Inangahua District in a manner which makes most appropriate 
use of the land for agricultural development, forestry management of both exotics and 
indigenous timber, retention and enhancement of recreational, scenic and natural values for 
both local benefit and for the tourist industry. We are strongly opposed to the Perseverance 
Land Development Proposal [largely because] surveys in the immediate area reveal 7575 ha 
or 14 times the area lies idle or understocked in the valley, with a potential to double 
existing stock carrying capacity in the district............. [Fletchers Creek reserve is regarded 
as] the major reserve for podocarp-beech forest on flood plain and low terraces in North 
Westland.50 

The Department of Scientific and Industrial Research also suggested that improving 

productivity on existing farmland should be investigated and was not convinced about the 

farming potential of the Perseverance soils . "[R]ather less than 50% of the Perseverance area 

consists of soils which might be relatively readily developed for agriculture. Some of these 

would require stopbank protection from flooding".51 The Ministry of Works and the regional 

Catchment Board were less critical, concentrating on the technical aspects of the enquiry -

where might access roads go, where should the bridge be reinstated and what other river works 

might be needed. 

The synthesis of the resource information does not at. the moment appear to allow an 
unbiased reader to determine optimum economic'land sue for any particular parcel of land 
within the study area. (Mew, DSIR, 2 July 1982). 

The figures used for potential stock carrying capacity are not those that were re
submitted to ... the Westland Catchment Board after consultation with the Soil Bureau, 
DSIR. It was suggested at that time that a range of figures should be put in to indicate the 
uncertainty of the prediction. Unless this is further considered we would require the 
removal of Soil Bureau DSIR from this part of the text as we feel many of the figures are 
unduly optimistic given the constraints (Mew, DSIR, 14 July 1982). 

Figure 8.22 Critical comment on Perseverance proposals from the 

Soil Bureau, DSJR52 

50wcuc file RP 27/2 (1): McSweeney to United Council's Land Resource Advisory Committee, 8 
August 1981. 

51 WCUC file RP 27/2 (1): Soil Bureau, DSIR to LRAC, 6 August 1981. 

52WCUC file RP 27/2 (l): Mew, Soil Bureau DSIR to WCUC, 2 July 1982 and 14 July 1982. 
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The WCUC's Land Resource Advisory Committee presented its report towards the end of 

1982. It stressed the need for the United Council to take a focused regional view, as opposed to 

the wider context taken by the Forest Service. This report emphasised potential income earning 

activities from all available land in the Inangahua Valley. It was open minded about what those 

activities might be - farming or forestry, indigenous management or exotics - but was clearly in 

support of development. In line with this approach, the council asked the Forest Service for 

projected figures for the likely costs and returns of the various forestry options;53 the FS replied 

cautiously, suggesting that cost benefit analysis was not necessarily the most appropriate 

approach to decision making. Meanwhile the Soil Bureau at DSIR became even more critical 

(see Figure 8.22). 

The LUC had produced its first draft report in mid 1982. There were no firm 

recommendations: Forest Service personnel were opposed, whereas the Department of Lands 

remained committed to the proposals. 

The Land Use Committee was faced with an unresolved and continuing debate over the land 
use issues (the block itself and the wider context) and the question of access (cost, nature of 
choice). The result has been that no firm recommendations have been made from the 
discussion.54 

The antagonism of the local Principal Forester was made clear in a hand written file note, 

that made a strong case for the improvement of existing underdeveloped farm land rather than 

more forest conversion.55 This note was endorsed in the handwriting of another senior forester. 

"Please adopt this stance with LRAC and advise D/R56 to do likewise". Apparently the DLS 

felt that their views had been misrepresented, whilst the Forest Service thought that the DLS 

had failed to justify their proposals.57 Another handwritten note on the local Forest Service file 

questioned why their head office appeared to be supporting the proposal, invoking "Wellington 

level interdepartmental politicking" . 58 

During 1982 the debate had widened not just to head office level, but to include other 

players. The Joint Campaign on Native Forests (JCNF), wrote to the Director General of 

Forests that 

[o]ur representative on the West Coast United Council's Land Resource Advisory 
Committee, Mr Gerry McSweeney, informs me that he and the Wildlife Service 
representative (Mr Bob Simpson) are fighting a lonely battle to retain the Perseverance 
block in forest.... Despite the outstanding suitability of the site to beech management, and 

53WCUC file RP 27/2 (I): WCUC to FS, 6 May 1982. 

54WCUC file RP 27/2 (1): Draft Land Use Committee Report (1982: 4). 

55NZFS file 8/1 (2): File Note, 24 September 1982. 

56District Ranger. 

57NZFS file 8/1 (2): FS File Note, 23 December 1982. 

58NZFS file 8/1 (2): FS File Note, 12 January 1983. 
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the Forest Service's investment in the area, your department's representative Mr Alan Reid 
has made no case for retention of the area in forest for beech management purposes .... Our 
policy for the Perseverance Block may be summarised as follows: (I) the entire area should 
be retained in native forest and the bulk of it used for beech management, under suitable 
constraints to secure reasonable continuity of forest cover for wildlife; (2) a small special 
purpose ecological reservation should be established, probably on key site 31/91; (3) the Te 
Wharau pakihi should be similarly reserved for its fernbird population.59 

The united council again tried to speed the process, by inviting the Minister of Lands and 

Forests to implement the council's Perseverance proposals, with the reservation of Te Wharau 

Pakihi, sustained yield of red and silver beech along Te Wharau River, exotic plantations south 

of Larry's Creek and reinstatement of bridge access (see Figure 8.23).60 The second 

recommendation was notable, as it introduced the idea of the WCUC using its own procedures 

"if it becomes apparent that Government Departments are unable or unwilling to undertake the 

integrated development strategy outlined". 

INANGAHUA DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS - RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That the Minister of Lands and Forests be invited to implement the land 
development proposals outlined i.n Figure 5 attached, ie: 

1.1 The development of the Perseverance Block for up to 23 dairy farms as the best 
option for stimulating community viability in the Inangahua area based on information 
available at the present time. 

1.2 The reservation of Te Wharau Pakihi as wildlife habitat. (The land would · 
probably remain as State Forest but would be managed appropriately.) 

1.3 The sustained yield management of red and silver beech along the Te Wharau 
River. 

1.4 The Development ofthe Johnny Walker Block61 and associated private land for 
agriculture with due regard for wildlife values. 

1.5 The further development of an exotic plantation south of Larry's Creek (A warua 
River). 

1.6 The re-instatement of bridge access across the Inangahua Rover to service 
agricultural, forestry and mineral development of the Perseverance area. 

2. That regional planning procedures be implemented at an early date if it becomes 
apparent that Government Departments are unable or unwilling to undertake the integrated 
development strategy outlined. 

3. That the Wildlife Service be invited to approach land owners and the Inangahua 
County Council to discuss appropriate protection and management for wading birds. 

Figure 8.23 West Coast United Council's Recommendations on the 

Perseverance Development Proposals62 

59NZFS file 32/4/1 (2): Joint Campaign for Native Forests to Director General Forests, 28 July 1982. 

60wcuc file RP 27/2 (1): WCUC Regional Planning Committee Report, 19 August 1982: 9. 

61 No explanation appeared in the files for the addition of the Johnny Walker Block, except that 
it was "unoccupied Crown land" capable of being developed into seven dairy units. 

62wcuc file RP 27/2 (1): From WCUC Regional Planning Committee papers, 19 August 1982. 
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Plate 8.5 

Plate 8 .6 

Johnny Walker Block, looking south 

Victoria Forest Park in background 

Perseverance Block: stony river terrace soils, Nothofagus 

forest, coal mining debris 
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The united council also sought support from other sources, but this did not always 

materialise. The general manager of the Westland Co-operative Dairy wrote that "there are 

other areas in South Westland and the Grey Valley which are in the process of development and 

which are much closer to the present factory facilities". High transport costs meant that "it 

cannot be taken for granted that a new factory will be built at Reefton or Greymouth..... It 

would be most unfortunate if farm development proceeded and there were no facilities to 

process the milk" .63 

By October 1982 the united council was so concerned at the delay that the Chairman wrote 

to the Minister of Lands and Forests, reminding him of the Perseverance proposal, and 

including six copies of their committee paper. The Minister's office acknowledged the letter, 

but there was no substantive reply . At the same time the county council wrote to the united 

council praising the latter's proposals for the Perseverance as " a very clear, factual report [that] 

sets out in a concise form the potential for the district" .64 The county council decided to take 

their own initiative in two ways. The first was to apply for aDevelopment Roading Grant to 

assist with the building of a new Perseverance Bridge.65 The second was an approach to the 

Ministry of Agriculture for support for large scale local developments in dairy farming. MAF 

was encouraging but cautious . 

Right at present the financial position of many sheep and beef farmers is very tight indeed 
and we can foresee some entrenchment.... Conversely dairy farmers are in the main doing 
well but one would be unwise to expect the current dairy prices to remain too long, though 
we hope they do.... I would feel that it would be advisable for your committee to 
concentrate on influencing policy rather than approaching individual landowners .... We 
(and I suggest you) have to be a bit careful we are not seen as pushing dairying too hard as 
this causes resentment among some other farmers and can be counter productive in the long 
term.66 

Two more reminders to the Minister brought a response on 23 December 1982, against 

farm development and supporting the retention of forestry. The Minister's response appears to 

have been a reflex action brought about by the suggestion by the united council that the 

Perseverance proposals be treated as a section of the West Coast Regional Scheme. At this 

stage no-one accused the united council of attempting to abrogate the rights of the Crown, 

although this is one interpretation of what they were trying to do. The united council responded 

passionately to what it interpreted as political expediency. The Minister had justified his 

position by reference to the Indigenous Forest Management Policy, but the united council 

responded that 

63WCUC file RP 27/2 (1): Westland Co-operative Dairy to WCUC, 7 September 1982. 

64WCUC file RP 27/2 {l): ICC to WCUC 12 October 1982. 

65WCUC file RP 27/2 (1): ICC to WCUC 23 December 1982. 

66WCUC file RP 27/2 (1) : MAF to Inangahua Economic Development Committee, 3 November 
1982. 
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this vague and expedient policy is subject to interpretation to the benefit of any interpreter 
and could just as easily be used to the advantage of the regional aims and aspirations of the 
WCUC. The Government should be reminded that even recently it was considered 
politically convenient to ignore the IFMP67 when suggesting the clear-filling (sic) of South 
Westland's Forests to meet other regional promises of compensation for National Park 
Extensions.68 

According to the united council, the Perseverance block represented only 1.4% of the 

available No1th Westland beech 'working circle', so clearance for farming was not vital to its 

success. Much under-developed private land was already being improved under a number of 

DLS programmes, so that criticism was invalid too. In the united council's opinion 

wildlife values of the area have been grossly exaggerated in order to justify the 
Government's refusal.. ... Wildlife values in fact significantly contributed to the United 
Council's comprise (sic) solution to the land use dilemma .. .To point out the prescence (sic) 
of Great Spotted Kiwis as a reason for protecting habitat under NZFS Management is utter 
irrational and emotive garbage .. .. Great Spotted Kiwis are not an endangered species, nor 
even a seriously threatened species .... only 30% of the forest area is proposed for clearance 
for farming under the United Council's proposal. Wildlife Service also report that Great 
Spotted Kiwis, while confined to the South Island, are rather common in North Westland.69 

The letter ended with a complaint that the united council would not be allowed to 

implement any planning for the region, because so much of it was Crown land. The 

withdrawal smacks of the previously mentioned "Wellington level interdepartmental 

politicking". In the correspondence that followed with the Minister, the united council was 

rewarded at last with the promise of a place on the inter-departmental Land Use Comrnittee.70 

This was a pyIThic victory, as the files show that the committee had by that time almost 

completed its work. 

By early 1983 a fourth draft of the Land Use Committee report was being debated hotly 

between the DLS and the Forest Service. The committee met on 8 February and shortly after 

that (the signed copy is undated) representatives of each participating department signed the 

final draft. After all the fuss, it was not surprising that the recommendations were not 

definitive, calling instead for more study (see Figure 8.24). 

It is clear from other documents on the united council files that the DLS were still 

committed to the project, and had programmed the first 12 years of the development in some 

detail, without woITying at that stage about further justificatory study.7 1 Meanwhile DSIR 

(Botany Division) were concerned about the high conservation and biological values in both 

the blocks . The cut-over mixed podocarp and beech forest in Johnny Walker Block was 

67IFMP - Indigenous Forests Management Policy. 

68WCUC file RP 27/2 (I): WCUC to Minister of Lands and Forests, undated January 1983. 

69Ibid. 

70WCUC file RP 27 /2 (I) : Minister of Lands and Forests to WCUC 3 February 1983. 

71 WCUC file RP 27 /2 (I) : DLS to Westland Catchment Boad, undated. 
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regenerating fast. "The area within the block is one of the largest and one of the best examples 

of this now rare forest type" .72 The Perseverance forests were "composed of silver beech, black 

beech, red beech, kahikatea and rimu, and whilst there are other forests of this type in the 

vicinity, their overall rarity in the present landscape warrants their retention and protection".73 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEND A TIO NS 

A significant portion of the Perseverance contains a high quality forest and/or soil 
resource which could be used more intensively by forestry or farming. Bridge or all
weather road access is a prerequisite to intensive development that fully utilises the 
resources there. 

Decisions on land use interact with declared Government policy and the implications 
will extend beyond this area. 

It is specifically agreed that: 
I . A detailed land use study is appropriate with a wide combination of 

forestry/farming combinations. 
2. Economic analysis is important to such a study and should provide for a range of 

forecasts regarding inputs and outputs from farming and forestry. 
3. Non-quantitative variables mustbe considered in any study from conservation of 

native forest to regional need for jobs and resource development. 

Figure 8.24 Conclusions and Recommendations from Land Use 

Committee study on Perseverance development 

The Minister visited the area in February 1983. The visit was reported to the Forest 

Service Conservator by the District Ranger. 

Ministerial consideration at this early stage, and on the ground at that, is fortunate even 
though it does not alter the circumstances behind the problem. 

The Minister felt that land of the Crown should be considered together ... .. in particular his 
wish is for Lands and Survey and NZ Forest Service to jointly appraise Johnny 
Walker/Perseverance as one block over which both farming and forestry are allotted 
sensible working areas .. .. [he envisages] an intimate "jig-saw" puzzle of State forest and 
land development blocks...... Although the Minister was keen to see progress along these 
lines no doubt he will confirm the procedure to be taken via the normal channels.74 

It is not certain whether the district ranger had changed his views or was simply being 

pragmatic: after all, this was the same district ranger who had stood out so strongly for forestry 

in the Land Use Committee discussions. A longer report was prepared by the local Ministry of 

Works representative. The Minister appeared to have accepted the arguments for integrated 

development, but there were differences about what process and what detailed outcome he had 

intended to signal. 

Forest Service and Lands and Survey staff appeared to interpret the Minister's intentions to 
be the preparation of an inter-departmental plan for management of the whole Perseverance 

72WCUC file RP 27/2 (I) : DSIR, Botany Division to WCUC, undated. 

73Ibid. 

74NZFS file 8/1 (2): NZFS District Ranger to Regional Conservator, 28 February 1983. 
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area as one unit under both departments' control, while the writer's [MWD] impression was 
that the Minister wanted a series of individual farms, each used partly for dairy farming and 
partly for beech management. The interdepartmental management plan may in fact be the 
first step in settling individual dairy farms. 75 

The MWD report also covered the other reason for a ministerial visit to the West Coast, to 

discuss options for assistance to South Westland. From this time onwards the fortunes of both 

North and South Westland are increasingly entangled, and there are clear indications in the file 

record that this exacerbated the sense of frustration from the local MWD officer, the united 

council and Inangahua County Council. 

Correspondence for the first half of 1983 concerned the united council's enthusiasm for the 

next stage of the Perseverance proposals, the preparation of a joint Forest Service and DLS 

report. By April draft terms of reference were established. These were very broad, requiring 

the assembly of information and the evaluation of land use options that included both status quo 

management and maximising production through combinations of different approaches to 

forestry and farming. Consideration of the county council's planning scheme was included, but 

the united council was not mentioned. The minister soon insisted that the united council, as 

well as "the main environmental organisations" be involved.76 

The correspondence illuminated the strained relations between regional and national 

agencies,77 and between different government departments. The views of the local Ministry of 

Works and Forest Service representatives contrasted sharply . The former criticised the latter's 

"uncompromising attitude" and insistence on following the "policy of his own department" .78 

The Forest Service stressed that the Indigenous Forest Management Policy, "which other 

members wanted to ignore", was the government's, not just the policy of a single department.79 

The joint report produced in June 1983 was a model of biased reporting.80 It did not 

follow either its own terms of reference, or the strategy agreed at the end of the Land Use 

Committee report. Although four options were included, they were not treated equally and only 

one had any attempt at a cost-benefit analysis. Integrated forestry and agriculture was the 

preferred option, but it was clear that the option of indigenous forestry as the sole use had not 

been considered seriously: the Forest Service view was subordinate to that of the DLS. This 

was the cause of bitter comments from Forest Service staff even before the report was released. 

A handwritten note of a telephone conversation referred to concern over the "limited cost 

75WCUC file RP 27/2: MWD Westport to MWD Christchurch, 2 March 1983. 

76NZFS file 8/1 (2): FS HO to Conservator, Holitika, 19 April 1983. 

77WCUC file RP 27 /2: WCUC to Min . of Forests, 3 May 83 and FS Hokitika to WCUC, 6 May 1983. 

78WCUC fil e RP 27/2: MWD, Westport to Christchurch, 2 March 1983. 

79NZFS file 8/ I (2): hand written addendum, MWD to FS, 9 May 1983. 

80NZFS file 8/1 (2) : Joint Report by Commissioner of Crown Lands, Nelson and Conservator of Forests, 
Hokitika, 6 June 1983. 
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benefit analysis" done in the report, and to the belief that if done more fully "indigenous 

forestry would show up best".81 Although it is tempting to blame the Minister's previously 

stated preference for integrated development for the built-in bias, it is still surprising that 

neither the terms of reference nor the LUC report were adhered to. 

Despite concern at the lack of rigour in this second report, in September 1983 the Minister 

of Lands and Forests approved the release of a paper supporting the integrated development 

option, which would involve 1796 hectares in 18 dairy units, 1136 ha retained in beech forest 

and 371 ha of indigenous plantations. This proposal was justified because of its benefits to 

regional development (see Figure 8.25). 

While it may be said that the development of dairy units on pakihi sites appears to 
present some uncertainties, it is a joint conclusion of the study that the integrated agriculture 
development/forest management option appears to offer a useful opportunity for regional 
aspirations for development to be realised through productive land use of these blocks, 
while continuing to some extent present management of some beech forest and exotic 
plantations. 

Figure 8.25 Joint Report - justification for integrated development on 

Perseverance and Johnny Walker Blocks82 

The apparent agreement was misleading. Subsequent correspondence demonstrated that 

the two departments could still not agree on the most appropriate course of action. The degree 

of indecision and contradiction was so great that causes other than the Perseverance debate 

itself seemed to be implicated. The first of these causes was the apparent lack of any precedent 

or established process for a joint project of the sort recommended. The second was the growing 

tension within and between both departments, in the face of increasing criticism of both from 

outside agencies, especially those representing the environmental movement (see Chapters Six 

and Seven) These tensions led to discussions between the Forest Service and the Department 

of Lands about a possible merger, to which end joint local area co-ordinating committees 

(LAAC) were introduced.83 Thus during 1983 and 1984 the two departments were striving to 

draw closer together, to liaise more effectively and to reduce institutional and bureaucratic 

boundaries, whilst others were contriving to disband them (RFB 1982, 1985). 

On the West Coast the united council again tried to take the initiative by proposing to the 

minister that the Perseverance proposals should be incorporated into a section of the Regional 

Planning Scheme. The minister was asked to confirm that this would meet the public 

consultation requirements of the Indigenous Forest Management Policy. Although the 

Minister's own statement had stressed the need for regional development, it fell short of 

suggesting that the united council should be the lead agency, in effect taking the role of the 

81 NZFS file 8/1 (2): FS Head Office to Hokitika, 26 March 1983. 

82WCUC file RP 27/2 (I): Minister of Lands and Forests' paper, 6 September 1983. 

83NZFS file 8/1 (2): telex from FS Head Office to all conservancies, 18 August 1983. 
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Crown. He took more than a month to reply in a curious letter that reads rather threateningly. 

He was not in favour of the suggested strategy, as it would "involve legal requirements and a 

degree of detail that cannot appropriately be handled through the regional planning 

process .. [possibly resulting in] a delay of months and perhaps years in reaching a decision. I 

am sure you would agree that this is not desirable". 84 Instead the Minister suggested that the 

proposals should be made public jointly by the three parties, and that each should act jointly at 

each stage, although he did not define what process should be followed if the regional planning 

approach were to be abandoned. 

The united council issued a press release jointly with the Forest Service and the 

Department of Lands, but the emphasis was still on the intention to prepare a section of the 

Regional Scheme, including the Perseverance proposals .85 The Minister was furious . He again 

threatened delays, ostensibly because the project was not the joint one that he had suggested, 

but probably because the right of the Crown to determine policy on Crown land appeared to be 

threatened. However he assured the council of his departments' continued co-operation, ending 

"[d]espite my reservations on the regional planning process involvement in this matter, I am 

sure that the exercise will yield the appropriate result in terms of informed public comment, to 

enable the Perseverance land use issues to be decided in light of a full canvas of opinion. Once 

again, thank you for your efforts towards this end" .86 After all, it was election year. 

In the months that followed, the Ministry of Works and Development sided increasingly 

with the united council, taking an explicitly "West Coast view" .87 The Forest Service and the 

DLS appeared to be dragging their feet. The District Commissioner of Works "had a lot of 

sympathy for the WCUC.... It seems to me that the intention to prepare a scheme section is a 

'last resort' type action because despite being told by their Minister to get on with the job DLS 

and NZFS have not performed".88 

Meanwhile the public consultation process was attracting interest from the environmental 

movement. The Joint Campaign on Native Forests commented on the subject even before the 

scheme section was advertised. 89 The Native Forests Action Council published a critical 

commentary on the proposals that was summarised in the Westport News, causing great 

concern in both ICC and the WCUC.90 The Commissioner for the Environment objected to the 

84WCUC file RP 27/2 (1): Min. of Lands and Forests to WCUC, 15 November 1983. 

85WCUC file RP 27/2 (1): undated , but asking for public submissions by 17 February 1984. 

86WCUC file RP 27/2 (1) : Min. of Lands and Forests to WCUC, 20 January 1984. 

87WCUC file RP 27/2 (l): District Commissioner of Works, MWD Westport to Resident Engineer, 
MWD Greymouth, 5 January 1984. 

88Ibid. 

89WCUC file RP 27/2 (2): JCNF to WCUC, 14 December 1983. 

90wcuc file RP 27/2 (2): ICC to WCUC, 28 February 11984. 
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proposals.91 It was "not opposed to agricultural development in North Westland where it is 

appropriate, but [believed] that there is considerable potential regional benefit in beech 

management, that will provide employment, and a cash flow not only from timber products but 

also from tourism" .92 Amongst the submissions was a petition signed by fifty one people from 

south Wairarapa, using wording suggested in an NFAC newsletter. It was sent to the Minister 

rather than to the united council, referring to "the clearance of almost 200 ha of beech and 

kahikatea forest on public land" and expressing the signatories' "very sincere concern regarding 

the continued reduction and threatened further reduction of the small remaining area of native 

forest in New Zealand" .93 

The Ministry of Works undertook to analyse the public submissions on behalf of the united 

council. This took some months. According to the united council the reason for this length of 

time was that some departments had "submitted documents of unreasonable length, notably 

Wildlife Service which has provided a submission somewhat in the form of a tome (sic)" .94 

Departments were to be asked for a four page summary of their submissions, failing this 

"Council would seek advice as to which four pages of their submissions they wished to be 

considered for analysis" .95 

Delays continued, marked by the exchange of cross letters asking what was going on. The 

analysis was finally finished in time for the united council's meeting in October 1984.96 It 

provides an interesting encapsulation of the range of views and resultant tensions concerning 

versions of heritage at national and regional levels, that were current at the time. There were 

570 submissions against the Perseverance proposals (including sixteen from organisations) and 

491 in favour. Most of the submissions, both for and against, were proforma letters, those 

from residents of Inangahua County in favour; those from further afield, mostly city dwellers, 

usually against. According to the MWD analysis, both types of letter tended to state an over 

simplified view or were based on partial information. "Few submissions reveal any degree of 

knowledge about land use conflict on the West Coast, acceptance of compromise or 

appreciation that the balance sought between productive development and preservation of 

natural values relies ultimately on value judgements". 97 MWD officers had already indicated 

their sympathy for the Perseverance proposals, and they continued to express support for any 

programme which would address the "very real threat to community viability in 

91 NZFS file 8/1 (2): Commissioner for the Environment to MWD, Greymouth, 22 March 1984. 

92Ibid . 

93WCUC file RP 27/2 (2) : undated petition. 

94WCUC file RP 27/2 (2): WCUC to MWD Greymouth, 16 June 11984. 

95 Ibid . 

96WCUC file RP 27/2 (2) : WCUC to Inangahua Economic Development Committee, 2 October 1984. 

97WCUC file RP 27/2 (2): MWD Report on PublicSubmiss ions to WCRPS Section 3, October 1984. 
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Reefton/Inangahua" .98 There was regret that there was little "support from appropriate 

organisations for channelling regional development into sustained indigenous production 

forestry" .99 There was also concern that the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries had not 

satisfactorily defended their view that "agricultural development should not proceed at the 

expense of indigenous forest when other under-utilised land remains theoretically available" .100 

The Department of Lands and Survey agreed with the analysis, regretting that most submissions 

were "all or nothing" comments. 101 "[W]ith few exceptions [they] make no suggestions for an 

integration of uses which would meet regional objectives while safeguarding other significant 

values" .102 

8.3.6 Phase Four - 1985-88: Winding Down 

Reading this material brings into sharp focus a three-way tension concerning versions of 

heritage, critical localism and critical regionalism that emerged throughout the Perseverance 

narratives. One strand was the non-governmental environmental organisations and their largely 

city based supporters, believing in New Zealand's heritage as naturalness, in critical regionalism 

in a global context and seeing New Zealand's relative naturalness as its most unique and 

commodifiable feature. 

The second strand included residents and ratepayers of Inangahua County, whose version 

of heritage was the right to pass on the ability to do things to land and whose main concern was 

the viability of their own communities. The constant theme throughout these submissions was 

the need for more local residents. "Development proposals [were] seen as adding more people 

to the District first and foremost". 103 On one level this does not relate to critical regionalism or 

localism, as it does not appear to identify anything that would distinguish the Inangahua area 

from any other. On another level it relates very closely, emphasising the Coast's marginalised 

status and struggle for survival, in contrast with other, more prosperous parts of the country. 

The third strand was the other increasingly marginalised group - the central government 

departments, each in their own way chasing the myth of integration, trying to balance 

conservation and development across the board whilst seeking to protect their own special 

interests. Their position, vis a vis both heritage and critical regionalism, was apparently 

contradictory. There was some support for the freedom to do things to land, but this was 

limited to the Crown estate. Much of the correspondence appears influenced by an underlying 

98Ibid . 

99Ibid. 

I00ibid. 

101 WCUC file RP 27/2 (2): DLS Nelson to WCUC, 16 October 1984. 

l02Jbid. 

103WCUC file RP 27/2 (2): MWD Report. 
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intellectual imperialism, manifest in the pre-eminence of the Crown agencies, that was 

discussed in Chapter Six. Heritage as commodity included both land to be developed and land 

to be protected, but the development ethic was still stronger than the protection ethic. Thus the 

Ministry of Works criticised the DSIR's emphasis on "the importance of 'lowland' forest 

[because] with the exception of Fletchers Creek Ecological Area ..... most of this valuable 

forest is actually working, productive forest, not a primeval wilderness" .104 The position of the 

government departments was rendered more complex by their rivalries. Critical localism, if it 

applied at all, related more to the disciplinary and professional bias of these agencies, rather 

than to any specific spatial focus. 

The analysis of submissions on the Perseverance proposal, and the latter history of the 

proposed developments there, can also be viewed in the context of the popularity within the 

new Labour government of the market driven notions of transparency, accountability and 

efficiency. From 1985 to 1988 the marginalised West Coast actors were still present on the 

Perseverance files, whereas the other players gradually withdrew or were absent. The other 

increasingly marginalised set, the government departments, withdrew because having failed to 

agree at Head Office level about a strategy for the Perseverance, they became occupied with 

trying - unsuccessfully - to ensure their own survival. The Department of Conservation, the 

new department that was responsible for most of the Perseverance and all the Johnny Walker 

Block from 1987 onwards, was silent for other reasons, as were the non-governmental 

environmental agencies: they had no need to agitate in defence of their protectionist views, as 

these had become government policy. 

From October 1984 until August 1985 the new Labour government still appeared to be 

considering the Perseverance proposals, although there were difficulties defining a process 

whereby the FS and the DLS could act together, despite local willingness for the idea in 

principle. 105 It was some months before the problem was stated succinctly. A joint DLS and 

FS report in April 1985 conceded that "the two departments locally have a basic philosophical 

difference relating to the weighting that must be given to the various factors which go to make 

up the Government's IFP" .106 This problem had never been stated so clearly before, probably 

because for the first time there was no attempt to produce an agreed text: the FS and the DLS 

wrote their own sections, leaving the Minister to determine the outcome. This joint report, the 

third in the history of the Perseverance since 1977, suggested strongly that the Forest Service's 

new confidence in defending the retention of the forest was connected to changes in public 

opinion (see Figure 8.26). 

104Ibid. 

IOSNZFS file 8/1 (2): Memorandum from DLS, Nelson to FS Hokitika 16 October 1984. 

I06NzFS file 8/1 (2): Joint DLS and FS Report to the Minister of Lands and Forests, 4 April 1985. 
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[The Forest Service] believes that the Perseverance Block has a quality of forest far 
higher than that envisaged for conversion in the [Indigenous Forest] policy. Public opinion 
in recent years has proved to weigh heavily against fil!Y conversion of natural vegetation to 
other uses. The forests represent the only area of high quality beech in the region able to be 
managed to produce high quality sawn timber and veneer logs. Additionally proposals are 
presently being called for utilisation of beech chip material. These two developments will 
provide increased job opportunities with a requirement for a range of skills and resources. 

Figure 8.26 The view of the Forest Service on the Perseverance 

proposals in 1985 107 

Even if an "in principle" decision to proceed with farm development were to be made, 
the Department believes that there is no case for immediate commencement. Priority for the 
development would need to be determined in the context of an overall strategy for farm 
development on the West Coast and in particular should be delayed until completion of 
studies currently underway in Westland. 

Figure 8.27 The view of the Department of Lands and Survey on the 

Perseverance proposals in 1985 108 

The DLS was still defending its farm development proposals but with an interesting 

caveat: it was accepted for the first time that more information was required about farm 

development in the region (see Figure 8.27) . From the end of 1984 until August 1988 the 

WCUC and ICC lobbied Ministers regular! y, but with decreasing frequency .109 Hope was 

raised when the Parliamentary Under-Secretary to the Minister of Forests visited the West 

Coast in August 1985, but this visit confirmed the government's tendency to treat the West 

Coast as a series of interconnected regional rather than distinct local issues. 110 Subsequent 

correspondence implies that most of the Perseverance Block was allocated to DoC early in 

1987 and for a time both the WCUC and ICC tried to persuade the government to proceed with 

the Johnny Walker proposals alone. 111 Then in July 1987 it was announced that the Johnny 

Walker Block had been allocated to DoC as part of the conservation estate. 112 

8.4 Conclusions 

This chapter has shown how time, place and agency impact on the construction of heritage as 

critical local culture at spatial scales below that of the nation. The contingent, dynamic nature 

of heritage suggests that there would be little point in precise definitions and divisions between 

107NZFS file 8/1 (2): Extract from Joint DLS and FS Report to Min. of Lands and Forests, 4 April 1985. 

I08Ibid. 

109wcuc file RP 27/2 (2) : WCUC to Wetere, Minister of Lands and Forests, 2 November 1984. 
WCUC to Under Secretary of Forests 14 February 1985. 

II0wcuc file RP 27/2 (2): File note 2 August 1985. 

111 WCUC file RP 27/2 (2): WCUC to Wetere, Minister of Lands and Forests, 23 August 1985 
ICC to Caygill, Minister for Regional Development, 30 June 1987. 

II2WCUC file RP 27/2 (2): Caygill to WCUC, 22 July 1987. 
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regional and local versions: they interact and overlap, and sometimes contradict each other. 

Despite the lack of precise boundaries, the Perseverance narratives did show that on the West 

Coast the united council and Inangahua County Council retained versions of heritage based on 

romantic materialism, wanting to explore to the full the limited freedom of local people to do 

things to land. In retaining these versions during a period of substantial reconstruction at 

national level, the West Coasters who were involved in the Perseverance debates were reacting 

to their interpretation of their own histories, memories and experiences, r than to a more 

detached interpretation. Earlier chapters have already shown that this more detached 

interpretation favoured the emergence of a newly significant national version of heritage as 

commodified naturalness. 

The final letter in the series was from the Chair of ICC to the Minister for Conservation, in 

August 1988.113 Much of this letter is reproduced as Figure 8.28, for its sense of existential 

attachment to place and for its summary of the issues that had fired the debates of the preceding 

ten years. It is an eloquent demonstration of the connection between ideologies and ethics, of 

the transitory, dynamic nature of versions of heritage, and of the contrast between local and 

national perspectives. The WCUC and ICC were trying to promote an outdated form of critical 

localism, involving the exploitation of the area's natural resources to provide "rates and 

dignified employment opportunities". The government, on the other hand, increasingly 

promoted a form of critical regionalism where New Zealand, not the West Coast, was a region 

in a global context, whose critical identity was relative naturalness that happened to be 

concentrated in areas such as the West Coast. 

The West Coast players in the Perseverance debates and the writers whose texts were 

explored in Section 8.2, all showed signs of a range of existential and spiritual attachments to 

place. Each one differed, dependent on time, place and cultural context, but throughout there 

emerged a sense of strong commitments to place. These suggest to me that even if heritage as 

commodified naturalness is an unavoidable, dominant theme, subtexts strongly influenced by 

regional and local versions of heritage as culture, could add richness to, rather than detract 

from, versions of heritage for the West Coast. At no time did the Perseverance and Johnny 

Walker Blocks appear to be identified as landscape, although as a detached, proprietorial way 

of looking at land, this might have been expected. This absence suggests that landscape in this 

case was not a term readily associated with land valued either as literal commodity, reflecting 

the local wish for freedom to do things with it, or for its naturalness. 

At face value, the notion of land as relic appears not to fit the Perseverance case study. 

Highly symbolic of the wish to do things to land, it was valued by local people for its future 

potential, not for its past significance. Eventually the environmental movement and the 

government valued most of the Perseverance and all of the Johnny Walker Blocks for their 

naturalness, although sections of the former were allocated to the forestry State Owned 

1131cc to Clark, Minister for Conservation, 23 August 1988. 
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I refer to your letter of 27 June concerning the Johnny Walker Block. · There seems to be a 

great deal of conflict in the advice you are receiving on this block of Crown land. For a number of 
reasons there js serious concern about the consequences of preventing development of this land and I 

have been asked to respond to your letter on behalf of Council. 
This area of land was milled for Kahikatea in the l 920's. In that process ground hauling was used 

and wooden mill tramways laid and later abandoned. Every waterway in the area was obstructed in 

the process but because this was Crown land there was no follow up development and obstructions 
remained. Consequently all low-lying areas were inundated, the beech content of the remaining forest 

in these areas died and some Kahikatea remains. While the mill tramway was in use, some mining 
timber (beech) was harvested, partly opening up the drier terraced areas and these were regularly 

burned for run-off grazing over the ensuing years. 

When development of the area was first mooted there was delay cause by Departmental conflicts 

of interest - Forest Service v Lands Department. 
To overcome this the West Coast United Council drew up Section 3 of its regional plan dealing 

with the Perseverance area and the Johnny Walker Block. This was delayed by the same 

Departmental conflict of interest and subsequently by the political power of so-called 

"Conservationists". 

At this stage, development of the Johnny Walker Block was opposed on the grounds that it was 

required habitat for Fern Bird and Paradise Shell duck [sic] . In fact Paradise duck are rarely seen in 

the area, preferring to graze (in large numbers) on developed farmland . There are fern bird in the area 
but by no stretch of the imagination could these be called rare or endangered and to maintain their 

habitat would require regular burn offs to prevent spontaneous regeneration of forest cover. 
The bird argument was dropped and replaced by a claim that the site was alcey site for Kahikatea. 

A good deal of the Kahikatea has long since succumbed to inundation. Remaining stands could be -

and should be - managed as part of a development program for the area. 
The area was next considered by the Victoria Forest Park Advisory Committee and development 

was opposed on the grounds that it was valuable wet land. For reasons outlined above we must agree 

that parts of the area are very wet indeed. 

Your letter states "I have been advised that the land involved is being recolonised by native 

·shrubs with a high content of podocarp species, particularly Kahikatea". 

Apart from the land inundated by blocked waterways, the rest of this area will if undisturbed 

revert to its native state in time. This is a natural phenomenon recognised for thousands of years and 
does not make any area unique. It is evident in every abandoned settlement in the region. 

You state in your letter "To create farmland would involve forest clearance and swamp drainage, 

both of which would be in contravention of current government policy". 

I must respectfully suggest that current Government policy also requires that regions rely on their 

own resources. In view of this policy the implications of preventing access to resources are serious. 

The area in the Johnny Walker Block is not great, but must be seen in relation not to the total area of 

this region, but to the productive (ie. ratable) [sic] area which is only around 12% of total area since 
savage reductions in production areas proposed by Dr Blakeley for North Westland .. .. 

Ms Clark I must respectfully but firmly ask you, Who is advising you? It is obvious that you have 

not taken advice from this Local Authority which had the statutory duty to plan for the County nor 
have you taken advice from the West Coast United Council which has statutory authority to 

administer its Approved Section one of the Regional Plan .. .. ...... 

These things are the cause of much anger and frustration and this is heightened by the obvious 

desire of your Department to enlarge its estate wherever possible. That estate is already in excess of 

80% of the land in this region and must be administered under an Act which prevents development 

for production and effectively cripples a region which is at the same time told that it must survive on 
its own resources .. .... .... .. .. 

[The Johnny Walker Block] is home to wild cattle and opossum which have become a source of 
embarrassment to surrounding farmers. Minimal development providing drainage, fencing and access 

would bring this problem under control and at the same time make possible some use of the land for 

timber and pastoral produce, providing rates and dignified employment opportunities. 

Figure 8.28 Extract from letter from Chair of ICC to Clark, Minister 

of Conservation, 23 August 1988. 
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Enterprise, Timberlands. Thus it was neither adapted, palimpsest or paradox in the terms 

implied by Figure 3.1. But a large proportion is now, as part of the conservation estate, clearly 

regarded as heritage from a national perspective, even though its status as stewardship land is 

regarded by some as a kind of holding capacity. This land can perhaps be understood in terms 

of the second and third types of land as relic. It is a powerful symbol of naturalness, although 

not as powerful as national parks and the South-West New Zealand world heritage area. It also 

is an adaptation of past uses, even if present use emphasises leaving it alone. 

This chapter has demonstrated how attitudes to heritage and critical localism in one part of 

the West Coast evolved from the 1950s until the late 1980s. The published sources contributed 

useful insight into aspects of the West Coast as a whole. The archives and file records provided 

much corroborative detail, revealing how attitudes to identity and heritage are implied in 

documentation whose overt purpose was the resolution of land management concerns over an 

area of Crown land. 

The latter years of the Perseverance debates coincided with the ratification by New 

Zealand of the World Heritage Convention, and with the first nominations for world heritage 

status for Tongariro National Park and for two large areas of the South Island, Westland/Mount 

Cook and Fiordland National Parks. These latter two areas eventually became parts of a 2.6 

million hectare world heritage area that now includes most of the south west corner of the 

South Island. The next two chapters look at constructions of heritage in the debates over the 

definition and establishment of the South Westland parts of Te Waahipounamu/South-West 

New Zealand World Heritage Area. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

SOUTH WEST NEW ZEALAND 

VERSIONS OF HERITAGE IN THE CREATION OF A WORLD HERITAGE AREA 

9.1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses constructions of heritage in the extensive area of the South Island of 

New Zealand that is now Te Waahipounamu/the South-West New Zealand World Heritage 

Area. Most of the chapter concerns land in South Westland, thus relating to Chapter Eight, 

which introduced the West Coast as a region and focused on the Perseverance Block in North 

Westland. Chapter Eight considered the ways in which versions of heritage, both normative 

and resistant, have been expressed in region and locality, physical scales that are more intimate 

than the nation. Critical regionalism and heritage as critical local culture were used as a means 

revealing regional and local versions of heritage. These two linked concepts are again used in 

this chapter, which deals with the interactions between versions of heritage from local to global 

scale. The interactions studied include those between normative versions, resistances to them, 

and their connections with identities and ideologies. Additional enquiries concern what can or 

should be done in individual places, to resolve continuing contests over appropriate versions of 

heritage. This question will be partly answered in this chapter and will be the main focus of 

Chapter Ten. 

Situated knowledge about the south west is provided in the second part of this chapter, 

with accounts from a range of cultural and disciplinary perspectives. This is followed in 9.3 by 

a detailed account of the events that led to the designation of the world heritage area. These 

events are presented in three phases, the first ending in 1981, the second in 1988 and the third 

in 1990. The first set of world heritage designations, for Westland/Mount Cook and Fiordland 

National Parks, occurred in the second phase. The second designation was in the third phase, in 

1989, when the former areas were incorporated into a far larger designation, that included 

Mount Aspiring National Park, nearly 19,000 hectares of other reserved land and more than one 

million hectares of ex-State forest (see Table 9.1) . 

Documentary sources are used to construct a narrative that traces the gradual polarisation 

between an emergent national version of heritage, reliant on a commodified naturalness, and 

local and regional versions, reliant on variants of critical local culture. As in Chapter Eight, the 

texts analysed are drawn from published, file and archival sources. Some material from 

interview transcripts is also incorporated. The files suggest three interconnected natTatives, as 

they come from three sources, the West Coast United Council, the New Zealand Forest Service 

and the Department of Lands and Survey. For the years before 1987 material from each of 

these is interwoven to produce my narrative. For the years 1987 until 1990 I have relied on the 

united council's file record, as the Forest Service and the Department of Lands and Survey had 
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been disbanded. In 1993 and 1994, when most of the archival work was done, I was unable to 

use Department of Conservation active files, that would have covered the period from 1987 

onwards. The comparative time line in Table 9.3 summarises what was a complex process, 

where events and trends in the country as a whole interacted with and affected land 

management issues in the south west, as well as specific events related to the promotion of 

world heritage. 

9.2 South West New Zealand: comparative accounts 

The 2.6 million hectares of the present South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area 

represent nearly 10% of the total area of the country, but contain less than 1 % of its population 

(see Map 9.1, Tables 9.1 and 9.2). Compared with the rest of New Zealand this huge area is 

relatively unaltered by human activity. The world heritage area includes Mount Cook, 

Westland, Mount Aspiring and Fiordland National Parks, plus all adjacent land that is within 

the national conservation estate, including the Hooker-Landsborough Wilderness Area, reserves 

of various kinds and other stewardship land (DoC 1989(a)). Table 9.1 lists the different 

categories of land that were included in the extended world heritage area in 1990. Map 9.1 also 

shows the small areas of undesignated land that are in close proximity to the world heritage 

area. These are most distinct on the western, West Coast side, as they are sandwiched between 

the conservation estate and the sea, remote from main centres and literally marginal. These 

distinctions explain why the analysis in this and the following chapter focus on the West Coast 

sections of the world heritage area. The analysis will contrast different versions of critical local 

culture with the view of the New Zealand government, to whom this large and diverse tract of 

land consists 

essentially of a mountain barrier raised across the path of the prevailing westerly winds of 
the 'Roaring Forties' . This sets up dramatic climatic and ecological gradients from extensive 
rain forests in the coastal lowlands, to high mountains with large glaciers, to tussock 
grasslands of the relatively dry interior. (DoC l989(a): 6) 

The text of Figure 9.1 expands on this theme. Taken from a book published by the 

conservation lobby to promote world heritage status for the whole south west, at the time of the 

first nominations for Westland/Mount Cook and Fiordland National Parks, it emphasised 

relative naturalness, size and diversity as the keys to the region's significance. South west New 

Zealand was represented as the pre-eminent area capable of demonstrating links with the 

ancient "Gondwanaland supercontinent". It was a good example of the self conscious 

promotion of a national version of heritage as naturalness, based on the "best areas that 

remain". The New Zealand government was eventually convinced of the arguments presented 

by the environmental lobby. In the nomination document for the extended world heritage area 

the whole south west was promoted for its extensive evidence of geological and 

geomorphological processes and its complex biogeography. 
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I 

Category of land area % 
(hectares) 

national parks 
Westland (already on WH list) 117,555 4.50 
Mount Cook ( " " " ) 94,422 3.60 
Fiordland ( " " " ) 1,023,186 39.40 
Mount Aspiring 285,589 11 .00 
total area of national parks 1,520,752 58.50 

other conservation land 
nature reserves 1,318 0.05 
scientific reserves 2,192.5 0.08 
scenic reserves 3,292 0.13 
wildlife management reserves 645 0.02 
ecological area 11,316 0.42 
total other conservation land 18,763.5 0.70 

private protected land 20 -
other Crown land, most ex-state forest 1,060,464.5 40.8 
TOTAL 2,600,000 100.00 

Table 9.1 Categories of land and areas, South West New Zealand 

World Heritage Area (DoC 1989(a) 

Area I 
SOUTH 
WESTLAND 
Harihari 
Whataroa 
Franz Josef 
Fox Glacier 
Haast 
totals S Westland 
FIORDLAND 
Te Waewae 
Fiord land 
Milford 
Mararoa River 
Te Anau 
Manapouri 
totals Fiordland 
MOUNT COOK 
Mount Cook 
totals Mt Cook 
MT ASPIRING 
Matukituki 
Glenorchy 
totals Mt 
Aspiring 
TOTALS, SWNZ 
TOTAL POP, NZ 

Table 9.2 

1981 eoe'n I 1986 eoe'n I 1991 eoe'n I 

558 543 402 
624 696 612 
483 669 702 
537 438 582 
498 525 522 

2,700 2,871 2,820 

2,004 1,815 1,656 
30 63 141 

339 486 552 
1,338 1,581 1,578 
2,610 2,817 2,604 

426 441 306 
6,547 7,203 6,837 

573 591 462 
573 591 462 

318 459 459 
405 489 462 
723 948 921 

10,453 11,613 11,040 
3,434,950 

Recent population figures, areas in and adjacent to South 

West New Zealand World Heritage Area1 

1Source: Department of Statistics 1992 Supermap database. The population figures for South Westland 
include Westland National Park. 
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Map 9.1 

Okarito 
Westland 

National Park 
Gillespies Beach,~~Y/ 

c::=i Land not in World Heritage Area 

c::=i National Parks 

[IlI]] Other conservation estate land 

1986 World Heritage Area boundary 
was Mt Cook/Westland and Fiordland 
National Parks. 

Te Waahipounamu/South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area, 
1990 boundaries. 
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The islands of Aotearoa are a remarkable biological treasure house. Many of our native 
plant and animal ancestors date from the great Gondwanaland supercontinent 80 million 
years ago, or have since arrived as hardy survivors of long-distance dispersal across the vast 
oceans that surround this land. 

In the last 1000 years the arrival of people has brought phenomenal changes to the land 
and its inhabitants. Fire and forest clearance, hunting, the introduction of predators and 
browsing mammals have transformed New Zealand. Today much of it resembles European 
pastureland or North American pine plantations while in places tatty remnants of shrubland 
begin the slow process of regeneration to native forest. 

What is left today is certainly a shadow of its former glory but it is a heritage we 
increasingly recognise and appreciate and cannot afford to lose. World Heritage status 
provides an opportunity to recognise and appreciate and protect the best areas that remain. 
In those parts of mainland New Zealand where rugged landscape has hindered settlement 
and where the climate is severe, soils are poor and the natural landscape remains least 
altered by human impact. · 

Pre-eminent amongst such areas is the South West of the South Island. 

Figure 9.1 The biophysical significance of south west New Zealand 

(Mcsweeney 1987: 15) 

• altitudinal sequences from permanent ice in the high mountains to sea level (in the west) 
or inter-montane basins (in the east); 

• rainfall/temperature gradients from west-to-east, resulting in a spectacularly compressed 
transect from rain forest to grassland; 

• a north-south gradient covering 3° of latitude; 
• pronounced ecotones between open wetlands, grasslands, shrublands and forest 

communities; 
• distinct sequences of vegetation and soils developed on landforms of different age. These 

chronosequences are particularly well expressed on flights of uplifted marine terraces, 
glacial and river terraces, and prograding coastal du_nes and dune lakes. 

Figure 9.2 Significant environmental gradients, south west New 

Zealand (DoC 1989( a): 16-17) 

Figure 9.2 is an extract from the 1989 nomination document, in which much emphasis was laid 

on the completeness of a series of climatic and ecological gradients from the main divide to the 

sea. These included widespread beech and podocarp forests, both upland and lowland, plus 

lakes, fiords and whole river systems. Both environmental lobby and government also stressed 

the comparative richness of the area's wildlife, despite the impact of introduced animals such as 

rodents, deer and possum. 

Good populations of uncommon birds like the kaka, blue duck, yellowhead, Fiordland 
crested penguin and two species of kiwi are still widespread. Also present are rare species 
such as the majestic takahe, the kakapo, a range of swamp dwelling native fish and native 
bats . (Mcsweeney ibid .: 15) 

The account of the south west corner of New Zealand as a natural remnant of 

Gondwanaland is one of several, each relating to different ideologies, ways of identifying with 

land and constructions of heritage. For many years European accounts assumed that Maori 

occupation of the south west was limited. These accounts appear to have been based on the 

small population that remained by the mid nineteenth century. For example, a well known, 

anedoctal history of settlement at Martins Bay recorded the visit of a Captain Alabaster in 
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1863, who met only two Maori families there (McKenzie 1970). Other publications also 

assumed little Maori presence (McCaskill 1954). Recent archaeological investigations have 

resulted in revised assessments. DoC's West Coast Conservancy's draft Historic Resource 

Strategy emphasised the probability of long term Maori settlement and an extensive greenstone 

industry (DoC undated) (Figure 9.3). The novelist Keri Hulme, writing in the promotional text 

from which Figure 9.1 was taken, wrote a poetic, emotive account (see Figure 9.4), expressing 

existential and spiritual attachment to the south west as place. 

A greenstone working site in Barn Bay, South Westland, has been shown by carbon 
dating to have been occupied around 1200 AD, supporting the contention that a major 
industry based on greenstone trade and manufacture was established not long after 
Polynesian settlement in 900-1200 AD. The meagre population recorded by mid-19th 
century explorers could have been caused by a number of factors:- instability of coastal 
beaches; trade factors such as a decline in canoe building or greenstone demand; and 
internecine warfare of the 1820-30 period. 

Figure 9.3 Early Maori occupation of South West New Zealand 

(DoC undated: 6) 

E raro, rawa kore: e runga, tini hanga. In the north, sparseness: in the south, plenitude. 
South-West New Zealand is a green world, full of riches. It has a mild climate, albeit 

slightly damp .... Food there was in seasonal plenty, an abundance of riches .... .... ..... The 
land invited: the people came .............. ... . 

The people were not known as 'Maori', then. Nga Tini o Rapuwai, the multitudes of 
Rapuwai, who explored the Murihiku end of Te Wahi Pounamu, who fired a lot of forest 
and butchered most of the moa, certainly were present on the western coasts. They were 
followed by other tribes and hapu - Kati Wairaki, Kati Mamoe, Waitaha, Poutini Kai Tahu, 
Kati Tama ..... ... .... . 

Much more archaeological work remains to be done. South Island Maori are confident 
such work will eventually bear out our ancestors' orally transmitted traditions of ancient and 
populous kaika throughout this area. One thing is already certain: our ancestors handed on 
to us a gift, a rich and splendid land called Mahitahi . 

Figure 9.4 Maori in South West New Zealand (Hulme 1987: 77-83). 

The earliest European account was Abel Tasman's, in 1642, to whom the south west was 

simply a "large land uplifted high" (DoC 1989(a): 31). There are no records of Tasman 

landing, but James Cook, more than a hundred years later, did so. "From 1769 onwards he 

made several trips to the southern fiords spending most of the time in the shelter of Dusky 

Sound" (Potton 1987: 85). Writing at a time when scenic beauty resided in the Brownian 

English landscape park, several decades before the fashion for mountains, romanticism and the 

picturesque, to Cook the coast was "an inhospitable shore, unworthy of observation, except for 

its ridge of naked and barren rocks covered with snow. As far as the eye could see the prospect 

was wild, craggy and desolate" (quoted in Lord 1940: 21). 

In the early years of European settlement, physical limitations and isolation made it hard to 

view the land in the south west as resource, although sealing started as early as 1792. European 

settlers found the south west inhospitable and bleak (Potton op. cit.) and until the discovery of 

gold in the 1860s 
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sheer-walled fiords, brawling flood-prone rivers, wet infertile lowlands, hordes of biting 
sandflies and a climate ... notorious for a succession of westerly storms .... repulsed all but 
the hardiest European settlers. (McSweeney op. cit. : 15) 

Accounts of the south west changed radically once gold was discovered. During the gold 

rushes of the 1860s, the prevailing proprietorial, detached view of land, and emphasis on 

tangible, exploitable resources, meant large scale physical changes to substantial areas, and 

even wider changes in the way the land was known. The process of prospecting widened 

knowledge of the region. "Gold prospectors ..... were the first European explorers to discover 

passes and routes throughout much of South Westland and Fiordland" (Potton op. cit. 86). 

Other explorers included scientists and surveyors (DoC l 989(a)). The kind of knowledge they 

sought and recorded represented the prevailing detached, objectified way of knowing land, 

although in many such accounts it appeared necessary to include personal experience of the 

land and the weather. These accounts are reminders of the close association of romantic 

materialism and "good-keen-manism", with colonising activities (see Figure 9 .5). 

As the surf was too heavy (a sou-wester blowing at the time) we could not land at the 
river at Martin Bay, but had to land at the south end of the beach. Next morning, however, 
it was calm, and we launched the boat and pulled along the beach, crossing the bar without 
any difficulty ..... The first work was to get the provisions over to the old survey office at 
Jamestown, which I used as a depot. The office I found in good repair, with the exception 
of the piles on which it had been built, some of which are giving way .... . Having housed the 
bulk of the provisions safely, we proceeded with a boat-load up to the head of the lake .... 
Next day (12th January) the ordinary work was started, our camp being fixed at the head of 
the lake. I found that trig. z had not been cleared and that another trig. (A) and a sub-trig. 
had to be built. This occupied nearly a week, during which, however, I observed at the 
trigs . about the head of the lake. On the 19th we struck camp and started in the boat for 
Pyke Creek. After a hard struggle all day, tacking and pulling and wading, we camped that 
night about three-quarters of a mile below Pyke's, and next morning reached our camping 
ground. 

Figure 9.5 Surveying near Martin's Bay in 18832 

Although the gold era was brief, destructive and exploitative, and resulted from a 

detached, proprietorial view of land and resources, it produced a number of affectionate, 

anecdotal histories, that tend to emphasise the human experiential side of the gold rushes as 

much as the exploitative side (Lord 1940, Halket-Millar 1959). Dense concentrations of 

people, mostly for limited periods, inhabited townships such as those at Okarito, Five Mile and 

Gillespies Beach. Despite their transitory nature, the gold mining settlements still impact on 

South Westland . After the gold was worked out, although many left, some prospectors stayed 

to farm, fish or work the forests. Several interviews mentioned family connections to 

Gillespies or Okarito.3 

2NZFS file 45/125 (!): typed copy of article by E. Wilmot, Assistant Surveyor, from Dunedin Evening 
Star, 16 June 1883. 

3Interviews West Coast 1/010, 30 January 1992; 1/011, 30 January 1992; 2/013, 23 November 1994; 
2/014, 24 November 1994; Franz/Fox Focus Group, 14 March 1995. 
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Quite a number of the settlers had gone to the Arawata. Some cleared the bush and 
made farms, some started sawmilling and some a fishing industry. Transport was their 
difficulty. In the absence of a road to Hokitika and with the steamer calling so seldom 
nothing could be sent away .............. all the Italians left. They had gone to Jacksons (sic) 
Bay intending to start fishing, but though the place teemed with fish there was no market. 
Some of the Germans cleared the bush and made good, industrious settlers.......... When the 
roading was finished and no other work was offered, most of the people left. A few went 
further north and went in for raising cattle, and before many years had passed Jacksons Bay 
was deserted, with blackberries growing over the cleared ground. 

Figure 9.6 The first European settlement at Jackson Bay (McKenzie 

1970: 10-11) 

The emphasis on land for settlement did eventually affect the south west, although 

determined attempts to settle the land were often compromised by inadequate understanding of 

the physical conditions, lack of infrastructure and remoteness. The government settlement at 

Jackson Bay in South Westland, founded in 1875, was typical of early hopes that failed to 

materialise. Figure 9.6 summarises the failure of the first settlement there. It is interesting 

because it reveals the flaw in assuming that all a successful community needed was land. It 

was not possible for Europeans to survive on subsistence agriculture. Not only were the land 

and physical conditions difficult enough, but once cleared, without access to markets for their 

produce, the settlement could not survive. Space/time issues have recurred in different forms in 

the south west ever since, and became critical in the demise of the forestry industry, which is 

discussed part three of this chapter. 

The origins of the present emphasis on heritage as commodified naturalness can be traced 

to the last years of the nineteenth century, when active promotion of scenic and recreational 

attractions began . The Official New Zealand Year-Book of 1890 praised the 

extensive glaciers on both sides of the range, those on the western side being of exceptional 
beauty, as, from the greater abruptness of the mountain-slopes of that side, they descend to 
within about 700ft. of the sea-level and into the midst of the evergreen New Zealand forest 
vegetation . (Government of New Zealand 1890: 17) 

A "collection of high-class and perfectly-finished views of the 'Beautiful Britain of the 

South"' (Anon . 1896) contained sets of photographs from both the Mount Cook and Milford 

Sound areas, both now within the world heritage area, although there were none of the west 

coast glaciers. The 1900 Year Book actively promoted Mount Cook as a tourist destination -

access on the eastern side of the main divide, although slow, was easier than on the west. The 

1920 Year-Book listed 78 "Articles on Special Subjects Appearing in Previous Issues" 

(Government of New Zealand 1920: 402-403), four of which were about Mount Cook and its 

neighbour, Mount Sefton. Land was first reserved at Mount Cook for scenic and recreation 

purposes in 1885 and in Fiordland in 1904, although tourism did not develop on any scale until 

the 1920s. There was an accommodation house in Fox Glacier from the turn of the century, 

that was converted to a hotel by the mountaineering Graham brothers in 1911. By the time the 

Grahams extended the hotel in 1923 it was a thriving business (Alexander 1994: 75). 
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REGIONAL NEWS 

PHOTO. DAVID ALEXANDER 

Gravel is removed from the main bed of the Waiho River during work to protect the historic St James Church. 

Friday, October 18. 19% 5 

Work at Franz 
Josef nears end 

A S:100.000 nood-prolec: lion scheme on the 
volatile Waiho River near Franz Josef Glacier is 
almos1 complete. The work follows ('Xlensin• 
damage caused Uy a flood late lasr ~:ear which 
inunrlmed U\e bank under the historic St ,James 
Church ancl threat(>ned the , ·illage. 

I t also washed out the Waiho hridge approach, 
cull ing thl· Slat e highw;1y link al thl· star1 o f thr 
sum1ncr tourist season. This had st'rious 
COllSCQ ll ('ll("(>S for ttll' locaJ ('{"OIIOJll_\' . 

After sonw contro,·crs,· about tlw level of the 
Department of Const•JYation contribution . lht• 
Wesl Coast Regional Council imposed a speciaJ 
rating schenu.• on the ,illage. 

The local community is expt!Cled to pay about 
$150,000 towards Lhe C'ost of the scheme wi lh thC' 
balance made up Uy contributions from DOC, Ul C' 
Anglican Church Propeny Trust. and the WesUand 
District Council. 

The c:ontracIors have finished work on the 
south river lrn.nk and are now completing U1e 
slopha11 k on the nonh bank. 

TraJ1sit New Zealand has completed work on 
rock spurs above the bridge and µlans to e>."tend 
the existing bailey bridge as soon as the regional 
council nood works are complete. 

A rock causeway to the bridge is also providing 
flood protect.ion at present. · 

Fi gure 9.7 Recent bridge damage in Franz Josef (Christchurch Press 

18 October 1996) 

The continued remoteness of the south wes t has been a major factor in the construction of 

diffe rent versions of critical local culture by residents , as we ll as in the pers istence of heritage 

as naturalness, represented by the survival of the environmental gradients that were summari sed 

in Figure 9.2 . Access by ship was the traditional means of long distance transport around the 

fiord s and even along the South Westland coast, although the only reasonable harbour was at 

Jackson Bay and a wharf was not built there until 1938. The intense isolation of many 

communities was eased in the early twentieth century with the introduction of local air se rvices 

(Waugh 1994). Air services remain important to the tourism industry throughout the south 

west. Although road access is now more reliable, road maintenance continues to be impeded by 

the difficult te rrain , severe weather and frequent floods (see Figure 9 .7) . The Haast Pass linked 

South Westland to Otago in 1960, but the link northward up the coast to Paringa was only 

completed in 1965 (Pascoe 1966) and the last section of the Haast Pass was sealed in 1994.4 

The di stance from main centres which was a significant factor in the decline in primary 

industry, especially timber milling, is now promoted by the tourist industry . All West Coast 

main roads have been labe lled 'heritage highways' (see Map 9.1, Plate 9 . 1 ). The possibility of a 

4SW AG Annual Reports, 1990-91 , 91-92, 92-93 reported lobbying to get the road sealed. The decision 
was made in 1993 . I travell ed the Haast Pass myself in 1994 very shortly after the sealing was 
completed. 
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Plate 9. l Heritage Highway sign, State Highway 6, Ferguson's 

Bush 

new Haast-Hollyford road, linking South Westland to Fiordland, has polarised opinions, 

opposing those who emphasise the naturalness of the south west to those, mostly locals, who 

retain belief in a development ethic and the freedom to do things to land. The proposed 

Hollyford road is now viewed by its supporters as an important element in the developing 

tourism industry. 5 Its detractors are equally convinced of the importance of retaining the 

extensive lowland and coastal tract free from the impact of motorised traffic and related 

developments.6 

The extensive forests of the south west appear to have been constructed as an endless 

resource in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Scott 1989). Under little state control 

until the 1920s, harsh physical conditions and isolation moderated exploitation. By the l950s 

production from exotic plantations reduced the contribution of West Coast timber to national 

output, but in the south west investments such as the Carter Holt mill at Hannah's Clearing near 

Haast in 1962 strongly implied a still buoyant industry (ibid). Most forests on steep land were 

protection forests (see Chapter Six), a function that was regarded as compatible with recreation 

and 'ecological area' designations (DoC l989(a)) . Lowland forests were potentially available 

5Christchurch Press, 15 November 1994; Greymouth Evening Star, 15 November 1994. 

6See Appendix C for interviewees in Natpol and West Coast series I and 2. None of the Natpol 
interviewees and none of the West Coast DoC staff supported the proposal for a road . 
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for milling. However the national changes in policy explored in previous chapters, initially 

favouring sustained yield management, changed during the 1980s to a commitment to total 

protection. A moratorium was imposed on harvesting timber from indigenous state forests 

south of the Cook River in 1981 (Orchard, Pfahlert and Familton 1987). In theory much state 

forest remained potentially exploitable until allocated to the Department of Conservation in 

1989 (DoC 1989(a)). The environment lobby represented this lack of protection as an extreme 

threat. 

[From] the great Waitutu forest in the South, through the Cascade and Pyke river lowlands 
west of Mount Aspiring, north across the kahikatea forest and swamps of the Haast-Paringa 
region to Westland National Park, lowland native forests [were] excluded from legal 
protection.... . A recent timber industry paper on the region est.imated that southern 
Westland contained 5.7 million cubic metres of predominantly rimu and kahikatea timber. 
(McSweeney 1987: 18) 

The recent emphasis on commodified naturalness as the appropriate national version of 

heritage for eth south west, emerged from and appears to contrast with what were national, now 

regional and local emphases on development, settlement, forestry and roading. The texts 

reviewed in this section hint at the persistence of romantic materialism or "good keen manism", 

allied with identity in the freedom to do things to land, as in the Perseverance case study. 

These suggestions of heritage as fiercely independent, critical local culture, are explored in the 

rest of this and following chapter, focusing on events in the years leading up to and 

immediately after the designation of the South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area. 
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prc-

1975 

1975 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

SWNZ WORLD HERITAGE SWNZ LAND MANAGEMENT NEW ZEALAND EVENTS 

EVENTS EVENTS 

National parks gazetted :-

Mt Cook 1953; Fiordland 1955; 

Westland 1960; Mt Aspiring 1964 

North Westland Beech Utilisation General election - National gain power 

Scheme abandoned in face of public from Labour; New Zealand Govt. 

opposition Indigenous Forest Management Policy. 

Treaty ofWaitangi Act 

Hokitika seminar - West Coast Forests & Waitangi Tribunal established (under 

& Forest Industries; S. Westland Land 1975 TofW Act) 

Use Study; Report on West Coast 

Dependence on Forestry 

West Coast Forest Policy - moratorium General election - National retain power; 

on logging in some N Westland State sagging economy, rising unemployment 

forests: West Coast Futures petition to 

parliament against forest reservation 

Westland & Fiordland National Parks in Repo11 of Officials' Commillee on West 

inventory for IUCN publication. Coast Reserve Proposals 

First mention of World Heritage South Westland Forest Management 

Convention on DLS West Coast files Proposals 

Water-shed: Moratorium on timber production from General election: National retain power; 

South Okarito and Waikukupa State State Forests S of Cook River until 1990; strong environmental lobby; 'Think Big' 

Forests added to Westland National Park South Westland Management Evaluation projects; economic problems continue; 

Proiect (SWMEP) announced NZ proposed Conservation Strategy 

Report of Officials' Committee on South 

Westland Assistance Options 

Westland & Fiordland NPs feature in Effective start of SWMEP 

IUCN's "The World's Greatest Natural 

Areas"; DLS paper on World Heritage 

Convention to National Parks & 

Reserves Authority 

NZ Government ratifies World Heritage SWMEP teams very active General election - Labour gain power, 

Convention new right social and economic policies; 

strong environmental lobby 

NZ Government nominates Mt Cook/ SWMEP teams under pressure, Treaty of Waitangi Amendment Act; 

Westland and Fiordland as world resourcing problems, questions about Environmental Summit 

heritage areas: Royal Forest & Bird Soc. transparency and effectiveness 

propose SWNZWHA 

World He1itage Committee accepts Mt. SWMEP abandoned, incomplete: DLS and NZFS disestablished 

Cook/Westland & Fiordland as WHAs West Coast Forests Working Party 

RFB publish "Forests, Fiords and South Westland Forests Working Party General election - Labour retain power; 

Glaciers" (Blakeley) established stock market slump; Conservation Act -

DoC created 

Water-shed "South Westland South of the Cook 

River" Report (Blakeley): WCUC 

promotes Section 6 of West Coast 

Regional Planning Scheme for South 

Westland: Pacific Asia Tourism 

Association West Coast Task Force 

NZ Government nomination for Most of Dean & Rowallan SF in 

SWNZWHA; documentation by DoC, Southland, all SF south of Cook River in 

RFB and Ngai Tahu Maori Trust Board South Westland, allocated to DoC 

SWNZWHA nomination accepted General election - National regain power; 

Table 9.3 Comparative Time Lines - chronology of events 

influencing the South-West New Zealand World Heritage 

Area7 

7Constructed from a range of published and archival sources, individually cited in text. 
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9.3 The Designation of the South West New Zealand World Heritage Area 

9.3.1 Introduction 

This section reviews the events that led to the designation of the whole South-West New 

Zealand World Heritage Area, but uses sources that focus primarily on South Westland. This is 

for two linked reasons. The first is the area's physical distinctiveness and isolation, the second 

the way in which changing national priorities for the forestry industry affected community 

viability, and produced very public contests about priorities for the south west. Fiordland, 

reserved for national park purposes since the early 1900s, was less in contention, although there 

was much debate over its adjacent State Forests, Dean and Rowallan. These debates would 

make an interesting comparative case study at a later date. 

The processes that culminated in the 1990 designation are summarised in a comparative 

time line in Table 9.3. Although traceable over many years through the evolution of ideologies, 

attitudes to land, identity and versions of heritage that have been reviewed in earlier chapters, 

they date in a tangible sense from the 1950s and 1960s, when the four national parks that 

comprise 58.5%8 of the present world heritage area were gazetted. These national parks were 

created from "the consolidation of many parcels of reserves, Crown land and 'land reserved for 

national park purposes"' (DoC 1989(a): 39), the oldest reserves, at Mount Cook, having been 

made in 1885 (see Table 6.2). 

From 1975 to 1990 progress towards world heritage status was affected by a complex 

interplay of events. Table 9.3 summarises these events in three linked time lines, those relating 

to the country as a whole, those relating to general land management issues in south west New 

Zealand, and those that had a direct bearing on the application of the world heritage concept. It 

was constructed as a way of demonstrating the interwoven nature of narratives dealing with the 

construction of heritage in place. The sources are both published and unpublished (mostly file 

and archival) material that is referred to and cited elsewhere in the thesis. These time lines are 

not just representations of discrete events that have simple, co-incidental relationships with 

each other. They should be read as three sets of interacting and mutually influential events, that 

express underlying ideologies, identities and versions of heritage. Three main points emerge 

from an analysis of this table. The first concerns the way these events were influenced by 

international developments in both the forestry industry and the conservation movement. The 

second concerns the polarisation of attitudes within New Zealand, that by 1990 had resulted in 

an apparent division between heritage as nature and heritage as culture. This division was 

expressed spatially, with differences between locality, region and nation. The third relates to 

the events of two specific years, 1981 and 1988, that stand out as water-sheds. These two dates 

have been used to subdivide the following account of the emergence of the extended world 

heritage area. 

8See Table 9.1. 
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9.3.2 Phase One: Events leading up to the 1981 Watershed 

Until the mid 1970s, the West Coast's indigenous state forests were seen, both regionally 

and nationally, "as a significant economic resource available for exploitation" (Nicholson and 

Higham 1986: 5). This perception 

was shattered .... following Government's decision to invite proposals for the large scale 
utilisation of North Westland beech forests. The ensuing major public outcry resulted in the 
abandonment of the proposed beech scheme, and the development in 1975 of the New 
Zealand Forest Service Management Policy for indigenous state forests ...... In 1978, a 
specific West Coast indigenous forest policy was published - the 'West Coast Forest Policy'. 
(ibid.: 6) 

The abandonment of the North Westland Beech Utilisation Scheme, and adoption of a 

national Indigenous Forests Management Policy, apparently signalled a commitment to long 

term, sustainable logging practices, and thus an imminent reduction in the large scale single 

coup felling of native forests. This commitment was not immediately translated into changed 

attitudes and actions on the ground, as was shown by the Perseverance narratives, where the 

promotion of intensive farm and forestry development occurred in the late 1970s. 

From 1975 onwards both the major political parties, National and Labour, became 

increasingly aware of the electoral risk involved in ignoring the environmental lobby. 

Environmental issues were significant in the 1981 election campaign, with both parties 

focusing attention on marginal metropolitan constituencies, where the voting behaviour of 

relatively young and politically uncommitted 'urban liberal voters' appeared likely to be 

influenced by environmental issues (Pawson 1992(b), Scott 1992). It was necessary to 

convince uncommitted voters that the Crown estate was being managed in an environmentally 

responsible way. This meant addressing the balance between development and conservation, 

or, to be more precise, between active intervention in the forest and protection. The subsequent 

changes in strategy for State forests had a major impact on the Coast, which contained the 

largest proportion of Crown land (much in indigenous forest) to privately owned land, of any 

region in the country. 

The New Zealand government was not suddenly converted to environmentalism and a 

version of heritage as naturalness. On the one hand its desire to be seen to be environmentally 

aware was constrained by the need to support West Coast communities and voters, already 

stressed by the decline in other primary industries.9 On the other hand there were good reasons 

to find other ways of valuing native forests. These reasons included the declining contribution 

of native timbers to national timber production, the significant restructuring, labour shedding 

and capital intensification that accompanied growing internationalisation of the forestry 

industry (Le Heron 1992, Aldwell 1992, Scott 1992), plus Treasury concerns "that insufficient 

returns on investment were being achieved by state forestry" (Pawson 1992(b): 188). The 

downturn in domestic forestry coincided with wide promotion of a conservation ethic, and with 

the growing influence of New Zealand's environmental lobby. 

9WCUC file RP 31/2: copy of Officials' Committee Report on the review of assistance options for South 
Westland (Sinclare report), attached to letter from Minister of Lands, 8 December 1982. 
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Thus in the years before the 1981 general election there was a flurry of government 

interest in the West Coast. These projects increasingly stressing long term rotations and 

sustainable management, thus hoping to attract voters in marginal, metropolitan constituencies. 

However forestry was still represented as an active land use, demonstrating the strength of 

existing commitment to a development ethic, identity in the freedom to do things to land, and 

the need to appease West Coast voters. In 1977 there was a seminar on West Coast Forests and 

Forest Industries, a South Westland Land Use Study and a report on West Coast Dependence 

on Forestry. A specific West Coast Forest Policy (a regional version of the national Indigenous 

Forests Management Policy) was produced in 1978, followed in 1980 by South Westland 

Forest Management Proposals (all cited in Nicholson and Higham 1986). There was also some 

evidence of increasing commitment to heritage as naturalness. In 1979 the Officials' 

Committee on West Coast Reserve Proposals recommended substantial increases in the areas of 

Crown land reserved for ecological and wildlife purposes. 10 Of direct interest to South 

Westland was the inclusion that year of Westland and Fiordland National Parks in an inventory 

of natural areas if international significance for IUCN. 11 The following year saw the first 

mention of the World Heritage Convention on DLS West Coast files. 12 

9.3.3 Phase Two: The 1981 Watershed 

Events in all three strands of the chronology combined to make 1981 a watershed year. 

The National party narrowly retained power, its consistent commitment to the 'Think Big' 

industrial infrastructure projects that had been signalled in the 1979 budget (McRobie 1992) 

contrasting with the production of a proposed New Zealand Conservation Strategy (Nature 

Conservation Council 1981). In the same year a moratorium on timber production from State 

Forests in South Westland south of the Cook River and the announcement of a multi-agency, 

inter-disciplinary, South Westland Management Evaluation Project (SWMEP) (Orchard, 

Pfahlert and Familton 1987), confirmed the government's dilemma: to continue trying to 

integrate development and conservation, or to separate them. 

The protracted process that led to the addition of South Okarito and Waikukupa State 

Forests to Westland National Park in 1981, was perhaps the most telling event in the movement 

towards world heritage status for the south west (see Map 9.2). The story of this extension 

provides some insight into what had happened to national and South Westland versions of 

heritage between the late 1950s and 1981. 

10WCUC file RP 27/1 (1): extract from report. 

liDLS file 3/316/1: memo from Head Office to all Commissioners of Crown Lands, 15 June 1979, and 
associated papers. 

12DLS file 3/316/1: undated note re Steering Committee, IUCN 15th. General Assembly, 26 June 1980, 
Gland Switzerland. The anonymous writer commented that "[w]ith the UNESCO General Conference 
proposed for Belgrade in October 1980, it is hoped that New Zealand's adherence to the Convention can 
be announced there". 
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Westland National Park was originally proposed in 1959 and gazetted in 1960. At that 

time, except for a small environmental lobby, New Zealanders were still far more concerned 

with the freedom to do things to land than with the need to protect it. Natural heritage resided 

in Crown land designated as national parks, which, according to the terms of the 1952 National 

Parks Act, were protected primarily for their scenic qualities. Although preservation of 

naturalness was emphasised, this was in the interests of human enjoyment and recreation, rather 

than for nature itself. 

In 1959 most of the land proposed as the new national park was already scenic reserve. 

Local opinion accepted the change as a logical recognition of the significance of the Franz 

Josef and Fox Glaciers, which were the only part of the West Coast at that time promoted as a 

tourist destination (MWD 1959). Chapter Eight has already shown that West Coasters 

appeared to see their heritage in pragmatic terms. It was closely related to critical aspects of 

local culture, which emphasised self reliance based on the exploitation of primary resources. If 

scenery could be commodified in the same way as timber, coal or dairy products, that was fine. 

But it should not prejudice the continuation of traditional activities, on which local identities 

were firmly based. 

(a) The glaciers were the main features of the area, remarked Mr J. Fitzharris, 
Commissioner for Crown Lands. Some peaks in the proposed park area were 11,000 feet. 
The scenic reserve which he pointed out on a specially drawn map, could be extended north 
and south, said Mr Fitzharris. World famous for its reflections, Lake Mathison (sic) was 
included. The park would contain scenery which was unsurpassed. Mr Fitzharris ..... 
suggested ridges instead of rivers as boundaries. 

(b) Would any grass or timberlands be taken? asked Mr R. J. Truman. There would 
be alterations to the boundaries [of existing scenic reserves] only in the higher regions . It 
was not the intention to take such lands as those referred to by Mr Truman, said Mr 
Fitzharris. Mr. R. Warburton pointed out that the National Parks Authority could not take 
any State Forest, Maori Lands or private property. 

Figure 9.8 Proposed Westland National Park: concerns about the 

type of land that would be designated 13 

The national park proposal was debated at a public meeting in Hokitika, chaired by "Mr. T. 

D. McNee, chairman of the Westland District Progress League" .14 A headline in the Grey 

River Argus announced "Westland scenery is described as unique in Dominion". Fifty six 

people, "from all parts of the province", unanimously passed the motion "[t]hat the area 

described and defined as a scenic reserve, be declared a National Park for the benefit of 

Westland and the New Zealand tourist industry as a whole". The implication that regional 

heritage, although viewed as scenery, was fundamentally a commodity, was reinforced by two 

specific comments in the aiticle. One concerned the promise of government grants, that would 

13NZFS file 45/125, volume 1: photocopied article from Grey River Argus, 10 September 1959. 

14NZFS file 45/125, volume I: photocopied article from Grey River Argus, 10 September 1959. 
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not be available if the land remained scenic reserve. "If it was gazetted as a National Park, it 

would be an asset for the people of Westland to maintain and retain in its natural state". 15 The 

other was the assurance that land that was already productive for other purposes would not be 

"taken" (ie. designated) (see Figure 9.8(6)). 

The Grey River Argus neither defended nor attacked the versions of heritage implicitly 

supported by the government representatives at the meeting, Professor McCaskill and 

Fitzharris, the Commissioner for Crown Lands . Close reading of Figure 9.8(a) suggests 

Fitzharris had a concern for heritage as scenery, plus some understanding of natural systems. 

Similar motivations can be suggested for McCaskill, who "described the area as the best he 

knew of for a National Park". As a member of the National Parks and Reserves Authority he 

must have been familiar with the terms of the 1952 National Parks Act, which provided for the 

designation of areas which "contain scenery of such distinctive quality or natural features so 

beautiful or unique that their preservation is in the national interest" (Commission for the 

Environment 1976: 68). McCaskill also "explained how funds were allocated, and the basis of 

subsidy from the Government. Proper maintenance was essential, because some women came 

in stiletto heels . Permanent rangers were necessary. The Professor answered many questions, 

for which he was thanked. Several speakers complimented him on his informative address." 16 

When Westland National Park was established, a national version of heritage as 

commodified scenery appeared not to conflict with regional and versions of heritage as critical 

local culture. In subsequent years, the environmental lobby mounted an increasingly vocal 

resistance, supporting heritage as commodified naturalness. The growing confidence of this 

lobby was demonstrated in 1976, when the Native Forests Action Council (NFAC) proposed 

adding 25,000 hectares of land in South Okarito and Waikukupa State forests to the national 

park. NFAC developed from the Beech Forests Action Council, the "new, more radical, action 

oriented conservation organisation" (Btihrs and Bartlett 1993: 42) that had led opposition to the 

beech scheme. They argued for this extension on three main grounds. The first was the 

proximity of these forests to an existing national park "in terms of natural history, ecology and 

scenic values" .17 Second, they represented "the greatest concentration of outstanding scenery 

and natural features, both beautiful and unique, to be found in southern Westland" .18 Third, 

they were "widely representative of the land forms, landscape, vegetation and natural 

ecosystems of the entire region" .19 ( emphasis in the original) 

15Ibid . 

16Ibid . 

17NZFS file 45/125/2: Native Forests Action Council, Submissions to the National Parks Authority on 
Proposed Additions to Westland National Park. November 1976, unpublished report. 

18Ibid. 

19Ibid. 
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The Native Forests Action Council believes that Westland National Park should be 
extended westward to the ocean on a broad front in order to achieve these objectives: 

a) a continuum of protected land forms and vegetation from the Alps to the ocean; 
b) a representation of characteristically lowland landforms and ecosystems, both as a 

cross-section of lowland south Westland and as a contribution to the national inventory of 
viable lowland reserves; 

c) the preservation of the landforms and recent natural history features created by the 
glaciers of Westland National Park; 

d) an ecologically integrated and self-contained national park unit. 

Figure 9.9 NFAC objectives; extension to Westland National Park20 

NFAC's objectives (see Figure 9.9) supported the protection of complete environmental 

gradients, from the alps to the sea. Their preferred version of heritage was naturalness, in as 

complete a form as possible. Their report did mention human activity and its effect on the land, 

but minimised its significance and stressed its subordination to the natural context (Figure 

9.10). Tasman, the first European to record contact, was romanticised, but later human 

intrusions, especially forestry, were implicitly criticised. Present and future cultural activity 

would be limited to recreation, which would also be subordinate to the preservation of nature 

(see Figure 9.11). 

Despite the long history of settlement at Okarito, the boom-and-bust era of the gold rush, 
and the steady advance of logging and destruction in other parts of Westland, the natural 
environment of this area is surprisingly little modified. If Tasman were to drop anchor off 
Okarito today, the view he would behold would be substantially unchanged from the virgin 
magnificence of his first sighting in 1642. Visitors to the site of those great historical events 
played out at Okarito may experience the natural surroundings just as the original 
participant experienced them. The historical significance of the Okarito area, and the 
excellent preservation and beauty of its natural surroundings, argue strongly for its inclusion 
in the extended National Park. 

Figure 9.10 NFAC view of the historical significance of Okarito21 

These forests do not require alpine experience and with careful provision of tracks, 
shelters and an adequate information/guidance service, an important need within the Park 
could be met... If the Westland National Park Board hopes to provide recreational facilities 
in harmony with the preservation of natural fauna and flora this needs to be done in the 
context of the whole recreational resource and requires the addition of the whole Proposal 
Area to the National Park. 

Figure 9.11 NFAC's view on recreational activity in an extended 

Westland National Park22 

The extension to Westland National Park was approved just before the 1981 election.23 

The process had taken five years. A key issue in the government's procrastination was 

20NZFS file 45/125/2: Native Forests Action Council, Submission to the National Parks Authority on 
proposed additions to Westland National Park, November 1976, unpublished report. 

21 Ibid.: 16. 

22Ibid. : 12 - 13. 
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uncertainty about the political implications, an issue that was not helped by the result of the 

1978 election, in which Labour gained more votes than National, although National won more 

seats. The 1981 announcement focused on the decision to establish an exotic forest of up to 

I 0,000 hectares in South Westland, playing down the moratorium until 1990 on all uncut 

indigenous forests south of the Forks-Okarito road. The proposal for the 10,000 hectare forest 

was withdrawn in the 1982 Sinclare report on assistance Options for Sout_h Westland, and 

replaced with a far more modest proposal for annual plantations of 50-200 hectares of Acacia 

melanoxylon. 

West Coast opposition to the further removal of State forests from production was 

widespread and deeply felt. The most coherent expression was articulated through an 

organisation called West Coast Futures. It did not focus just on Westland, but on the 

government's proposals for more ecological reserves in the region as a whole.24 In 1978 they 

organised a petition that was signed by more than 12,000 people and when the decision on 

Westland was announced, complained to the Ombudsman (see Figure 9.12(c)). The chair of the 

West Coast United Council, although welcoming the proposed establishment of 10,000 hectares 

of exotic forestry, objected to the national park extension, as he estimated that it would "reduce 

sustained yield from South Westland podocarp forests by 45%" .25 Copies of some objections 

were sent to the West Coast United Council.26 These copies included correspondence from the 

local branch of Federated Farmers,27 Westland County Council, the Westland Timber Industry 

Employees' Industrial Union of Workers as well as that from West Coast Futures. Figure 

9.12(a) - (d) contain extracts from these letters that emphasise the depth and extent of local 

feeling. 

The most comprehensive and insightful contemporary assessment of the Westland 

National Park extensions came from the West Coast Regional Development Council. They 

commented that the Forest Service had "since the early 1960s, been trying to place the timber 

industry on a sustainable basis". In their opinion these efforts had been "largely frustrated by 

the recent decision on South Okarito and Waikukupa". This had "all but eliminated the 

prospect of a perpetual industry based on high value utilisation of the podocarp species". 

23NZFS file 45/125/2: Press statement from Minister of Forests, 24 September 1981. 

24NZFS file 32/3 - further ecological areas, North Westland; letter from Minister of Forests to West Coast 
Futures, 19 July 79, re the petition and the Government's response. 

25WCUC file RP 31/2/1 : telex from Chair, United Council , to Minister of Forests, 30 September 1981. 

26They did not appear to be on the Hokitika Forest Service or Lands arrd Survey Files. 

27WCUC file RP 2/4/4: undated paper (from context some time in 1981) by Whataroa/Waiho Branch of 
Federated Farmers. 
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(a) The Westland Timber Industry Employees' Industrial Union of Workers expressed 
"astonishment (that is putting it mildly) at the reversal of policies that have been formulated 
over a period of years since the Hokitika seminar" that has resulted in the extensions to 
Westland NP. The union reminded the Minister "that the number one consideration was 
always the social impact - people and jobs and future employment". The change in policy 
was blamed on "pressure from a group who is hell bent at locking away Westland's 
remaining indigenous forests .... We live and work in Westland and do not accept that our 
lifestyle should be manipulated by the 'whims' of conservation groups who have the full 
support of a one sided environmentally minded Minister who can only see the green trees 
and points of view and pressures of conservationists" .28 

(b) Westland County Council voiced concern at "the unilateral manner in which the 
decision was made - without reference to the West Coast United Council....lt is very 
obvious after studying the press release that the decision is a fait accompli and designed to 
gain the conservationist vote in an election year" . 29 

(c) West Coast Futures referred to a statement from the National Parks Authority that 
"gives the strong impression that the two large forests now proposed as additions to 
Westland National Park have values that would otherwise not be protected. The statement 
also quoted Dr Peter Wardle, a Forest Service Botanist and former Park Board member, out 
of context. THIS IS THE SUBJECT OF A COMPLAINT TO THE OMBUDSMAN. "30 

(d) There is far more than enough areas now locked up in reserves and parks causing a 
great deal of export timber being lost forever. I think now is the time for the people of the 
West Coast to show that they have had enough of bureaucratic and pressure groups deciding 
our future. We now have very limited services that would continue to decline if any of 
these plans are carried out. We must protect our heritage. (my emphasis).31 

Figure 9.12 Local attitudes to the proposed extension to Westland 

National Park 

Although there was a possibility of increased income from tourism, to offset losses from 

the timber industry, this would "not happen until there is a significant upturn in the economy, 

and then only if South Westland can compete with other destinations". It was accepted that 

overall "the region will be no worse off economically under the announced policy than it would 

have been under the United Council/Forest Service proposals" for sustainable logging in the 

lowland forests. The key point was that "the Government appears to have abandoned the 

concept of multiple use of indigenous state forests" .32 

28WCUC file RP 2/4/4: letter from Westland Timber Employees' Industrial Union of Workers to Minister 
of Forests, 8 October 1981. 

29WCUC file RP 2/4/4: letter from Westland County Council to Minister for Local Government, 27 
October 1981. 

30wcuc file RP 2/4/4: letter from West Coast Futures to the Governor General, Prime Minister and 
Ministers of Lands and Forests, Local Government, Regional Development, 14 October 81 . 

31 WCUC file RP 2/4/4: letter from Ken Arnold of Whataroa to Minister of Forests, 21 October 1981. 

32WCUC file RP 31/2/1: undated paper by West Coast Regional Development Council sent to WCUC by 
NZFS Hokitika on 30 September 1981. Also predicted that one cost of applying "the extremes of 
national park management" to South Okarito and Waikukupa" was the likelihood of "extensive clear 
felling to protect employment in the interim" . 
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Plate 9.3 

Images of Westland National 

Park (2) 

Franz Josef Glacier 
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Plate 9.2 

Images of Westland National 

Park ( I) 

The Fox Glacier 



Plate 9.4 Images of Westland National Park (3) 

From the mountains to the sea: Mount Tasman to Okarito 

9.3.4 Phase Two - 1981-87 - Between the water-sh.eds 

Between the two watershed years of 1981 and 1988 central government maintained , at 

least in public, an ambivalent stand on appropriate versions of heritage for State forests in the 

south west. During this period New Zealand ratified the World Heritage Convention and 

Westland/Mount Cook and Fiordland National Parks were nominated and accepted as world 

heritage areas . Thus heritage as commodified naturalness was promoted for some land, whilst 

the South Westland Management Evaluation Programme (SWMEP) assessed the natural and 

other values of the forests, and started to assess the local economy and the communities . · 

Within the south west there was no clear expression of normative versions of heritage, nor of 

resi s tances to them. The three main stakeholder groups, central government, the environmental 

movement and West Coasters, each acted according to their own ideologies and identities. 

Each was similar, in that each was rooted in a commodified approach to the understanding of 

place (although the environmental lobby would probably vigorously contest this view). 

Differences occurred in the details of each, which were strongly context driven, different 

approaches to critical regionali sm and critical localism providing the different perspectives . 

Each was al so resisting the others - at least, up to a point. Tracing versions of heritage during 

thi s period reinforced the general understanding expressed so cogently by Harvey ( l 993(b)): 

contests over versions of culture are concerned more with relative difference than with absolute 

otherness . It also led to the conclusion, that in issues that are passionately defended , as is often 

the case with heritage, partial difference may well be more difficult to understand than absolute 

otherness. 
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By 1981 identifiable versions of heritage were the same as in 1959, although the 

environmental movement was far stronger by the later date: what had been lost was a clear 

sense of what the most powerful version was. By the end of 1987 clarity was returning, with 

the dominant version heritage as commodified naturalness. The differences between the 

versions crystallised, as the balance of power between the three main stakeholder groups 

changed. These changes occurred largely because the government was being forced, by 

international and local pressures from both the financial and the environmental lobby, to 

reconsider where its interests lay. 

To the residents of South Westland, heritage was still a commodity, expressed in the 

freedom to do things to land, strongly influenced by romantic materialism. Their survival 

appeared to depend on being free to promote and use traditional local resources, even where 

these did not, in sensu stricto, belong to them. This form of critical local culture was expressed 

in support of the traditional activities of logging and farming. 33 

To the environmental lobby, with a strong national and developing international 

perspective, New Zealand's heritage was its naturalness. South Westland, possessing the 

country's least modified areas, had to be kept as natural as possible. Scenery was explicitly 

demoted. (It had already been relegated to last position in NFAC's 1976 proposal for the 

extensions to Westland National Park.) Even at that relatively early stage, NFAC had stressed 

the value of naturalness as a commodity. After acknowledging the importance of soil and water 

conservation and "the very limited area of agricultural land use", the report continued 

the main resource values of the region probably lie in its potential for tourism and 
recreation. Preservation of the region's natural features, and sensitive recreational 
development, are therefore seen as the prime management objectives for this unique and 
nationally-valued region.34 

The government remained ambivalent on the subject of South Westland as a whole. On 

the one hand, heritage as commodified naturalness was appropriate for the national parks. The 

extension to Westland National Park not only appeased the environmental lobby, but opened 

the way to world heritage designation. The emphasis in a number of documents on the need to 

protect complete environmental gradients from the mountains to the sea has to be more than 

coincidental, when the term occurs repeatedly in later documentation relating to world heritage 

status.35 The Department of Lands and Survey had hoped that the government would ratify the 

World Heritage Convention in 1980. Although this did not happen, it is clear from later events 

33WCUC file RP 2/4/4: undated paper (from context early 1981) "confidential to West Coast United 
Council Executive Staff" re South Westland Management Proposals, Review of Major Submissions; 
summarised 3660 submissions from a range of sources, reasonably balanced numerically between 
conservation and production oriented, most pro-production comments coming from individuals or 
agencies based on the West Coast. 

34NZFS file 45/125/2: NFAC unpublished report, Submissions to the National Parks Authority on 
proposed additions to Westland National Park. November 1976: 2 

35Ibid. and other references to compete gradients. 
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that support for the convention continued. This view is consistent with other events that 

stressed New Zealand's wish to be identified with the international conservation movement. 

Chapter Six has already explained how the country's distinguishing characteristics were 

increasingly identified as natural: a need to establish a distinct identity overseas appears to have 

been a strong reason for the move towards a national version of heritage as naturalness. It was 

no coincidence that the decision on South Okarito and Waikukupa was in the same year as the 

publication of New Zealand's proposed conservation strategy (Nature Conservation Council 

1981 ), and came a year after the passing of the 1980 National Parks Act. This statute redefined 

the purposes of national parks, giving far higher priority to "ecological representativeness and 

scientific criteria" than did the 1952 act (DoC 1989(a): 40) (see Figure 9.13) . 

It is hereby declared that the provisions of this Act shall have effect for the purpose of 
preserving in perpetuity as national parks, for their intrinsic worth and for the benefit, use, 
and enjoyment of the public, areas of New Zealand that contain scenery of such distinctive 
quality, ecological systems, or natural features so beautiful, unique, or scientifically 
important that their preservation is in the national interest. . 

Figure 9.13 Purposes of New Zealand's national parks, Section 4 (1), 

National Parks Act 1980 

On the other hand, the government remained committed in principle to supporting the 

timber industry in South Westland, albeit through the establishment of exotic plantations rather 

than exploiting indigenous forests. The belief in the freedom to do things to land died hard. 

Tourism was a possible growth area: although its potential was unproven, there were some 

indications that it might replace the continued commodification of land through the exploitation 

of primary resources. In 1982 the Sinclare Report reflected that the West Coast lacked a 

tourism promotion body, although the Minister of Tourism had recently decided that more 

emphasis should be placed on regional tourism. Sinclare also commented on the boost to 

tourism experienced by countries with world heritage areas.36 

A full understanding of the 1988 watershed requires the interweaving of the events that led 

to it, involving the South Westland Management Evaluation Programme (SWMEP), attempts to 

influence events by both West Coasters and the environmental lobby, and the activities of the 

South Westland Forests Working Party. 

The South Westland Management Evaluation Programme 

SWMEP was an interdisciplinary, interdepartmental programme of research and 

evaluation. It was announced in 1981, at the same time as the announcement of the additions to 

Westland National Park, the moratorium on timber production from State forests in South 

36WCUC file RP 2/4/4: the 1982 Sinclare Report on Assistance Options for South Westland: 23. Sinclare 
also recommended that the full tourist potential of the West Coast, specifically that of the extended 
Westland National Park and surrounding areas, ultimately depended on private sector initiative and 
investment. 
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Westland, south of the Cook River and the plan to plant 10,000 hectares of exotic timbers. 

These parallel announcements exemplified the government's ambivalence about prevailing 

versions of heritage for the south west. Uncertainty was still evident when "[t]he Fourth 

Labour Government .... came to power in 1984 on a comprehensive environmental platform, 

which endorsed the World Conservation Strategy" (Pawson 1992(b): 187), and it was no 

coincidence that New Zealand finally ratified the World Heritage Convention just after that 

election. 37 From 1984 onwards the government pursued heritage as naturalness for the national 

parks of Westland, Mount Cook and Fiordland: they were nominated as world heritage areas in 

1985 and accepted as such in 1986 (DoC 1989(a)).38 From 1984 to 1986 the rest of the South 

Westland moratorium area (freehold as well as Crown land) was subject to the inquiries of the 

various SWMEP teams, some of whom were pursuing heritage as naturalness and others 

heritage as critical local culture.39 The environmental lobby's continued commitment to 

naturalness was evident in 1985, in the proposal for an extended world heritage area covering 

the whole of south west New Zealand, that is discussed later in this chapter.40 

To ensure that the management strategy adequately recognises the requirements of the 
moratorium area in respect of: 

(a) identifying and protecting representative natural ecosystems, particularly those of 
national significance; 

(b) ensuring that the importance of the mountain lands and soil and water protection 
is recognised; 

(c) providing for the maintenance of wildlife habitats; 
(d) recognising the constraints on productive development imposed by topography, 

climate, soils and geology; 
(e) identifying forest available for timber production management and indicating the 

likely sustainable yield of such production in accordance with the Indigenous Forest Policy 
(1977); 

(f) identifying land suitable and available for agricultural developments; 
(g) providing opportunities for recreation and tourism; 
(h) comparing the regional benefits of productive development, both forestry and 

agriculture, and other land uses within the framework of the approved West Coast United 
Council Regional Planning Scheme. 

Figure 9.14 SWMEP's Wellington Technical Liaison Committee: 

extract from terms of reference41 

37WCUC file RP 8/5: copy of undated note to the Minister of Foreign Affairs from the Secretary for 
Foreign Affairs, saying that Cabinet had approved the ratification of the convention on 1 October 1984 
and including the instrument of ratification for the Prime Minister (David Lange) to sign. 

38DLS file 3/316/1 : memo from DLS Head Office to DLS Hokitika, 13 December 1985, including final 
nominations . 

39MWD file RW 215/1 : many file notes, minutes and correspondence from the participants in the local 
Steering Group and the national Technical Liaison Committee. 

40wcuc file RP 8/5: Interim Proposal for a South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area, prepared by 
Royal Forest and Bird Society, Federated Mountain Clubs and NFAC, report sent to National Parks and 
Reserves Authority, 13 August 1985. 
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A closer look at SWMEP helps to explain how different versions of heritage persisted side 

by side. Although announced in 1981, it was not until late in 1983 that the terms of reference 

and liaison teams were formally discussed, and they were not approved until 1984.42 The terms 

of reference required the production of a management strategy for the moratorium area, the 

State forests south of the Cook River (Figure 9.14). The order in which these terms were listed 

strongly implied the government's priorities, although these were never explicitly stated. The 

identification of nationally important natural ecosystems and the recognition of the soil and 

water. protection functions of mountain lands, were listed first and second. The identification 

of forests for timber production was fifth on the list, with any such areas managed under the 

provisions of the Indigenous Forests Management Policy. Opportunities for agriculture, 

recreation and tourism were sixth and seventh and the last requirement was to look at 

recommendations in the light of the regional planning scheme. This last provision was a 

reminder of the sensitivity shown by the Crown during the Perseverance debate, to interference 

from regional and local government. From the outset SWMEP was a central government 

exercise, operated by central government departments, although in its later stages the impact of 

regional thinking and the professional emphases of local team members, caused some 

rearrangement of the priorities. It was run by a Technical Liaison Committee, based in 

Wellington and containing members from central government departments only . There was 

also a Local Steering Committee based on the West Coast, in Hokitika, with representation 

from regional offices of central government departments, and from local and regional 

government. The detached, impersonal approach of the Technical Liaison Committee was 

echoed by the Hokitika Conservator of Forests, who explained that "the inclusion of local 

authorities on the [local steering] committee was to keep them informed, not involved in 

decision making.43 (emphasis in the original) Both place and agency influenced the versions of 

South Westland that emerged over the following two years. 

During 1984 and 1985 much new information on the area's natural resources was collected 

and collated by members of the SWMEP teams, but before exercises of the same depth and 

scope could be completed for social and cultural aspects (including historic resources) the 

programme was abandoned. None of the files examined explain why, although the reasons can 

be pieced together from a number of sources. SWMEP was taking too long, it was costing too 

much money44 and as it progressed there were signs that it was heading towards an integrative 

41 MWD file RW 215/1: Terms of Reference for Technical Liaison Committee, item no. 6, in letter from 
Director General of Forests to WCUC, 14 August 1984. 

42MWD file RW 215/1: letter from MWD Christchurch to MWD Head Office, 10 February 1984, refers 
to the imminent establishment of two project liaison committees, a Technical Liaison Committee at Head 
Office level, and Hokitika Steering Group to co-ordinate and inform local agencies and territorial 
authorities . 

43MWD file RW 215/1: minutes of inaugural meeting of SWMEP Hokitika Steering Committee, with 
letter from MWD. Greymouth to MWD, Head Office, 29 Nove1nber 83. 
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approach, incorporating protection of some forests with active exploitation of others, 

recognising the strong associations between people and land in South Westland. Comments 

from a meeting of the Hokitika Steering Committee in June 1984, that discussed the final 

format of the intended report, hinted strongly that the government had already signalled a need 

for a report that emphasised protection. A local Forest Service representative supported the 

production of a report "endorsed by Government, Local Authorities, and Town and Country 

Planning Authorities" following "a more land use oriented theme" as opposed to "the present 

emphasis on forestry" .45 A local DLS representative "did not oppose an overall land use 

strategy" but "questioned whether we are aiming towards the same goals as Wellington would 

see us aiming towards".46 It is to be assumed that they were not. It is tempting to relate these 

comments to the change of government in October 1984, but at the time of the June meeting of 

the steering committee Labour were still in opposition . The Labour Party manifesto was 

cleverly worded. It expressed support for the protection of native forests, for a limited area of 

sustained yield forestry (with no location suggested) and, for the West Coast, the ability to 

sustain sawmilling "at a level which contributes significantly to the regional economy" (see 

Figure 9 .15). It offered something to everyone, but in statements that were capable of many 

interpretations. 

New Zealand's native forests are a valuable and distinctive national resource which has 
been drastically reduced by past exploitation. The role of the native forests which remain 
today is mainly to protect soil and water resources and the distinctive scenic and natural 
forests values which provide opportunities for recreation and tourist development... ... 

A limited area of forest should also be managed on a sustained yield basis to supplement 
specialised exotic species to meet New Zealand's long term needs for decorative and 
speciality timbers .. .. . 

On the West Coast of the South Island, the sawmilling industry must be sustained at a 
level which contributes significantly to the regional economy ..... 

The moratorium on timber extractions south of the Cook River will be maintained until 
1990 to give time for new management techniques to be assessed in the forests to the north. 

Figure 9.15 Extract from 1984 Labour manifesto - directions for 

South Westland (MfE 1986: 4-5) 

The incomplete SWMEP report (Orchard et al. 1987) also suggested an integrative 

approach, effectively reversing the order of priorities implicit in the terms of reference 

established for the Head Office Technical Liaison Committee. It started with an overall 

assessment of landscape character, emphasising the complex links between people and land, 

calling South Westland "a cultural wilderness - not in the sense of an area bereft of culture, but 

rather in the sense of an overwhelming natural landscape within which a very small but 

distinctive cultural element has integrated itself"(ibid.: 6). For the first time in any of the 

44MWD file RW 215/1: Minutes of Hokitika Steering Committee 20 June 1984 - estimates $1,383,000 
costs for proposed SWMEP surveys, with no specific government funding available. 

45WCUC file RP 2/4/4: Minutes of Hokitika Steering Committee, SWMEP, 20 June 1984. 

46Ibid . 
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papers and files reviewed from West Coast sources, the language used showed an integrated 

approach to landscape, similar to that reviewed and advocated in Chapter Two. The text of 

Figure 9 .16 is taken from this part of the report, which represents the thinking of landscape 

architects who had been brought into the SWMEP exercises from late 1984 onwards.47 

... any analysis which fails to discern the human face of South Westland and to provide 
some indication of that interplay between man and environment which gives rise to a 
distinctive 'spirit of place' fails altogether to define either the quality of life of local 
inhabitants or to recognise that for the tourist and recreationist the South Westland 
experience runs far deeper than just fine scenery.: ... 

The overall Iaridscape character of South Westland may perhaps best be described as 
that of a cultural wilderness - not in the sense of an area bereft of culture, but rather in the 
sense of an overwhelming natural landscape within which a very small but distinctive 
cultural element has integrated itself ...... .. . 

The reciprocal nature of the interaction between man and his environment means that the 
population of any region develops a character, an identity, a self-image and a range of 
lifestyles which are moulded by the environment. 

Figure 9 .16 The landscape character of South Westland (Orchard et 

al. 1987 :6) 

We really just want some indications of the South Westlanders' feelings about the place 
they live in, what they consider as important to their 'quality of life', their expectations, view 
of the future, and attitudes towards tourism (studies to date have identified widespread 
opposition). 

Figure 9.17 Social questions related to SWMEP landscape study48 

The continued commitment of at least some Forest Service staff towards West Coast 

communities was d~monstrated in the late attempt by their landscape architects to pursue the 

social survey component of SWMEP. The text of figure 9.17 reveals how little was actually 

known (as opposed to felt, or guessed) about South Westland people. A landscape study was 

completed - this was the study referred to in Chapter One, that was presented at Lincoln 

College in October 1986, thus providing me with my first exposure to West Coast issues. The 

resources for a social survey were not available, and so the people of South Westland were 

never involved directly in SWMEP. 

Local resistance - West Coast Futures and Federated Futures 

The need to defend the freedom of local people to do things within the Crown estate, 

underpinned the passionate but patchy (and ultimately unsuccessful) local defence of West 

Coast versions of heritage. West Coast Futures, the North Westland-based group that organised 

the 1978 petition, recreated itself as Federated Futures in 1983, and established groups in South 

47MWD file RW 215/1 : undated note, by position in file produced between August and November 1984, 
stating objectives and work required for work on landscape, recreation, historic factors and socio
economic study. 

48MWD file RW 2 I 5/1: letter from Forest Service landscape architect to New Zealand Planning Council, 
18 September 1985 . 
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Westland.49 Despite the proliferation of local groups, Forest Service, DLS and united council 

files recorded little correspondence from them. It is possible that the setting up of the Hokitika 

Steering Committee for SWMEP in 1984 convinced local people that independent action was 

unnecessary. It is also possible that West Coast communities simply did not have the time or 

the money to mount a consistent camp~ign against the better funded and professionally 

organised conservation groups. The most original local resistance took the form of a parody on 

NFAC. Called the "No More Fallen Apple Trees Council", the wording of the one, undated, 

press release that exists on the DLS file suggests that it was produced after the ratification of 

the World Heritage Convention, spurred by the proposed addition of the Haast Range to Mount 

Aspiring National Park.50 A comparison between the format and language of Figure 9.18 with 

that of the convention, reproduced in Appendix A, reveals the similarities. 

~~ 
HAJ\ST D1ECl..~RA'Jl'ION 

We, tne undersigned people or New ZealJnd, 

Being concerned that the telling or our apple trees wa 
going too far, 

Bel1oV1nt: that the protection or the one or two t 
1:1:lin la more important to uo than rurther eradica 
near tho Aop1r1ng Not1ono1 Perk, 

Yet Knowing that the cutting down or appletre 
destruction or one or two plum treee as well 
1net1on or tne odd blackbird night be accel 
111,£ oreae through lack or an urgent conrnit 
them, 

No• declare 0·1r aup.,;Jort !'or theee six 

1. Appletreea, whereever thdy rermin 
nition end protection in 1..-. 

2. The wholeeole removal or apple 
etc which neat in the:n has no · 

3. The cutting down or B?pletr 
year. 

6. 

our rerminine epple tre 
an organization thet 
to protect them. 

6 • It 1e prude 
Perks in 
o 1r eppl 
arounc 

Figure 9.18 Comparison of the Haast Declaration51 and NFAC letterhead 

49NZFS file 3/401: copy of article in Christchurch Press, 30 March 1983 "Futures Group Expanding". 

50Mt Aspiring National Park was extended in 1983 (Dart State Forest), 1989 (Haast Range) and 1990 
(Red Hills) (DoC 1991(a)). 

,r 

51 NZFS file 3/401: undated copy of press release and declaration. 
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Environmental lobby resistance - Native Forests Action Council and the expanded world 

heritage area 

NFAC to Forest Service, Hokitika, 12 March 87, re Mokihinui State Forest: 
"I refer to our letters of 16 January, 22 April and 21 August 1986 requesting information 

on management planning details for this State Forest. Your letter of 29 January stated that 
this information was being gathered, but we have not yet received it." 

Handwritten note added: "Please advise NFAC that because part of the area has been 
allocated to Forestry Corporation and part to DoC any FS management planning details 
have been rendered redundant." 

Another hand added: "My duty is not to write the letter but to check reply and ensure 
reply is sent. In this particular case I consider you should sign the letter yourself and not 
delegate as it was not my fault their letters have not been acknowledged. I'm now departing 
for Ashley and won't be back until Friday 27th March to say goodbye. All the best." 

The same hand wrote: "Registered, noted and passed back". 
Telex from HO, Wellington to Hokitika, 19 March 1987: "I appreciate difficulty in 

extracting information [yyy] requests but would have thought that some generalised 
information was available so that he could undertake a generalised analysis. Are you able to 
help?" 

Telex from Hokitika to HO, 23 March 1987: "I am unable to give priority to [yyy's] 
request. In this week of shambles and chaos there is no way that I can or will give any 
priority or assistance, general or otherwise to an individual representing an organisation that 
has left no stone unturned in their efforts to bring about the demise of the NZFS." 

Letter from Hokitika to NFAC, 25 March 1987: "I refer to your request of 12 March for 
management planning details for Mohikinui State Forest. I am indeed surprised that [xxx] 
has not told you that the "Blakeley accord", of which he was a participant, disintegrated 
management planning for Mohikinui State Forest. This means that since the land is now to 
be apportioned between the New Zealand Forestry Corporation and the Department of 
Conservation any previous management planning by the New Zealand Forest Service has 
been rendered redundant. As the Forest Service expires next week I wish you well in your 
relationship with the new agencies." 

Figure 9.19 Final Correspondence between Forest Service on the 

West Coast and NFAC52 

The infrequent and incomplete correspondence from local groups acting in defence of 

heritage as the freedom to do things to land, contrasted markedly with the persistence of 

conservation groups . From March 1981 until March 1987, just before the Forest Service ceased 

to exist, NFAC sent on average two or three letters per month to the Forest Service conservancy 

office in Hokitika. Some were brief, asking direct questions about individual cases (such as the 

management of specific forests , including the Perseverance Block), some contained comment 

and criticism about Forest Service activity in general. Answering these letters must have taken 

a great deal of time. Even the Minister of Forests was capable of responding curtly. In March 

1982 he wrote to NFAC that he found their "gratuitous advice on how I should be doing my job 

offensive" .53 When NFAC was dissatisfied with the service it received, it complained to the 

52NZFS file 32/4/1, volume 4: correspondence, dates given in text. 

53NZFS file 32/4/1, volume 2: Minister of Forests to NFAC, 2 March 1982, in response to NFAC letter of 
21 February 1982. 
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Ombudsman.54 By late 1983, although NFAC was being just as demanding, they had become 

more polite. The tone of the Forest Service responses was becoming more conciliatory, with 

staff appearing willing to pursue complex answers to difficult questions. These changes were 

only superficial. Letters addressed informally were annotated in the margins "charge them" 

(for information and time); NFAC letters ending "Yours sincerely" had underlining and 

question marks added by hand. By the beginning of 1987, when the end of the Forest Service 

was imminent, the comments became more open and bitter. Figure 9.19 contains extracts from 

the final series of communications, analysis of which leads to the conclusion that several 

versions of heritage were current within the Forest Service over its last few years. There was 

the Head Office version, allied closely to the pragmatism of national politics, moving towards 

heritage as commodified naturalness. There were also regional conservancy versions, that 

adapted far more slowly to the national perspective, remaining committed to a critical localism 

that depended on intervention in the forest, albeit on a much reduced, experimental and 

hopefully sustainable basis. All the government agency versions were further complicated by 

connections with the persistent, post-colonial intellectual imperialism that was discussed in 

Chapter Six. 

NFAC's principle contribution to the debate over appropriate management of South 

Westland's State forests was their proposal for an expanded world heritage area. This proposal, 

sent to the National Parks and Reserves Authority in August 1985, 

recognises the outstanding national and international importance of the entire South-West 
sector of New Zealand and proposed integrated management of this area. It avoids the 
fragmentation and divisive approach to Heritage nomination which will result from the 
individual nomination of some parks (eg Fiordland) and not others (Mt. Aspiring) .... .... The 
South-West New Zealand proposal is assessed here primarily in terms of the natural 
criteria .. .. Certainly parts of the area have cultural importance with relics of Maori 
Settlement in parts of Fiordland and early European settlement in Fiordland. However in 
comparison with the rest of New Zealand this area is considered to be comparatively poor in 
cultural values.55 

Coming in the same year that the government officially nominated Westland/Mount Cook 

and Fiordland National Parks as two separate world heritage areas, initial official reaction to 

NFAC's proposal was not even lukewarm. In January 1986 the Head Office of the Department 

of Lands and Survey told the Commissioner of Crown Lands in Hokitika that an IUCN 

representative, James Thorsell, had visited South Westland and had concluded that "there 

appears to be no problem in supporting the nominations" for world heritage status for 

Westland/Mount Cook and Fiordland National Parks. However, regarding the extended area, 

"Mr Thorsell did not support this proposal and is taking it no further" 56 . There followed some 

54NZFS file 32/4/1 , volume 2: correspondence in June, July and August 1982. 

55WCUC file RP 8/5: Interim Proposal for a South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area, prepared by 
Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society, Federated Mountain Clubs and Native Forests Action Council , 
report sent to National Parks and Reserves Authority, 13 August 1985. 
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furious correspondence between the DLS, the National Parks and Reserves Authority (NPRA) 

and the environmental lobby, during which there were strong comments critical of the 

nomination process, accusations of inaccuracy and bias .57 By March 1986 the NPRA had told 

the Lands Settlement Board of the DLS that it was enthusiastic about the extended proposal58 

and in April the DLS Head Office decided to consult interest groups .59 In a letter to the 

Minister of Lands, the NPRA explained why the IUCN representative had not supported the 

extended world heritage area. It was not that the idea was flawed, but it would have been 

premature because "land use and tenure decisions were pending over significant parts of the 

proposal and there appeared to be insufficient documentation of the values of some of the 

intermediate areas".60 The major hurdle was that the NPRA could not legally deal with State 

forest land, only having responsibility for existing national parks and proposed extensions. 

Nevertheless, it supported 

thorough investigation and rationalisation of the future use and management of the lands 
within the proposal area [although] there is a need to clarify some current public 
misunderstandings of WHA criteria and implications, particularly concerning private land 
and leasehold lands which are not included in the proposal, and implications for tourism.61 

There was resistance to the expanded world heritage area from within the DLS, both from 

members of the Land Settlement Board62 and from the Hokitika office. In April the Greymouth 

Evening Star quoted the local Commissioner for Crown Lands as saying that SWMEP would 

result in a balance between production and protection,63 whereas by implication, world heritage 

status would not. As the year progressed the true views of local DLS staff became difficult to 

determine, as their concerns at the demise of the department increased.64 There was also 

56DLS file 3/316/1 : memo from DLS Head Office to Commissioner of Crown Land Hokitika, 21 January 
1986. 

57DLS file 3/316/ I : memo from DLS Head Office to Commissioner of Crown Land Hokitika, Dunedin 
and Invercargill, 18 February 1986; enclosing letters from McSweeney to Chair, National Parks and 
Reserves Authority, 5 February 1986; and Dirctor General Lands to McSweeney, 11 February 1986. 

58DLS file 3/316/1 : minutes of Land Settlement Board, 4/5 March 1986. 

59DLS file 3/316/1 : memo from DLS Head Office to Commissioner of Crown Land Hokitika, Dunedin 
and Invercargill, 24 April 1986, enclosing paper to National Parks and Reserves Authority by Diector 
General Lands. 

60WCUC file RP 8/5: undated letter fr~m National Parks and Reserves Authority to Minister of Lands, re 
meeting ofNPRA on 19 April 1986. 

6I Ibid : 3. 

62DLS file 3/314/1: minutes of Land Settlement Board, 6 May 1986. 

63DLS file 3/412: copy of article from Greymouth Evening Star, 12 April 1986. 

64DLS file 3/314/1 : minutes of Land Settlement Board 6 May 1986: lack of progress may be the result of 
the department being "almost in a state of collapse". Handwritten note 9 September 1986 suggesting that 
"further investigation of F and B's SWNZ World Heritage Area has not brought an instruction to this 
office - probably because of an awareness that workloads wouldn't accept one" . 
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resistance from the people of Haast in South Westland. The Otago National Parks and 

Reserves Board had convened 

a very well attended meeting at Haast in an attempt to gauge local opinion of the proposed. 
[sic] ..... there was clearly a good deal of misunderstanding amongst local people over the 
implications of the World Heritage Site Status for existing operations and activities in the 
area. This, together with the meeting's majority vote against the proposal, highlighted the 
need for further public consultations.65 

In December 1986 the Hokitika office of the DLS heard that Westland/Mount Cook and 

Fiordland had been accepted as World Heritage Areas, not from their own Head Office but in a 

telephone call from a leading environmental activist.66 The file note about that conversation 

was the last item on the DLS world heritage file: it left a strong impression of a local office not 

interested in matters of principle any more, just serving out its time. 

The final stages of Phase Two - the South Westland Forests Working Party 

Thus during 1986, despite some resistances, a range of central government agencies tacitly 

broadened support for heritage as naturalness throughout the south west. What had previously 

looked like two separate questions demanding separate answers - how best to manage South 

Westland's State forests and how best to manage its protected natural areas - were merging into 

one. This merging clarifies why the SWMEP assessments were never finished. In prioritising 

the relationships between people and land, over the assessments of natural systems and wildlife, 

the draft SWMEP report contradicted those whose views were in the ascendant, who supported 

total protection for the south west. Nevertheless, the government's apparent ambivalence about 

preferred strategic directions and versions of heritage for South Westland was maintained 

during the high profile consultative period in early 1987 that marked the ending of SWMEP and 

the beginning of the work of the group that replaced SWMEP, the South Westland Forests 

Working Party (the Blakeley Working Party). 

The working party's terms of reference (Figure 9.20) were notable for a number of reasons. 

They included representation from regional and local agencies and groups, as well as 

government departments. This was a significant departure from previous practice, suggesting 

that integration between protection and exploitation of the forests was still an option. 

Economic activities both within and outside the Crown estate had to be considered, again 

hinting at potential integration. Finally, there was a fixed end point. The working party could 

not indulge in protracted data collection and analysis reminiscent of SWMEP: it had to report 

by December 1988. 

65WCUC file RP 8/5: undated letter from National Parks and Reserves Authority to Minister of Forests re 
meeting ofNPRA on 19 April 1986: 2. 

66DLS file 3/316/1: file note of telephone conversation between Kevin Smith, Royal Forest and Bird 
Society, and Ellis, Commissioner for Crown Lands, 4 December 1986. 
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The Government directed the Secretary for the Environment "to convene a committee 
consisting of representatives from relevant government agencies, the West Coast United 
council, environmental, community and industry groups to secure an agreed package 
consistent with existing government policies for the allocation of State forests for 
reservation and production in South Westland south of the Cook River, and taking account 
of the impact and opportunities for the regional economy and other resources, including 
minerals, timber, agriculture, nature conservation, tourism and recreation, fishing, 
sphagnum moss gathering, and community services and infrastructure, and report back to 
Government by 15 December 1988. 

Figure 9 .20 South Westland Forests (Blakeley) Working Party, terms 

of reference (MfE I 988(a): 7) 

When asked to comment on the most significant points to come out of a three day 
SWMEP public forum, Blakeley said: 

"[A] key issue was a plea that the policy options allow for a sustainable economic future 
for the region with, I think, a general agreement of the need of sustainability in terms of the 
region being able to stand on its own two feet. 

I think [another] key issue was the importance of consultation with the people of the 
South Westland region and we, as a working party, will be going down through South 
Westland, we'll look around the various areas, we'll hold public meetings at which people 
can express their views ... " 

Salmon said: 
" .... the government has set up a process which is going to try and accommodate, or reach 

some consensus amongst the different interested parties, so that looking forward a little bit -
I think the most likely outcome is going to be some kind of compromise". 

Moir said: 
"I think that Roger Blakeley was told that he has got to do it differently this time67". 

Stapleton said: 
"I think it's really the presentation of all the different viewpoints in one place and the 

different people who normally think in a sectoral way who got the overview" . 

Figure 9.21 Apparent agreement between sectoral interests: the need 

to consider a range of viewpoints in determining the 

future of South Westland68 

During the high profile consultative period in early 1987, representatives of a range of 

agencies insisted that the concerns of local communities would be taken into account in any 

strategy for South Westland . Figure 9.21 contains extracts from an article in the Hokitika 

Guardian of 21 February 1987, which reported the views of four such people. One was 

Blakeley, then Secretary for the Environment69 and Chair of the Working Party . One was Guy 

Salmon, environmental activist and chair of the Joint Campaign on Native Forests . The third 

67B y implication, provide more consultation than occurred in the preparation of "West Coast Forests; 
integrating conservation and development" Ministry for the Environment 1986, which dealt with West 
Coast forests north of the Cook River. 

68WCUC file RP 31/2: copy of article from Hokitika Guardian, 21 February 1987, "Four leading 
participants asked for opinions of Sth. Westland Forum" . 

69That is, most senior civil servant in the Ministry for the Environment. 
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was David Stapleton, ex Ministry of Works, then working for the West Coast United Council. 

The fourth, and the only voice that appeared not to be speaking in bureaucratic code, was local 

politician Margaret Moir, a member of Westland County Council and the West Coast Regional 

Development Council. 

The working party's membership included a range of local stakeholder groups70 and, 

according to its own report, "followed a highly consultative process" (MtE l 988(a): 5). In 

November 1987 they issued a public consultation document which sought comments on three 

options for the management of the 311,000 hectares of State forest that remained unallocated in 

South Westland at that time. There were really only two strategies - the first proposed 

cessation of logging and permanent reservation of all unallocated State forest; the third 

proposed a mixture of sustained yield forestry (20,000 hectares) and protection of areas of 

environmental sensitivity (291,000 hectares). The third strategy, forest park designation, was 

largely ignored, as it was perceived by most submitters as a watered down version of strategy 

one (MtE 1988(a): 33). 3953 submissions were received: the breakdown, in terms of strategy 

supported and area of origin of submission, is shown in Map 9.3.71 

The dominance of a national version of heritage as naturalness over regional versions of 

heritage as critical local culture, was evident in the analysis of the submissions. 

The majority of all submissions received (2990 out of 3953, or 76%) supported Strategy I, 
the preservation of State forest lands under national park or similar status. Forty-two 
percent of this support originated from Auckland or Canterbury together. Ninety percent of 
submissions from the North Island supported Strategy 1, compared with 60% of 
submissions from the South Island. Numerically, the support for Strategy I was the highest 
from the Canterbury Region (702 submissions). It was acknowledged by the majority of 
individuals who supported Strategy 1 that they were members of conservation groups, 
notably the Native Forest Action Council and the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society. 
(MtE 1988(a): 33) 

The West Coast Regional Development Council's submission contained the most succinct 

summary of regional perceptions on what was going on in the nation as a whole. 

We are aware that the nation looks on South Westland as the last of its heritage and wants 
[us] to atone for the removal of native forests throughout the rest of New Zealand.72 

Whilst the working party was deliberating in 1987, the Royal Forest and Bird Society 

intensified its promotion of the extended world heritage area by publishing a South-West New 

Zealand World Heritage Calendar73 and a glossy, large format book entitled "Forests, Fiords 

70The Blakeley Working Party comprised representatives of government departments, the timber 
industry, local inhabitants including Maori and territorial authorities (MtE 1988). 

71 Map based on map in Appendix 2, MtE 1988(a): 34. 

72WCUC file RP 31/2/1 : copy of analysis of submissions to Blakeley Working Party, undated, 
submission number 397. 

73WCUC file RP 8/5 : flier from Royal Forest and Bird Society to booksellers about the proposed 
calendar. 
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and Glaciers: the Case for a South West New Zealand World Heritage Area" (Hutching and 

Potton 1987), a powerful evocation of heritage as naturalness. Labour retained power in the 

general election, still committed to restructuring the state sector. The November stock market 

crisis appeared to confirm the need for further restructuring, greater transparency and more 

efficiencies. In land management, transparency was to be achieved by rejecting multiple 

objectives and adopting single purpose management. Crown land would either be in active 

production or protected. The Department of Conservation had taken over the management of 

national parks and forest parks in April, and debates continued over whether the remaining 

State forests should be allocated to the Forestry Corporation or to DoC. 

9.3.5. Phase Three: 1988 - 1990 - the extended world heritage area nomination 

1988 proved to be the decisive year. The Blakeley Working Party agreed on sixteen 

recommendations but could not agree on the main issue - the allocation of State forests for 

protection or production. The disagreement concerned the 20,000 hectares (6.4%) of the total 

311,000 hectares that under Strategy One would have been available for forestry activities. 

A proposal was made that 20,000 ha of lowland forest should be held in neutral tenure by 
the Crown while it is evaluated for its potential for "sustained ecosystem management", that 
is, sustained yield management of timber without significant detriment to the forest 
ecosystem ...... This proposal was supported by representatives of local citizens groups, 
local and regional authorities , Mahitahi Maori Committee, timber industry, Forestry 
Corporation, DSIR, Ministry of Forestry, and NZ Tourist and Publicity. (MtE 1988(a): 5-6) 

The final report of the working party was published in September 1988. DoC and the Joint 

Campaign on Native Forests supported Strategy One, all the other parties, including regional 

and local groups and agencies, Strategy Three. The decision was left to the government. 

In the same month the West Coast United Council produced Draft Section Six of its 

Regional Planning Scheme, dealing, as had Blakeley, with land south of the Cook River.74 

According to the Chair of the United Council, this document had been prepared "in 

exasperation" because the government had not met its own deadlines for allocating State 

forests.7 5 It was an interesting attempt, comparable with the earlier Draft Section One for the 

Inangahua Valley in the Perseverance debates (see Chapter Eight), to take the lead in 

reconciling the range of views on South Westland "by applying the principles of moderation 

and conservation" .76 Conservation was interpreted in this document in its active sense, 

implying "the caring use of the resources made available to us" .77 As with the Perseverance 

exercise, it was a vain attempt. Despite arguing that the regional planning process was the best 

74WCUC file 7/2/1/2: West Coast Regional Planning Scheme, Draft Section Six, South Westland; the 
document itself. 

75WCUC file RP 1/6/1: letter from WCUC to Deputy Prime Minister, 16 February 1989. 

76Ibid.: introductory letter. 

77 Ibid. 
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way to determine policy for the people and the environment of South Westland, the document 

admitted that "a regional planning scheme cannot bind the Crown to affirmative action".78 This 

was the main thrust of the submissions received from other agencies. The response of the 

Department of Lands was typical. Regional planning 

cannot take away the authority of government to make decisions in accordance with 
legislation . [It] must leave the management of public activities and functions to the Crown 
agencies .... which have executive responsibility for them. It cannot positively direct the 
Crown ... to provide or continue to provide a particular activity or function, or to take 
particular action.79 

The claims of ultra vires in the submissions on the Draft Section Six were a powerful 

demonstration of the intellectual imperialism still underpinning the attitudes of Crown 

agencies. The Crown would tell the WCUC what was to happen to Crown land and the council 

could then incorporate this into its regional planning process if it wished. In no way could the 

United Council be seen to be the lead agency. 80 A month after the Department of Lands' letter 

was written, the government "decided on the final allocation of the former State forests in 

dispute; most of the beech forests of Dean and Rowallan in western Southland, and the 311,000 

hectares of podocarp and podocarp/beech forest in South Westland south of the Cook Rover, 

were passed to the Department of Conservation to manage as conservation land"81 (DoC 

l989(a): 40-41) . The United Council files recorded no further progress on Draft Section Six. 

In December 1988 the Pacific Asia Tourism Association (PATA) West Coast Task Force 

produced recommendations concerning South Westland, shedding further light on the different 

. versions of heritage then current. Their report suggested as a regional theme "'[t]he interaction 

of people and nature', including the story of the shifting balance of those elements from early 

settlement" (PATA 1988: 6). The implication of an integrated approach to culture and nature 

was not carried through into the detail of the report. Perhaps this is not surprising, given the 

way in which national versions of heritage had become polarised. But the division appears to 

have been a function, not of emerging national environmental policy, but of the task force's own 

ideology and sense of identity . 

The critical influence was the commitment to the commodification of places in the 

interests of tourism, whether naturalness or cultural modifications dominated. Thirteen of the 

fifteen members were directly involved in tourism. The report assumed that the West Coast 

needed "to develop a unique selling proposition based on its natural attractions, historic 

heritage activities and people" (ibid.: 19). In order to commodify heritage effectively, 

78Ibid.: 4 . 

79WCUC file 7/2/1/2: letter to WCUC from Department of Lands, 28 January 1989. 

80wcuc file 7/2/1/2: most submissions to the WCUC over their Draft Section Six. 

81 WCUC file RP 8/5: Letter from Minister of Conservation to Chair, WCUC, 4 August 1989, said that 
"on 27 February 1989, the Government announced as part of the South Westland decision, that it would 
prepare a single nomination for a South West New Zealand World Heritage Area. 
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producing attractive marketing tools, the complexities of the different versions of heritage had 

to be simplified. The report is dotted with terms such as "theme", "special interest" and "key 

identifier". Opportunities to integrate culture and nature were repeatedly missed. For example, 

the "stern rugged landscape" was not explicitly related to the "unique skills, friendliness and 

local knowledge" of the West Coasters (ibid.: 19). 

Historic Heritage 
1. Priority should be given to the completion of the historic resources inventory and 

its professional evaluation and to setting priorities for theme development, restoration and 
protection projects. 

2. The inventory should be communicated widely enabling it to be built into 
planning processes at all levels. 

3. A professional archival centre for the West Coast should be established in 
Hokitika. 

4. New source funding and innovative fund raising schemes should be cultivated 
urgently to ensure the housing and preservation of the West Coast historic resources. 

5. A West Coast heritage society should be set up with activities and membership 
throughout the region with the object of managing a cultural heritage fund. 

6. A cultural heritage master plan for the region should be drawn up. 

Protected Natural Areas 
1. The government should develop and enunciate a clear national policy regarding 

the conservation of natural resources in New Zealand. 
2. A balanced management plan which is acceptable to the West Coast community 

should be developed for the proposed South West New Zealand World Heritage Area. 
3. After ensuring local objectives will be satisfied through a balanced management 

plan, the South West Area should be proclaimed a World Heritage site, including the larger 
proportion of land under consideration. 

4. The New Zealand Tourist and Publicity Department should develop a marketing 
strategy for the promotion of the World Heritage site. 

5. A special innovative employment programme must be developed for the West 
Coast's unemployed, co-ordinated by the appropriate government authority to undertake 
initiatives such as road pull-off development, community development and beautification, 
and heritage conservation work .... .. 

6. The proposed gondola at Franz Josef should not be built across the valley as 
planned . 

Figure 9 .22 PAT A Recommendations - Historic Heritage and 

Protected Natural Areas (PATA 1988: 7) 

Figure 9 .22 contains PATA's recommendations for both "Historic Heritage" and "Protected 

Natural Areas" (ibid.: 7). The task force concluded that neither form of heritage was fully 

understood. The value of the historic heritage was not sufficiently recognised locally and there 

was "a lot of emotionalism and misinformation surrounding the World Heritage designation" 

(ibid.: 27) . Under the summary of "historic heritage" nowhere in South Westland was 

specifically mentioned. The only named place was Hokitika, as a base for an archival centre 

rather than as a place of distinctive cultural heritage in its own right. Under "protected natural 

areas" four of the six recommendations concerned the world heritage area. The body of the 

report emphasised "history [as a] non-renewable resource" (ibid .: 24) whose management 

would "pay dividends forever not only in preserving the local character and lifestyle but also in 

tourist dollar terms" (ibid.). Reefton (the town nearest to the Perseverance Block) was 
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mentioned in glowing terms as possessing buildings "of world class significance" (ibid.: 19). 

But those who read the summary only, could not escape the implication that the most 

significant aspect of heritage on the West Coast was the naturalness of South Westland. 

The extended world heritage area was finally nominated by the government in September 

1989, using documentation prepared by DoC with the assistance of the Royal Forest and Bird 

Protection Society and the Ngai Tahu Maori Trust Board. The nomination document claimed 

that the area met "all four criteria for inclusion as a natural heritage property" (DoC 1989(a): 

I ).82 The comments about cultural use and value were carefully chosen to support the claims to 

naturalness . Support was claimed from the Ngai Tahu Maori Trust Board "which represents the 

overwhelming majority of Maori people affected by the proposal" (ibid.) . Chapter Ten 

comments further on local Maori disagreement about appropriate representation: the 

nomination document was silent on this dispute. 

Although not silent, the nomination document minimised the impact of post colonial 

settlement. 

European settlement has led to a variety of agricultural and forestry developments on the 
margins of the nomination. Local communities use small parts of the area for grazing and 
other sustainable resource utilisation, and recreational and tourist use is widespread. 
Overall, these developments have had very little imprint on the great bulk of the nomination 
area which still retains an overwhelming wilderness character. (ibid .: 1) 

The point is not that the nomination document lied - the 2.6 million hectares are indeed 

relatively little altered by human activity. But the wording used minimised the tangible impact 

of all human use except recreation and tourism, in order to lend support for the contention that 

"[t]he ecological, scientific and scenic characteristics of the areas .... enhance the outstanding 

universal values already recognised by the World Heritage Committee" (ibid.). The New 

Zealand government had clearly adopted a version of heritage for the south west that was 

commodified naturalness. In accepting that this could be sold via the development of more 

recreation and tourism, the government also assumed that tourism and recreation not only 

could, but would be managed so that they did not compromise the values of iconified nature. 

The potential negative environmental impacts were glossed over. It appeared that these 

assumptions were based on the belief that the most important determinant of effective and 

appropriate management was overall State control. Anyone with any memory of the history of 

Crown land management under the Forest Service and the Department of Lands and Survey 

could point to the weaknesses of that contention. However the World Heritage Committee was 

convinced and on 12 December 1990, Te Waahipounamu - South West New Zealand became 

the ninth world heritage area to fulfil all four criteria for inscription on the natural list 

(UNESCO 1995). 

82The way the nomination document justified this claim is commented on in Chapter Ten, see Figure 
10.1. 
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9.4 Conclusions 

By 1990, when the expanded South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area was accepted 

by the World Heritage Committee, versions of heritage for South Westland had become 

increasingly polarised. The dominant national version for the region was heritage as 

naturalness. Regional and local versions were focused on critical local culture, combining 

active intervention in land, whether in or outside the Crown estate, with protection. The 

government appeared not to be particularly interested in resolving contests over different 

versions of heritage by seeking the middle ground. 

The SWMEP and Blakeley assessment processes contributed towards this polarisation. 

First through the SWMEP Local Liaison Committee, and then through the broad representation 

on the Blakeley Working Party, local groups and agencies were encouraged to believe that an 

integrated or balanced outcome, incorporating both active intervention and protection, was 

possible. Central government as a whole also contributed towards the polarisation, once it 

understood that protection of South Westland's forests presented a politically and financially 

acceptable way of restructuring state involvement in land management and forestry activities. 

The environmental lobby contributed as well, by persistent promotion of their version of 

heritage as naturalness. Once this version was heard by central government, environmental 

activists were included in the Blakeley Working Party. Despite wide regional and local 

representation, the dominance on the working party of two stakeholder groups, central 

government and the environmental lobby, meant that heritage as naturalness was almost a 

foregone conclusion. 

The potential for integration that landscape appeared to offer in the mid 1980s, had not 

been realised. The south-west was becoming a very powerful symbol of New Zealand's pre

human past, an emphasis on naturalness being preferred over the possibility of a palimpsest 

construction. The potential for paradox was not apparently admitted by the environmental 

movement. By 1990 an objective, detached approach to place, based on a combination of 

environmentalism, capitalism and intellectual imperialism, translated into a dominant national 

version of heritage as naturalness. This appeared to be contrasted with increasingly 

marginalised local and regional versions of critical local culture. It would however be a 

mistake to assume that these versions were absolute opposites of each other. The detailed 

analysis of the texts in this chapter has suggested that partial difference is as likely to occur as 

absolute otherness, although it is more difficult to conceptualise and write about. This 

suggestion merits further enquiries, and an obvious focus of attention is the South Westland 

community, whose versions of heritage appeared at the end of the narratives in this chapter to 

be increasingly marginalised. The question that merits specific attention concerns what can or 

should be done in individual places to resolve continuing contests over versions of heritage. 

This is the main theme of Chapter Ten. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

WORLD HERITAGE IN PLACE: 

SOUTH-WEST NEW ZEALAND AND SOUTH WESTLAND 

10.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter established that the world heritage status of South-West New 

Zealand was based on heritage as naturalness. This version emphasises an objective, detached 

approach to place and is conveyed through a number of influential narratives as normative, 

central and dominant. Its promoters not only marginalised other versions, but appeared not to 

recognise the complex, layered nature of the dominant version (that includes, for example, 

heritage as commodity as an influential sub-text). 

The main purpose of this chapter is to present an analysis of what happened in part of the 

South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area, when this dominant version of heritage was 

overlain on pre-existing versions of heritage as local culture and their related inter-subjective 

approaches to place. A related purpose is to establish appropriate ways of exploring the 

complexities and contradictions that are suspected there. 

The first step is to look once more at the world heritage areas as a whole, for any 

indications of continuing contests over different versions of heritage. What is revealed is a 

series of unresolved issues, reported in 10.2 as four conceptual barriers, each contributing to a 

persistent, limited understanding of the world heritage area as a whole. 

The next step, in 10.3, is to see how the continued contestability of heritage affected a 

particular part of the world heritage area. The area studied is South Westland, south of the 

Cook River, from 1989 to 1995. Chapter Nine has already demonstrated how much attention 

had been focused on South Westland throughout the 1980s, culminating in the Blakeley 

Working Party from 1986 to 1988. South Westland remains interesting for two reasons. First, 

unlike those parts of the proposed world heritage area that already had national park status, it 

contains 311,000 hectares of land that were State forest before 1989 and that even after 1989 

had no specific conservation protection, possessing the holding status of 'stewardship land' . 

Despite - or perhaps because of - this, South Westland was the only part of the proposed world 

heritage area where this status was explicitly interpreted, promoted and commodified. 

World heritage status for the whole of the south west was confirmed in 1990. A year 

earlier, in 1989, the South Westland Environmental and Community Action Group (SWECAG), 

was appointed by central government. Its role was to liaise with and advise the government 

departments responsible for the implementation of a centrally funded tourism and recreation 

package, targeted specifically at the area of ex-State forest and associated human settlements. 

SWECAG acted as the main agent for the distribution of grants from 1989 to 1992 and was a 

catalyst in the implementation of DoC projects from 1989 to 1995. From 1992 onwards the 

group tried to develop a broader role for itself, commenting on management issues relating to 
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the world heritage area as a whole, and attempting to mediate between different versions of 

heritage. But SWECAG was never grounded solely in South Westland: its 'community' was a 

complex of communities, including West Coast business interests and politicians, as well as the 

community of interest that supported heritage as naturalness. As long as SWECAG had some 

real resources to allocate, in the form of grants to local tourism entrepreneurs, it was tolerated 

by South Westlanders. As soon as this money was spent, the group came under increasing local 

criticism. It finally disbanded in 1995, six years after its establishment and five years after the 

confirmation of world heritage status for the whole south west. 

The chapter concludes that despite the intervention of SWECAG, the imposition on South 

Westland of the national version of heritage as naturalness, has done little to resolve the 

con testability of heritage, and increases rather than reduces the chances of long term 

management problems in the world heritage area. Such problems appear to be unavoidable 

unless central government agencies accept both the inter-subjective nature of South Westland 

as place, and the different versions of heritage that prevail there. 

The methods used to explore these issues are all variants of textual analysis. As in the 

previous chapters, the texts are drawn from published and unpublished documents, file records 

and archival material. In addition there are texts that record the spoken word, both from 

interviews and focus groups. As before, the analysis starts by looking for underlying structures 

of attitude and reference, but these proved to have limited use in this spatial and cultural 

context. An approach to analysis was needed that could cope more effectively with persistent 

contradiction and difference . The approach chosen was adapted from questions originally 

asked in the context of a feminist geographic analysis (Rose 1993). 

10.2 uses the same textual sources as Chapter Nine, whereas 10.3 is based on three 

additional sets of texts. These are the Department of Conservation's file records on SWECAG; 

one-to-one interviews with residents of South Westland and DoC employees; and five focus 

groups, one of SWECAG members, and one each in Harihari, Whataroa, Franz Josef and Haast. 

This range of sources allows elements of the same basic story to be told from different 

perspectives, thus working towards a "narrative-like synthesis" (Entrikin 1991: 23), interwoven 

from a series of inter-subjective, decentred narratives. 

Looking for difference might be interpreted as needlessly looking for trouble, but this is 

not the intention. The search is based on the contention that appropriate long term management 

strategies for the world heritage area will only be possible if the contradictory, paradoxical, 

differential nature of heritage can be recognised and accommodated by both national agencies 

and South Westland communities. When seen in this light, the study and interpretation of the 

roles played by SWECAG, and the exploration of what both SWECAG members and others 

thought about present and future world heritage management, are both relevant and timely . 
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10.2 South-West New Zealand: 

barriers to understanding the world heritage area as "place" 

10.2.1 Denying complexity and difference - why the barriers exist 

Chapter Eight explained how the whole of south west New Zealand achieved international 

endorsement of its naturalness. The New Zealand government's version of heritage for the 

south west, based on strong internal political support and popular backing, prevailed against a 

tiny and relatively powerless local and regional population, whose preferred version of critical 

local culture had been marginalised. The nomination document for the extended world heritage 

area used powerful language to argue the naturalness of South Westland. 

Criterion I: "Sites nominated should be outstanding examples representing the 
major stages of the earth's evolutionary history". 

(i) South-West New Zealand has the best modern representation of the ancient flora and 
fauna of Gondwanaland. 

(i) SWNZ is an outstanding example of the impact of the Pleistocene epoch. Both the 
"ice age" glacial episodes and th_e relatively warm interglacials have interrelated impacts on 
the landforms and ecological patterns within compact areas adjacent to the sea. 

Criterion II: "Sites nominated should be outstanding examples representing 
significant ongoing geological processes, biological evolution and man's interaction 
with his natural environment; as distinct from the periods of the earth's 
development". 

(i) SWNZ is an outstanding example of [ongoing] geological activity along a major plate 
boundary. 

(ii) SWNZ is outstanding for the number of glaciers of widely varying character which 
illustrate all aspects of the ongoing effects of alpine glaciation on a variety of rock types and 
a considerable range of climatic types. 

(iii) The development of plant and animal communities in SWNZ is one of the most 
comprehensive and outstanding examples in the world of ongoing biological evolution. 

Criterion III: "Sites nominated should contain superlative natural phenomena, 
formations or features, for instance, outstanding examples of the most important 
ecosystems, areas of exceptional natural beauty or exceptional combinations of 
natural and cultural elements". 

(i) Few areas of the world have such a concentration of natural scenic splendour as the 
South-West. It contains many of the natural features which contribute to New Zealand's 
international reputation for superlative landscapes; its highest mountains, longest glaciers, 
tallest forests, wildest rivers and gorges, most rugged coastlines and deepest fiords and 
lakes. It even has an extinct volcano in Solander Island. 

(ii) The South-West contains outstanding examples of two of the world's important 
ecosystems: temperate rainforest and alpine plant communities. 

Criterion IV: "Sites nominated should contain the most important and significant 
natural habitats where threatened species of animals or plants of outstanding 
universal value from the point of view of science or conservation still survive". 

(i) The region contains significant habitats with viable populations of threatened fauna 
of major significance, including birds (takahe, kakapo, South Island brown kiwi, 
yellowhead, kaka, yellow crowned parakeet, Fiordland brown teal, blue duck, New Zealand 
falcon, fernbird); fish (galaxiid spp - short jawed & giant kokopu); and the Fiordland skink. 

Figure 10.1 Criteria used in world heritage nomination of South-West 

New Zealand 1 

1 Adapted from the full account in the nomination document (DoC 1989(a): 44-55) 
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It is in meeting the condition of integrity that the full South-West New Zealand nomination 
is much superior to the two previous listings that it proposes to incorporate. While both the 
Westland/Mount Cook and Fiord land National Park listings each have a high degree of 
integrity, neither conveys the fuller picture of the world's Gondwanaland heritage and the 
geological evolution associated with one of the world's few major plate boundaries on land. 
Only Te Waahipounamu provides this degree of evolutionary integrity. (DoC 1989(a): 55-
56) 

The nomination document went to some lengths to present the naturalness of this huge and 

diverse area as incontestable fact. It emphasised integrity, completeness and naturalness, these 

being the criteria upon which suitability for inclusion on the world heritage natural list was 

judged . These justifications were comprehensive and convincing and South-West New Zealand 

was added to the World Heritage List in 1990. Figure 10.1 summarises the arguments used. 

The size of the area and the range of named processes, phenomena and species within it, were 

all significant. Given the world-wide difficulties of finding sites that meet the natural criteria 

(see Chapter Four), it is easy to understand the attraction to the World Heritage Committee of 

adding such a substantial area to the natural list. 

Although the nomination document was powerful and scientifically accurate, it was not 

altogether transparent. Its structures of attitude and reference were those of post-enlightenment 

rationality, positivism and intellectual imperialism. It recognised as significant those things 

that could be established and known through scientific method. The nomination and 

assessment processes, although accepting ecological complexity and diversity, denied cultural 

complexity and difference. By denying the existence of any critical local culture that might 

conflict with the dominant version of heritage, it effectively denied the complexity of the south 

west as place. The implications of this denial depend on your point of view. Supporters of 

heritage as naturalness for the south west say that it is in the area's best interests to stress its 

natural qualities, in order to ensure that these are adequately managed and continuously 

protected (see Figure 10.2). Such viewpoints however tend to overlook the unassailable 

necessity that even in an area as sparsely populated as the South West, local people identify 

with place first and naturalness second (see Figure 10.3). They also ignore the desirability of 

local people being committed to and involved in management and protection. Appropriate 

management does not automatically follow from the drawing of a line on a map and a decision 

taken in Paris. Oversimplifying a complex situation in this way does not guarantee appropriate 

outcomes. The masking of contradiction and difference, especially the suppression of different 

versions of heritage as culture, may well result in management problems within or adjacent to 

the world heritage area. Collecting firewood, felling protected trees, polluting waterways, 

overuse of fragile vegetation communities, insistence on traditional rights of mahinga kai, may 

in theory be controllable by regulation and oversight from a distance. But if the regulators and 

overseers have little understanding of the need to understand place existentially, having scant 

sympathy for those local people who value the south west as cultural heritage first and natural 

heritage second, the chances of unpredicted and undesired impacts on the land would appear to 
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From the start Kevin Smith and I would not agree that there could be a blend of logging 
and protection. That is an example of what was then possible - we were arguing from the 
basis of a single focus . 

(a) West Coast Series 2/011 

... . whereas in New Zealand the beauty that we like is created without man, and the best 
way to keep it would ideally be without people. But because that is not possible we have to 
intervene. 

(b) West Coast Series 2/010 

.... what DoC and the conservation movement have aimed for on the West Coast, which 
is now bearing fruit .... is that we've portrayed the West Coast very much as a natural 
heritage area and not a 'drive through' area which the rest of New Zealand is. 

(c) Natpol Series 003 

To me forests, our lowlands forest communities rank top and particularly the great 
forests of South Westland, personally, and part of that reflects their dramatic scenic setting 
as opposed to their biological richness as the North Island forests are much richer 
biologically but are more disjointed, they're surrounded by developed land so you don't get 
the same sense of wilderness that you do in South Westland, so that's why I have a 
particular affinity to the West Coast because you can actually pretend you're still in a 
primeval landscape which you can't pretend in the North Island. 

(d) Natpol Series 019 

Figure 10.2 Heritage in South Westland as naturalness: extracts from 

interviews 

West Coasters saw the land as ours, we felt that we had more of a right than the rest of 
New Zealanders, because what happens on it affects us more than others .. 

(a) West Coast Series 2/005 

Let us go into South Westland, we have a hill down there we identify with our family 
background, Tutuko. Now Tutuko goes way, way back, and our family goes back to 
Tutuko .... and there's two other lower peaks, named after his two daughters, then we have 
various lakes, up and down the Coast, swamps, there's the Kinehi swamp. 2000 acres, 
Kinehi Te Kaho was another one of my relatives. 

(b) West Coast Series 1/013 

Well if there are no people in a place there is no life. And it's rather like the whitebai·t 
season, in the small settlement that I live in I think there are 24 dwellings ..... There are I 
think nine permanent residents in the small settlement of Okuru, the rest of the houses are 
holiday homes or whitebaiters' cottages, and the whitebait season is something which I look 
forward to because there is an influx of people, who only stay a short time but they give life. 

( c) West Coast Series 1/005 

Figure 10.3 Heritage in South Westland as critical local culture: 

extracts from interviews 
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be heightened. Eventually these impacts could well lead to a reduction of the natural qualities 

that led to world heritage designation. 

These contentions require substantiation. This cannot be provided by direct proof of 

significant reductions in natural qualities : acceptable proofs would require another kind of 

research project. What this project can do is explore four specific contradictions concerning 

the way South-West New Zealand is - and is not - experienced as place. These contradictions 

act as four specific barriers to understanding, that are unlikely to be beneficial to the area in the 

long term. 

10.2.2 First Barrier: Sheer Size 

Singling out size as the first barrier appears to be a contradiction in terms, as the benefits 

of size underpinned the whole world heritage nomination. Indeed, there would be no problem 

if the reality of South-West New Zealand were always situated at the objective, detached end of 

the different ways of knowing about land (Entrikin 1991); but this is not the case. For local 

people the south-west is place in its existential, phenomenological sense; people relate to it 

subjectively, they are attached to it - or at least to parts of it (Hulme 1989, McKenzie 1970, 

Pascoe 1966, Alexander 1994). But there appears to be a problem in relating to the world 

heritage area as whole: it is so big that it is very difficult to conceptualise as a single 'place'. In 

fact hardly anyone has ever tried. The only sources that appear to have done so were the 

original 1985 Royal Forest and Bird (RFB) proposal,2 the RFB's calendar and book, both 

entitled, "Forests Fiords and Glaciers" (Hutching and Patton 1987), the final nomination 

document (DoC 1989(a)) and a fold-out information leaflet (DoC 1993(a)). 

When place was reviewed in Chapter Two, the approach that seemed to make most sense 

in the context of this thesis was a constructivist one, created from a number of subjective, 

contextualised and emplotted narratives. This achieves generalised expressions of the specific 

close relationships of people and land, which is exactly what the agencies involved in the 

nomination process appear to have been trying to avoid. There is no forum through which 

people can debate issues relating to the area as a whole. Indeed there are no legal or statutory 

mechanisms on which such integrated planning could be based.3 DoC will not therefore 

produce a management plan for the whole world heritage area, but will rely instead on the 

management processes of the four DoC conservancies.4 This policy was determined in 1989 

and was still in operation in September 1994, although at that time there were proposals for 

inter-conservancy discussions on issues such as world heritage promotion.5 This was despite 

2WCUC file RP 8/5: Interim Proposal for a South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area, prepared by 
Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society, Federated Montain Clubs and Native Forests Action Council, 
13 August 1985. 

3Draft minutes, Otago Conservation Board, lO July 1992 (from Wren Green, DoC Head Office). 

40tago, Canterbury, West Coast, Southland . 
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the existence of an earlier report prepared for the Otago Conservancy, which criticised DoC's 

reactive approach to resource management in general and tourism planning in particular, 

concluding that there should be a co-ordinated World Heritage Management Strategy (Moore 

1992).6 

The difficulty of thinking about the area as a whole is reflected in interpretive displays and 

literature prepared for visitors. The only document that seeks to interpret the whole world 

heritage area for the visiting public is a fold-out leaflet available from information centres (DoC 

l 993(a)). South Westland is the only part of the world heritage area that is explicitly and 

primarily promoted as such. The visitor centre at Haast and the sequence of small interpretive 

sites developed from Knights Point to Jackson Bay since 1989, all focus on world heritage 

status (see Map 10.1). There is a "World Heritage Highway Guide", but this only interprets the 

landscapes seen from the roads through the South Westland section (DoC 1991(6)). A recent 

assessment of interpretation facilities at Mount Cook revealed no emphasis on world heritage 

status.7 The interpretation at the DoC Field Centre in Wanaka, close to Mount Aspiring, dates 

from the 1970s: the world heritage area is therefore not reflected in static displays nor is it 

promoted verbally. 8 

It is possible that, having argued effectively to the World Heritage Committee that the 

world heritage area was one huge place and had to be treated as such, DoC had suddenly 

changed its mind. But it is more likely that the nomination process and ongoing management 

were never intended to be linked. The loss of focus on the whole area was probably an 

incremental outcome of ad hoc decision making, linked with a limitation of resources for 

ongoing management. It is possible that there was never any intention of treating the 

management of the area in an integrated way. Securing the one-time State forests in the 

conservation estate, even if only as 'stewardship land', appears to have been regarded as 

sufficient. In interviews, informants from DoC expressed the belief that achieving legal 

protection had been the main objective. They believed there were more urgent calls on 

available resources and the conservation management processes of the four DoC conservancies 

concerned were presumed adequate.9 In contrast representatives of the environmental 

movement advocated an explicit world heritage management process. 10 

5WCUC file RP 8/5: letter from Minister of Conservation to WCUC, 4 August 1988. Interview Natpol 
Series O 16, 1 September 1994. 

6Letter from the New Zealand Conservation Authority to DoC Head Office, 9 November 1992. 

7Emma Stewart pers. comm. 

8Ranger at Wanaka pers. comm. In January 1997 DoC staff at the Fiordland Visitor Centre in Te Anau 
were asked to comment about the presence of specific world heritage area interpretation, but did not 
reply. 

9Interviews West Coast series 2/010, 21 June 1994; 2/011, 24 June 1994; Natpol series O 16, 1 September 
1994. 

10Interviews Natpol series 003, 25 August 1994; 019, 27 September 1994. 
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It is also possible that denying the need for specific management strategies for the whole 

world heritage area was an example of exclusionary tactics. Perhaps local people were so 

distrusted that it was necessary to discourage them from becoming involved in debates over 

management, as these might encourage them to develop a sense of identity - heritage, even -

with the area as a whole. The persistent use of a natural science perspective as the 'right' way to 

appreciate south west New Zealand, effectively disenfranchises anyone who does not share that 

perspective. But why should this be so? A possible explanation, documented in files but never 

raised by interviewees, related to the fuss over sovereignty that exercised both the united 

council and others on the West Coast during the late 1980s. If the promotion of discussions 

over world heritage management encouraged continued involvement from local people, the 

debate on sovereignty might be re-opened before the government was ready. The sovereignty 

issue is discussed below as the second barrier. 

10.2.3 Second Barrier: Concerns over Sovereignty 

In the years leading up to the nomination of the extended world heritage area, sovereignty 

was an emotive and somewhat paradoxical issue on the West Coast. West Coasters had been 

consistently critical of central government's handling of the decision making processes for 

Crown land on the Coast. But when Coasters thought that UNESCO and the World Heritage 

Committee might be able to control what happened in South Westland, over-riding the 

government, they leapt to the defence of New Zealand's right to determine its own land 

management strategies. A national version of heritage as the right to do things to land, was 

marshalled in support of heritage as critical local culture. UNESCO and the World Heritage 

Committee were unknown phenomena, external to New Zealand, apparently uncontrollable and 

therefore a potential threat. The matter was complicated by the unwillingness or inability of 

Crown agencies to provide enough information to satisfy the concerns of Coasters. Bland 

assurances couched in general terms were insufficient: again perhaps paradoxically (or simply 

na·ively), what people wanted was direct assurance from the agencies that appeared to be the 

source of the external threat, UNESCO and the World Heritage Committee, that the threat of 

foreign control had no substance. 

Concerns over loss of sovereignty were eventually answered, and local understanding 

increased, but from 1985 until 1989 Coasters actively voiced their fears of New Zealand losing 

control over the south west. This absorbed a lot of community energy, which, if it had not been 

so activated, could perhaps have been focused on debating the world heritage concept itself. A 

more participatory approach from Crown agencies, perhaps just more information , less 

grudgingly released, might have given West Coasters a greater sense of identification with 

policy changes that were presented as faits accomplis. Although in one sense such speculation 

is pointless - after all, who can say what might have happened - in another the question is still 

significant. For example, New Zealand still does not have a formal process for the preparation 

of an indicative list of potential world heritage areas. Such a process is currently being 
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considered by the Head Office of the Department of Conservation .11 Given the concerns that 

were voiced over the south-west, it would seem highly desirable to use a participatory approach 

to the production and assessment of this list, but there is at present no indication that such an 

approach is being considered. 

The fundamental question was, who is in charge in a world heritage area? Is it UNESCO, 

or is it the state that is party to the convention, or is it local people? The legally correct answer 

is the state, which owns more than 99% of the land concerned. World heritage status in sensu 

stricto provides only international prestige and moral suasion. I2 If potentially damaging 

activities are reported to UNESCO, states may have to justify their position, but UNESCO has 

no power to intervene directly . As was reported in Chapter Four, normally world heritage 

status is not granted unless pre-existing protection is regarded as adequate. This information 

was not withheld from West Coasters, but it was not given until asked for, and corroborative 

detail was not provided for several years after that. 

The first mention of a concern for sovereignty in the files reviewed, was in telegrams from 

Federated Futures to government ministers, from context written late in 198213 . The Minister 

of Forests' reply emphasised that "world heritage status for any area does not alter its use or 

management" .14 Correspondence on the topic reappeared in late 1985, after the Royal Forest 

and Bird Protection Society had begun to promote the extended area. 15 Buller County Council 

summarised the antagonism that was expressed in much correspondence: world heritage 

designation was 

seen as regressive and its implementation would be a totally unacceptable and unnecessary 
outside constraint on the ability of West Coasters and New Zealanders at large to determine 
the future development pattern for this most important part of our region. 16 

A pattern emerged of angry local comment resulting in written answers from government 

departments that were clearly meant to be soothing. Taking these at face value, it is easy to 

wonder what the fuss was about, but looking more closely it seems that there were two 

11 Aidan Challis, pers. comm. 11 May 1996. 

I2Inrerview Natpol series 016, 1 September 1994. Also WCUC file RP 8/5, 25 March 1985, unattributed 
paper, probably from DLS, on World Heritage Convention. 

13DLS file 3/401 - Federated Futures; telegram from R. Ferguson of Greymouth "leading petitioner of 
West Coast Futures Petition", to four Ministers of the Crown. 

14DLS file 3/401 - Federated Futures; letter from Minister of Forests to Director, Federated Futures, 7 
February 1983. 

15DLS file 3/316/1; Letter from West Coast Province of Federated Farmers to CCL, Hokitika, 13 
December 1985, answered 23 December 1985. Answer stressed lack of external control, the benefits to 
touri sm and that (at that time) only national parks were to be included. 

I6WCUC file RP 8/5 - World Heritage; letter from Buller County Council to Federated Futures, 25 March 
1986. From context the writer clearly meant "our region" to refer to the whole Coast, not just Buller 
County . 
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important omissions. First and superficially, there was little corroborative detail. For example, 

the National Parks and Reserves Authority (NPRA) wrote to the West Coast United Council 

saying that as the NPRA had not itself made the nomination for world heritage status for 

Westland National Park, it could not send a copy of the proposal to the United Council. A copy 

could be inspected at the Hokitika office of DoC.17 Underlying this was the second, more 

profound omission - an implicit lack of acceptance that West Coast agencies and individuals 

had any right to an active role in the process of working towards world heritage status. 

From 1986 to 1989 the filed correspondence dealt with two linked issues. In the first the 

West Coast United Council (WCUC) tried to obtain copies of documents relating to New 

Zealand's ratification of the World Heritage Convention. This was at times farcical, the request 

being passed from department to department, as none possessed a copy of the required 

documents. It was not until 1988 that a reasonably complete set of documents, dating from 

1984, was received by the WCUC, but even these did not include a copy of the actual 

instrument. 18 The closest they got was a copy of the letter sent by the New Zealand Embassy in 

Paris to UNESCO, with which the signed instrument had been enclosed .19 Perhaps the 

unkindest comment of all came from UNESCO itself. A representative wrote to the WCUC 

that "Unesco does not provide copies of such instruments to the general public".20 

The second issue was the campaign against the claimed "Great United Nations Land 

Grab," fuelled by fears of imminent control of South Westland by third world countries and 

communist regimes. Assertions about communist, third world control were reactionary and 

hysterical, making claims that may appear laughable, but demonstrating just how threatened 

some West Coasters felt. Local activists looked overseas to other communities which had also 

reacted against what was claimed to be a United Nations' front to a World Conservation Bank.21 

They are trying to establish an international socialist state .... this will be done .... by the 
inward and unremarkable signing of UN treaties and accords, by which national 
constitutions are subverted and national sovereignty step by step resigned.22 

17wcuc file RP 8/5 - World Heritage; NPRA to WCUC, 29 July 1987. 

18WCUC file RP 8/5 - World Heritage; letter from DG Conservation to WCUC, 16 August 1988, with a 
number of copied documents all dating from late 1984. 

19WCUC file RP 8/5 - World Heritage; copy of Jetter from New Zealand Embassy in Paris to DG 
UNESCO, dated 22 November 1984, referring to NZ's instrument of ratification as an enclosure. 

20WCUC file RP 8/5 - World Heritage; letter from UNESCO Division of Ecological Sciences to WCUC, 
30 June 1988. 

2I WCUC file RP 8/5 -World Heritage; unattributed news-sheet, 9 September 1987, headed The South 
West New Zealand Heritage Park or The Great United Nations Land Grab. 

22WCUC file RP 8/5 - World Heritage; a poor quality copy, undated, of what appears to be an extract 
from a right wing, fundamentalist; Christian, North American group newsletter. 
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Plate lO. I 

Local resistance to the "land grab" 

still in evidence: "Hands off South 

Westland" just south of Franz Josef 

At times the two issues overlapped. The Minister for the Environment wrote to the Chair 

of the WCUC that he was 

frankly surpri sed that you would put you r name to a petition that makes the spurious claim 
of a' ... crni1munist dominated UN bureaucracy making the rules and regulations for 2.2 
million hectares of New Zealand soi l' .23 

The Minister went on to repeat what had already been said in many previous letters to 

West Coast agencies : world heritage status would not alter the level of protection of a site. He 

summarised the whole process, emphasising the "high degree of public participation [that] the 

present consultation by the Secretary for the Environment" was allowing. 24 What was not said, 

was that the status of South Westland's forests had become a national issue - indeed, had been 

so since at least 198 l. The public participation would therefore be dealt with at national level, 

with opinions being canvassed across the country . There was no way that the perceived self 

interest of West Coasters and their versions of critical local culture would be allowed to take 

priority if they did not concur with the national view . 

The Chair of Buller County Council had signed the same petition and was also taken to 

task .25 His considered and unhysterical response to the Minister's criticism explained that he 

had signed the petition because a majority of the county council had decided to do so. 

23WCUC file RP 8/5 - World Heritage; Min. of Environment to Chair, WCUC, 8 July 1988. 

24Ibid . 

25WCUC file RP 8/5 - World Heritage; Min. of Environment to Chair, Buller CC, 8 July 1988 . 
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Such is the process of democratic determination. Quite clearly the petition was a vehicle for 
the expression of West Coasters' widespread concerns .... I believe that the great majority 
of Coasters did not support the Heritage proposals at the time the petition was circulating 
and I doubt if many have changed their minds ..... I believe that it is quite understandable 
that the proposals emanating from the conservation movement would be regarded as a 'pre
emptive strike' locally, and the fact that they received endorsement from your Government 
in June 1987 without consultation with West Coast authorities or viewpoints, which has 
excited such opposition here, was a move widely regarded as a clear cut political electoral 
gambit at our expense ..... To read in the Royal Forest and Bird Pamphlet that "The World 
Heritage Committee regularly prepares a list of threatened World Heritage sites - for 
example by war, natural diaster, logging. mining. roading or settlement" (my emphasis) -
goes right to the very heart of the issue for a region that is still very close to its historical 
roots and pioneering heritage, and so economically dependant on land and resource use - yet 
with so little available under prevailing constraints.26 

The final comment from this letter may be ironic or serious. It was possibly meant to be 

both. In the writer's opinion the Government had 

actually missed a real opportunity to consider a World Heritage site covering the whole of 
the Coast but based on cultural values - perhaps 'The West Coaster - an endangered species' 
- as a unique example of man's historical interaction with such a diverse environment in 
such a geographically discrete and isolated locale.27 

The notion of a joint natural and cultural world heritage area was also mentioned in an 

article in the West Coast Times. The main focus of the article was the proposal for a road link 

from South Westland to Hollyford in Fiordland. A second theme concerned the World Heritage 

Convention. 

The heritage convention has natural and cultural provisions .... the West Coast Regional 
Council proposes the latter for the whole coast.... They cite the region's Maori history as a 
source of greenstone, and gold rushes of the last century in support of a broader concept 
than one which they say locks up natural resources .... in Australia Kakadu National Park 
qualifies on Aboriginal cultural and natural grounds. World Heritage supporters say that the 
south west's fiords, mountains, rivers, lakes and forests are more important internationally 
than old gold towns.28 

Apparently by 1989 at least some West Coaster had moved away from outright opposition 

to the world heritage concept, to considering alternative approaches to it. There is no evidence 

on the files that this vision of a world heritage area for the whole West Coast, integrating 

culture and nature, was ever seriously considered. But it does raise the interesting question -

why not? One answer might lie in the third barrier to a complete understanding of the South

W est - the persistence of a dualistic mode of thinking. 

26WCUC file RP 8/5 - World Heritage; letter from Chair of Buller County Council to Minister for 
Environment, 20 July 1988. 

27Ibid. 

28WCUC file RP 8/5 - World Heritage; copy of article in West Coast Times, 26 September 1989. 
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10.2.4 Third Barrier: impacts of dualistic thinking 

Chapter Two explained why dualistic thinking is such a powerful influence on the way 

people think about land. It is convenient to associate land with polarised descriptors such as 

in/out, margin/centre, nature/culture, as this reduces complex realities to clear categories. That 

chapter also explained why dualistic thinking can be problematic: it over-simplifies, it 

represents not just a way of knowing but an ideology of knowledge, often assuming power 

imbalances between the elements in a pair. Despite these problems, dualistic thinking can still 

be useful: Chapter Two also referred to the way in which dualisms present useful summaries of 

contested realities, and their underlying ideologies. 

The nature/culture dualism has surfaced repeatedly in this thesis: it was built into the 

operational guidelines of the World Heritage Convention; rejection of it underlay the 

persistence of Ngati Tuwharetoa in pursuing a cultural as well as a natural classification for 

Tongariro; it became the focus of the debates over appropriate versions of heritage in New 

Zealand from the late 1970s onwards. South-West New Zealand, especially the State owned 

forests where logging of native species was practiced for many years, was also affected by 

dualistic thinking. Chapter Nine showed how initially the environmental lobby, and latterly the 

New Zealand government, argued strongly for a clear vision of the South-West as essentially 

natural. Both "Forests, Fiords and Glaciers" (Hutching and Patton 1987) and the nomination 

document (DoC 1989(a)) have already been extensively quoted in support of this point. The 

claims to naturalness have continued (DoC 1991(b), DoC 1993(a), DoC 1994). However their 

relation to explicitly cultural aspects of the south west has been inconsistent and at times 

paradoxical. On the one hand, some representations of a culture/nature dualism are relatively 

easy to identify. For example, an internal DoC paper on visitor interpretation in South-West 

New Zealand commented on the prevalence of interpretation that "tends to emphasise attempts 

by humans to explore and win resources from the wilderness" and complained that there was 

"very little explicit interpretation of the values that justified the acceptance of the area as World 

Heritage" .29 On the other hand, not all representations are that straightforward. Sometimes 

aspects of Maori culture are incorporated into the idealised representation of naturalness. This 

was implied in the comment that "virtually all the lands involved are the subject of a claim by 

the N gai Tahu people .... in terms of the Treaty of Waitangi". 30 There is a contradiction 

implicit in the Crown's wish to use Maori culture so that it appeared to support the Crown's 

version of heritage as naturalness. Meanwhile Maori were claiming ownership of the area, in 

apparent contradiction of the position taken by the Crown. 

Other examples of similar borrowing exist. In all these examples the cultural "other" is 

paradoxically incorporated into the natural, normative "same", without any apparent awareness 

of the internal contradiction. For example, the same document on interpretation suggested 

29Molloy, L. F. "Te Wahipounamu - an approach to the interpretation of world heritage wilderness" 
undated paper, probably 1991 from context, internal to DoC. 

30Ibid. 
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adopting the Maori word "aranui", meaning "major pathway", as a theme in the development of 

both tourist facilities and interpretation along the major roads through the world heritage area. 

A bei-1ign interpretation would suggest that all that was happening was an attempt, through 

careful choice of words, to signal the emergence of critical regionalism - Maori culture, being 

unique to New Zealand, is an obvious candidate for appropriation in a national context. A more 

informed view might question the use of a Maori word in a part of New Zealand where other 

aspects of Maori culture were not being emphasised by government. The "aranui" proposal 

appears nowhere else in the documents reviewed, so perhaps this inconsistency was appreciated 

at the time. 

A second example of the incorporation of culture into nature came from a draft story-line 

produced for the visitor centre at Haast, involving the interpretation of Pakeha settler culture. 

After several pages emphasising the way that wildlife had adapted to the extreme environment 

of the South-West, the text continued: 

[h]umans have had to adapt too - in the way they earn a living in this far corner of the 
country, which is about as far away from the main centres as you can get and still be on a 
highway. Industrial society is a stranger here. By and large these people live off the land 
and sea - grazing cattle on river flats, fishing for whitebait in season, fishing for bigger fare 
offshore, collecting moss, shooting deer and catching possums.31 

In this extract humans were presented as a form of wildlife, or perhaps as New Zealand 

versions of the noble savage, marginalised relative to the culture of the rest of New Zealand and 

to nature. It is clear why South Westlanders should be so marginalised. Asserting the absolute 

naturalness of the south-west had a valuable, tangible benefit. It is a classic example of critical 

regionalism, establishing the difference between South-West New Zealand and the rest of the 

developed world, as a tool in niche marketing - saying, in effect, 'let us play nature to your 

culture'. This separation is particularly sharp at international scale, as this is the scale at which 

tourism is promoted (Scott 1989); but as scale reduces, it is less and less possible to separate 

nature from culture in this way. At the scale of region and locality what is revealed is the 

manipulation of culture in the interests of a particularly autocratic view of nature. 

Another way of looking at the situation is perhaps messier, but is also more attuned to a 

constructed approach to reality. Accepting the colligatory nature of culture, it reverses the 

process and incorporates nature into culture. Following this approach critical local culture in 

the south-west has relative naturalness as a necessary and defining component. The positioning 

of heritage as naturalness within, rather than separate from and superior to, South Westland 

culture, does not prevent the placing of nature on a pedestal. Neither does it mean that nature is 

necessarily subordinate to short term, technocratic, pragmatic versions of culture. Such a re

positioning might solve what appears at present to be a conceptual problem of some magnitude 

- how to maintain the status of nature as icon, whilst accepting its dependence on versions of 

31 Peat, N. "Haast Visitor Centre Production: draft storyline", undated paper, from context 1990 or 91, 
internal to Doc. 
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heritage as critical local culture. If the naturalness of the south west could be re-conceptualised 

as an essential component of the area's cultural heritage, strategies that promote the sustainable 

management of both land and people, might be more easily defined. If the relationship between 

nature and culture were rethought, the name of the world heritage area might also have to be 

reconsidered. The two names, one in English, one Maori, are significant indicators of the 

separation of nature from regional and local cultures in the south west. This issue is discussed 

below as the fourth barrier to understanding. 

10.2.5 Fourth Barrier: What's in a name? 

The ideological implications of naming were hinted at above, and have received attention 

from others who have focused on ways in which 'commonsense' arguments against 

(re)introducing Maori place names are used to reinforce the Pakeha centre (Berg and Kearns 

1996). The naming of South Westland also has ideological implications, but in the context of 

imposed change, which requires the purposeful appropriation of language, rather than resisted 

change. 

The Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society, in association with NFAC and the 

Federated Mountain Clubs of New Zealand, first promoted the notion of a South-West New 

Zealand World Heritage Area.32 The Maori name "Te Waahipounamu" does not occur in the 

original documentation or in the files. The nomination document itself appears to have been 

the earliest source (DoC 1989(a)). Although supposedly inclusive and expressing bicultural 

sensibilities, both names are bland and lack focus on place in an inter-subjective, existential 

sense. 

The arguments cited by Royal Forest and Bird stressed the "outstanding national and 

international importance of the entire South-West sector of New Zealand" and the need to avoid 

a "fragmented and divisive approach" which would "result from the individual nomination of 

some [national] parks (eg Fiordland) but not others (eg Mt Aspiring)".33 The need for 

international recognition of the south west was directly linked with "the tourism promotional 

value of such status", which would be enhanced by 

[a) common World Heritage Area for South-West New Zealand [which] will make a much 
more significant impact on the world arena than individual park nominations. It provides a 
broad, integrative, promotional concept. It is also likely to be the catalyst which could more 
closely weld together the dispersed human communities of the entire region.34 

The catalyst idea was never developed. The only significant use of the names for the 

whole area appear to be from without, in the context of national lobbying and international 

tourism marketing. As explained earlier, the sheer size of the world heritage area created 

32DLS file 3/316/1 - IUCN and World Heritage; letter from RFB to NPRA, 13 August 1985. 

33Ibid. 

34Ibid. 
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significant difficulties in comprehending it locally. The area is so large that it previously had 

no discrete name: involving land in four different local government regions and DoC 

conse~vancies, it is neither region nor locality. The English name is at least geographically 

accurate; the Maori name is not. Te Waahipounamu or Te Wai Pounamu literally means 

Greenstone Water, but is generally interpreted as meaning Greenstone Island (Evison 1993), in 

other words, the whole South Island. Alternative Maori names exist for parts of the area, but 

none refer explicitly to the whole south-west. Te Tai Poutini, the coast of Poutini, a magical 

taniwha or sea monster, refers to the whole West Coast. Mahitahi refers to land that is 

turangawaewae for South Westland Maori35 (Hulme 1987). The nomination document, 

although produced with the assistance of the Ngai Tahu Maori Trust Board, made no comment 

on the choice of name (DoC 1989(a)). 

Naming the expanded world heritage area so that those living in or near it could easily 

identify with it, would have been problematic, but there appears to have been no attempt to try. 

This is consistent with the emphasis at national level on a universalising discourse of heritage 

as naturalness. There appears to have been little interest in acknowledging the validity for the 

south west of a subjective, experientially based approach to place. It seems that the supporters 

of South-West New Zealand believed that the continued promotion and protection of heritage 

as naturalness, including coping with the impacts of increased tourist and recreational activity, 

could occur despite the antagonism of the local population and the marginalisation of their 

versions of heritage. It is tempting to assume that these beliefs imply a lack of government 

commitment to help South Westland communities adapt to a new paradigm. This assumption 

was not altogether justified. 

The promotion of an oversimplified version of heritage in the south west, combined with 

the construction of the above barriers to understanding, appears to be connected to the 

government's acknowledgment that local communities were implicated in the policy changes. 

The proximity of the 1990 general election may well have prompted the decision to provide 

some tangible assistance to help people adapt. Part Three deals with the way this commitment 

was discharged and how the people concerned reacted. 

10.3 Heritage, place and South Westland: 

Coping with complexity and difference 

10.3.1 The South Westland Community and Environment Advisory Group 

Government commitment to the communities affected by the extended world heritage 

proposal was expressed through the South Westland Community and Environment Advisory 

Group (SWECAG). SWECAG was announced early in 1989, with the decision to add all State 

owned forests in South Westland south of the Cook River to the conservation estate, and to 

nominate this land, plus the four existing national parks, as one world heritage area. The 

35Interviews West Coast Series 1/004, 28 January 1992; 1/013, 31 January 1992. 
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announcement assumed that South Westland's naturalness was an exploitable commodity. 

SWECAG was to 

liaise on the implementation of the Government's tourism and recreation package for South 
Westland to ensure that it is best directed to give maximum benefits for tourism and 
recreation, and related employment and economic opportunities in the region .36 

At face value the tourism and recreation package appears to have been designed to help 

South Westland communities adapt to a new way of exploiting land . But it begs two questions; 

first, why was the government that concerned? After all, the government appears to have had 

little interest in validating local community connections with the world heritage area as a 

whole. Also, direct government intervention of this sort was definitely not expected in the late 

1980s. 

SOUTH WES1LAND ENVIRONMENTAL AND COMMUNITY 
ADVISORY GROUP 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Appointment 
The Chairperson and Members of the Advisory Group are appointed by the Minister for 

the Environment. 
2. Background 
The Government on 27 February 1989 agreed to the decisions in Appendix 1 amongst a 

package of decisions on resource management in South Westland, south of the Cook River. 
3. Objectives 
(a) To liaise on the implementation of the Government's tourism and recreation 

package for South Westland to ensure that it is best directed to give maximum benefits for 
tourism and recreation, and related employment and economic opportunities in the region; 

(b) To advise the Department of Conservation on priorities for timing of the 
expenditure on the projects specified by Government; 

(c) To advise NZ Tourist and Publicity Department on the invitation for and 
allocation of approved grants to assist local entrepreneurs to investigate and establish 
recreation and tourism based commercial operations; 

(d) To advise West Coast Tourism Council on priorities for expenditure of the funds 
to be allocated to them for tourism promotion; 

(e) To provide an annual report to the Minister for the Environment on progress on 
implementation of the package and the results of initiatives taken; 

(4) Administrative Support 
The Regional Manager of the Department of Conservation will be able to provide 

administrative support to the Advisory Group. Also, up to 1 % of the funds allocated 
through Vote: Conservation and Vote: Tourist and Publicity may be used for administrative 
costs of the Group, such as travel and stationery. 

(5) Operation of the Group 
It is expected that the Group will generally meet within the region of South Westland, 

south of the Cook River. The Group should feel free to consult with any groups or 
individuals that would assist it in meeting its objectives as set out above. 

Geoffrey Palmer 
Minister for the Environment 

Figure 10.4 SWECAG Original Terms of Reference37 

36DoC file SWAG I General; undated photocopy of terms of reference, from context early 1989. 

37DoC file SWAG 1 - General; undated photocopy of terms of reference, from context early 1989. 
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The main reason was political expediency. The package was justified by the Labour 

government's marginal majority in its West Coast constituency. Despite the government's 

acceptance of heritage as naturalness, the political situation on the West Coast demanded some 

acknowledgment of the human community. Although the protection of Dean and Rowallan 

Forests in Southland was announced at the same time, the situation there was not as sensitive, 

as the parliamentary seat was held by National, and thus did not merit a similar programme of 

assistance. The second question concerned what was meant by community. Was SWECAG 

really focused on the spatially defined communities of South Westland, or on some other 

version of community? SWECAG's terms of reference (Figure 10.4) were distinctly 

ambiguous. Community and environment were not defined; neither was there any clear sense 

of what "South Westland" included. Map 10.1 shows the different areas to which "South 

Westland" can be applied . The largest is the whole of the West Coast from Ross southwards 

(the monuments to early South Westland settlers and surveyors stand are just south of Ross at 

Ferguson's Bush, see Plates 10.2 and 10.3). Sometimes the area from Harihari southwards is 

implied, often (as with the Blakeley Working Party and SWECAG) the area south of the Cook 

River, or just the area around Haast (often referred to in SWECAG papers as southern South 

Westland) . The latter area was where most of the money from the package was invested. 

These spatial uncertainties influenced the operation of the grant system, and the later failure of 

SWECAG to develop a wider role for itself, which are both discussed later. 

Department of Conservation 
Federated Farmers (south of the Cook River)* 
Haast community* 
NZ Tourism Department 
Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society 
Te Runanga o te Koeti Turanga* 
West Coast Business Development Board 
Westland District Council 
West Coast Tourism Council 
West Coast Member of Parliament 

Figure 10.5 Agencies and Groups represented on SWECAG38 

Although the meaning of "community and environment" was not clear, the ten agencies 

and groups represented on SWECAG (Figure 10.5) strongly implied not only local but also 

regional and national viewpoints. Only three (marked with an asterisk*) had their main focus 

on South Westland south of the Cook River, and one of these, Federated Farmers, also had 

wider regional and national interests. The only local community represented was Haast. The 

two government departments, Royal Forest and Bird and the Member of Parliament all had 

national as well as regional interests. The three other agencies had a regional rather than a local 

focus. This range can be interpreted positively, as necessary to the integration of conflicting 

380oC file SWAG I. 
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Plate 10.2 

Plate I 0.3 

Ferguson's Bush, just South of Ross: the northern-most 

boundary of South Westland 

Detail of the monument to "The Pioneers and 
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interests and scales of operation . It can also be seen as problematic, suggesting potential 

ambiguity and possible conflicts over who was representing what. Although at first sight 

SWECAG appears to be have focused on the South Westland community and environment 

from within, the terms of reference and the membership suggest that it was actually focusing on 

the area from without. 

This ambiguous focus is not surprising. The government was unlikely to have given 

preference to purely local viewpoints, given West Coast resistance to being asked to "atone for 

the removal of native forests throughout the rest of New Zealand" .39 The preservation of South 

Westland was a concern of the national conservation community, which could not trust the 

locals to adopt heritage as naturalness. This mistrust was evident in the Department of 

Conservation's in-house magazine, Nga Kaitiaki, where the decision to protect the forests was 

reported in ecstatic terms . It would be 

held aloft as a decision which recognised the unique qualities of Aotearoa's cathedrals - the 
pristine forests of this land are surely its cathedrals - and closed the door to short-term 
tampering. The decision to restrict entry to those who would use but not desecrate is not a 
victory of one group over another - rather, it is a victory over expediency.40 

The same article also summarised the role of SWECAG. It referred to $1.5 million, partly 

from Vote: Conservation, partly from Vote: Tourism and Publicity, to be spent in three years, 

from mid-1989 and mid-1992, on recreational and tourist facilities and promotion.41 Of the 

total sum, $50,000 was to be spent each year on 

approved grants to assist local entrepreneurs to investigate and establish recreation and 
tourism-based commercial operations. A South Westland environmental and community 
advisory group, chaired by Mrs Jenny Barratt of Okuru,42 will be appointed to liaise on the 
implementation of the package. And herein lies the key to the future prosperity of the 
region . It must be hoped the people of the area will seize the opportunity to play a crucial 
part in the enhancement of sustainable tourist facilities in their own back yard. For these 
opportunities are manifest and, surely, it will not need entrepreneurs from elsewhere to 
point the way.43 

The cathedral metaphor and the word "desecration" were symptomatic of the clerical 

imagery and patronising tone of the whole article. It treated South Westlanders as marginal, if 

39 Already commented upon in Chapter Nine: WCUC file RP 31/2/1 - South Westland Community 
Viability Programme/SWMEP; copy of analysis of submissions to Blakeley Working Party, submission 
by West Coast Regional Development Council, undated, submission number 397 . 

40DoC file SWAG l - General; Kidson, J ., Forest Decision Paves the Way for Harmony, in, DoC in
house magazine, Ngai Kaitiaki, no. 19, April/May 1989: 1. 

41 DoC file SWAG 1 - General; Kidson, J. "Forest decision paves the way for harmony" in Nga Kaitiaki, 
April/May 1989, no. 19: 1. 

42Okuru - a coastal hamlet between Haast and Jackson Bay - see Map 10.1. 

43DoC file SWAG 1 - General; Kidson, J. "Forest decision paves the way for harmony" in Nga Kaitiaki, 
April/May 1989, no. 19: 2. 
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not complete outsiders. It assumed the rightness of a national version of heritage as 

commodified naturalness (preserved for those who would "use and not desecrate"), and the 

likelihood of local resistance. Although the reference to the chairperson (who had represented 

communities south of the Cook River on the Blakeley Working Party) suggested close local 

involvement, it also implied that if local people did not "seize the opportunity" then others, who 

understood and accepted heritage as naturalness, would do so. 

The terms of reference confirm that "community" had multiple meanings. For example, 

explicit mention was made of the need for the group to meet within South Westland (see Figure 

10.4 (5)) . If the "community" in SWECAG's title were the community or communities in South 

Westland, surely the group would meet there anyway? It is likely that "community" was used 

because it could be interpreted differently by the range of stakeholder groups, whether part of 

South Westland's spatial community or its community of interest. 

The group's limited powers were another source of ambiguity. Initially restricted to 

liaising and advising, it had no apparent control over the $1.5 million (except the 1 % allocated 

to its own administrative costs - see Figure 10.4 (4)). Demanding that SWECAG work to two 

government departments and report to a third (Figure 10.4 (1), (3(b)), (3(c)), (3(e)), (4)), 

reflected the emphasis on efficiency, accountability and transparency, then fashionable in 

central government (Pawson 1992(b)). But this could have made SWECAG ineffective, its 

energies dissipated by the complexities of inter-departmental negotiation. Its limited role, the 

need to serve three departments and the diverse allegiances of its members all might have been 

a recipe for demonstrating that the group could not work. These misgivings appear to be 

misplaced . In the final, 1995 report, the chair of SWECAG concluded that 

the tourism and recreational package is achieving its aim, ie to promote the area of South 
Westland as a visitor destination. The combination of a magnificent visitor centre and high 
quality promotional material in the form of brochures, videos, highway guide and displays is 
creating awareness that southern south westland has much to offer the visitor.. .. 

Over the last six years there have also been major achievements in both nature 
conservation and co-operation between the community and the Department of Conservation, 
administrators of the South West New Zealand World Heritage Area .. .. 

The success of SWECAG development projects has helped to achieve a change of 
focus for the communities of this area. Sustainable nature-tourism is today one of the main 
industries of the region. 

SWECAG has provided a forum for the department [DoC] and other interest groups to 
work together. The willingness and co-operation of all parties has resulted in a successful 
consultation process being achieved . It is my wish that this degree of consultation be 
continued in some way.44 

A first reading of the above passage reveals structures of attitude and reference that 

suggest a highly pragmatic approach to resolving the continued contestability of heritage in 

South Westland. It was apparently unnecessary to validate marginalised and suppressed 

versions. Financial assistance to local businesses, interwoven with a strong and persistent 

44DoC file SW AG 3 - Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Final Report, 1989-1995, undated report to the 
Minister for Environment. 
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advocacy of heritage as naturalness, mediated through the advisory group, would reduce 

conflict with other versions, so that the normative version was eventually accepted by all. But 

closer reading suggests that this interpretation is a little too glib. The chairperson's report also 

hinted at discord: given that SWECAG's term had been extended from three to six years, that a 

successful consultation process had been achieved and that more consultation was needed, why 

was the group not continued in some form? SWECAG's annual reports provide some answers 

to these questions, and some insight into the persistence of different approaches to place and of 

marginalised and suppressed versions of heritage. 

10.3.2 The offzcial story - SWECAG Annual Reports 

SWECAG sent five annual reports to the Minister for the Environment from 1990 to 1994 and a 

final, summary report in J 995. These reports were prepared by a secretariat in the DoC office 

in Hokitika, under the guidance of a chairperson, Jenny Barratt. The potential for conflict 

between the group and the department was never explicitly mentioned in the annual reports: 

more can be inferred from other SWECAG papers and correspondence, which are considered in 

the next section . In general the annual reports presented SWECAG's work in a positive light: 

this was to be expected, as these were the group's official, public utterances. However, some 

comments did suggest underlying tensions, especially those that hinted at disagreement as to 

which "community" SWECAG actually represented. 

Underlying structures of attitude and reference revealed significant tensions. For example, 

although required by and officially submitted to the Minister for the Environment, the wording 

of the annual reports suggested that they were actually written for local people. One example 

was the explanation of SWECAG's problems in monitoring the cost over-run for the new Haast 

Visitor Centre. Sensitivity to the $1.2 million allocated to DoC projects compared with the 

$150,000 to local businesses was a thread throughout the reports. 

SWECAG's Chair wrote 

[i]n hindsight, some aspects could have been handled in a better way. Involvement in the 
South Weslland package has been part of the learning process. Information on the costs for 
the Visitor Centre as Haast did not allow effective monitoring of the project by SWECAG. 
The $1 .2 million was to be divided between eight different types of project, the key and 
Positive things have been gained from the exercise, however, and the end product is proving 
to be effective and an asset to the area.45 

Another example concerned the way SWECAG "continued to develop an understanding of 

and working relationship with the people of South Westland" .46 This implies that SWECAG 

members were not "the people of South Westland", begging questions about who they were. As 

mentioned above, SWECAG had representatives from a range of organisations and interests, 

from national to local in focus . Figure 10.5 has already shown the list of groups represented; 

45DoC file SW AG 3 - Agendas/Papers; Chairperson's report, SWECAG Annual Report, 1991-92: 2. 

46DoC file SWAG 3 - Agendas/Papers; Chairperson's report, SWECAG Annual report, 1990-91: 2. 
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I GrouE reEresented ·I Name I Dates on SWECAG I Home I 
Haast community Jenny Barratt 1989-95 Okuru, South Westland 

Federated Farmers (south of Peter Millar 1989-95 
Cook River) 
Department of Conservation Bruce Watson 1989-95 Hokitika 
NZ Tourism Department Ted Fraser or 1989-92 Wellington 

Jay Davidson 

Royal Forest & Bird Kevin Smith or 1989-95 Wellington 
Protection Society Gerry McSweeney Parin2:a, S. Westland 
West Coast Business Ralph Fegan 1989-95 Franz Josef 
Development Board 
West Coast MP Sir Kerry Burke 1989-90 

Margaret Moir 1990-93 Hokitika 
Damien O'Connor 1993-95 

West Coast Tourism Council Mike Browne 1989-95 Fox Glacier 
Westland District Council Margaret Moir 1989-90 Hokitika 

Tony Condon 1990-95 ? 
Te Runanga o te Koeti Bob "Kelly" Wilson 1989-91 Hokitika 
Turanga 

Helen Rasmussen 1991-95 Okuru, South Westland 

Table 10.1 Membership of SWECAG 1989-199547 

47Information from DoC file SW AG 3 - Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Final Report 1989-1995, and from personal communications with members. 

OccuEation 

Potter, fisher, tourist 
accommodation 
farmer 

DoC regional conservator 
civil servant 
civil servant 
Director, RFB 
Tourist accommodation 
Tourist business operator 

regional/national politician 
" " " 
" " " 

Tourist/2:uiding business 
see above 
? 
Retired forestry worker, 
Kaumatua 
Fisher, Kuia 

I 

r::J:) 
\S) 
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Table 10.1 shows who these people were, where they came from and what their main 

occupations were. 

Of the sixteen people who took part in SWECAG from 1989 to 1995, only seven either 

lived in the area south of the Cook River, or had clearly defined links with it.49 For the whole 

period the chair was held by Jenny Barratt, representing the scattered communities in the area 

around Haast (see Map 10.1). Haast, although possessing no obvious physical nucleus, had 

more residents than the other areas south of the Cook River. With substantial areas of lowland 

forest, plus both the one time site of Carter's Mill in the hamlet of Hannah's Clearing and the 

wharf at Jackson Bay, Haast had expectations of continued income from native forest 

exploitation. Selecting SWECAG's chair from this area was a politically astute move, as the 

role implied centrality and influence, but required neutrality . 

The annual reports did not reveal whether there were internal debates in which the specific 

place identification of SWECAG members played a part. But from 1992 onwards there were 

references to tensions between SWECAG and the Haast Residents' and Ratepayers' 

Association, suggesting underlying concerns about SWECAG's role in representing people 

from that area. Both the 1992-93 and 1993-94 reports "identified overlaps with the Haast 

Residents' and Ratepayers' Association and put in place mechanisms for comrnunication".50 

This suggests that some residents not only rejected SWECAG as a local community group, but 

thought SWECAG was trying to usurp the association's role. 

The most convincing interpretation of SWECAG's role is that it mediated between 

communities grounded in place (the people who lived south of the Cook River) and 

communities of interest (for example, the environmental lobby group and government 

departments). It also rendered more transparent than would otherwise have been the case, the 

activities of DoC and the New Zealand Tourism Department, the government departments that 

were responsible for implementing the tourism and recreation strategy. A large part of the 

latter role was SWECAG's involvement in the distribution and monitoring of the $1.5 million, 

that was divided as follows: 

• $1,200,000 ($400,000 per annum in 1989/90, 1990/91 and 1992/93) for recreation and 

tourist facilities, including associated support and management costs (through Vote: 

Conservation); 

• $150,000 ($50,000 per annum for the same three years) for approved grants to assist 

local entrepreneurs to investigate and establish recreation and tourism based commercial 

operations (through Vote: Tourism and Publicity); 

• $150,000 ($50,000 per annum for the same three years) for tourism promotion to the 

West Coast Tourism Council (through Vote: Tourism and Publicity) . 

49Bob "Kelly" Wilson, representing Te Runanga o te Koeti Turanga, lived in Hokitika but his 
turangawaewae was in South Westland. 

50DoC file SWAG 3 - Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Annual Report 1992-1993 : 7, 1993-94: 6. 
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The $1.2 million was to be divided between eight different types of project, the key and 

most expensive one being the new visitor centre at Haast. The full list of projects is given in 

Figure 10.6. 

(i) the development of a concept for the West Coast main highway as a scenic, 
natural, historic and cultural heritage parkway;51 

(ii) the development and upgrading of roadside facilities for safe viewing, 
interpretation and picnicking at Knight's Point*, Lake Paringa, Jackson Bay, Pleasant 
Point, Bruce Bay, Lake Moeraki and Ship Creek; 

(iii) the building of a Visitor Centre at Haast near the Jackson Bay Road/Haast 
Highway junction; 

(iv) the mounting of new displays at Fox Glacier and Makarora* visitor centres to 
provide information for visitors entering South Westland from both Northern and Southern 
entrances to the region; 

(v) the construction of a swamp boardwalk in the Haast area through 
kahikatea forest and wetland; 

(vi) the establishment of a high standard wetland and forest walk beside the main 
highway and Jackson Bay Road to provide easy access for family groups and tourists to a 
cross section of the natural and historic features of the area, eg. through the Kini wetland, 
from Lake Moeraki to the sea, to Cole Creek beach, to Mataketake lagoon and through 
Moccasin Gap to the Beach; 

(vii) upgrading and interpretation of existing tracks including Lake Mary and Lake 
Ellery Walks, Roaring Billy Walk, Paringa/Haast Cattle Track and Jamie Creek Walk; 

(viii) production of a South Westland Tourist Handbook and a highway map guide 
incorporating the new features. 

Figure 10.6 Detail of projects from Vote: Conservation, in ~outh 

Westland recreation and tourism development strategy52 

(Completed projects are highlighted in bold: those that were only 

partly completed are marked with an asterisk. All except (i) were DoC 

projects) 

The allocation of so much of the money to DoC, might confirm earlier suggestions that 

SWECAG was relatively powerless. In practice its role was extended. In its first year 

SWECAG persuaded the Minister of the Environment to endorse a subtle extension of the 

terms of reference, to include monitoring the implementation of projects that were tourism and 

recreation related,53 as well as liaison. This explains why the group could later express open 

concern at the cost overrun for the Haast visitor centre. Liaison and monitoring involved what 

the first annual report described as "extra investment in preparation and planning",54 including 

prioritising each project. The annual reports implied that this "investment" was partly 

responsible for the delays in completing these projects, which in turn led to the extension of 

51 Recommended in PATA report (1988) and carried out by West Coast Regional Council and West Coast 
Tourism Council. 

52DoC file SWAG 3 -Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Final Report, 1989-1995: 3. 

53DoC file SW AG 3 - Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Annual Report, 1989-90: I. 

54Ibid: 2 . 
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SWECAG's term from three to six years.55 Despite its increased influence over DoC projects, 

SWECAG had little direct control there. The process over which the group had most control 

was in awarding grants to tourism and recreation entrepreneurs. Although the Tourism 

Department held the money and formally approved the process, SWECAG was the visible 

agent, setting criteria, calling for applications and recommending approvals . The criteria gave 

priority to applicants living in and intending to invest in southern South Westland - that is, the 

area south of the Cook River. Only two of the fifteen grants breached this boundary; one was 

for a business wholly north of the Cook. One other was for canoe guiding on a number of 

rivers, including the Fox River, a northern tributary of the Cook. Figure 10.7 itemises the 

criteria, Table 10.2 summarises the grant recipients and Map 10.1 shows where the fifteen grant 

aided projects were based. Grants totalling $147,990 (out of a possible $150,000) were 

awarded to these projects. The annual reports recorded the group's main problem with this 

process. From the outset, SWECAG had wanted the money to be held locally and distributed 

as low interest loans rather than grants. This issue was raised in the first, third and final 

reports. No explanation was given, and none could be inferred directly from the annual reports, 

for the Tourism Department's refusal to agree. 

SWECAG still believes that the mechanism for allocating the grant monies was not the most 
appropriate nor beneficial way and this aspect was a disappointment for all concerned. It is 
hoped that if monies are made available for similar purposes in the future, then a different 
mechanism be applied.56 

Eligibility for grants was based upon the following criteria: 
Any individual, business or organisation within the region of southern South Westland 

or anyone who intends to establish a business and live in southern South Westland. The 
following priorities were taken into account by the group: 

Priority I: 

Priority 2: 

Priority 3: 

.Resident (or intending to shift to) southern South Westland. 
Activity in southern South Westland. 
Living in South Westland. 
Activity in southern South Westland. 
Activity in South Westland. 
Resident in South Westland. 

or Living outside South Westland. 
Activity in southern South Westland. 

Proposals were to be for investigating or establishing either new businesses or 
diversification of existing businesses that provided: 

tourism/recreation based activities 
creation of employment opportunities 
creation of local revenue 

Figure 10.7 Criteria for grants to local entrepreneurs57 

55DoC file SWAG 3 - Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Annual Report 1992-93: 7. 

56DoC file SWAG 3 -Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Reports 1989-90, 90-91, 91-92 and 1989-95. 

57DoC file SWAG 3 -Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Final Report 1989-95: 3. 
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location recipient activity amount 

YEARl 
Haast J. D. Monachan organic gardening $6,500 
Haast N. Davidson sheepskin product $12,650 
Barn Bay E. Brown guiding lodge $9,150 
Haast M. Cannell hydroponic gardening $7,400 
Lake Paringa R. Hoglund fishing guide $5,500 
Lake Moeraki G. McSweeney & canoe/hire/video equip. $8,800 

A. Saunders 

YEAR2 
Barn Bay L. & E. Brown guiding lodge $13,000 
Cook/Fox/ M. Key & J. Scott canoe guiding on rivers $10,000 
Ohinetamatea 
Haast A. Allan & D. Saxton horse trekking $6,000 
Paringa B. & G. Monk salmon farm $20,000 
YEAR3 
Paringa B. &G. Monk salmon farm $6,000 
Fox Glacier L. Buckton fishing guide $10,000 
Haast Haast Co-op craft products $14,000 
Haast M. Nolan ietboat tours $14,500 
Barn Bay L. & E. Brown guiding lodge $5,000 
TOTAL $147,990 

Table 10.2 Summary of Tourism and Recreation Grants, 1989-9258 

SWECAG's other roles came closer to the liaison and advice signalled in the original terms of 

reference. Problems existed here too. For example, although the group exerted no direct 

control over the $150,000 dedicated to tourism promotion through the West Coast Tourism 

Council (WCTC), there seems to have been tension between the two organisations. One 

reading of SWECAG's final report suggests that the WCTC thought southern South Westland 

was getting too much money and attention compared with the region as a whole. Although 

bureaucratically bland, SWECAG's comments are a little too pointed to be ignored. 

"Promotion [of South Westland] has been carried out in conjunction with the Tourism Council's 

ongoing commitment to the marketing and promotion of the entire region". It continued "[t]he 

Southern South Westland area has been identified in the Tourism Council's marketing as being 

synonymous with the area's World Heritage status. This is a marketing advantage that only a 

few locations can lay claim to".59 This comment infers competition based on different 

interpretations of critical regionalism and associated inequities in promotional benefits between 

different parts of the West Coast. It also suggests that by the end of their term, SWECAG 

members were openly advocating a form of critical local culture for southern South Westland 

that had close links with the national version of heritage as naturalness. 

The story of the new visitor centre at Haast illustrates the way in which SWECAG, for 

reasons that the annual reports never made explicit, actively supported the Department of 

58Table constructed from Appendix 2 in SWECAG Final Report and from data in SW AG 2, 
Correspondence. 

59DoC file SWAG 3 - Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Final Report: 5. 
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Conservation's development proposals. This building was the largest, most costly development 

funded by the package. It acted as a focus for persistent local concerns about the impact of 

heritage as naturalness for South Westland. In 1989-90 

[s]ite options were investigated by a design group which included a number of independent 
consultants .... The site recommended by the consulting group and subsequently endorsed 
by SWECAG proved controversial with some local people and resulted in a public debate 
over site options. 60 

Not only was there debate over the site for the centre, but over the materials used in it and 

the cost overrun. However the annual reports did their best to play down the negative aspects 

of these issues, usually by the simple and rather transparent technique of separating the good 

from the bad news. This technique was also used in the 1990-91 annual report. The positive 

account of the start of site works (under the heading "Haast Visitor Centre") was two pages 

earlier than a summary of the debate on native versus exotic timber. 

The use of sapwood rimu for framing in the Haast Visitor Centre became widely debated. 
SWECAG supported the use of the lowest cost timber for the toilet framing, in this case 
rimu was cheaper. Reworking of budget and donation from Forest and Bird meant that 
exotic timber was used.61 

A similar separation occurred in the third annual report. A special item reported the 

opening of the visitor centre and expressed regret at cost overruns, but did not mention the sum 

concerned, emphasising instead the 36,249 visitors in the first four months "which compares 

favourably to Fox Glacier and Franz Josef Visitor Centre numbers for the same period"62. 

Later, under the heading "General Activities" for April 1992, an overrun of $600,000 was 

confirmed. This meant that the visitor centre had cost $1.2 million, the sum available in the 

package for all the DoC projects. No information was given about where the extra money was 

found, or exactly why the problem had arisen in the first place. "The Department had been 

unable to predict the costs as the project reporting and accounting systems had been inadequate. 

SWECAG are very supportive of the role the Visitor Centre is playing in tourism in the Haast 

area" .63 The cost overrun was not mentioned elsewhere, the only other mentions of the visitor 

centre being positive ones. The first full year of operation recorded 57,242 visitors.64 By the 

middle of 1995 more than 70,000 people were visiting the "magnificent visitor centre" each 

year.65 

60DoC file SWAG 3 -Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Annual Report, 1989-91: 4. 

61 DoC file SWAG 3 -Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Annual Report, 1990-91: 5. 

62DoC file SWAG 3 -Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Annual Report, 1991-92: 4. 

63ibid.: 7. 

64DoC file SWAG 3 - Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Annual Report, 1992-93: 3. 

65DoC file SWAG 3 - Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Final Report 1989-95: 6. 
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Plate I 0.5 

The Haast Visitor Centre 

Site of huge costs over-run and 

disagreement over use of native 

timbers 
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Plate 10.4 

The Salmon Farm at Paringa, 

recipient of the largest 

SWECAG grant 



As previously stated, SWECAG's main influence was over the grants, which only lasted 

for three years. The reason given for the extension of SWECAG's life for three further years 

was to allow monitoring of DoC's recreational and interpretive projects, which were slower to 

be implemented than expected. It seems likely (although the annual reports never made this 

connection explicit) that these projects had to be delayed because of the overrun at the visitor 

centre. The extra time gave the group an opportunity to explore possibilities for a wider, 

ongoing consultative role. In pursuing these possibilities SWECAG made submissions on 

issues concerning the management of the wider world heritage area, but in the end these issues 

appeared not to provide sufficient reason for the group to continue. 

These wider issues of management planning were first mentioned in the 1992-93 report. 

SWECAG reported a wish to be consulted on the preparation of DoC's West Coast 

Conservation Management Strategy (CMS), expressing support for "[t]he need for a consistent 

approach through the CMSs of adjoining conservancies for the care of the World Heritage 

Area"66 . This suggests that SWECAG was aware of the barrier constructed by the size of the 

world heritage area, and were prepared to address it. No indication was given of DoC's 

response to this request, and a similar comment was made in the following year. In 1993-94 

SWECAG made a submission on DoC's draft national policy on stock grazing in the 

conservation estate, was involved in further discussions on the CMS and other local issues. 

Two SWECAG members were appointed to the West Coast/Tai Poutini Conservation Board in 

September 1993. Although world heritage designation had been confirmed in 1991, there were 

few explicit mentions of this in the annual reports. One notable exception was a note in the 

1993-94 report about an international workshop, Managing Tourism in Natural World Heritage 

Sites, held in Dakar, Senegal, in November 1993. The DoC officer who attended 

commented that the esteem with which World Heritage status is held internationally is not 
yet appreciated in New Zealand. He also commented that the management of New 
Zealand's natural areas is well regarded in an international sense.67 

This note, although brief, was more detailed, containing names, places and dates, than 

most other items in the whole series of annual reports. The inclusion of detail can be 

interpreted as a way of validating a narrative which otherwise might not believed. It suggests 

that world heritage status was still regarded with some suspicion, at least on the Coast. 

SWECAG's final report summarised the whole six year period, emphasising and linking 

naturalness, commodification and a growing sense of "community commitment" to 

conservation. In the section on DoC projects, information about increases in visitor numbers 

was followed by the statement that "[e]mployment opportunities have increased significantly in 

the tourism sector. There is an atmosphere of confidence for the future of the communities in 

66DoC file SWAG 3 - Agendas/Papers; SWECAG Annual Report, 1992-93: 7. 

67Ibid. 
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I am confident that there will continue to be an increase in visitor numbers to the region 
in the years ahead. As long as the area is carefully managed with sufficient services in place 
to cater for this increase, then I see no reason why this special part of New Zealand should 
not continue to offer the visitor a unique experience. 

Over the last six years in the [sic] South Westland there have also been major 
achievements in both nature conservation and co-operation between the community and the 
Department of Conservation, administrators of the South-West New Zealand World 
Heritage Area. 

2.7 million hectares of publicly owned lands, forests and the wildlife that inhabit these 
areas of South Westland have been fully protected under New Zealand law and recognised 
under the World Heritage international convention. Today I understand South West New 
Zealand is the largest world heritage area on earth. Within the heart of the World Heritage 
Area lies New Zealand's largest remaining areas of lowland rainforest, the forests of South 
Westland. The forests are now fully protected from logging. 

The range of educational, recreation and nature tourism projects that have been 
implemented have resulted from partnership between DoC, residents of the area and people 
interested in South Westland and have secured community commitment to the [sic] world 
heritage protection. 

The success of SWECAG development projects has helped to achieve a change of focus 
for the communities of this area. Sustainable nature-tourism is today one of the main 
industries of the region. 

I am confident that this change will be a permanent one as more and more people 
throughout the world come to appreciate the value of the ever dwindling natural and wild 
places on earth. However, the projects overseen by SWECAG have not only been aimed at 
visiting tourists. They have also sought to develop greater awareness amongst the people of 
the area of the international importance of the rainforests, wetlands, waterways and wildlife 
of the World Heritage Area. 

In the lightly populated wilds of South Westland, community commitment to 
conservation is a vital guarantee for the continued protection of the area. 

Figure 10.8 Extract from SWECAG Chairperson's final report68 

South Westland"69 . Figure 10.8 contains an extract from the section of the final report that was 

written by the Chair, Jenny Barratt. This links, in succeeding paragraphs:-

• the increase in visitor numbers and the need for local services to match these; 

• achievements in nature conservation and co-operation between "the community" and 

DoC; 

• the achievement of full protection (mentioned twice in six lines) for the world heritage 

area; 

• the securing of "community commitment" to world heritage protection; 

• the change of focus for the "communities of this area" so that "[s]ustainable tourism is 

now one of the main industries of the region";70 

• the way the projects overseen by SWECAG had both served the visiting public and had 

"sought to develop greater awareness amongst the people of the area of the 

68SWECAG Annual Report 1989-95: 7. 

69SWECAG Annual Report 1989-95: 4. 

70SWECAG Annual Report 1989-95: 7. 
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international importance of the rainforests, wetlands, waterways and wildlife of the 

World Heritage Area";7 1 

• the need for "community commitment to conservation" to guarantee the area's 

continued protection. 

This analysis endorses earlier suggested links between ideology, commodification, critical 

local culture and heritage. Throughout the SWECAG papers the underlying power of 

capitalism and environmentalism was not questioned: the need to treat naturalness as a 

commodity was stressed repeatedly. SWECAG's membership appears to have been arranged so 

that it supported a dominant version of heritage as commodified naturalness, within which 

heritage as local culture might survive, if flexible enough to adapt. Thus adaptation to the new 

version was represented as being in very much in the interests of South Westland communities, 

whoever they were. Cultural isolation and marginality were appropriated in support of the 

dominant version, which also had on its side the physical size, isolation and integrity of the 

area's natural systems. 

10.3.3 Concluding the official story 

SWECAG's official role did not include the validation of marginalised or suppressed 

versions of heritage. Instead it emphasised a form of critical local culture for South Westland, 

dominated by the natural environment, but incorporating elements of local, human 

communities. This was rather different from the approach taken in the draft South Westland 

Management Evaluation Programme report eight years before. This earlier document had 

acknowledged local ambivalence, before advocating a form of tourism 

with a distinctive South Westland flavour. [This] represents not a threat to existing 
lifestyles and values, but rather an added dimension ..... Most importantly, it represents a 
host of opportunities which if firmly grasped by local people can remain firmly in their 
hands, to the mutual benefit oflocal and visitor alike. (Orchard et al. 1987: 165) 

Although apparently similar, SWECAG's terms of reference, which gave priority to 

achieving "maximum benefits for tourism and recreation, and related employment and 

economic opportunities in the region" ,72 were subtly different Although these terms 

emphasised the group's functional relationships with three government departments, when read 

for structures of attitude and reference, their underlying aim appeared to be to convert South 

Westlanders to the national version of heritage as naturalness. The annual reports, in assessing 

SWECAG's activities, suggest that it succeeded in this objective. But this begs the question, in 

so doing, how did the group handle the complexities of the local situation and the different 

versions of heritage that were already present? The annual reports suggest that complexity was 

down-played and difference suppressed. This conclusion can be linked to the government's 

71 Ibid. 

72DoC file SWAG 1 General; undated photocopy of terms of reference, from context early 1989. 
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market orientation, within which heritage was simply another commodity to be promoted and 

marketed. If the approved version of heritage was naturalness, then naturalness had to be the 

basis of South Westland's critical local culture. 

Despite the official, simplified account, persistent underlying complexities and 

contradictions remained. For example, the organisational and locational allegiances of the 

various SWECAG members were far from simple. Both the organisations represented and the 

individual members potentially played multiple roles. But the reports implied that SWECAG 

provided a bridge between stakeholders, providing no comment on the potential for 

disagreement - for example over insider/outsider status, or over the location of centres of power 

and their margins. It is easy to see why there was little mention of this subject - public 

admission of disagreement would have severely strained the group's credibility. There was 

brief comment about the disagreement with the Haast Residents' and Ratepayers' Association 

(HRRA), which had tolerated SWECAG whilst it had some power over the distribution of 

money, although the sum was tiny. When that money had been allocated, as far as HRRA was 

concerned SWECAG had lost its raison d'etre, despite its attempts at developing an extended 

role as an advocate for the new form of critical local culture. 

The plates that follow provide visual context for specific places and projects mentioned in 

this chapter. They illustrate: 

10.6-10.15 DoC/SWECAG projects, a series of interpretive and recreational 

projects in southern South Westland. 

10.16-10.38 Images of places in South Westland from Harihari to the Cascade 
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Plates 

Plate 10.7 

Plate 10.8 

DoC/SWECAG project: interpretive shelter, Knights 

Point 
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Plate I 0.9 

Platel0. 10 

Plate I 0 .11 

Plates DoC/SWECAG project: walkways at Ship Creek 
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Plate L0.12 

Plate 10. 13 

Plates DoC/SWECAG project: walkway at Hapuka Estuary 
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Plate 10.14 

Plate 15 

Plates 

Doc/SWECAG 

project : 

interpretive 

shelter Jackson 

Bay 

1.82 



Plate 10.16 

Decaying bridge in 

coastal bush near Harihari 

Plate 10.17 Whitebaiter's bach near Harihari 
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Plate I 0.20 

Hereford cattle, bush, Harihari 

Plate l0.18 

Pasture and forest near 

Whataroa 

Plate l0.19 

Smoke from the timber 

mill (now closed) at 

Whataroa 



Plate 10.21 

Okarito lagoon 

Plate 10.22 

Okarito lagoon from Okarito 

Trig. 

Plate 10.23 

Historic site: Donovan's Store 

Okarito 



Plate 10.24 

Franz Josef, looking 

towards the glacier 

Plate I 0.25 

Costa del Franz Josef: 

new Helicopter Line 

building, 1995 . 

Plate I 0.26 

Franz Josef: Helicopter 

Line building under 

construction 
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Plates 10.27 and 10.28 South Westland forest from State Highway 6 between 

Franz Josef and Fox Glacier 
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Plates l0 .29 and 10.30 Images of the rain forest: lichen on Rimu (Dac,ydium 

cupressinum); Kidney Fern on rotting log 
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Plate 10.31 

Plate 10.32 

Southern Alps (Westland National Park) from just south 

of Fox Glacier 

Invitation to rediscover the last frontier : State Highway 

6, Haast 
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Plate I 0.33 

Plate 10.35 

Plates 

Plate 10.34 

images of Jackson Bay (look for the white heron in 

10.34) 
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Plate I 0 .36 

looking towards the Red 

Hills, Mount Aspiring 

National Park, from 

Martyr Saddle on the 

road into the Cascade 

Plate L0.38 

Plate L0.37 

Cascade valley, 

looking south 

towards 

Fiordland, from 

Martyr Saddle 

Martyr Homestead in the Cascade valley: the end of the 

road south 
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10.3.4 Other stories: files, interviews and focus groups 

The above conclusions were based on implied structures of attitude and reference from a 

single set of documents, the annual reports. Other sources were required for the construction of 

a broader basis, to underpin a more complete account of versions of heritage in South 

Westland. These sources were the SWECAG correspondence files, and transcripts of 

interviews and focus groups. They provided other commentaries on SWECAG's achievements 

and problems, grounded in local spatial and cultural contexts, and less mediated by bureaucratic 

process. In examining these texts the general concern for what happened was broken down into 

subsidiary questions. These were: 

1. What versions of heritage can be deduced and how are they expressed? 

2. How can versions of heritage be linked to an experiential approach to place? 

3. What are the ideological implications of the different versions of heritage? 

4. What are the connections between versions of heritage, place, ideology and the 

management of the world heritage area? 

Underlying these questions was the continued assumption that complexity and difference 

existed. Even a superficial knowledge of South Westland suggested the existence of different 

and complex variations in attitudes to place and heritage, both within and between 

communities. Focus groups and interviews confirmed this. Franz Josef and Fox Glacier, for 

example, have been tourist centres for over seventy years. The focus group there accepted the 

commodification of scenery, expected that it would continue, and did not think the world 

heritage designation would make much difference to them. Several members of that group 

were also extremely conscious of their personal experiential and spiritual attachment to South 

Westland, and the group spent some time discussing how these personal concerns could be 

reconciled with increasing commercial pressures.73 In contrast the group in Harihari, to the 

north of the world heritage area, were still extremely conscious of the loss of the timber mill, 

Ministry of Works Depot and post office in the late 1980s. The physical setting seemed less 

important, although there was one sequence, almost in parentheses from the main discussion, 

about beautiful sunrises and sunsets. When asked to crystal ball gaze, no-one mentioned the 

world heritage area until prompted. More manufacturing industry and more young people to 

. rejuvenate the village were the main priorities. They did not think tourism would help them, 

although they knew Whataroa, nearly 30 km further south, had a growing tourist industry.74 

In expectation of complex outcomes, the need to ensure that the texts were being analysed 

consistently became increasingly urgent. It would have been possible to continue to rely on 

structures of attitude and reference, but this approach alone did not appear to be enough. Some 

form of rationale was needed to assist the process of interweaving narratives from different 

73Franz Josef/Fox Glacier focus group, 14 March 95. 

74Harihari focus group, 15 March 95. 
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sources. This rationale had to be capable of revealing meta-narratives as well as micro

narratives and the relationships between them. It had to work with dualisms (eg culture/nature, 

insider/outsider) where these could be clearly identified, but also had to cope with conceptual 

relationships that were not so easily categorised, because of overlap and uncertainty. 

The approach used here was adapted from a series of questions designed to explore 

complexity, difference and paradox in the spatial imagery of feminism (Rose 1993, Kirby 

1996). The original focus was the gendered language relating both to literal and metaphorical 

geographic imagery. Rose argued that a new way of examining this language was needed to 

reveal alternative, women-friendly ways of writing about, talking about and being in space, 

challenging the domination of the "masculinism of contemporary geographical discourse" 

(Rose 1993: 9) . There were potential parallels between the inequalities, paradoxes and 

complexities of gendered space, and the inequalities, paradoxes and complexities of heritage 

and place. Perhaps Rose's questions and concerns could be adapted to my search for 

alternative, inclusive ways of thinking and writing about heritage. 

1 Simultaneous location 1.1 subject/object relationships 
1.2 marginality and exclusion 

2 Silences and omissions 2.1 in policy 
2.2 in process 
2.3 capture/adoption 

3 Representation 3.1 interpretation 
3.2 spatial imagery 

4 Somewhere else? ? 

Table 10.3 Areas of interrogation (Kirby 1996: 11, after Rose 1993) 

Four areas of interrogation emerged which facilitated the analysis. These were 

simultaneous location, silences and omissions, representation (which are each further 

subdivided) and, finally, somewhere else (see summary in Table 10.3). 

The key to the approach lies in the way Rose located feminism in a paradoxical geography, 

in which 

[a]ny position is imagined not only as being located in multiple social spaces, but also as at 
both poles of each dimension. It is this tension which can articulate a sense of an elsewhere 
beyond the territories of the master subject. (Rose 1993: 15 l) 

This statement neatly overcomes many of the problems encountered in working out a way 

of thinking and writing about the complexities of heritage. It acknowledges the multiplicity of 

social spaces to which versions of heritage relate ( simultaneous location - subject/object 

relationships). It accepts the simultaneous existence of apparently polar extremes as well as 

overlaps (marginality and exclusion). In talking about an elsewhere it suggests things that are 

not clearly articulated - whether because they are purposely suppressed by the centre or 

selectively restrained by the margin (silences and omissions). In mentioning articulation it 
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suggests that attention should be focused on representation - the ways in which heritage is 

talked and written about, illustrated and promoted (representation). Then there is the most 

difficult topic of all, the possibility of there being other ways of conceptualising heritage that 

have so far not been thought of (somewhere else?). 

Siniultaneous location 15 

Subject/object relationships 

In Rose's analysis the subject - central, dominant and normative - is masculinism. 

Objectified feminism is marginal and subordinate. Using the language of heritage, the 

dominant subject would be heritage as naturalness and the marginalised, subordinate object 

would be heritage as culture. Much of the preceding analysis has already established this . But 

there have also been strong hints that this interpretation is a simplistic way of representing the 

realities of heritage. Although the normative, national version of heritage for the south west is 

naturalness, against various local versions of heritage as culture, close examination of texts 

reveals that assumptions about simple subject/object relationships tend to over-simplify. For 

example, analysis of the files showed that while SWECAG had grant money to distribute, it 

held a central , powerful position in relation to those who wanted grants . When the money had 

been spent, its role diminished. There were also differences in people's reactions to SWECAG. 

Figures 10.9 to I 0.11 summarise three reactions to the grant system. In the first, an 

unsuccessful applicant, angry at his marginalised position, implies that SWECAG was biased 

against him. Someone already in business, and thus not eligible to apply for a grant, was 

dismissive, as if trying to marginalise SWECAG. The recipient of the largest single grant, 

invested apparently successfully, was over the moon . Forced out of sea fishing in a battle over 

quotas, business skills adapted to salmon farming by ponding a local stream, this investment 

was a rather bizarre form of commodified naturalness. 

I'm known as the bird man here, I've got 19 species that are here with me and ten that 
come to see me including the white heron and the big brown bittern and I said right I'll 
develop this into a bird watching and big eels and a walk in the bush and out in the swamp 
and I applied for a grant and all they wanted to give me - all right I wanted to go down the 
beach with a vehicle, take them down the beach, fishing, everything, the whole lot had to be 
in it, but they turned me down and said oh - there was $9,500 for me for bird watching, well 
for bird watching $9,500 would just start, you know, so I turned it down, and I looked at it 
again , who got the grants. 

Figure 10.9 Criticism of SWECAG from disappointed grant 

applicant; West Coast series 1/002 

75The explanations of the areas of interrogation are closely based on Kirby 1996. The examples used are 
the result of later analysis . 
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The flip side of the coin was the grants. That's just money poured down ratholes. 
Because none of the things that its been spent on could possibly, ever, turn into a living, and 
in some cases I know that people who would have been gainfully employed in other years, 
gainfully employed in the season, are now very much in the red because they are sitting 
around looking at silly little things that nobody is really interested in patronising, They've 
accepted grant money, so I suppose they feel obligated to sort of offer a service. Nobody's 
interested in going on these ventures and they've become encumbered with debt... .. As I 
say, I've been in this district as a business person for 25 years and I mean you could tell 
them,, but they think you're just .. you know trying to drag red herrings. 

Figure 10.10 Criticism of SWECAG from dismissive business 

operator; West Coast series 1/003 

The $20,000 grant money has been spent and virtually all the development has been 
completed except the kiosk. A considerable amount of materials for the kiosk has been 
purchased or ordered ..... The salmon themselves are thriving in their new environment and 
we have been harvesting them and having them processed by Westbay in Hokitika. We are 
now selling them in local outlets as well as selling them ourselves by the road side. We 
have found that there has been a lot of interest shown by the people who call in to by 
salmon. They want to know all about the venture and many of them wish to go and look at 
the salmon farm, even before we have advertised or are in fact "ready" for this. So the 
indications are really pleasing, even at this early stage. 

Figure 10.11 Positive report from recipient of largest SWECAG 

grant76 

Perhaps the most significant aspect was the degree to which each part of South Westland 

was revealed as place in the existential sense. The SWECAG files and focus group 

demonstrated the negative aspect of this - for example, the inequalities in access to SWECAG 

grants, that people north of the Cook River believed was unfair;77 or the suspicion with which 

the communities in Franz Josef and Fox were regarded in comparison with places that had less 

tourism development in the past.78 The positive side was the distinctive and positive ways in 

which each group of residents talked about their part of South Westland. Given the isolation, 

and the distances that separated each community (see Map 10.1) perhaps my surprise is na"ive. 

On the other hand, given the way in which local versions of place, heritage and identity 

appeared to have been marginalised, it is worth emphasising that local people retained a strong, 

and in most cases a positive sense of attachment to place. There were two partial exceptions to 

this, in Harihari and Whataroa. Both had been local centres for timber milling, and both were 

still trying to come to terms with the loss of the mills. In Whataroa, whose mill was about to 

close, the group felt threatened not just by the imminent loss of the mill, but by the change to 

their lifestyles that increasing tourism might bring. Lifestyle was closely related to an 

existential approach to place that meant stability, peace and quiet, not having to lock doors, and 

76DoC File SWAG 2 Correspondence, Vol. 1: report from South Westland Salmon to SWECAG. 4 May 
1991 . 

77DoC file SWAG 2,correspondence - angry letter from Ken Arnold of Whataroa, 28 February 1992; also 
Whataroa and Franz Fox Focus groups. 

78DoC file SW AG 2 and SWECAG focus group, 15 March 1995. 
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not having to cope with mass culture in any literal form. Tourism appeared to threaten this in a 

way that forestry did not.79 

Marginality and exclusion 

Rose's analysis emphasised an apparent paradox involving those (in her case, women) who 

were relatively powerless because of their marginalised status. First, they were needed by the 

powerful centre to reinforce the latter's position of superiority; their persistent marginality 

could result in their exclusion even from issues that apparently concerned them. Second, they 

sometimes appeared to agree in their persistent marginal status, seeming to accept existing on 

the margins. This interpretation appeared to fit some heritage issues in South Westland. The 

complex inter-relationships of the different Maori Runanga merit consideration in this light. 

The nomination document for the South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area 
(Department of Conservation 1989) was endorsed by the chairman of the Ngai Tahu Maori 
trust Board and included a two page-section on Maori mythology and history. But this 
section by its very position in the document was firmly subordinate to eth central discourse 
on the natural values of the area. It also ignored the divisions between the different Maori 
groups on the West Coast, and particularly the views of Te Koeti Turanga, the Runanga of 
South Westland Maori, who "did not agree to the world heritage, [and who] actually took 
the trouble of going to UNESCO, [and] tried to take out an injunction against it because our 
request was that it be made a cultural park, [because] you must take into consideration all 
the cultural values" . (Kirby 1996: 12) 

Several interviews, both with DoC staff and with local Maori, mentioned the difficulties in 

negotiating with Maori groups.BO DoC would talk to anybody, but negotiated only with the iwi, 

Ngai Tahu, because that was the body with which the Crown dealt. Local Maori acknowledged 

that there were difficulties, but still wanted more consideration of local turangawaewae and 

mana whenua. Despite the inclusion of a Te Koeti Turanga member on SWECAG, that 

presence could not be detected in the SWECAG minutes or annual reports. One of the local 

projects that DoC failed to implement during the life of SWECAG was at Bruce Bay, on Maori 

land (see Figure 10.6(i)); there was only one letter on that topic on the files, and no explanation 

of what had gone wrong.BI 

Silences and omissions 

"A strongly normative version of reality can suppress resistances and alternative versions, 

even where there appear to be logical arguments for such resistances and alternatives" (Kirby 

1996: 13). This is a particularly difficult area to investigate, as things that are not written or 

spoken simply do not exist. Analysing things that are not there is, in the strictest sense, 

impossible. It therefore requires careful justification to include any comments at all on this 

topic. However all the issues that fall under this heading are mentioned somewhere - what is 

lacking is usually the development of an argument. For example, in the SWECAG papers there 

79Whataroa focus group, 16 March 1995. 

80Interviews West Coast Series 1/004; 1/012; 1/013; 2/010; 2/010. 

81 DoC File SW AG 2 Vol 3: letter from DoC Hokitika to Te Koeti Turanga, undated February 1992. 
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were several accounts of the group's interest in promoting management policies for the whole 

world heritage area. 82 The interviews and focus groups mentioned concerns, but no-one had 

any precise idea what could be done. None of the DoC respondents mentioned the need for an 

inquiry into the conservation values of the stewardship land within the world heritage area, that 

has been an unfulfilled commitment since 1989. Keeping quiet on management policy may 

help deflect interest in this inquiry, and by the time it happens, local feeling about the whole 

world heritage issue may have mellowed. 

As tourist activity in the area had increased substantially in the five years since the 
extension of the world heritage area, local antagonism may well already be less than it was; 
by the time the .... inquiry gets to the top of the priority list, it may well have stopped being 
contentious. (Kirby 1996: 14) 

In terms of process, two examples come to mind. The first is the failure, mentioned above, 

of SWECAG and DoC to negotiate effectively with Bruce Bay Maori over the establishment of 

visitor facilities in the bay. The other is the long running feud between SWECAG and the 

Haast Residents' and Ratepayers' Association. Although apparently influential in the decision 

to disband SWECAG, the claims of that latter organisation to represent the Haast community 

were questioned by the Haast focus group (see Figure 10.12). 

There is a Residents' and Rate Payers' Association but not that many people go along to 
their meetings though, so you couldn't perhaps rely on the people who attended there to give 
you a wide view on what everyone in the community thinks [snort] [ laughter] .... A lot of 
people don't go to those meetings who could quite well have different opinions. 

Figure 10.12 Questioning the representativeness of Haast Residents' 

and Ratepayers' Association83 

Another facet of silences and omissions was the inconclusive evidence of the reasons why 

and the degrees to which South Westlanders began to support heritage as naturalness, Figure 

10.13 contains what was certainly the longest and most impassioned account from a local man 

who had "jumped over the fence" and embraced commodified naturalness . I have to admit that 

I was not totally convinced by his narrative, although it is rather hard to pinpoint why. 

82SWECAG Annual Reports 1992/93; 1993/94; 1994/95. 

83Haast Focus Group 22 November 1994. 
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I lost my business through the world heritage status being put on - um - I've changed my 
ways, admittedly, I've completely jumped over the fence, I'm now a tourist operator, and we 
started Haast Adventure Safaris last year and this year we're starting Haast Marine Safaris, 
due to kick off in about three weeks' time, and we've got a marine mammal watch permit 
down at Jackson's Bay, and uh yeah it's caused a lot of changes. But John Brown, a 
helicopter operator, and John's been round this area since 1968, he was in the Pyke river 
shooting deer .... I met John in 1970 I think it was and we've been mates ever since, yeah we 
were discussing it yesterday .. as I pointed out to John, I said, well, for a start off it was a 
shock to the system, because your old ways - I was brought up in the chop and burn and the 
bulldozer days, you know, I mean, I've done probably more damage than anyone round 
here, in the forest and everything else - been a bit of a destructive - you know - but as I 
pointed out to Dave, I said, you know, in today's world you gotta change, you've got to look 
at the world, a dirty, filthy place it's turning into and how man is destroying it, and I said, 
right here, where we are, if we can save what we've got, we've got a gem. We've got 
something that is worth more than all the oil and all the water, or anything else we've got, if 
we can preserve this as it is, and myself, that's what I'm for now, I can see it, as well, you 
know, although I was brought up, as I say, I was brought up to clear land, fell trees. 

Figure 10.13 The conversion to commodified naturalness of a 

bulldozer operator from Haast84 

Representation 

Looking closely at the ways in which people choose to illustrate, talk and write about 

South Westland also reveals complexities and contradictions concerning heritage. Some 

examples relate to interpretive facilities designed by DoC for public consumption. Some relate 

to the language used by people interviewed, either individually or in groups. 

Interpretation 

At first sight the normative emphasis on heritage as naturalness dominates the displays in 

the visitor centre, but a closer look reveals that the human component of South Westland 

landscapes is present too. This reflects gradual but substantial changes in the displays since 

opening.85 Initially, for example, there was an absence of Maori artefacts and story. There 

appeared to be persistent divisions in West Coast Maori groups about appropriate 

representation, but at least the displays at Haast were been amended to give Maori a stronger 

presence. Interpretation needs assessing on two levels: on the one hand there is the material 

that is displayed. This now ranges from the emphasis on natural processes at Ship Creek and 

Hapuka to the human story of the plantation settlement at Jackson Bay - a balance appears to be 

evolving. The other, deeper level is more problematic. There are two, linked problems. First, 

the interpretation is part of the commodification of South Westland. Knight's Point, Ship 

Creek, Hapuka and Jackson Bay were developed, as was the visitor centre, to slow down people 

travelling through South Westland; making them spend more time there, means spending more 

money. The cynical view is that stressing heritage as naturalness or as versions of culture only 

works because it can be commodified as part of New Zealand's reliance on tourism. The fact 

84Ibid. 

85Martin Abel pers. comm. Haast August 1996. 
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that this then helps South Westland communities to survive is probably coincidental. The 

second issue is that most available so called interpretation is actually well presented 

information. It does not require any more direct involvement and experience, other than driving 

through and a few short walks. Some concessionaires (for example the White Heron guided 

tours in Whataroa) are developing activities that require more commitment and involvement 

from the visitor, but not enough is yet known about possible connections between heritage, 

place and the selling of world heritage experiences. 

Spatial Imagery 

One of the initial reasons for taking one-to-one interviews was to record the spatial 

imagery used by local people, so that it could be compared with that used in official documents 

and information leaflets, which describe South Westland in enthusiastic and iconic but 

detached language. In the event, even after prompting, interviewees tended not to describe 

South Westland in spatial terms. When asked to talk about what was special about living there, 

many locals appeared far more concerned with people and their social networks than with 

describing scenery (see Figure 10.14). 

Whether intentionally or not, .... West Coasters tend to use language that is so prosaic and 
straightforward that any descriptive term, let alone metaphor, is hard to track. On occasion 
however the language is prosaic, original and also metaphorical. (Kirby 1996: 17) 

Another interesting characteristic, given the pragmatism referred to above, was the number 

of times people expressed (without any forcing on my part) their understanding of the overall 

significance of the south west, and their concern for the perceived lack of control over what 

was going to happen as tourist numbers increased (Figures 10.14-10.17). 

And I really feel that has been one of the highlights of my time here, that was a real 
privilege to know a lot of those people, the Condon family members and those type of folk, 
even thought I was never born and bred here, and was originally only coming for a short 
time, that has mean a hell of a lot to me, and is something that I will never every forget 
when I leave here. There's a lot of other things that you would wish to forget - but not that, 
the real true life blood and guts of the area was being able to associate with those people 
and hear their stories. 

Figure 10.14 Heritage as people and their stories86 

An outstandingly beautiful place. Once you've lived in a place like this you're spoilt, I 
don't know ifl would be able to live in any other place .... there's an overpowering ~ I found 
it very difficult at first, when I arrived in Hokitika from Christchurch, I was being lowered 
into a milk bottle, just all this bush and all these big mountains, and I just felt terrible, now I 
just love it, you look out of your window and just ..... 

Figure 10.15 

86Franz/Fox focus group 

87Franz/Fox focu s group 

Being in South Westland compared to being in a milk 

bottle87 
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I was logging up to three years ago, yeah .... but you've got to look at it in the other light, 
if you're here in a beautiful day, and you think, hell, where else in the world could you get a 
place like this? you know - one out of the box . 

Figure 10.16 South Westland - one out of the box88 

Heritage is going to carry on, isn't it, from here on in, and without some planning for 
heritage we can really muck it up, and um you know, how growth is going to happen in 
areas and we talked a little bit about tourism, and whether or not it changes our communities 
and so on, it there needs to be some forward planning for the heritage of the future. 

V: Who does that? 

Well nobody, and that's the thing 

Figure l 0.17 Concern for the future of the South Westland89 

Somewhere Else? 

When writing the paper that reported the first stage of this analysis, Rose's question about 

a conceptual 'somewhere else' appeared to be an unanswerable one. 

The final question is whether there is a conceptual somewhere else, beyond the complexities 
and contradictions of heritage, where difference can be accommodated without significant 
power differentials . Rose said that she found it difficult to imagine such a conceptual space 
in the context of feminism and geography. Although it is an attractive idea, it is probably 
too idealistic and impractical to pursue further at this stage in the context of heritage. (Kirby 
1996: 17) 

After further analysis, I am not so sure. I tend to believe that there is always a conceptual 

'somewhere else' in a private, phenomenological sense, that is not available to the researcher. 

The nature of this conceptual 'somewhere else' is just as contingent and shifting as are the 

public representations of heritage and place. It would be possible to undertake long term 

research, based in South Westland, using highly qualitative, ethnographic methods, in pursuit of 

this question, although at present I am not sure that such research would be justified. 

10.4 Conclusions 

This chapter has explored some barriers to understanding the South-West New Zealand 

World Heritage Area as a whole, has examined the activities of SWECAG and considered some 

reactions from local people to the world heritage concept, in an attempt to see what happened 

when a strongly centralised version of heritage was imposed on different versions of heritage as 

local culture. 

Although the world heritage area is far too large to be understood as place in a personal, 

experiential way, and although during the period of the research there was still considerable 

resistance from local people to the whole idea, at the national level it makes very good sense to 

promote the south west, as an exercise in international critical regionalism. The analysis in 

88Haast focus group 

89Fran Josef/Fox Glacier focus group. 
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parts two and three of the chapter suggest that the disbanding of SWECAG was premature, 

potentially impeding effective world heritage area management, and the development of 

versions of critical local culture that could be promoted in partnership with the normative 

version . 

The examination of a range of texts has confirmed the existence of a powerful version of 

heritage as naturalness, but has also shown that this co-exists, sometimes contrasting with, 

sometimes synergistically combined with versions heritage as local culture, in which the 

contribution of local people is critical to the meaning of each place. As far as local people are 

concerned, at present this does not appear to translate into critical local culture in Frampton's 

sense, in that although distinct differences between places in South Westland are clearly 

perceived, they did not appear to be being self consciously promoted as part of the 

commodification of heritage. However already some of the interpretation outlets provided by 

DoC are promoting aspects of local culture in this way. 

Linking the normative, detached version of heritage as naturalness to a more experiential 

approach to place appeared to be still in the early stages of development. The normative 

version was linked to the relatively brief and therefore superficial experience of most tourists . 

Although some interpretation emphasised the small scale, the overall message was large scale 

and top down. This will probably modify as more local people develop tourism related 

businesses, but it is too soon to say just how far this will go. Interviews and focus groups 

stressed the tensions between local people's personal and private senses of place, strongly 

linked to what they want to keep, which was partly related to the physical place and partly 

(often strongly) related to social networks too. However the people-links were recursively 

related to the hugeness, the distances and the wildness of the South West, thus making 

place/space/heritage inter-relationships difficult to untangle. 

The ideological implications of the SWECAG process appeared as much to do with power 

imbalances between central government and local, marginalised people, as about nature versus 

culture. The particular recent history of South Westland, its scale, its isolation, its tiny 

population, has reinforced the local communities' role of marginalised other. The Department 

of Conservation was distrusted as it represented central government control, although 

individual DoC employees often occupied roles half way between outsider and insider. The 

Haast Residents' and Ratepayers' Association appears to have thought that criticising SWECAG 

and eventually causing its demise was a way of keeping what little power they had . But this 

was possibly a mistake on two fronts, first because other Haast people case doubts on the 

representativeness of the residents' association, and second because, for all its faults, SWECAG 

provided a forum local people to speak for South Westland. 

Power imbalances between different communities remain, in terms of their perceived 

access to resources and potential for prosperity. The loss of the mill in Whataroa, for example, 

made Whataroa residents feel angry and dispossessed, especially when they compared their 

situation with recent tourist developments in Franz Josef. Harihari felt marginalised compared 

with these two, and Haast was envied by them all, because almost all the SWECAG money had 
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been invested in the far south west. Whether any of the less developed communities will start 

to make a positive thing of their smallness and traditional South Westland lifestyle, thus making 

an opportunity out of their present marginal status, remains to be seen. 

A future crisis in the management of the world heritage area seems to be one of the most 

potentially critical issue to emerge from this review of texts and tapes. The dominant, 

normative version of heritage as naturalness seems to be associated in DoC's view with an 

assumption that intervention in natural areas is not required. The evidence of the tapes and the 

files suggests otherwise. SWECAG, in its official capacity, plus representatives of the 

environmental movement arid several local people felt strongly that a co-ordinated strategy was 

needed not just for South Westland, but for the whole world heritage area. 

The deep commitment of local people in the different South Westland communities 

suggest that at least part of this management planning should be 'bottom up', starting at locality 

level. The main justification of this assertion is the need to continue to develop versions of 

critical local culture, so that promotion can be place specific. Thus Whataroa, Harihari, Franz 

Josef, Fox Glacier and Haast should all be able to explore versions of themselves that are 

unique and marketable, within an overall strategy that accepts the significance of the whole of 

the south west as a remnant of Gondwanaland. DoC conservancies might oversee world 

heritage area management at regional level, with the proposed South Island DoC management 

centre overseeing at regional level. The administrative structures for such an arrangement will 

exist by mid 1997. It is unlikely, given the current economic and political climate, and the 

known skills within the department, that such a development will happen. This is a pity. 

HERITAGE: A CULTURAL CONSTRUCTION 

[heritage as critical/heritage as l 
llocal culture naturalnes~ 

heritage as naturalness 

Figure 10.18 Alternative constructions of heritage for South Westland 

Given the relativity of heritage, whilst a strongly centralised, normative version is 

maintained as 'right' there will continue to be other, suppressed, marginalised versions and 

contests, and at the very least, risks that these highly valued parts of New Zealand will not be 

managed effectively as a result. Re-convening SWECAG with a little money and a wide 

ranging consultative role may be an effective way of achieving negotiating potential futures for 

South Westland. There are two reasons why this probably will not happen. One relates to 

political pragmatism: the financial resources allocated to conservation everywhere are 
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inadequate, and there is insufficient political advantage to justify additional investment from a 

limited total budget in this area. The other is the persistence within DoC of a conceptual model 

of heritage as nature, appropriating and dominating heritage as critical local culture. Currently 

no group, whether a spatial community or a community of interest, appears to have the interest 

and the energy to promote the alternative (see Figure 10. I 8). This is heritage as a cultural 

construction, containing within it heritage as naturalness and heritage as critical local culture, 

each sometimes offsetting and sometimes acting with the other, in a constantly moving process. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

HERITAGE IN PLACE - CONCLUSIONS 

11.1 Addressing the research questions 

Two specific research questions have driven the inquiries, both theoretical and empirical, 

that have been presented in this thesis. These asked, first, what has the term heritage meant, at 

a range of spatial scales from global to local, and whose purposes and whose outcomes have 

been served by these meanings. The second question concerned the effectiveness of specific, 

narrative based, qualitative research methods in addressing these questions. The main aim of 

this concluding chapter thus has to be the clear enunciation of answers to these questions. 

11.1.1 Meanings of heritage 

The theoretical review concluded that heritage was a complex construct, that could not be 

defined in simple, deterministic ways. Versions of heritage subtly incorporated not just the 

product but also the processes of heritage construction, which are continuous and contingent on 

space, time and cultural context. When applied to land, heritage required other terms that 

implied inclusivity, whilst accommodating contradiction and difference. The betweenness of 

place combined with paradoxical space emerged as the preferred model. This allowed the 

expression of both subjective, existential attachment to place, and more objectified, detached 

approaches. The betweenness of place is particularly useful in accommodating different ways 

of knowing, whilst retaining some form of grounded, non-deterministic universality. 

Paradoxical space signals the influence of different ideologies and identities on versions of 

heritage, sometimes apparently opposed and conflicting, sometimes synergistically inter

dependent. Two complex ideological forms appeared to have particular potential in analyses of 

heritage. The first, critical regionalism was borrowed from recent architectural theory. The 

second, romantic materialism, or 'good keen manism', was created to signal the complex blend 

of individualism, intellectual imperialism, pragmatism and capitalism that appears to underpin 

the continuing need for many New Zealanders to have the freedom to do things to land. 

The theory chapters provided ways of thinking and writing about heritage, that were then 

applied in a number of case studies, at a range of scales. My concern for terminology that 

expressed difference and contradiction was justified in all the case studies, Even when dealing 

apparently just with the global scale, in the operation of the World Heritage Convention, other 

scales were present by implication and there were contests between epistemologies, ideologies 

and identities. These were particularly evident in debates over ways of recognising complex 

places that represented both natural and cultural heritage, especially where the cultural value 

derived from association rather than from tangible alterations by people. Until very recently 

the World Heritage Committee only recognised versions of heritage that emphasise a detached, 

objectified approach to place. The committee is currently adjusting to demands that intangible, 

existential attachment to place be more explicitly recognised: so far only Tongariro National 

Park in New Zealand and Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park in Australia have been designated 
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under the revised guidelines for cultural landscapes. Despite the obvious commitment of its 

promoters for cultural landscapes, as a way of combining cultural with natural values, and 

expressing complexity and identification with place, the term remains problematic. Landscape 

remains vulnerable to ideologically driven critique, emphasising its post-enlightenment, 

proprietorial, 'top down' way of viewing land. Cultural landscapes may be an increasingly 

acceptable construct for the World Heritage Committee and signatory nation states, but at the 

level of region and locality the usefulness of this term remains unproven. 

The New Zealand case studies traced versions of heritage, identities and ideologies 

through a number of decades, in a range of spatial and cultural contexts, from the sacred gift of 

Tongariro by Ngati Tuwharetoa in the 1880s, to debates over land development in North 

Westland in the 1970s, and in the last decade to what is now the South Westland section of the 

South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area. Throughout these case studies, although 

specific existential meanings of heritage in place varied enormously, a number of common 

threads emerged. 

Heritage versions were consistently complex, and contingent on time, spatial and cultural 

context. All versions, from the early twentieth century emphasis on heritage as scenery and 

exploitable commodity, to later versions of heritage as naturalness, showed the influence of 

underlying ideologies, including a persistent intellectual imperialism, romantic materialism and 

capitalism. At the local level, the influence of local cultures was diverse. Existential 

approaches were certainly present, but so was romantic materialism, and a growing need for 

self conscious promotion through critical regionalism. Centralised bureaucracies consistently 

preferred normative, objectified versions of heritage, whether these emphasised the freedom to 

do things to land, or the need to protect it. Heritage as commodified naturalness has become a 

particularly powerful version in recent years, reflecting one of New Zealand's cherished 

national identities. Naturalness is now an important plank of New Zealand's critical 

regionalism, something that is self consciously promoted overseas to differentiate this country 

from others, in order to attract commercial activity, especially heritage tourism. At the national 

level heritage as naturalness often apparently incorporates aspects of culture, especially Maori 

culture. This was especially evident in the case study of Tongariro. This incorporation is not 

consistent at all scales - for example there were strong indications from Maori in South 

Westland that their existential attachment to place was in practice not recognised by the New 

Zealand government. 

In recent years in the case study areas, there has been an increasing polarisation of national 

and regional versions of heritage. This polarisation has to be understood as specific to time and 

place. The West Coast, a marginal and marginalised region since the 1960s, has been seen by 

national agencies and the environmental movement as an obvious focus for heritage as 

naturalness. To local people the Coast is still the focus for critical local culture. Given the 

acceptance throughout this thesis of the constructed nature of realities, it seems reasonable to 

suggest that areas such as South Westland could incorporate heritage as naturalness into critical 

local cultures. This conceptual trick might clear the way for reducing the tensions caused by 
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polarisation. However there are two reasons why such potential synergies are unlikely to be 

realised. One is that the notion of incorporating naturalness into critical local culture is 

contrary to received wisdom in the Department of Conservation. The construction of reality -

including nature as well as culture - is not well understood. Indeed many supporters of heritage 

as naturalness appear to favour incorporating culture into nature. This is likely to be a 

conceptual dead end, as in effect it abrogates human responsibility. This leads to the second 

reason for pessimism: the practical incorporation of nature into culture would require a more · 

interventionist approach to managing heritage in place in South Westland than is apparent at 

present. The demise of the South Westland Environment and Community Action Group, 

because of structural problems built into its terms of reference by central government, appears 

to be amazingly short sighted. 

Thus heritage, introduced in Chapter One as a problematic construct, is still problematic, 

although more effectively understood, at least in the spatial and cultural contexts reviewed here. 

11 .1.2 Narratives of heritage in place 

Interweaving a number of subjectively grounded narratives, has proved an effective way of 

revealing the complexities of heritage in place. The process of defining and then interweaving 

narratives is still capable of further refinement, but the insight provided by Entrikin's inclusive 

approach to the betweenness of place, provided a consistent, invaluable thread for the purposes 

of this thesis. Reviewing my diary notes from the period when I was working out how to tackle 

the story telling, reveals concerns that are still relevant, and that should be considered in future 

work. I was and am still concerned at the need to be explicit about the way narratives are 

constructed, because story telling in this way is not benign. The process of extracting material 

from sources, eliminating much, emphasising fragments, requires some form of clear rationale. 

Even the order in which stories are told is value laden. I agonised for a week about what might 

be read into different ways of ordering the discussions on landscape, place and space, 

eventually deciding on the present order because it made sequential sense in the context of the 

overall narrative, the thesis as a whole. 

The rationales that I used, adapted from Said's structures of attitude and reference and 

Rose's paradoxical space, met my need for ways of seeing things that were often not explicitly 

expressed in texts. Even with their aid, I was often faced with texts that I intuitively 'knew' 

meant something, but where the evidence seemed to be ephemeral - sometimes there and 

sometimes absent. At such times I was often comforted by Raymond Williams' comment, about 

the sensation of slipping in and out of focus when trying to be consistently aware of language, 

intertextuality and contextuality (1977). The concern for narrative rationale should not be 

confused with a commitment to pre-structuring narratives, or with the notion of framework. 

Frameworks and structures are, to my mind, indicative of pre-judgement. Rationale does not -

it provides reasons for the selection of specific elements in narratives, and the omission of 

others. Rationale also implies an open ended process, acknowledging the artificiality of 
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boundaries, accepting that in real worlds, stories rarely close, they simply reform. Just like the 

saga of the Perseverance Bridge. 

11.2 Postscript - The second Perseverance bridge 

Until 1995, as far as I was aware, the Perseverance narrative was a useful bridge between 

national, regional and local versions of heritage, a vehicle for an historical review of changes in 

sensibilities regarding heritage and land in the critical decade from the mid 1970s to the mid 

1980s, and contrasted with the world heritage narratives. Its value to this thesis ceased with the 

last letter on the United Council file, from the Chair of Inangahua County Council to the 

Minister of Conservation in 1988. 1 

In April 1994 I walked into the Perseverance Block, over the rickety bridge (see 

photographs in Chapter Eight) and about ten kilometres up the terraces and into the forest. I 

wrote that "I want to get a close view of the land forms and a feel for the country, but it is 

difficult because of the dense bush cover". 2 It was pleasant walking, along an overgrown and 

very uneven road, still used by coal trucks (they crossed the river using the ford). The whole 

place felt remote, the signs of human activity (coal spills, rusty wheels) rather odd intrusions. 

The bridge itself was terrifying, whilst also being a cogent reminder of the West Coast tradition 

of romantic materialism. At least it was still possible to walk in. I took a number of 

photographs to illustrate the case study, and walked out again. 

l.o-k, 11\1994 one of my DoC contacts in Hokitika mentioned that there was going to be a 

new Perseverance Bridge. It appeared that the Perseverance narrative continued after all. 

Disbelieving, I rang the District Council, where an engineer confirmed that interest in the 

bridge had resurfaced in 1992, when a farmer with land on the wrong side of the river 

suggested that a bridge could be built for a quarter of the cost suggested earlier. The District 

Council reworked the figures, and produced a benefit to cost ratio that convinced Transit New 

Zealand to put the bridge into its roading programme for 1994. This was despite the main 

beneficiaries being limited to two small private coal mining companies, a couple of farmers 

and, in the long term, Timberlands. Although there was heated debate about and substantial 

alteration to the benefit:cost ratio, the project eventually went ahead with 74% grant from 

Transit, the District Council, Timberlands and the mining companies contributing the rest.3 

Resource consent was granted in July 1994. The application forms noted there had been "some 

consultation with local residents. They have all shown enthusiastic support for the proposed 

bridge which is being built for their use. They are financial contributors to the project" .4 

Nothing was recorded in the sections of the application form requesting information about 

1WCUC file RP 27/2 (2): Chair, ICC to Clark, Minister for Conservation, 23 August 1988. For text see 
Chapter Eight. 

2VGK diary, 17 April 1994. 

3Interview West Coast series 2/009, 26 May 1994. 

4West Coast Regional Council resource consent documentation, file no. 94/245. 
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Plates I I . I, 11.2, 11.3 The new Perseverance bridge, with its proud label, newly 

graded access from the State Highway and related, over-the-top 

traffic signs (I was probably laughing, which explains the 

camera shake) 
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flora, fauna and ecosystems. Predicted impact on ecosystems was "minimal". The question 

concerning effects on alternative uses of the land or the environment at present or in the future 

was answered "NA". 

In March 1996 I returned to the Inangahua Valley, on holiday with my mother. "I'll show 

you a monument to West Coast persistence" I said. "Although the road end is rather hard 

to find." How wrong I was. There was a new signpost at the road end and a newly graded 

surface, wide enough for several trucks. Intrigued, we drove down to the bridge to find few 

signs of the former rickety structure, but there was the monument to persistence, the new 

concrete bridge, complete with another sign (see Plates 11.1, 11.2 and 11.3). 

Even then the story was not over. In the visitor centre in Reefton there was a photographic 

exhibition of the old Perseverance bridge and the construction of the new one. The text at the 

beginning of the exhibition included the following salute to romantic materialism: 

The original one lane wooden Perseverance Bridge was built in the 1960s to allow access to logging 
operations across the Inangahua River.. .... A new concrete one lane vehicle bridge was built, after 
considerable negotiations, in 1994, once again opening up the country beyond to vehicles. The old 
bridge was dismantled, parts of which lie near the river banks of the Inangahua, reminders of early 
endeavours to bridge a powerful span of water and open up a rugged country.5 

My diary entry reads "Awesome". The persistence of the residents of the Inangahua valley 

in support of their preferred version of critical local culture reminded me of an epigram by Eco. 

"One who harbours passions to an average degree and possesses average prudence is a poor 

sample of humanity" (1994: 158). The new Perseverance bridge was not quite what I had in 

mind when I started formulating my ideas about heritage as naturalness being incorporated into 

heritage as critical local culture, but then, it was not my culture and not my nature either. DoC 

had refused to contribute financially to the bridge, but admitted that once the bridge was there, 

they would use it to gain access to the extensive area of stewardship land in the old 

Perseverance Block and the Fletcher's Creek Ecological Area.6 Presumably the bridge users 

will continue to negotiate over preferred versions of heritage, but these negotiations will be the 

subject of other narratives. All closures are partial, but this thesis ends here. 

5VGK diary 2 March 1996, extract from exhibition text by Lois McTaggart, Reefton Visitor Centre. 

6Interview West Coast Series 2/011, 24 June 1994. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE WORLD HERITAGE CONVENTION (1992) 

(copied from Annex 7 of von Droste et al. 1995) 

Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 

The General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization meeting 
in Paris from 17 October lo 21 November 1972, al its seventeenth session, 
Noting that the cultural heritage and the natural heritage arc increasingly threatened with destruction not 
only by the traditional causes of decay, but also by changing social and economic conditions which 
aggravate the situation with even more formidable phenomena of damage or destruction, 
Considering that deterioration or disappearance of any item of the cultural or natural heritage constitutes 
a harmful impoverishment of the heritage of all the nations of the world, 
Considering that protection of this heritage at the national level often remains incomplete because of the 
scale of the resources which it requires and of the insufficient economic, scientific and technical resources 
of the country where the property lo be protected is situated, 
Recalling that the Constitution of the Organization provides that it will maintain, increase and diffuse 
knowledge, by assuring the conservation and protection of the world's heritage, and recommending to the 
nations concerned the necessary international conventions, 
Considering that the existing international conventions, recommendations and resolutions concerning 
cultural and natural property demonstrate the importance, for all the peoples of the world, of safeguarding 
this unique and irreplaceable property, lo whatever people it may belong, 
Considering that parts of the cultural or natural heritage are of outstanding interest and therefore need to 
be preserved as part of the world heritage of mankind as a whole, 
Considering that, in view of the magnitude and gravity of the new dangers threatening them, it is 
incumbent on the international community as a whole to participate in the· protection of the cultural and 
natural heritage of outstanding universal value, by the granting of collective assistance which, although 
not taking the place of action by the Stale concerned, will serve as an effective complement thereto, 
Considering that it is essential for this purpose to adopt new provisions in the form of a convention 
establishing an effective system of collective protection of the cultural an natural heritage of outstanding 
universal value, organized on a permanent basis and in accordance with modern scientific methods, 
Having decided, al its sixteenth session, that this question should be made the subject of an international 
convention, 
Adopts this sixteenth day of November 1972 this Convention. 

I. Definitions of the Cultural and the Natural Heritage 

Article 1 

For the purposes of this Convention, the following shall be considered as "cultural heritage": 
monuments: architectural works, works of monumental sculpture and painting, elements or structures of 
an archaeological nature, inscriptions, cave dwellings and combinations of features, which are of 
outstanding uni versa! value from the point of view of history, art or science; 
groups of buildings: groups of separate or connected buildings which, because of their architecture, their 
homogeneity or their place in the landscape, are of outstanding universal value from the point of view of 
history, art or science; 
sites: works of man or the combined works of nature and of man, and areas including archaeological sites 
which are of outstanding universal value from the historical, aesthetic, ethnological or anthropological 
points of view. 

Article 2 

For the purposes of this Convention, the following shall be considered as "natural heritage"; 
natural features consisting of physical and biological formations or groups of such formations, which are 
of outstanding universal value from the aesthetic or scientific point of view; 
geological and physiographical formations and precisely delineated areas which constitute the habitat of 
threatened species of animals and plants of outstanding universal value from the point of view of science 
or conservation; 
natural sites or precisely delineated natural areas of outstanding universal value from the point of view of 
science, conservation or natural beauty. 

Article 3 

It is for each State Party to this Convention to identify and delineate the different properties situated on its 
territory mentioned in Articles I and 2 above. 
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II. National Protection and international Protection 
of the Cultural and Natural Heritage 

Article 4 

Each State Party to this Convention recognizes that the duly of ensuring the identification, protection, 
conservation, presentation and transmission of future generations lo the cultural and natural heritage 
referred to in Articles I and 2 and situated on its territory, belongs primarily to that State. II will do all it 
can to this end, to the utmost of its own resources and, where appropriate, with any international assistance 
and co-operation, in particular, financial, artistic, scientific and technical, which ii may be able lo obtain. 

Article 5 

To ensure lhal effective and active measures are taken for the protection, conservation and presentation or 
the cultural and natural heritage situated on its territory, each Stale Party to this Convention shall 
endeavour, in so far as possible, and as appropriate for each country: 

(a) lo adopt a general policy which aims to give the cultural and natural heritage a function in the life or 
the community and to integrate the protection or that heritage into comprehensive planning 
programmes; 

(b) to set up within its territories, where such services do not exist, one or more services for the 
protection, conservation and presentation of the cultural and natural heritage with an appropriate staff 
and possessing the means to discharge their functions; 

(c) to develop scientific and technical studies and research and lo work out such operating methods as 
will make the State capable or counteracting the dangers that threaten its cultural or natural heritage; 

(d) to take the appropriate legal, scientific, technical, administrative and financial measures necessary for 
the identification, protection, conservation, presentation and rehabilitation or this heritage; and 

(e) to foster the establishment or development or national or regional centres for training in the 
protection, conservation and presentation of the cultural and natural heritage and to encourage 
scientific research in this field. 

Article 6 

I. Whilst fully respecting the sovereignty of the Stales on whose territory the cultural and natural heritage 
mentioned in Articles I and 2 is situated, and without prejudice to property rights provided by national 
legislation, the States Parties to this Convention recognize that such heritage constitutes a world 
heritage for whose protection it is the duty of the international community as a whole to co-operate. 

2. The Stales Parties undertake, in accordance with the provisions of this Convention, to give their help in 
the indentification, protection, conservation and preservation or the cultural and natural heritage 
referred to in paragraphs 2 and 4 of Article 11 if the Slates on whose territory it is situated so request. 

3. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not to take any deliberate measures which might 
damage directly or indirectly the cultural and natural heritage referred to in Articles I and 2 situated on 
the territory or other States Parties to this Convention. 

Ar·lidc 7 

For the purpose of this Convention, international protection or the world cultural and natural heritage shall 
be understood to mean the establishment of a system of international co-operation and assistance designed 
to support States Parties to the Convention in their efforts to conserve and identify that heritage. 

III. lnergovernmental Committee for the Protections 
of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 

Article 8 

I. An Intergovernmental Committee for the Protection of the Cultural and Natural Heritage of 
Outstanding Universal Value, called "the Wolrd Heritage Committe", is herehy established withing the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. II shall be composed or l .'i Stales 
Parties to the Convention, elected by States Parties to the Convention meeting in general assembly 
during the ordinary session of the General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization. Thr number of States members of the Committee shall be increased to 21 as 
from the date of the ordinary session of the General Conference following the entry into force of theis 
Convention for at least 40 Stales. 

2. Election of members of the Committee shal ensure an equitable representation of the different regions 
and cultures of the world. 

3. A representative of the International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of 
Cultural Property (Rome Centre), a representative of the International Council of Monuments and Sites 
(ICOMOS) and a representative of the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources (IUCN), to whom may be addend, at the request of Stales Parties to the Convention meeting 
in general assembly during the ordinary sessions of the General Conference of the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, representatives of other intergovernmental or non
governmental organizations, with similar objectives, may attend the meetings of the Committee in an 
advisory capacity. 329 



Article 9 

I. The term of office of States members of the World Heritage Commiltee shal extend from the end of the 
ordinary session of the General Conference during which they are elected until the end of its third 
subsequent ordinary session. 

2. The term of office of one-third of the members designated al the lime of the first election shall, 
however, cease al the end of the first ordinary session of the General Conference following that at which 
they were elected; and the term of office of a fu1iher third of the members designated at the same time 
shall cease at the end of the second ordinary session of the General Conference following that at which 
they were elected. The names of these members shall be chosen by lot by the President of the General 
Conference of lhc United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi,.alion af'lcr the firs! 
election. 

3. States memhcrs of the Co111n1it1ce shall choose as their representatives persons qualified in the field of' 
the cultural or natural heritage. 

Article 10 

I. The World Heritage Commillee shall adopt its Rules of Procedure. 

2. The Commiltee may at any time invite public or private organizations or individuals to participate in 
its meetings for consultations on particular problems. 

3. The CommiUce may create such consultative bodies as it deems necessary for the performance of its 
functions. 

Article 11 

I. Every State Party to this Convention shall, in so far as possible, submit to the World Heritage 
Committee an inventory of property froming part of the cultural and natural heritage, situated in its 
territory and suitable for inclusion in the list provided for in paragraph 2 of this Article. This inventory, 
which shall not be considered exhaustive, shall include documentation about the location of the 
property in question and its significance. 

2. On the basis of the inventories submitted by States in accordance with paragraph I, the Committee shall 
establish, keep up to date and publish, under the title of "World Heritage List", a list of properties 
forming part of the cultural heritage and natural heritage, as defined in Articles I and 2 of this 
Convention, which it considers as having outstanding universal value in terms of such criteria as it shall 
have established. An updated list shall be distributed al least every two years. 

3. The inclusion of a property in the World Heritage List requires the consent of' the Stale concerned. The 
inclusion of a property situated in a territory, sovereignty or jurisdiction over which is claimed by more 
than one State shall in no way prejudice the rights of the parties to the dispute. 

4. The Committee shall establish, keep up to date and publish, whenever circumstances shall so require, 
under the title of "List of World Heritage in Danger", a list of the property appearing in the World 
Heritage List for the conservation of which major operations are necessary and for which assistance 
has been requested under this Convention. This list shall contain an estimate of the cost of such 
operations. The list may include only such property forming part of the cultural and natural heritage as 
is threatened by serious and specific dangers, such as the threat of disappearance caused by accelerated 
deterioration, large-scale public or private projects or rapid urhan or tourist development projects; 
destruction caused by changes in the use or ownership of' the land; major alterations due lo unknown 
causes; abandonment for any reason whatsoever; the outbreak or the threat of an armed conllicl; 
calamities and cataclysms; serious fires, earthquakes, landslides; volcanic eruptions; changes in waler 
level, lloods, and tidal waves. The Committee may at any time, in case of urgent need, make a new 
entry in the List of World Heritage in Danger and publicize such entry immediately. 

5. The Committee shall define the criteria on the basis of which a property belonging to the cultural or 
natural heritage may be included in either of the lists mentioned in paragraphs 2 and 4 of this article. 

6. Before refusing a request for inclusion in one of the two lists mentioned in paragraphs 2 and 4 of this 
miicle, the Committee shall consult the State Party in whose territory the cultural or natural property in 
question is situated. 

7. The Committee shall, with the agreement of the States concerned, co-ordinate and encourage the 
studies and research needed for the drawing up of the lists referred to in paragraphs 2 and 4 of this 
article. 

Article 12 

The fact that a property belonging to the cultural or natural heritage has not been included in either of the 
two lists mentioned in paragraphs 2 and 4 of Article 11 shall in no way be construed to mean that it does 
not have an outstanding universal value for purposes other than those resulting from inclusion in these lists. 
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Article 13 
I. The World Heritage Committee shall receive and study requests for international assistance formulated 

by Slates Parties to this Convention with respect lo property forming part of the cultural or nalura 
situated in their territories, and included or potentially suitable for inclusion in the lists referred lo in 
paragraphs 2 and 4 of Article 11. The purpose of such requests may be to secure the protection, 
conservation, presentation or rehabilitation of such property. 

2. Requests for international assistance under paragraph I or this article may also he concerned with 
identification of cultural or natural property defined in Articles I and 2, when preliminary 
investigations have shown that further inquiries would he justified. 

3. The Co111mittee shall decide on the aclion to be taken with regard lo these requests, determine where 
appropriate, the nature and extent or its assistance, and aulorize the conclusion, on its behalf, or the 
necessary arrangements with the government concerned. 

4. The Committee shall determine on order priorities for its operations. It shall in so doing hear in mind 
the respective importance for the world cultural and natural heritage of the property requiring 
protection, the need lo give international a.~sistancc lo the property most representative of a natural 
environment or of the genius and the history of the peoples of the world, the urgency of the work to be 
done, the resources available lo the Stales on whose territory the threatened properly is situated and in 
particular the extent lo which they arc able lo safeguard such property by their own means. 

5. The Co111111ittee shall draw up, keep up lo date and publicize a list or property for which international 
assistance has been granted. 

6. The Co111millee shall decide on the use of the resources of the Fund established under Article 15 of this 
Convention. It shall seek ways of increasing these resources and shall take all useful steps lo this end. 

7. The Committee shall co-operate with international and national govern111enlal and nongovern111ental 
organizations having objeclivcs si111ilar lo those of this Convention. For the i111plemenlation of its 
programmes and projccls, the Co111111illee call on such organizations, particulary the International 
Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Properly (the Rome Centre}, the 
International Council of Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) and the International Union for Conservation 
or Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), as well as on public and private bodies and individuals. 

8. Decisions of the Co111millce shall be taken by a majority of two-thirds of its members present and 
voting. A majority of the members of the Commillee shall constitute a quorum. 

Article 14 

I. The World Heritage Committee shall be assisted by a Secrclariat appointed by !he Director-General of 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 

2. The Direclor-General of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Culturtal Organization, 
utilizing lo the fullest extent possible the services of the International Centre for the Study of the 
Preservation and the Restoration of Cultural Property (the Rome Centre), the International Council of 
Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) and the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources (IUCN) in their respective areas of competence and capability, shall prepare the 
Commillee's documentation and the agenda of its meetings and shall have the responsibility for the 
implemcnlalion of its decisions. 

IV. Fund for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 

Article 15 

I. A Fund for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage of Outstanding Universal Value, 
called "the World Heritage Fund", is hereby established. 

2. The Fund shall constitute a trust fund, in conformity with the provisions of the Financial Regulations 
of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 

3. The resources of the Fund shall consist of: 

(a) compulsory and voluntary contributions made by the Stales Parties lo this Convention, 

(b) contributions, gifts or bequests which may be made by: 
(i) otter Stales; 

(ii) the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, other organizations of 
the United Nations system, particularly the United Nations Development Programme or other 
intergovernmental organizations; 

(iii) public or private bodies or individuals; 

(c) any interest due on the resources of the Fund; 

(d) funds raised by collections and receipts from events organized for the benefit of the Fund; 
and 

(e) all other resources authorized by the Fund's regulations, as drawn up by the World Heritage 
Commillee. 
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4. Contributions lo the Fund and other forms of assistance made avialable lo the Commillee may be used 
only for such purposes as the Commillee shall define. The Commillee may accept contributions to be 
used only for a certain programme or project, provided that the Cornrnillee shall have decided on the 
implementation of such programme or project. No political conditions may be allached to contributions 
made to the Fund. 

Article 16 

I. Without prejudice to any supplementary voluntary contribution, the Stales Parties to this Convention 
undertake to pay regularly, every two years, lo the World Heritage Fund, contributions the amount of 
which, in the form of a uniform percentage applicable lo all Stales, shall be determined by the General 
Assembly of States Parties to the Convention, meeting during the sessions of the General Conference 
of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. This decision of the Ceneral 
Assembly requires the majority of the Stales Parties present and voling, which have no! made the 
declaration referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article. In no case shall the compulsory contribution of 
Stales Parties to !he Convention exceed I% of lhe contribution lo the Regular Budget of lhc United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 

2. However, each Stale referred lo in Article 31 or in Article 32 of this Convention may declare, at the 
time of the deposit of its instruments of ratification, acceptance or accession, !hat it shall nol be bound 
by the provisions of paragraph I of this Article. 

3. A Stale Party lo the Convention which has made the declaration referred lo in paragraph 2 of this 
Article may at any time withdraw the said declaration by notifying the Director-General of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. Hewever, the withdrawal of the declaration 
shall not take effect in regard to the compulsory contribution due by the State until the date of the 
subsequent General Assembly of States Parties lo the Convention. 

4. In order that the Commillee may be able to plan its operations effectively, the contributions of Slates 
Parties to this Convention which have made the declaration referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article, 
shall be paid on a regular pasis, at least every lwo years, and should not be less than the contributions 
which they should have paid if they had been bound by the provisions of paragraph I of this Article. 

5. Any State Party to the Convention which is in arrears with the payment of its compulsory or voluntary 
contribution for the current year and the calendar year immediately preceding ii shall not be eligible as 
a Member of the World Heritage Commillee, although this provision shall not apply to the first 
election. 
The terms of office of any such Stale which isl already a member of the Commillee shall terminate at 
the time of the elections provided for in Article 8, paragraph I of this Convention. 

Article 17 

The States Parties to this Convention shall consider or encourage the establishment of national public and 
private foundations or associations whose purpose is to invite donations for the protection of the cultural 
and natural heritage as defined in Articles I and 2 of this Convention. 

Article 18 

The States Parties to this Convention shall give their assistance to inlernalional fund-raising campaigns 
organized for the World Heritage Fund under the auspices of the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization. They shall facililale collections made by !he bodies mentioned in paragraph 3 
of Article 15 for this purpose. 

V. Conditions and Arrangements for International Assistance 

Article 19 

Any State Party to this Convention may request inlernalional assistance for property forming part of the 
cultural or natural heritage of outstanding universal value situated within its territory. It shall submit with 
its request such information and documentation provided for in Article 21 as it has in its possession and as 
will enable the Committee to come lo a decision. 

Article 20 

Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 of Article 13, sub-paragraph (c) of Article 22 and Article 23, 
international assistance provided for by this Convention may be granted only to property forming part of 
the cultural and natural heritage which the World Heritage Commillee has decided, or may decide, to enter 
in one of the lists mentioned in paragraphs 2 and 4 of Arlie le 11. 

Article 21 

I. The World Heritage Commillee shall define the procedure by which requests lo it for international 
assistance shall be considered ans shall specify the content of lhe request, which should define the 
operation contemplated, the work that is necessary, the expected cost thereof, the degree of urgency 
and the reasons why the resources of the Stale requesting assistance do not allow it lo meet all the 
expenses. Such requests must be supported by experts' reports whenever possible. 

2. Requests based upon disasters or natural calamities should, by reasons of the urgent work which they 
may involve, be given immediate, priority consideration by the Commillee, which should have a 
reserve fund at its disposal against such contingencies. 

J. Before coming lo a decision, the Commillcc shall carry oul such studies and consullalions as it deems 

necessary. 
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A1·ticlc 22 

Assistance granted by the World Heritage Commillee may lake the following forms: 

(a) studies concerning the artistic, scientific and technical problems raised by the protection, 
conservation, presentation and rehabilitation of the cultural and natural heritage, as defined in 
paragraphs 2 and 4 of Article 11 of this Convention; 

(b) provision of experts, technicians and skilled labour to ensure that the approved work is correctly 
C<IITied out; 

(c) training of staff and specialists at all levels in the field of identification, protection, conservation, 
presentation and rehabilitation of the cultural and natural heritage; 

(d) supply of equipment which the State concerned docs not possess or is not in a position to acquire; 
, (e) low-interest or interest-free loans which might be repayable on a long-term basis; 
(0 the granting, in exceptional cases and for special reasons, of non-repayable subsidies. 

A1·ticlc 23 

The World Heritage Commillee may also provide international assistance to national or regional centres 
for the training of staff and specialists at all levels in the field of indcntification, protection, conservation, 
presentation and rehabilitation of the cultural and natural heritage. 

Article 24 

International assistance on a large scale shall be preceded by detailed scientific, economic and technical 
studies. These studies shall draw upon the most advanced techniques for the protection, conservation. 
present;1tion and rehabilitation of the natural and cultural hcrliage and shall be consistent with the 
objectives of this Convention. The studies shall also seek means of making rational use of the resources 
available in the Stale concerned. 

Article 25 

As a general rule, only part of the cost of work necessary shall be borne by the international community. 
The contribution of the State benefiting from international assistance shall constitute a substantial share of 
the resources devoted to each programme or project, unless its resources do nol permit this. 

Article 26 

The World Heritage Commillee and the recipient Stale shall define in the agreement they conclude the 
conditions in which a programme or project for which international assistance under the terms of this 
Convention is provided, shall be carried out. It shall be the responsibility of the State receiving such 
international assistance to continue lo protect, conserve and present the properly so safeguarded, in 
observance of the conditions laid down by the agreement. 

VI. Educational Programmes 

Article 27 

I. The Stales Parties lo this Convention shall endeavour by all appropriate means, and in particular by 
educational and information programmes, lo strengthen appreciation and respect by their peoples of the 
cultural and natural heritage defined in Articles I and 2 of the Convention. 

2. They shall undertake lo keep the public broadly informed of the dangers threatening this heritage and 
of activities carried on in pursuance of this Convention. 

Article 28 

Stales Parties to this Convention which receive international assistance under the Convention shall take 
appropriate measures to make known the importance of the properly for which asislance has been received 
and the role played by such assistance. 

VII. Reports 

Article 29 

I. The States Parties to this Convention shall, in the reports which they submit to the General Conference 
of the Unidel Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization on dales and in a manner to be 
determined by il, give information on the legislative and administrative provisions which they have 
adopted and other action which they have taken for the application of this Convention, together with 
details of the experience acquired in this fi!3ld. 

2. These reports shall be brought to the alit;hlion of the World Heritage Commillec. 

3. The Committee shall submit a report on its activities at each of the ordinary sessions of the General 
Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 
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VIII. Final Clauses 

Article 30 

This Convention is drawn up in Arabic, English, French, Russian and Spanish, the five texts being equally 
authoritative. 

Article 31 

I. This Convention shall be subject lo ratification or acceptance by Stales members of the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization in accordance with their respective constitutional 
procedures. 

2. The instruments of ratification or acceptance shall be deposited with the Director-General of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 

Article 32 

I. This Convention shall be open to accession by all States not members of the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization which arc invited by the General Conference of the 
Organization or accede to it. 

2. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession with the Director-General of 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 

Article 33 

This Convention shall enter into force three months after the date of the deposit of the twentieth instrument 
of ratilkation, acceptance or accession, but only with respect to those States which have deposited their 

respective instruments of ratification, acceptance or accession on or before that date. It shall enter into 
force with respect to any other State three months after the deposit of its instrument of ratification, 
acceptance or accession. 

Artridc 34 

The following provisions shall apply to those States Parties to this Convention which have a federal or 
non-unitary constitutional sy.~le111: 

(a) with regard to the provisions of this Convention, the implementation of which comes under the legal 
jurisdiction of the federal or central legislative power, the obligations of the federal or central 
government shall be the same as for those Stales Parties which are not federal States; 

(b) with regard to the provisions of this Convention, the implementation of which comes under the legal 
jurisdiction of individual constituent Stales, countries, provinces or cantons that arc not obliged by the 
constitutional system of the federation to lake legislative measures, the federal government shall 
inform the competent authorities or such States, countries, provinces or cantons of the said provisions, 
with its recommendation for their adoption. 

Article 35 

1. Each State Party tu this Convention may denounce the Convention. 

2. The denunciation shall be nolilied by an instrument in writing, deposited with the Director-General of 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 

3. The denunciation shall take effect twelve months after the receipt of the instrument of denunciation. It 
shall affect the financial obligations of the denouncing State until the date on which the withdrawal 
takes effect. 

Article 36 

The Director-General of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization shall 
inform the States members of the Organization, the Slates not members of the Organization which are 
referred to in Article 32, as well as the United Nations, of the deposit of all the instruments of ratification. 
acceptance, or accession provided for in Articles 31 and 32, and of the denunciations provided for in 
Article 35. 

Article 37 

I. This Convention may be revised by the General Conference of the United Nations Educational. 
Scientific and Cultural Organization. Any such revision shall, however, bind only the States which 
shall become Parties to the revising convention. 

2. If the General Conference should adopt a new convention revising this Convention in whole or in part, 
then, unless the new convention otherwise provides, this Convention shall cease to be open to 
ratilication, acceptance or accession, as from the dale on which the new revising convention enters into 
force. 
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---------------------------Article 38 

In conformity wilh Article 102 of lhc Character of the Uniled Nations, this Convention shall be registered 
with the Secretarial of !he Uniled Nations al the request of the Direclor-Gencral of lhe United Nations 

. Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 
Done in Paris, this twenty-third day of November 1972, in two authentic copies bearing the signature of 
the President of the seventeenth session of the General Conference and of !he Director-General of the 
Uniled Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, which shall be deposited in !he archives 
of lhe United Nation Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, and certified true copies of which 
shall be delivered lo all !he Stales referred lo in Articles 31 and 32 as well as to the United Nations. 
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APPENDIXB 

WORLD HERITAGE CONVENTION 

OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES ON CULTURAL LANDSCAPES 

(copied from World Heritage Committee 1995: 10-12) 

35. With respect to cultural landscapes, the Committee has 
furthermore adopted the following guidelines concerning their 
inclusion in the World Heritage List. 

36. Cultural landscapes represent the "combined works of nature 
and of man" designated in Article 1 of the Convention. They are 
illustrative of the evolution of human society and settlement 
over time, under the influence of the physical constraints and/ or 
opportunities presented by their natural environment and of 
successive social, economic and cultural forces, both external· 
and internal. They should be selected on the basis both of their 

_oo_tstandin~iversal value and of their representativity in 
terms of a clearly defined geo-cul tural region and also for thefr
capacity to illustrate the essential and distinct cultural 
elements of such regions. 

37. The term "cultural landscape" embraces a diversity of 
manifestations of the interaction between humankind and its 
natural environment. 

38. Cultural landscapes often reflect specific techniques of 
sustainable land~use, considering the characteristics and limits 
of the natural environment they are established in, and a 
specific spiritual relation to nature. Protection of cultural 
landscapes can contribute to modern techniques of sustainable 
land-use and can maintain or enhance natur.al values in the 
landscape. The continued existence of traditional forms of 
land-use supports biological diversity in many regions of the 
world. The protection of traditional cultural landscapes is 
therefore helpful in maintaining biological diversity. 

39. Cultural landscapes fall into three main categories, namely: 

(i) The most easily identifiable is the clearly defined 
landscape designed and created intentionally by man. 
This embraces · garden and parkland landscapes 
constructed for aesthetic reasons which are often (but 
not always) associated with religious or other 
monumental buildings and ensembles. 

(ii) The second category is the organically evolved 
landscape. This results from an initial social, 
economic, administrative, and/or religious imperative 
and has developed its present form by association with 
and in response to its natural environment. Such 
landscapes reflect that process of evolution in their 
form and component features. They fall into two 
sub-categories: 

a relict (or fossil) landscape is one in which an 
evolutionary process came to an end at some time 
in the past, either abruptly or over a period. 
Its significant distinguishing features are, 
however, still visible in material form. 
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a continuing landscape is one which retains an 
active social role in contemporary society 
closely associated with the traditional way of 
life, and in which the evolutionary process is 
still in progress. At the same time it exhibits 
significant material evidence of its evolution 
over time. 

(iii) The final category is the associative cultural 
landscape. The inclusion of such landscapes on the 
World Heritage List is justifiable by virtue of the 
powerful religious, artistic or cultural associations 
of the natural element rather than material cultural 
evidence, which may be insignificant or even absent. 

40. The extent of a cultural landscape for inclusion on the 
World Heritage List is relative to its functionality and 
intelligibility. In any case, the sample selected must be 
substantial enough to adequately represent the totality of the 
cultural landscape that it illustrates. The possibility of 
designating long linear areas which represent culturally 
significant transport and communication networks should not be 
excluded. 

41. The general criteria for conservation and management laid 
down in paragraph 24.(b) .(ii) above are equally applicable to 
cultural landscapes. It is important that due attention be paid 
to the full range of values represented in the landscape, both 
cultural and natural. The nominations should be prepared in 
collaboration with and the full approval of local communities. 

42. The existence of a category of "cultural landscape", 
included on the World Heritage List on the basis of the criteria 
set out in paragraph 24 above, does not exclude the possibility 
of sites of exceptional importance in relation to both cultural 
and natural criteria continuing to be included. In such cases, 
their outstanding universal significance must be justified under 
both sets of criteria. 
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Note on West Coast Series 1: 

APPENDIXC 

INTERVIEWS 

West Coast Series 1 

In early 1992 I had not yet decided on the detailed spatial focus for the project. I did interviews 

in Haast, Hokitika, Franz Josef, Reefton and Nelson Creek because these were the areas that 

others had identified as the kind of places where I might find the project that I sought. 

All the interviews were immensely helpful in grounding me in the West Coast in general. 

Many of them would repay further analysis. 

1/001 Nichola Johnston, Haast Beach 

1/002 Norrie Thomas, Hannah's Clearing 

1/003 June Johnston, Haast Beach 

1/004 Helen Rasmussen, Okuru 

1/005 Glenn Collins, Okuru 

1/006 Alex Miller (then with DoC, West Coast Conservancy) 

Franz Josef 

1/007 Kevan Wilde (then with DoC, West Coast Conservancy) 

27 January 1992 

27 January 1992 

27 January 1992 

28 January 1992 

28 January 1992 

28 January 1992 

Hokitika 29 January 1992 

1/008 Murray Reedy (Doc, West Coast Conservancy) 

Hokitika 29 January 1992 

1/009 Bob McKerrow, (then with DoC, West Coast Conservancy) 

Hokitika 30 January 1992 

1/010 Peter McCormack, Fox Glacier 30 January 1992 

1/011 Mick Sullivan (ex Fox Glacier, then Hokitika) 30 January 1992 
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1/012 Ray Hooker (then with DoC, West Coast Conservancy) 

Hokitika 

1/013 Kelly Wilson (kaumatua Te Koeti Turanga) 

Hokitika 

1/014 Anne Hutchison (DoC, West Coast Conservancy) 

Hokitika 

3 l January 1992 

31 January 1992 

31 January 1992 

1/015 Kathryn Groome (then with DoC, West Coast Conservancy) 

Hokitika 31 January 1992 

1/016 Kim Loughnan (with DoC, West Coast Conservancy) 

Reefton 

1/017 Alf Cleaver, Reefton 

1/018 Frances Hunter, Reefton 

1/019 Kath Barrow, Reefton 

1/020 Pam Robertson, Reefton 

1/021 Tim White, Reefton 

1/022 Dave Morris, Reefton 

1/023 Barry Paine, Nelson Creek 

1/024 Peaches Eaton, Nelson Creek 

1/025 Mr Dalziel, Nelson Creek 

West Coast Series 2 

3 February 1992 

3 February 1992 

3 February 1992 

3 February 1992 

4 February 1992 

4 February 1992 

4 February 1992 

5 February 1992 

5 February 1992 

5 February 1992 

2/001 David Stapleton (then with West Coast Regional Council) 
Greymouth 17 March 1994 

2/002 Iri Sinclair (then with West Coast Regional Council) 
Greymouth 
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2/003 Mel Nicholls (then with DoC, West Coast Conservancy) 
Hokitika 

2/004 Gavin Smith (then with DoC, West Coast Conservancy) 
Hokitika 

2/005 Margaret Moir (regional and national politician) 
Hokitika 

2/006 Ian Wooster (then with West Coast Tourism Council) 
Grey mouth 

2/007 Jim O'Regan (regional and local politician, farmer) 
Inangahua Valley 

2/008 Jim Staton (DoC, West Coast Conservancy) 
Hokitika 

2/009 Peter Ross (Buller District Council) 
Westport 

2/010 Neil Clifton (DoC West Coast Conservancy) 
Hokitika 

2/011 Bruce Watson (then with DoC West Coast Conservancy) 
Hokitika 

2/012 Glen Lauder (DoC West Coast Conservancy) 
Hokitika 

2/013 Frank Minehan, Harihari 

2/014 Bill Levitt, Harihari 

2/015 Brenda Monk, Paringa 

2/016 Mrs Lucas, Harihari 

Natpol Series 

001 Bing Lucas (was last Director General of Lands, has been active 

19 May 1994 

23 May 1994 

24May 1994 

18 May 1994 

20 May 1994 

23May 
and 22 June 1994 

26 May 1994 

21 June 1994 

24 June 1994 

26 May 1994 

23 November 1994 

24 November 1994. 

15 March 1995 

17 March 1995 

with IUCN internationally since then) Wellington 24 August 1994 

002 Aidan Challis (DoC, Conservancy Office) Wellington 25 August 1994 

003 Kevin Smith (Director, Royal Forest and Bird Society) 

Wellington 
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004 Geoff Park (DoC Head Office, Wellington) 26 August 1994 

005 Clive Anstey (DoC Head Office, Wellington) 26 August 1994 

006 Tim Porteous (QE II National Trust) Wellington 29 August 1994 

007 John Damiels (DoC Head Office) Wellington 29 August 1994 

008 Paul Mahoney (DoC Head Office, Wellington) 29 August 1994 

009 Susan Forbes (Kotuku Consultancy) Wellington (a) 15 January 1994 

(b) 29 August 1994 

010 Piri Sciascia (DoC Head Office) Wellington 30 August 1994 

011 Helen Hughes (then Parliamentary Commissioner 

for the Environment) Wellington 31 August 1994 

012 Les Molloy (DoC Head Office) Wellington 31 August 1994 

013 Roger Blakeley (then Secretary for the Environment 

MfE) Wellington 30 August 1994 

014 Wayne Nelson (Historic Places Trust) Wellington 1 September 1994 

015 Jim Saunders (Historic Places Trust) Wellington 1 September 1994 

016 Wren Green (DoC Head Office) Wellington 1 September 1994 

017 Simon Smale (DoC Rotorua, was with Forest Service 

in 1980s) Rotorua 2 September 1994 

018 Alan Edmonds (DoC Head Office) Wellington 6 September 1994 

019 Gerry Mcsweeney (environmental activist, tourism 

entrepreneur, Lake Moeraki) 27 September 1994 
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Note 

APPENDIXD 

FOCUS GROUPS 

Aiming for some consistency, I tried to arrange each of the four community focus groups 

(Haast, Franz Josef/Fox, Whataroa and Harihari) through local community associations. This 

did not work out exactly as planned, but in each community except Whataroa I found someone 

who was willing to act on my behalf, ringing local people, booking a hall and so on. In 

Whataroa I was helped by Glenys Black, my contact and helper from Harihari, who had been 

post mistress in Whataroa for many years. In Haast my helper was Heather Able, originally 

from Harihari (her mother was in the Harihari group). In Franz Josef the head teacher of the 

local school was extremely helpful, although she did not want to be in the group. Each 

community was so different that having started the process off, I found it pointless worrying 

about lack of absolute comparability. The tiny number of residents was also a constraint. 

The SWECAG group had its own problems. SWECAG was close to disbanding, and 

attendance at the last few meetings was low. From the list below it is clear that DoC staff 

dominated numerically, although at the meeting itself three of the four were almost silent. 

Despite all the one-to-one interviews, and my long practised role as passive interviewer, I never 

quite overcame a sense that DoC staff did not altogether understand what I was about, and that 

therefore they could not completely trust me. In contrast I found that the community groups 

were open and friendly to a fault, they were - or seemed to be - talking straight, rather than the 

coded bureaucratese that SWECAG talked. One person, Ralph Fegan, was at the SWECAG 

and the Franz/Fox meeting, and the contrast in his contributions bears this suspicion out. 

It would be possible to write about both the method and the outcomes in far more detail than I 

have here: I intend preparing a paper or pair of papers specifically on this topic. 

Haast 

Heather Able 

Allan Cron 

Val Cron 

Betty Eggeling 

Sarah Jolly 

Pam McDonald 

22 November 1994 

'Edie' (came in late, left early, did not provide full name) 

Franz Josef 14 March 1995 

Carol Brown 

Ralph Fegan 
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Alex Miller 

Beth Rooke 

John Sullivan 

Mary Sullivan 

SWECAG 15 March 1995 

Jenny Barratt, Haast 

Ali Carlin, DoC 

Neil Clifton, DoC 

Ralph Fegan, Franz Josef 

Michael Goodliff e, DoC 

Ken Hall (Haast Residents' and Ratepayers' Association) 

G. McDonald, DoC 

Harihari 

Glenys Black 

Joan Glass 

Mrs Lucas 

Charles Lucas 

Avril Muir 

Seionaid Smith 

Whataroa 

15 March 1995 

16 March 1995 

Peter Crouchley 

Anne Dennehy 

Malcolm McRae 

Maryanne Price 

Jim Purcell 

John Reid 
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APPENDIXE 

INFORMAL PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS 

During the course of this project I spoke to many people about what I was doing, and 

sometimes people offered their views and advice in return. In some cases where these 

comments have been used in the thesis, I wrote them down at the time. In other contexts either 

the opportunity did not arise immediately, or, as in the case of Emma Stewart, whose Master's 

project I have been supervising at Lincoln, the conversations were so frequent that I could pick 

any date in the past two years - but that seems a trifle underhand. 

Rik Tau, Deputy Chair of Ngai Tahu Maori Trust Board: from 1989 until 1992 I met Rik 

frequently as I was assisting in the preparation of management proposals for the main 

Ngai Tahu pa site at Kaiapoi. It is impossible to date our conversations. 

Peter Ruka, Ngai Tahu and Waitaha: until recently Peter was a staff member in the Centre for 

Maori Studies and Research at Lincoln University, and before that I met him during my 

work at Kaiapoi, As with Rik Tau, it would be impossible to date our conversations. 

Professor Herb Stovel, Institute for Heritage Education, Montreal West, Quebec, Canada: I met 

Herb at the ICOMOS cultural landscapes symposium in Montreal, 10-13 May 1993. 

Dave Murphy, Ranger, DoC Wanaka, 20 November 1994. 

Aidan Challis, DoC Head Office, Wellington, 11 May 1996. 

Emma Stewart, Department of Human and Leisure Sciences, Lincoln University, frequent 

conversations over the past two years. 
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APPENDIXF 

FILES CONSULTED IN ARCHIVES 

Files Consulted in Offices of West Coast Regional Council. Greymouth 

Ministry of Works and Development files 

D 3200 volume 1: Inangahua County District Scheme. 

RP 1/3/1 volume 1: West Coast Regional Planning Scheme; Section 3: Perseverance. 

RW 215 volume 1: West Coast Regional Planning Scheme; Crown Land/State forest -

South Westland Management Evaluation. 

West Coast United Council files 

RP 27 /2 volume 1; Inangahua County - Perseverance Block Development. 

RP 27 /2 volume 2; Inangahua County - Perseverance Block Development. 

RP/8/5; Environment - World Heritage. 

RP 1/6/3; Public Submission To Draft Section Six. 

RP 1/3/1; West Coast Regional Planning Scheme; Section Three: (Perseverance Land 

Use) Decision To Prepare, Notification, Submissions 

RP 2/4/4; Forestry - State Forest Management Plans - South Westland. 

RP 1/6/1 volume 1; Draft Section - Decisions To Prepare, Notification, Submissions. 

RP 31/2; Westland County: South Westland Community Viability Plan. 

RP 31/2 volume 2; South Westland Management Evaluation Programme. 

RP 31/2 volume 3; South Westland MEP/Community Viability. 

RP 31/2 volume 4; SWMEP, Blakeley Working Party, and Community Viability Plan. 

RP 31/2 volume 5 SWCVPlan. 

RP 31/2/1; South Westland Community Viability Plan/South Westland Management 

Evaluation Programme submissions. 

RP 5/2/3; Morris Mines. 

RW 219; West Coast Native Timber Promotion Board. 

Files Consulted in Offices of Department of Conservation, West Coast Conservancy, Hokitika 

New Zealand Forest Service Files 

6/1 Cascade State Forest, volumes 1, 2 and 3. 

6/1/2 Cascade State Forest - Roading. 

6/127 Perseverance (Inangahua State Forest) volumes 1 and 2 (Hokitika Series). 

6/127/2 - Roading - general- Inangahua West. 

6/127/2 Inangahua State Forest - Reconnaisance- long term sales area. 

6/127/3 Access and Easements, Inangahua West. 
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6/127/7 Inangahua West State Forest Bridges, volumes 1 and 2. 

8/1 Land resources and Land Use Conference volumes 1, 2 and 3. 

8/1/0 Land Administration Coordination Committee. 

32/4/1 Native Forests Action Council volumes 2, 3, 4, 5. 

32/4/2 West Coast Futures Inc., Federated Futures Inc., volume 1. 

45/115 Land Development on the West Coast. 

45/121 Ministerial Tours Of South Westland volume 1. 

45/121/1 Tour by Parliamentarians, 1970. 

45/125 Proposed National Park South Westland volume 1. 

45/146 New Zealand Historic Places Trust volume 1. 

45/146/1 Antiquities. 

45/146/2 Historic Sites and Research volume 5 . 

45/50 Scenery Preservation, volumes 2 and 3. 

Department of Lands and Survey files 

3/3 I 6/1 IUCN, volumes 2 and 3. 

3/401 Federated Futures. 

3/429 Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society, B General Correspondence. 

8/152 Historic Reserves. 

Department of Conservation files 

South Westland Environment and Community Action Group files 

SW AG 1 - General, volumes 1 and 2. 

SWAG 2 Correspondence, volumes 1, 2, 3. 

SW AG 3 - Agendas/papers, volumes 1 and 2. 
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Atawhai Kaupapa 

bach 

conservation estate 

iwi 

kaumatua 

Komiti Rangapu 

kuia 

mahinga kai 

mana 

mana whenua 

marae 

mere 

pa 

Pakeha 

pakihi 

pepeha 

pounamu 

Poutini Ngai Tahu 

runanga 

stewardship land 

tangata whenua 

taniwha 

taonga 

tupuna 

turangawaewae 

waiata 

wahi tapu 

whakapapa 

APPENDIXG 

GLOSSARY 

term used by DoC to describe their processes of consultation with iwi. 

simple living quarters, often holiday accommodation, from 'bachelor's 

quarters'. 

Crown land managed by the Department of Conservation. 

Maori tribe or people. 

old man or woman, often used in respect of tribal elder, usually male. 

Maori consultative committee used by West Coast Regional Council at 

the time of the field work for this project. 

old woman, often used as a term of respect. 

traditional food gathering ground 

influence, prestige, power 

influence, prestige, power deriving from the land. 

open, ceremonial space in front of meeting house or whare. 

short, flat stone weapon for use in hand-to-hand fighting. 

fortified place or stockade. 

fair skinned, non Polynesian New Zealander. 

open, often waterlogged land, surrounded by bush, common on West 

Coast. 

charm, proverb. 

nephrite jade or greenstone, locally occurring on the West Coast, and a 

major source of mana for Poutini Ngai Tahu. 

West Coast Maori whose major allegiance is to Ngai Tahu, currently 

the dominant South Island iwi. Many West Coast Maori cite ancestral 

links to other tribes as well, including Waitaha and N gati Mamoe. 

Maori assembly or council. 

Crown land within the conservation estate that is not otherwise 

specifically protected by a designation such as reserve or national park. 

people of the land - usually applied to people of Maori descent and not 

to Pakeha. 

mythical monster. 

treasure 

ancestors, grandparents. 

a 'place to stand' - in other words, the specific place(s) with which 

Maori have traditional, ancestral and tribal connections. 

song 

sacred place 

genealogy 
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CCL 

DLS 

DoC 

DSIR 

FMC 

HPT 

ICC 

ICOMOS 

IFLA 

IUCN 

MfE 

MWD 

NFAC 

NZFS 

PATA 

PCE 

RFB 

SWECAG 

SWMEP 

UNESCO 

WCRC 

WCTC 

wcuc 
WHC 

APPENDIXH 

FREQUENTLY USED ABBREVIATIONS 

Commissioner(s) of Crown Lands 

Department of Lands and Survey 

Department of Conservation 

Department of SCientific and Industrial Research 

Federated Mountain Clubs 

New Zealand Historic Places Trust 

Inangahua County Council 

International Council on Monuments and Sites 

International Federation of Landscape Architects 

International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources 

Ministry for the Environment 

Ministry of Works and Development 

Native Forests Action Council 

New Zealand Forest Service 

Pacific Asia Travel Association 

Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment 

Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society 

South Westland Environment and Community Action Group 

South Westland Management Evaluation Programme 

United Nations Educational and Cultural Organisation 

West Coast Regional Council 

West Coast Tourism Council 

West Coast United Council 

World Heritage Committee 
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